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What am I looking at?
A hubcap from the Stealth Bomber?

Buckminster Fuller's geodesic beltbuckle?

NO. WHAT YOU SEE HERE IS I-ORIY YEARS 01- TRADITION PUSHING NHL LAST

INSTANT OF TECHNOLOGY. INTRODUCING XPL: THE FIRST SPEAKER TO

MARRY THE 3 -INCH TITANIUM MID -RANGE PICTURED HERE TO THE HIGH -

FREQUENCY TITANIUM DRIVER THAT'S NOT. THE ACCURACY OF THE XPL

EXTENDS TO 27 kHz. MEANWHILE, THE RIBBED DOME AND DIAMOND

SURROUND COMBINE TO WITHSTAND FORCES OVER 1,000 G's.

TRANSIENT DETAILS SO OFTEN BLURRED

IN SOME OTHER DIAPHRAGMS ARE

ROUTINELY REPRODUCED BY

THIS REMARKABLE TANDEM.

BREAKTHROUGH FOLLOWS

v

The crossover network in the XPL costs more than
some systems: Low -loss, high -current bypass capacitors.

Low distortion inductors. Gold-plated connectors.

BREAKTHROUGH. THE XPL:s STEPPED BAFFLE ALIGNS THE LOW, MID AND

HIGH -RANGE SIGNALS. THIS ENABLES THE SOUND FROM EACH DRIVER TO

ARRIVE AT THE LISTENER'S EAR AT PRECISELY THE SAME TIME. THE

ENCLOSURE? IT'S DESIGNED TO PRODUCE NO SOUND OF ITS OWN. THANKS

TO A ROUNDED BACK AND NON -PARALLEL SIDES, IT BREAKS OUT OF THE BOX.

SUBTRACTS THE INTERNAL STANDING WAVES ASSOCIATED WITH IT. AND THE

BLACK LACQUER FINISH DOES A PERFECT IMITATION OF A CONCERT GRAND.

AUDITION XPL AT YOUR FAVORITE STEREOPHILE STORE SOON.

YOUR TURNTABLE WILL THANK YOU. YOUR CD COLLECTION

WILL THANK YOU. ABOVE ALL, YOUR EARS WILL THANK YOU.
JBL

H A HARMAN INTERNATIONAL COMPANY 240 CROSSWAYS PARK WEST, WOODBURY,
NEW YORK 11797 8500 BALBOA BOULEVARD, NORTHRIDGE, CALIFORNIA 91329
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OPTIMLIS

LIVE

CONCERT!
The performance begins, and the crowc starts
swingin' to a sound that's powerful, dynamic
and expressive. The instrument that brings
performance to life is the Optimus` STAV-

3200 stereo audio/video receiver.
You get 100 watts of pure power per channel for
music that's alive with energy. Dolby Surround'
brings you dramatic "3 -dimensional" movie beater
presence, and Hall effect recreates the ambience of
the concert venue. There's even a motor -driven
master volume control and a wireless remade.
The Optimus brand is designed, crafted and rested
to the highest quality standards in consumer elec-
tronics. It's technology that performs for you.
Hear it today.
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Introducing the New Bose' Acoustimass=5 Series II Speaker System.

The part you see.

The part you dont see.
Three acoustic masses

provide 36dB/octave acoustic
crossover rolloffl

Benefit: Soundstage determined

by cube speakers. Complete
freedom to hide the bass module

anywhere in your room.

New elliptical toroid conduit for
the radiating air mass provides

for laminar air flow.
Benefit: No audible noise

caused by turbulence, even at
high loudness levels.

New system
protection circuit.

Benefit: More system
protection at high output

volumes. Increased
reliability.

Three acoustic
compression chambers.

Benefit: Reduced cone motion
providing virtual elimination

of audible distortion.

(Plexigiass model for illustration purposes only)

Your eyes wont believe your ears.
When you place an Acoustimass-5 speaker system in
your home, all you see are two tiny cube speaker arrays
(shown left). You can easily hide the compact bass
module (lower left) anywhere in the room, out of view.

You may find it difficult to believe the small size be-
cause of what you hear: sound so spacious and lifelike,
it approaches the realism of a live performance.

The cube speaker arrays feature Bose Direct/Reflecting'
speaker technology. They can re-create a natural bal-
ance of reflected and direct sound that conventional
speakers cannot match. Rotate the arrays to cause big
rooms to sound more intimate, or small rooms more
spacious. You can listen from almost anywhere in the
room and still hear full stereo. All the music, even the
lowest bass notes, appears to come from the small
cubes, regardless of where the bass module is hidden.

The Acoustimass bass module contains technology
unlike that of any conventional speaker. It launches
sound into the room by an air mass, rather than directly
from a vibrating surface. Some benefits of this patented
Bose technology are shown in the pictorial on the
lower left.

Compare the sound to conventional
speakers costing far more.
The best way to appreciate the benefits of this technol-
ogy is to ask your dealer to demonstrate it side by side
with conventional speakers costing far more. For more
information about Bose products, and names of Bose
dealers near you, call toll -free;

1-800-444-BOSE Ext. 27
USA 830AM-9:00PM (ET) FAX 508-872-9657

Canada 1-800-465-BOSE 9:OOAM-5:OOPM

___1715M"
Better sound through research.

01991 Bose Gwporation
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by Rebecca Day and William Livingstone

Royalty Compromise
The Electronic Industries
Association, the Recording
Industry Association of
America, and the Copyright
Coalition of songwriters and
music publishers agreed in
July to seek legislation that
clarifies the legality of home
audio recording for private,
noncommercial use. The
proposed legislation would
impose royalties, based on
manufacturers' prices to
dealers, of 2 percent on
consumer digital audio
recorders and 3 percent on
blank digital media. The
royalties would be collected
from manufacturers and
importers and distributed to
music creators and copyright
owners on the basis of record
sales and airplay. In addition,
the legislation would require
consumer digital recorders to
include the Serial Copy
Management System, which
limits digital copying of
commercial recordings to a
single generation.

"We have always believed
and still do believe that
consumers have the right to
record for their own personal
use," said Gary Shapiro, vice
president of EIA/CEG, "but a
legislative compromise . . .

may facilitate the access of
consumers to emerging digital
technologies. It is time for this
digital recording stalemate to
be broken."

As a result of the accord, a
pending class-action lawsuit
brought against Sony for
copyright infringement
resulting from its sale of DAT
recorders was "dismissed
without prejudice" at the
request of the plaintiffs, the
National Music Publishers
Association.

Design Awards
A 20 -inch RCA color TV set
with remote control was a

winner in the Industrial
Design Society of America's
annual program of awards
this year. Created by the
designer Thomas E. Renk and
the engineer Robert
Ramspacher, the RCA
F20706FT was the only
television set among the
winners. It retails for $499. . . .

The Museum of Modern Art in
New York has added two Bang
and Olufsen products to its
permanent design collection-
the VX 5000 Super VHS VCR
and the Form 2 headphones.
This brings the number of B&O
products in the museum's
collection to sixteen.

Music Notes
BMG Classics has reissued on
RCA CD's several recordings
by the Japanese synthesizer
artist Isao Tomita, a
grandfather of New Age
music. Among them are
Mussorgsky's Pictures at an
Exhibition, Stravinsky's
Firebird, and "Kosmos." All
have been digitally
remastered and encoded with
the Dolby Surround system.
. . . Pearl has issued a CD of
vintage recordings from the
1930's, "Koussevitzky
Conducts American Music."
. . . Denon has released the
first classical performance it
has recorded in the United
States, Mozart's Requiem by
the Boston Early Music
Festival Orchestra conducted
by Andrew Parrott.

Classical Crossover
The ex-Beatle Paul
McCartney, forty-nine, was
commissioned by the Royal
Liverpool Philharmonic to
write a large composition for
its 150th anniversary. In
collaboration with the
American composer/conductor
Carl Davis, McCartney
produced Liverpool Oratorio, a
large-scale, 11/2 -hour work for

soloists, boy choir, chorus,
and orchestra. The audience
at the world premiere in
Liverpool in June gave it a
standing ovation, but the
response from critics was
guarded and mixed. The
Times of London called it "a
worthy, sincere endeavor,"
and the New York Times
commented on its coherence,
McCartney's gift for melody,
and various "lovely touches."
EMI recorded it with the
premiere forces, including the
soloists Kiri Te Kanawa and
Jerry Hadley and the Royal
Philharmonic under Davis. It
is scheduled for fall release.

Equipment Notes
The Luxman RV -371 receiver
($1,400) has Dolby Pro Logic
surround circuitry and a five -
channel amplifier. . . .

Kenwood's new KA-V9500 five -
channel audio/video receiver
($1,500) offers six ambience
modes, Dolby Pro Logic, and
inputs for twelve source
components . . . Boston
Acoustics offers a $900
surround -sound version of its
SubSat 6 system, called the
T6, that includes five satellites
and a bass module.

Tape Athletics
TDK is sponsoring the Third
International Amateur
Athletic Federation Congress
and World Championships
in Athletics in Tokyo, Japan,
from August 23 through
September 1. The competition,
which is also known as
"Tokyo '91." will bring
together about 1,200 athletes
from 182 countries. More than
120 television networks will
cover the championships,
which will be seen by an
estimated three billion TV
viewers around the world. In
the U.S., highlights of the
events will be broadcast
by NBC-TV. 
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Learn to play Bach

It may have taken a musical genius to

write the Toccata and Fugue in D Minor, but

it shouldn't take a technical genius to play it.

Or at least, that's the thinking behind

the Mitsubishi M -C6010, the world's first CD

changer with on -screen commands.

The way we see it, you shouldn't have to

spend the best years of your life figuring out

how to work your audio equipment. So weve

put the directions right on the TVscreen in

CD Magaz
Ma9 Tit
46 CHOP IN
4? BACH
48 HANDEL
49 STRAUIN
50 BARTOK

Use ADJUST t
Then press 2
Press MENU f

front of you, in the form of menus that lead

you through every function, step by step.

And confirm what you're doing while yoUre

doing it.There are menus that cover all the

usual functions, like programming discs and

recording them to tape.

And then there are menus for things that

aren't usual at all. For instance, imagine being

able to customize your CD library according

nftrr Cf.)

TCR1E DEFEAT

114411 -nu- VCR B

The M -C6010 CD changer. The M -R8010 Home Theater receiver

©1990 Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc. For the name of your authorized dealer, call (8001527-8888ea. 145.
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in three easy steps.

to category You name each magazine, and the

next time you insert it into the changer, your

title -"Sixties Classics" or "Elevator Greats"-

will appear on the screen. Or if you feel Like

browsing, you can call up the names of every

magazine in your library with a quick flick of

the remote control.

As a piece of video equipment, our CD

changer is pretty impressive. But we could

hardly expect you to buy it on looks alone, so

we gave it all the technology any right-minded

audiophile would insist on. Dual 18 -bit linear

D/A converters. 8 -times oversampling during

the filtering process. And digital de -emphasis,

a special circuit for accurate playback of the

high frequencies present on compact ciscs.

Of course, the best way to get the most

out of all this technology is to make it part

of a Mitsubishi Home Theater System, so

your audio and video components can work

together as a cohesive unit. Everything in the

system -from our big screen TVs and VCRs

to our CD changer and Home Theater

receiver - operates the same way and can be

controlled by a single learning remote.

With all of this in mind, picking out

your next CD changer should be as easy as

playing "Chopsticks:'

ArtMITSUBISHI
TECHNICALLY, ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE'
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LETTERS
CD -I and Laserdisc

As a long-time leader in laser -optical
technology, Pioneer Electronics shares
Ken Pohlmann's enthusiasm for the CD -
1 (compact disc interactive) format that
is now being developed. But his recent
comparison of CD -1 video quality with
that of S -VHS (July "Signals"), coupled
with his reference to movies being avail-
able on CD -I by mid -I992, is misleading.

The first major step for CD -I will be
the establishment of an international
standard. In the case of the laserdisc,
which is the highest -quality audio and
video laser -optical format on the market
today, it took ten years for standardiza-
tion. While MPEG-I , the Motion Picture
Expert Group's full -motion video stan-
dard, is anticipated for enactment as an
international standard in late 1992, it
currently utilizes only one-fourth of the
luminance resolution and one -eighth of
the chrominance resolution of today's
NTSC television standard. Another im-
portant measure of resolution (detail) is
the number of pixels. Under MPEG- I ,

the pixels number between 60,000 and
80,000, compared with 120,000 pixels in
standard VHS and 240,000 in laserdisc.

The CD -1 format has wonderful appli-
cations such as education, information,
interactive games, etc., but at this stage
it will not be able to deliver the experi-
ence of the laserdisc, which remains the
reference standard for home -entertain-
ment media.

MIKE FIDLER
Senior Vice President

Pioneer Electronics (USA)
Long Beach, CA

Having seen MPEG-I compression in ac-
tion, we agree that it will degrade full -
motion video signals to a level inferior to
that of standard VHS videotape playback
and well below that of S -V HS or laserdisc
playback, and CD -I will use MPEG-I for
full -motion video. We apologize for any
misunderstanding on this point.

I found Ken Pohlmann's description
of CD -I sound qiiality to be unclear. Will
a CD -I disc of a movie have the same
sound quality as a laserdisc of it?

GREGORY WRAY
Cincinnati, OH

Philips says that it will.

Maura O'Connell
Ron Givens's June review of Maura

O'Connell's album "A Real Life Story"
was a nice piece of music criticism,
striking as it did at the "cult of the singer -
songwriter." I hope O'Connell and oth-
ers continue to show us that fruitful
collaborations between excellent singers

and superior songwriters can yield beau-
tiful, thoughtful music.

One question, however: Mr. Givens
says that this album is O'Connell's sec-
ond solo effort, following "Helpless
Heart." Where does that leave "Just in
Time," her 1989 Philo/Rounder release?

DAVID J. BURNS
Spring Arbor, MI

'Just in Time" slipped our memories, but
it's still available from PhilolRounder.

Amplifier Sound
Brad Meyer's article about the sound

of amplifiers ("The Amp/Speaker Inter-
face") in the June issue is the best I've
seen for a long time on the topic. Com-
mendable work.

DUNG THI DO
Los Angeles, CA

CD Magic
As a technical consultant to Allsop, I

would like to comment on Ken Pohl-
mann's July article on CD enhancement
devices ("CD Magic"). He argues that
"remarkably impressive technical per-
formance is delivered by even modestly
priced CD players" and concludes that
most are immune to tweaking. The tests
described in the article, however, were
all conducted using an $800 Philips CD -
80, which is well beyond the "modestly
priced" category.

Unlike most of the mass -market play-
ers for which Allsop's products were
designed, the Philips CD -80 features a
die-cast transport for high vibration im-
munity, vibration-decoupling feet, and a
particularly stable laser -tracking mecha-
nism. I, too, would be underwhelmed by
the results from using CD enhancement
products with the CD -80, but most peo-
ple don't own $800 CD players.

With regard to Mr. Pohlmann's com-
ments on the Allsop CD Plus Stabilizer, I
would point out that a stabilized disc
teeter-totters (like a warped record) less
than an unstabilized one, and therefore
peak corrective movements of the servo
are reduced when tracking it. When the
servo system tracks a disc that is not
stable, it draws current irregularly from
the CD player's power supply, which
may cause modulation of the hum field,
motor EM1/RF radiation, and ground
currents. Once again, an $800 player will
have built-in safeguards and should not
fall prey to these gremlins. But with the

We welcome your letters. Please address
correspondence to Editor, STEREO REVIEW,

1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.
You sl Id include your address and
teleph number for verifica . Letters
may he edited for clarity anti length.
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Vision, Sound and Time:

Redefined.

Proton offers you the deep satisfaction of a new, more
graceful lifestyle. Savor it in the award -winning picture of our large
screen monitor/receiver. Enjoy it wrapped in the rich, brilliant
music of our 400 Series Audio Components. Discover it anew each
morning with our new clock radio. Each design, carefully crafted,
reflects the serene knowledge of a new perspective on pleasure.

PROTON
For a free brochure and the name of your nearest Proton retailer, call 800-829-3444. Or write us at 5630 Cerritos Avenue, Cypress, CA 90630

Industrial Design of the Proton 400 Series and RS -325 Clock Radio: Reinhold Weiss Design, Chicago.
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LETTERS
vast majority of players Allsop's product
has value.

MICHAEL KLASCO
Berkeley, CA

Ken Pohlmann replies: Vibration charac-
teristics vary from player to player, but
even low -price players successfully track
discs under normal playing conditions. It
is only when a player is undergoing ex-
traordinary vibration that stabilizers or
isolators may play a role. Based on our
tests, however, microphonics in the ana-
log section appear to be a greater problem
than mistracking of the pickup mecha-
nism or servo errors.

Ken Pohlmann's "CD Magic" is just
too much protestation. He in no measure
disproved the existence of sonic im-
provements by the use of his "objective
means." Nor did he prove by "objective
means" that sonic improvements are the
result of a placebo effect on the impres-
sionable listener. Rather, he engaged in
yet another attempt to "prove" that
"bits is bits." He then, again, concludes
that since "bits is bits," all bits sound
alike.

STEPHEN BOSCH
Bala Cynwydd, PA

The tests reported in "CD Magic" were
not designed to be definitive-only to seek
measurements that might support the
claims made for the various products
examined. In the case of the surface treat-
ments, the results strongly suggest that
there is no real audible benefit because
there were no changes in the data read
from the disc, which is the only mecha-
nism by which such treatments could alter
the sound. The placebo effect was brought
up because it has been demonstrated to
influence the judgments of even experi-
enced listeners in uncontrolled listening
tests.

There is more to the music produced
by a CD player than bits and harmonic
distortion. There is jitter in the digital bit
stream to consider and account for, and
that is exactly what many of the tweaks
claim to affect.

Second, a green Sharpie pen is entire-
ly different from the one product I'm
aware of that's sold explicitly for treat-
ing the edges of CD's, the CD Stoplight
by AudioPrism. Its effects are quite audi-
ble to anyone willing to listen with an
open mind.

In addition, it should have been men-
tioned that applying Armor All to a CD
has been found to cause decomposition
of the polycarbonate if it's left on for a
period of time. AudioQuest's Laser -
Guide provides similar benefits (yes, I
can hear them) with no danger to the CD.
Another product I've found to make an
improvement is the TDK Digital Noise
Absorber. These fit over interconnect

10 STEREO REVIEW SEPTEMBER 1991

and power cables and work by trapping
RF noise generated by a CD player's
digital circuits. The improvement ranges
from very subtle to incredible, depend-
ing on the system they're installed in and
the CD being listened to.

The bottom line is that each of these
tweaks is relatively inexpensive. You
can CD Stoplight and LaserGuide a disc
for less than 300. At that price, questions
about their effectiveness are academic.

ALAN WESTENBROEK
Columbia, MO

Jitter does cause distortion in digital -to -
analog (DIA) conversion, but it is impor-
tant to understand how it arises. Bits read
from a CD accumulate in a small memory
buffer from which they are clocked out at
precise intervals to the decoding circuitry.
Mechanically induced variations in the
data rate are eliminated at this stage; any
jitter seen by the conversion circuitry re-
sults solely from instabilities in the play-
er's internal sampling -rate clock, which
are very, very small and not linked to
motion of the disc.

The original reports that green ink on
the edge of a CD affected its sound were
based on the use of an ordinary marking
pen like the one employed in our tests. At
300 per disc, $100 would treat slightly
more than three hundred discs. The same
money could buy six to ten CD's.

Animal Lovers
Please correct an absolutely false

statement made in a letter printed in the
July issue and signed "Name With-
held." The writer claimed that the chair-
man of People for the Ethical Treatment
of Animals (PETA), Alex Pacheco, had
"staged" a photograph he took in a
Silver Spring, Maryland, laboratory
where he worked undercover for four
months. The photograph, showing a
monkey in a restraining device, was tak-
en during a routine experiment.

Regarding the quote attributed to
PETAs national director, Ingrid New-
kirk, her full statement was: "When it
comes to having a central nervous sys-
tem and the ability to experience pain,
hunger, and thirst, a rat is a pig is a dog is
a boy." Anyone with a rudimentary un-
derstanding of science should concur
that these animals can have similar feel-
ings of physical discomfort.

CHRISTINE JACKSON
Senior Staff Writer, PETA

Washington, DC

Addendum
In last month's review of the Atlantic

Technology Pattern Surround Home
Theater System, we neglected to give
the manufacturer's address: Atlantic
Technology, Dept. SR, P.O. Box 9124,
Norwood, MA 02062-9124. 0

Definitive Techno
Authorized Dealers

Az- Audio Video Emporium Tucson. Hi Fi Sales.
Mesa.
CA- Audio Concepts: Long Beach, San Gabriel.
Creative Stereo: Santa Barbara, Ventura. Pacific
Coast AN: Corona dei Mar. Paradyme: Sacrame,ito,
Modesto  Performance Audio: San Francisco. Shel-
ley's Stereo Canoga Pk., Santa Monica. Sound Co..
Escondido, San Diego- Sound Goods: Campbell,
Mountain View. Systems Design Redondo Beach.
CO- Listen Up: Denver, Boulder, Colorado Springs.

Al Franklin's: Hart-ord. Audio, Etc.: New Haven.
Carston's Danbury. Robert's Music: New London.
DC Suburbs- Audio Associates.
EL- Absolute Sound Winter Park- Audio Ctr.: Ft.
Lauderdale. Sound Ideas Gainesville. Sound In-
sight: Ft. Pierce. Stereotypes: Daytona Beach. Ster-
eo World: Ft. Myers, Naples.
GA- Stereo Video Systems: Marietta (Atlanta)
f:11- Maui Audio Center: Kahului.
lA Hawkeye Audio: Iowa City.
112- Stereo Shoppe Boise, Moscow
11.- Hi Fi Hutch: Naperville. Mills Recording: Chicago
Simply Stereo: Hoffmar Estates, Orland Pk. Sound
of Peoria: Peoria- Sterling Electronics: Sterling. The
Shoppe: Kankakee.
111- Ovation Audio: Clap(sville, Indianapolis.
K1- Audio Visions: Wichita.
Ky- Ovation Audio: Lexington, Louisville.
Le,- Alterman Audio: New Orleans.
MA- Audio Vision: Arlington. O'Coins: Worcester.
MD- Audio Associates Annapolis, Langley Park, Lau
rel, Rockville. Gramophone: Baltimore, Ellicott City.
Soundscape: Baltimore.
MI- Classic Stereo: Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo. Kurtz
Music Traverse City, Petoskey. Listening Room
Saginaw. Overture Audio: Ann Arbor. Pecar's De-
troit, Troy.
MN- Audio Perfection: Minneapolis.
MO- D&M Sound: Columbia. Primus Audio Kansas

Mc: Audio Video Systems- Charlotte- Stereo Soun
Greensboro, Winston Salem.
ME- Custom Electronics: Omaha, Lincoln.
HI- Sound Waves Northfield. Soundworks: Cherry
Hill. Woodbridge Stereo: Montclair, Princeton, W.
Caldwell, W. Longbranch, Woodbridge.
NM- West Coast Sound. Albuquerque, Las Cruces,
Santa Fe.
Ny- Audio Breakthroughs: Manhasset. Audio Den:
Lake Grove. Avtronics: Hicksville. Clark Music: Al-
bany, Syracuse. Electronic Workshop. Manhattan.
Hart Electronics: Vestal. Innovative Audio. Brookly
Listening Room: Scarsdale. Speaker Shop: Amher
Buffalo.
OR- Audio Craft: Akron, Cleveland, Toledo. Stereo
Lab Columbus, Cincinnatii
OR- Focus: Salem. Hawthorne Stereo: Portland -
Stereo Loft Eugene.

GNT Stereo. Lancaster. Hart Electronics: Blak
ly, Kingston. Listening Pcst: Pittsburgh & suburbs.
Sassafras: Philadelphia & suburbs, Allentown. Ster
house: Lewisburg- Stereoiand Natrona Heights.
Bi- Eastern Audio: No. Providence. Soundings: Mi
dletown.
BS- Dashboard Stereo: Charleston.
TN- Hi Fi Buys: Nashville. Lindsey Ward: Knoxville
Movieland Elect. Johnson City.

Audio Tech: Temple, Waco. Audio Video: Col-
lege Station' Bunkley's Sd. Systems: Abilene. Con
cert Sound: San Antonio- Harold's Electronics:
Odessa, Midland. Sheffield Audio Houston.
la- Broadway Music: Salt Lake Stokes Bros. Lo-
gan
yA- Audio Associates Arlington, Fairfax Audio-
tronics: Roanoke. Digital Sound: Virginia Beach.
Stereotypes Charlottesville.
AA- Evergreen Audio: Silverdale- Hawthorne St:
eo: Bellevue. O.C. Stereo: 3ellingham, Oak Harbor
Tin Ear: Kennewick.
W.VA- Pied Piper: Huntington, Charleston. Sound
vestments: Morgantown. Sound Post: Princeton.
WI- Audio Emporium: Milwaukee.
Canada- Advance Electronics: Winnipeg, Regina.
Audio Ark Edmonton. Audio Ctr.: Montreal, Otte
Bay Bloor: Toronto. Boutiq Je of Sound: Calgary.
CORA Quebec City.
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ES

Presenting The
Distinctive Acoustics Of

Seven Different
Environments In One

Distinctive
CD Carousel Changer.
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Why accept a machine that can only change your

discs, when you can own one that will also change

your acoustic environment? Introducing the CDP-C87ES,

a 5 -disc carousel changer with Digital Signal Process-

ing (DSP). Thanks to DSP equalization and DSP reverb,

this remarkable CD Changer can actually replicate the

acoustic environment appropriate for just about any

music. So you can hear Haydn in a Hall, a chorale in a

Church, and a Stratocastere in a Stadium. Which gives

even the most familiar CD's a newfound richness of

ambience and texture.

And once you choose the right environment for a

CD, store it in the CDP-C87ES Custom Filen" memory.

The changer will then automatically recall your pro-

grammed environment every time you play that disc.

Sony engineers can count among their distin-

guished inventions the CD carousel, the CD player,

even the CD itself. It's no surprise then, that the C87ES

and its fellow DSP changers, the C77ES and C67ES also

.11 DIY. CO.( 1

awfa pm"

incorporate an advanced complementary HDLCiu

converter system. It overcomes low-level non -linearity

-the number one sonic shortcoming in CD players'

So the sound of these changers is not only rich, it's

refined.

Sony ES matches this technological enlighten-

ment with an enlightened three-year limited warranty

on parts and labor. See your authorized ES dealer for

details. To find that dealer, call 201-930-7156 during

East Coast business hours. And discover that in music

at least, you really can improve the environment.

Buy either the Sony CDP-C87ES, C77ES, or C67ES

between August 1 and October 31, 1991 and Sony will

give you a boxed set of four glorious CD's to play on it.

It's the Digital Masterpiece Collection, featuring the

very best music from American Gramaphone, GRP,

Telarc, and Windham Hill. This offer is only available

from your authorized ES dealer, who can provide you

with all the details.

ES
SONY

THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO'



NEW PRODUCTS
Mitsubishi

Mitsubishi's M -T5010 dual -transport
autoreverse cassette deck has a video
output to display programming instruc-
tions on a TV set. A menu helps the user
adjust and select all functions. Features
include Dolby B and Dolby C noise
reduction, Dolby HX Pro headroom ex-
tension, variable -length intro scan,
blank -skip, and repeat and relay play.
The deck has twin amorphous tape
heads, a manual bias control, and a
timer -standby switch. Price: $699. Mit-
subishi, Dept. SR, 5757 Plaza Dr., Box
6007, Cypress, CA 90630-0007.
Circle 120 on reader service card

NAD
NAD's Model 5425 compact disc

player incorporates MASH I -bit digital -
to -analog converter circuitry to reduce
low-level distortion. It uses a low -inertia
three-beam-laser-pickup/disc-drive sub-
assembly to provide fast search speeds
and "rock -stable" playback. Power
supplies are separately filtered and regu-
lated for the converter, the analog out-
put circuits, and the servo controls. Op-
erating features include sixteen -track
random-access programming and bi-
directional track skip. A remote control
is included. Price: $299. Distributed by
Lenbrook Industries Ltd., Dept. SR,
633 Granite Ct., Pickering, Ontario
L1W 3K1, Canada.
Circle 121 on reader service card

Pointsource
The Pointsource Model 200 stereo

power amplifier is rated at 200 watts per
channel from 20 to 20,000 Hz with less
than 0.1 percent total harmonic distor-
tion. There is no current limiting, and the
rated peak current capability is 40 am-
peres. The amplifier features a high -bias
Class AB output stage, which is said
to eliminate crossover distortion, dual -
mono construction with independent 1-
kVA power -supply transformers, and 1 -
percent -precision metal -film resistors
and polypropylene capacitors. There are
no relays, switches, or mechanical con-
tacts used anywhere in the signal chain.
The five -way binding -post speaker con-
nectors are gold-plated. Price: $795.
Pointsource, Dept. SR, Box 788, Whit-
ing, IN 46394.
Circle 122 on reader service card
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YOU'VE LITERALLY NEVER SEEN OR HEARD
ANYTHING LIKE IT.

IT PLAYS MOVIES, CONCERTS AND EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS ON
LASERDISC WITH STUNNING PICTURE CLARITY AND CD SOUND.

IT ALSO LETS YOU PLAY AND PROGRAM FIVE CDs.

INTRODUCING THE WORLD'S FIRST 5-CD/LASE.RDISC PLAYER,
THE CLD-M90 FROM PIONEER.

FIVE HOURS OF CDs. TWO HOURS OF LASERDISC.
ZERO BOREDOM.

Call 1-800-421-1606, ext. 123, for the dealer nearest you.

(Y) PIONEER
The Art of Entertainment

CLD-M90 5-CD/LaserDisc Player



NEW PRODUCTS

JBL
JBL:s XPL 160 loudspeaker has a 1 -

inch titanium -dome tweeter, a 3 -inch
titanium -dome midrange driver, and a
10 -inch woofer with a tuned rear port.
Frequency response is given as 40 to
25,000 Hz ±6 dB and sensitivity as 90
dB. Nominal impedance is 6 ohms.
Low -loss, high -current bypass capaci-
tors and low -distortion inductors in the
crossover networks are said to insure
smooth transitions between drivers (at
800 and 4,000 Hz). The cabinet's Neo-
prene finish and beveled edges are said
to reduce diffraction, and its rounded
back and nonparallel sides are designed
to break up internal standing waves.
Dimensions are 331/4 x 143/4 x 127/8 inch-
es. Price: $1,249 each. JBL, Dept. SR,
240 Crossways Park W., Woodbury,
NY 11797.
Circle 123 on reader service card

Bell'Oggetti
Bell'Oggetti's Model B-400 Piramide

audio/video stand is made of heavy -
gauge metal with tempered -glass
shelves. Adjustable floor levelers are
attached to the base. Dimensions are
291/2 x 30 x 183/8 inches, and weight is 48
pounds. The Piramide's frame is black,
and the base is available in a red or
gray high -impact finish. Price: $400.
Bell'Oggetti International, Dept. SR,
711 Ginesi Dr., Morganville, NJ 07751.
Circle 126 on reader service card

Altec Lansing
The Altec Lansing AHT-2100 was de-

signed to be used as the side speaker in a
THX home -theater setup. Each speaker
has two 4 -inch front -firing woofers, four
31/2 -inch midrange drivers, and two 1/4 -
inch polyimide ferrofluid-cooled dome
tweeters. The midranges and tweeters
are at a 125 -degree angle to eliminate
localization of sound in the surround
channel. Designed to be mounted in or
on a wall, the speaker measures 153/8 x
101/2 x 6 inches. Price: $800 a pair. Altec
Lansing, Dept. SR, Rts. 6 & 209, Mil-
ford, PA 18337.
Circle 124 on reader service card

Quasar
Quasar's LD500 combi-player fea-

tures a I -bit MASH digital -to -analog
converter and a magnetic disc -clamping
mechanism. The video section has a
digital time -base corrector to reduce un-
even coloring (horizontal line noise) and
a three -line digital luminance and chro-
minance separation circuit to suppress
streaking at color borders. The player
has a shuttle ring on the front panel to
help users find a desired point on a disc
quickly and easily. Other features in-
clude an edit -guide function for record-
ing CD's on cassette, intro scan, and
twenty -track programming. The unit has
standard and S -video outputs and comes
with a remote control. Price: $650. Qua-
sar, Dept. SR, 1325 Pratt Blvd., Elk
Grove Village, IL 60007.
Circle 125 on reader service card

. 1 38.00 -4.
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PLUS A CHANCE TO GET ONE MORE CD-FREE!
complete details on other side

',1, BOMMA -.
tremor.. --

.111>MMI

Gloria Estefan-Into The Light. C&C Music Factory -Gonna
Coming Out Of The Dark, plus Make You Sweat. Title cut.
many more (Epic) 415.943 more (Columbia) 416.933

The Doobie Brothers -
Brotherhood (Capitol)

421.297

The Essential Little
Richard

414854
David Bowie-
Changesbowie (Greatest

412.247

Hollies-Epic Anthology
(Epic.) 409.730

The Monkees-Greatest
Hits (Ari,..ta) 408.203
Crosby, Stills, Nash and
Young -So Far (Mantic)

378.745
Grateful Dead -Skeletons
From The Closet
(Warner Bros I 378.406
Roy Orbison-The All -
Time Hits, Vols. 1 & 2
(Columba Special Prod )

377-945
The Who -Who's Bette
Who's Best (MCA)

376.657/396.655
The Very Best Of The
Evert./ Brothers
(Warner Bros) 372.912
Marvin Gaye -Greatest
Hits (Motown) 367.565
Traffic -John Barleycorn
Must Die (Island) 364.935
Best Of The Doors
(F lektra) 357-616/397.612
Roiling Stones -Sticky
Fingers (Rolling Stories
Rec ) 350-645
Van Morrison-
Moondance (Warner Bros )

349.803
Buddy Holly -From The
Ong Master Tapes (MCA)

348.110
The Beach Boys -Made
In U S A (Capitol)

346.445
Yes -The Yes Album
(Atlantic) 345-249
Jethro Tull -Aqualung
(Chrysalis) 345.157
Chuck Berry -The Great
Twenty -Eight (Chess)

343.657
The Byrds-Greatest Hits
(Columba) 342501
Bad Company -10 From 6
(Atlantic) 341.313
A Decade Of Steely Dan
(MCA) 341.073

Joe Jackson -Laughter
And Lust (Virgin) 420.240

Another Bad Creation-
Coolin' At The Playground
Ya Know, (Motown)

419.903
Motown's 25 #1 Hits
( MOWN/ 1) 319-996/399  998

Madonna -Immaculate
Collection (Greatest Hits)
(Warner Bros /Sire) 414.557

Elton John -Greatest Hits
Volume II (MCA) 319.558

Elton John -Greatest Hits
(MCA) 319.541

Eagles -Greatest Hits Vol
II (Asylum) 317.768
Stevie Wonder -Ong.
Musiquanum I (Greatest
Hits) (Tamla)

314.997/394.999
Creedence Clearwater
Revival -20 Greatest Hits
(Fantasy) 308-049
Deep Purple -Made In
Japan (Warner Bros )

294-652
Jackson Browne -The
Pretender (Asylum)

292-243
Best 01 Carty Simon
(F lektra) 291.856
Jimi Hendrix Experience
-Smash Hits (Reprise,

291.641

Led Zeppelin IV (Atlantic)
291.435

James Taylor -Greatest
Has (Warner Bros ) 291.302
Best Of The Dooble Bros.
(Warner Bros) 291.278
The Steve Miller Band -
Greatest Hits 1974-1978
(Capitol) 29017,
Eagles -Greatest Hits
1971-1975 (Asylum)

287-003
Van Halen (Warner Bros )

286-807
Linda Ronstadt-
Greatest Hits (Asylum)

286.740
The Best Of ZZ Top
(Warner Bros) 279.620

Luther Vandross-Power
Of Love (Epic) 418.848

IICI-It

Paula Abdul -Spellbound. Michael Bolton -Time, Love Vanilla Ice -To The Extreme. Londonbeet-In The Blood. I've
Title cut plus Rush Rush. 8. Tenderness. Title cut plus ce Ice Baby, Play That Funky Been Thinking About You, etc.
etc (Virgin) 420.257 more (Columbia) 415.711 Music, etc (SBK) 413.203 (Radioactive/MCA) 419.150

Billy Sguier-Creatures
Of Habit (Capitol) 418.822

Meat Loaf -Bat Out Of
Hell (Epic) 279.133
B oston (Epic) 269.209
B oz Scaggs-Silk
Degrees (Columbia)

263.400
Chicago -Greatest Hits
tColumba) 260-638
Simon 8 Garfunkel -
Greatest Hits (Columbia)

219-477
Bob Dylan -Greatest Hits
Vol II (Columba)

212-654/392-654

Eleventh Dream Day -
Lived To Tell (Atlantic)

419-564

The Law (Atlantic) 418.657

Digital Underground -
This Is An EP Release
(Tommy Boy) 419-101

The Clash -The Story Of
The Clash Vol I (Epic)

368.597/398-594
Contraband (Impact/MCA)

421.271

Aretha Franklin -What
You See Is What You
Sweat (Arista) 421.123
Julian Cope -Peggy
Suicide (Island) 421.016

Indigo Girls -Back On
The Bus r All (Epic)

420.968
Dread Zeppelin -
5.000.000 (I R S) 420.943
Alan Jackson -Don't
Rock The Jukebox (Arista)

420.935
The Alarm -Raw (I R S )

420-547
Patsy Cline -Greatest
Hits (MCA) 365.924

Violent Femmes -Why
Do Birds Sing?
(Reprise/Slash) 4213166

Mighty Lemondrops-
Sound (Sire/Reprise)

420141
Hank Williams, Jc-Pure
Hank (Warner Bros /Curt))

420.109
Bee Gees -High
Civilization (Warner Bros )

420-091
Yes -Union (Arista)

417-824

Divinyls (Virgin) 417.519

Lenny Kravitz -Mama
Said (Virgin) 418.814

Vince Gill -Pocket Full Of
Gold (MCA) 418.459

The Flxx-Ink (ImpacU
MCA) 418.202

George Thorogood And
The Destroyers -Boogie
People (F MI) 418.061

Bulletboys-Freakshow
(Warner Bros) 417-972

Escape Club -Dollars
And Sex (Atlantic) 417-964
The O'Jays-Emotionally
Yours (EMI) 417.709
Jesus Jones -Doubt
(SBK) 417.691
George Strait -Chill Of
An Early Fall (MCA)

417-634
Nils Lofgren-Silver
Lining (Rykodisc) 417.501

The Rembrandts (Arco)
417.378

The Best Of Ike And Tina
Turner (E MI) 419.705
Peabo Bryson -Can You
Stop The Rain (Columbia)

418.723
Danny Gatton-88 Elmira
St if lektra) 418.426
Steelheart (MCA) 418.095
White Lion -Mane
Attraction t Attantic)418-038
Tanita Tikaram-
Everybody's Angel
(Reprise) 418.0CA

Bodeans-Black And
White (Repr,),e/Slash)

417.949

Throwing Muses -The
Real Ramona
(Warner Bros /Sire) 417.931
Vern Gosdln-Out Of My
Heart (Columbia) 416.917
Grand Funk Railroad -
Capitol Collectors Series
(Capitol) 416.792
Todd Rundgren-2nd
Wind (Warner Bros )

416.719
Steve Morse -Southern
Steel (MCA) 416.636

Keith Washington -Make
Time For Love
(Owest/Warner Bros I

420-79

Peter Gabriel -Shaking
The Tree- 16 Golden
Greats (Geffen) 415.968

Morrissey -Kill Uncle
(Sire Reprise) 416.750

The Doors -Original
Soundtrack (Elektra)

417.915
Joni Mitchell -Night Ride
Home (Geffen) 416.677
David Lee Roth -A Little
Ain't Enough (Warner
Bros) 416.610
Marty Stuart -Tempted
(MCA) 416-305
Ra.iph Tresvant (MCA)

415-547

Melly Hatchet -Greatest
Hits (Epic) 416-099

Metorhead-1916
(WIG) 415-950

Onginal Soundtrack -
The Civil War From The
PBS TV Series.
(E riektra/Nonesuch)415 - 828

Devo-Greatest Hits
(Warner Bros ) 415.455
Flshbone-The Reality Of
My Surroundings
(Columbia) 414.631

The Best Of Ricky
Nelson (1964-1975)
(MCA) 414.011

Levert -Rope A Dope
Style (Atlantic) 413.575

Freddie Jackson -Do Me
Again (Capitol) 413-542

Jimi Hendrix -Radio One
(Ftykodisc) 412.379

Stevie Wonder -Jungle
Fever Soundtrack
(Motown) 412.130

Gerald Alston -Open
levitation (Motown)412. 023
Samantha Fox -Just One
Night (Jive/RCA) 411.694

Elvis Costello -Mighty
Like A Rose (Warner Bros )

420-182

The Simpsons Sing The
Blues (Geffen) 413.971
Roger McGuInn-Back
From Rio (Arista) 416.149

The Pogues-Hell's Ditch
(Island) 415-661
Celine Dion -Unison
(Epic) 415.430
E P M D -Business As
Usual (Del Jam/
Columbia) 415.299
Engelbert Humperdinck
-Love Is The Reason
(Critique) 415.141

Echo And The Bunnymen
-Reverberation
(Warner Bros Sire) 414.540
Happy Mondays -Pills N'
Thrills 8 Bellyaches
(Elektra) 414-326
Dwight Yoakam-It There
Was A Way (Heunse)

414.243
Teddy Pendergrass -
Truly Blessed (Elektra)

413.518

Guy- The Future (MCA)
413.963

Carty Simon -Have You
Seen Me Lately? (Arista)

411.066

Stevie B -Love 8 Emotion
(Lelrak Mocks) 410.944
Led Zeppelin -In
Through The Out Door
(Swan Song) 409.144
En Vogue -Born To Sing
(Atlantic) 408.112

The Allman Brothers
Band -Seven Turns (Epic)

407.692
Jane's Addiction -Ritual
De Lo Habitual
(Warner Bros ) 407.098
Rosanne Cash -Interiors
(Columbia) 406.397

Cheryl "Pepsii" Riley -
Chapters (Columbia)

411.330

The Rascals' Greatest
Hits -Time Peace
(Atlantic) 411.322

The Godfathers -Unreal
World (Epic) 416.602
Dangerous Toys-
Hellacious Acres
(Columba) 416321

Ricky Van Shelton-
Backroads (Columbia)

416.909

MORE SELECTIONS ON THE OTHER SIDE.



Mariah Carey. Vision Of Love, Love Takes
Time, Someday, more (Columbia) 407.510

Chris Isaak-Heart Shaped World. Wicked
Game. many more (Reprise) 306.144

R.E.M.-Out Of Time. Losing My Religion; Whitney Houston -I'm Your Baby Tonight.
plus many more (Warner Bros( 417.923 Title cut plus more (Arista) 411.710

ANY 8 CDs FOR A PEN
Sheen. Easton -What
Comes Naturally (MCA)

413955

The Cure -Mixed Up
(Elektra) 413.492

Randy Travis -Heroes
And Friends (Warner
Bros) 413328

ZZ Top-Recycler
(Warner Bros) 418.491
King's X -Faith Hope
Love (Ailanlic/Megatorce)

413039
The Replacements -All
Shook down (Sire/Reprise)

412668
Elvis Costello -Girls Girls
Girls (Columbia)

412.619/392.613
Dolly Parton -Eagle
When She Flies
(Columba) 412171

Rolling Stones -
F lashpoint (Rolling Stones

IncRecI 418.715
Jeffrey Osborne -Only
Human (Arista) 411.637
Garth Brooks -No
Fences (Capitol) 411.587
Reba McEntire -Rumor
Has 11 (MCA) 411.538

The Troweling WIlburys-
Vol. 3 (Warner Bros I
WrIbury) 413-872

Paul Simon -The Rhythm
01 The Saints (Warner Bros )

412809
Johnny Mathis -In A
Sentimental Mood
(Columbia) 411223

Paul McCartney -
Tripping The Live
Fantastic -Highlights
(Capitol) 417477

L.L. Cool J -Mama Said
Knock You Out (Del Jam/
Columbia) 411.165

Grateful Dead -Without A
Net (Arista)

410.365/390  369
Living Colour -Time's Up
(Epic) 410357
TrIxter (Mechanic) 410266
iggy Pop -Brick By Brick
(Virgin) 409-854
Concrete Blonde -
Bloodletting (I R S

409-706
Anita Baker-Composi-
tions(Elektra) 408-989
Poison -Flesh & Blood
(CapitoVE nigma) 408963
Keith Sweat -I'll Give All
My Love To You (Elektra)

407.791
Johnny G111 (Motown)

406991
Bell Blv Devoe -Poison
(MCA) 406-819
Bad Company -Holy
Water r WO) 406694
Winger -In The Heart 01
The Young (Atlantic)

406678
Harry Connick, Jr. -We
Are In Love (Columba)

406-645
Damn Yankees
(Warner Bros I 405886

Depeche Mode -Violator
(Sire/Reprise) 405-423
Sinead O'Connor -I Do
Not Want What I Haven't
Got (Chrysalis) 405-001

Deee-Llte-World Clique
ff Sktra) 412.742

1.4XS-"X" (Atlantic)
412106

Slaughter -Stick It To Ya
(Chrysalis) 404-830

Eddie Money -Greatest
Hits Sound Of Money
(Columbia) 403-428

Warrant -Cherry Pie
(Columbia) 411389

Robert Palmer -
Addictions, Volume One
(Island) 400937
Tangier -Stranded (Arco)

416-883

ALL TH
George Benson -Big
Boss Band Featuring The
Count Basle Orchestra
(Warner Bros ) 412478
The Crusaders -Healing
The Wounds( MP)

419-952
John Scofield -Meant To
Be (Blue Note) 418749
Joey DeFrancesco-Part
III (Columbia) 417.790
Wynton Marsalts-
Intimacy Calling -
Standard Time, Vol .2
(Coliontaa) 417675
Earl Klugh-Midnight In
San Juan
(Warner Bros) 416.776

AndjHoward -Love
i7derstanding

(GRP) 416.644

Marion Jordan-
Learson's Return
(Columbia) 416.297
Yellowlackets-Green.
house (GRP)

416-198

The Chick Corea
Akoustic Band -Alive
(GRP) 416081
Diane Schuur-Pure
Schuur (GRP) 415-331

IS JAZZ
Mark Whitfield -The
Marksman (Warner Bros 1

414.490

Joe Sample -Ashes To
Ashes (Warner Bros )

414.151

Gerald Albright -Dream
Come True (Atlantic)

414.003
Kenny Garrett -African
Exchange Student
(Atlantic) 413.731
Take 6 -So Much 2 Say
(Reprise) 413.310
George Benson -Big
Boss Band Featuring The
Count Baste Orchestra
(Warner Bros ) 412.478
Bobby McF-errIn-
Medicine Music (EMI)

412064
David Benoit -Inner
Motion (GRF') 411.751

Branford Marsalis-Music
From Mo' Better Blues
(Columba) 410-928
The Rippingtons-
Welcome To The St.
James'Club- Featuring
Russ Freeman (GRP)

410.498

Basla-London Warsaw
New York (Epic) 401.752
Kenny G -Live (Arista)

401.505
Barbra Streisand-A
Collection Greatest Hits
And More (Columba)

401-141
Bette Midler-Some
People's Lives (Atlantic)

411.934

Paul Simon -Negotia-
tions And Love Songs
1971-1986 (Warner Bros )

400.72 -
Linda Ronstadt-Cry Like
A Rainstorm, Howl Like
The Wind (Elektra)389-874

The Vaughan Brothers -
Family Style
(E pic/Associated) 411- 306

COLUMBIA HOUSE, 1400 N. Fruitridge Ave.
P.O. Box 1129, Terre Haute, Indiana 4781 1-1 129
Please accept my membership application under the terms outlined in this
advertisement. I am enclosing check or money order for $186 (that's 1c for the B
CDs indicated here, plus $185 tor shipping and handling). I agree to buy six
selections, at regular Club prices, in the next three years -and may cancel
membership anytime after doing so.
My main musical interest is (check one) But I may always choose horn any catectorvi

Hard Rock
Rolling Stone,
ZZ Top

Heavy Metal
Judas Priest
Warrant

Mr.
Mrs
Miss

Address

Soft Rock
George Michael.
Michael Bolton

Modern Rock
REM,
The Cure

Light Sounds
Carly Simon.
Bette Midler

R&8/Soul Easy Listening Dance Pop
Luther Vandross, Frank Sinatra, C&C Music Factory,
Guy Ray Conniff Sheena Easton

Jazz Country Classical

Print hot Noma Initial Last Nome
Atte

Apt.

City

State Tip
De you have a VCR? (04) Yes No
Do you have a creed card? (03) Yes No 347/F91

Nose am reserve Pa nun( to meat any vocation a carcei any rnembaratap Those oilers rot available in APO, FPO,
Alaska. Hawes. Puna, faro, wnle for debuts al alien-sem oiler Caroler nmschrres lerviCed kn. 'forced°
Applicable sales lax added to all orders © 1991, The Columbia House Company

Send these 8 CDs for lc
-1

'Extra Bonus Otter:
send one more CD

now, for which I am enclosing
an additional $6 95

..and I'm entitled to get
this extra CD FREE!

38E -8F -RN

AND A CHANCE TO GET
ONE MORE CD -FREE!
See details below.

George Michael -Listen Wilson Phillips (Slik)
Without Pretudice. Vol I

(Columbia) 411-181

Aerosmith-Pump
(Gelled) 388.009
Motley Crue-Dr. Feel -
good (Elektra) 387944
Faith No More -The Real
Thing (Reprise/Slash)

387.399
Billy Idol -Charmed Life
(Chrysalis) 386789
The B -52's -Cosmic
Thing (Reprise) 383877
Fleetwood Mac -
Greatest Hits (Warner Bros )

375.782
Journey -Greatest Hits
(Columbia) 375.279
Dire Straits -Money For
Nothing 1W:1,,ei Bros )

375-055
REO Speedwagon-
Greatest Hits if pit)

367.672
Pretenders -The Singles
(Sire) 362-541

The Cars -Greatest Hits
(Elektra) 339-903
Billy Joel -Greatest Hits
Vols. 1 & 2 (Columba)

336.396/396-390
zz Top -Eliminator
(Warner Bros ) 319.624
Foreigner -Records
(Atlantic) 318055
Dan Fogelberg -Greatest
Hits (Full MoorVE pc)

317.149
Nell Di11111011d-12
Greatest Hits, Vol II

(Columbia) 314.443
AerosmIth-Greatest Hits
(Columbia) 306.225

Joe Walsh -Ordinary
Average Guy
(Epic.,/Associated) 418-012

Chicago -Twenty 1
(Reprise) 414-599

Nelson -After The Rain
(DGC) 411-009

406.793

Susanna Hoffs-When
You're A Boy (Columba)

411-140

Toto-Past To Present
1977-1990 (Columbia)

411-371

AC/DC-The Razor's
Edge (Alto) 410-662

Alexander O'Neal -All
True Man (Tabu) 409.169

Squeeze -A Round And A
Bout (I H ) 409-078

Jell Healy Band -Hell To
Pay (Arista) 407-569

Rolling Stones -Steel
Wheels if r),11111,1 Stones
Her

1 387.738

Great White -Hooked
(Cal o 11 416.784

Alannah Myles (Atlantic)
404- 475

Guns N' Roses -Appetite
For Destruction (Geffen)

359.984
M.C. Hammer -Please
Hammer, Don't Hurt 'Em
(Capitol) 403-477

HERE'S HOW TO GET YOUR 8 CDs FOR lc...
 Just mail the coupon together with check or money
order for $1.86 (that's 17 for your first 8 CDs, plus $1.85
for shipping and handling).
 You agree to buy Just six more selections in the next
three years. at regular Club prices (currently $12.98 to
$15.98, plus shipping and handling) -and you may cancel
membership at any time after doing so.
 Free Music Magazine sent every four weeks (up to 13
times a year). describing the Regular Selection for your
listening interest. plus hundreds of alternates. And Special
Selection mailings up to six times a year (total of up to 19
buying opportunities).
 Buy only what you want! If you want the Regular or
Special Selection, do nothing -it will be sent automatically.
If you'd prefer an alternate selection, or none at all, lust
mail the response card always provided by the date
specified.
 You always have 10 days to decide; if not, you may
return the Selection at our expense.
 Half -Price Bonus Plan. If you continue your
membership after fulfilling your obligation, you'll be eligible
for our money -saving bonus plan It lets you buy one CD
at halt -price for each CD you buy at regular Club price.
 10 -Day Risk -Free Trial. We'll send details of the
Club's operation with your introductory package. If not
satisfied, return everything within 10 days for a full ref and
and no further obligation
 Extra Bonus Otter: you may take one additional CD
right now at the super -low pnce of only 56.95 --and you are
then entitled to take an extra CD as a bonus FREE( And
you'll receive your discounted CD and your bonus CD with
your 8 introductory selections -a total of 10 CDs in all!
Selections with two numbers count as two selections
-write each number in  separate boa.

COLUMBIA HOUSE: Terre Haute, IN 47811



NEW PRODUCTS

Storzmor
Made of lightweight rolled steel, the

Storzmor modular storage case is de-
signed to hold as many as forty-six sin-
gle -box CD's, seventy-five audio cas-
settes, or twenty-four video games. The
case is mounted on a rotating base that
can be removed for stacking (four
screws for stacking are supplied). Di-
mensions are 101/2 x 51/2 x 101/2 inches.
Finish is powder -coated paint. Price:
$45. Storzmor, Dept. SR, 702 S. Third
Ave., Marshalltown, IA 50158.
Circle 127 on reader service card

Boston Acoustics
The Boston Acoustics PV300 sub -

woofer was designed to be mounted in a
floor or ceiling and vented through a
standard 2 x 12 -inch air-conditioning
register. The passive bandpass design is
said to eliminate the need for a separate
crossover or amplifier. Frequency re-
sponse is rated as 45 to 140 Hz, sensitiv-
ity as 89 dB. Recommended amplifier
power is 15 to 100 watts per channel. and
nominal impedance is 4 ohms in mono, 8
ohms in stereo. The speaker comes with
four L -brackets and a foam gasket for
installation. Price: $400. Boston Acous-
tics, Dept. SR, 70 Broadway, Lynnfield,
MA 01940.

Sherwood
The Sherwood XM 700 car compact

disc changer features a four -times -over -
sampling digital filter and dual 16 -bit
digital -to -analog converters. The six -
disc changer can be mounted vertically
or horizontally and is designed to be
used with the CMX-20 remote com-
mander (not shown). The CMX-20 con-
trols power switching, disc and track
selection, programming of up to thirty

tracks, and random play, play/stop, and
time/pause functions. The complete XM
7000 changer system also includes an
outboard module with line -level outputs
and an RF modulator for connection to a
head unit's FM antenna input. Price:
$700 for complete system. Sherwood,
Dept. SR, 14830 Aldondra Blvd., La
Mirada, CA 90638.
Circle 128 on reader service card

uPSIEM F..7.7 -%44.-M7_, AVM 1"CDCD

Progressive Designs
Progressive Designs' CDV 5000 stor-

age cabinet holds 182 CD's, and its
shelves can be adjusted for audio or
video cassettes as well. The cabinet,
made of solid oak and oak veneer, has a
1/4 -inch tempered -glass door. The sepa-
rately packaged base mounts with four
supplied screws. Dimensions are 64 x
121/2 x 101/4 inches; total shipping weight
is 85 pounds. The CDV 5000 is available
in a medium -oak or black finish. It
comes with a one-year warranty against
defects in materials or workmanship.
Price $359. Progressive Designs, Dept.
SR, 61 E. Lake St., Northlake, IL 60164.
Circle 129 on reader service card

All product information is provided by
the manufacturers and does not represent
the results of tests or evaluat by

STEREO REVIEW. Suggested retail prices
were current as of press time but
are subject to change without notice.
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Thin Cables
I recently upgraded my system with
high -quality interconnects, and I no-
ticed that the cable that came with my

turntable is very thin. The dealer says the
cable is fine, and I have no doubt that he is
right, but why is thin wire acceptable with
one component and not with others?

TERRENCEG. KOLTON
Wyandotte, MI

Audiophiles disagree on the desirabil-
ity of using exotic wire rather than
the standard patch cables supplied

with most components, but even the
doubters will admit that the specialty
cables seldom do any harm (except, per-
haps, to the wallet). But the benefits of
the expensive interconnects, if any,
would not necessarily relate to their
bulk. The main consideration for phono
cables (and sometimes for long links
between line -level components) is inter-
nal capacitance, which usually should be
kept fairly low. If you're still worried,
however, it's no big trick to detach the
supplied wire from the turntable and
replace it with another one.

Universal EQ
I am looking for an equalizer that can
sense the tonal balance of a signal
from a cassette, say, or an LP, and

automatically adjust it to resemble that of
a CD. It should correct for azimuth and
bias problems, LP faults, and even some
poorly balanced CD's without having to
be set by trial and error. Does any such
thing exist?

ANTHONY HUDAVERDI
Santa Monica, CA

AThe difference between digital and
analog sound doesn't necessarily
have to do with spectral balance.

Distortion and noise levels, speed stabil-
ity, dynamic range, and a number of

AUDIO Q&A
by Ian G. Masters
other things contribute to digital superi-
ority, and none of them is affected by
equalization. An equalizer operates only
on frequency response.

The magic machine you propose
would work only if there were a con-
stant, predictable tonal balance that ap-
plied to all signals; a sensing device
might well be able to detect variances
between the incoming signal and the
ideal and make the necessary correc-
tions. But no two pieces of music, no two
recordings, no two studios, have any-
thing like that standard balance, so any
automatic adjustment would undoubted-
ly result in an arbitrary balance that
would sound awful. The only real way to
make the sorts of adjustments you want
is by ear. That's no more haphazard than
an "automatic" system would be, and
you will probably end up with a sound
that you like.

Cleaning Vinyl
aThe LP cleaning devices I have tried
don't seem to have any effect on dirt
ground into a record's grooves, and I

haven't had much success with gently
washing such records either. Is there a
particular device I should be using? Will it
work with mild soap and water without
harming the record?

ANTHONY D. BAKER
Arlington, VA

AIn my experience, the more advanced
cleaning systems (the best known is
Discwasher, but there are others) are

very effective in removing accumulated
grime from a record's grooves, although
several applications are sometimes need-
ed for really serious cases. Washing with
soap should be avoided at all costs, as
that is sure to gum up the fine undula-
tions of the grooves. A very weak solu-
tion of dishwashing liquid and lukewarm
water is sometimes effective with abso-
lutely filthy discs, and it is often possible
by this method to get one or two plays,
enough to make a satisfactory tape of the
material. But the technique may do ir-
reparable damage to the vinyl and so
should be used only as a last resort.

I suspect, however, that what you are
hearing is not dirt at all, although that
was probably its cause originally. Play-
ing a record with dirt in its grooves
almost always damages the surface. Dust
particles are actually little bits of stone,
and the passage of the stylus tends to
grind them into the soft vinyl surface.
Later cleaning will do little to remove the
audible effects of such damage. I have
yet to meet the audiophile, however
careful, who doesn't have some exam-
ples of such hygienic lapses in his collec-
tion. But while good cleaning won't undo

the abuses of the past, it will minimize
future problems, so it is an important
part of the audio routine.

FM on a VCR
Someone once told me that a VCR
could be programmed to tape FM
broadcasts. Now that I would like to

try such a recording, no one seems to
know how to do it. Can it be done?

HENRY BASEDOW
Dublin, GA

Easy! You can't use the VCR's inter-
nal tuner to do it, of course, because
that only picks up the TV band. But

if you feed the output from an FM tuner
to the audio inputs of the VCR, the timer
will record it just as it would a television
picture. You'll have to make sure that
you leave the FM tuner on when you set
things up, however, as a VCR's timer
usually can't turn on any other compo-
nents. And don't forget to switch the
VCR to its external inputs.

Headphone Isolation
gWhen using my lawn tractor, which

has a very loud motor, I wear over -the -
ear hearing protectors, with a pair of

earbud headphones inside, connected to
my tape player. This works but is inconve-
nient. Is it possible to buy ear protection
with audio capability built in?

JAY BOWERS
Onalaska, WI

Years ago, one prominent company
did exactly what you suggest and
used airport -style ear defenders as

the shells for its headphones, achieving
something like 40 dB of isolation from
outside sounds. That outfit is now de-
funct, and the market preference has
shifted largely to very light supra -aural
(on -the -ear) phones that block practical-
ly no ambient sound. But closed phones
do exist in considerable variety, and a
pair of these should do what you want.
The trouble is that some phones that
look like they are sealed are in reality
open at the rear, so some caution must
be exercised in making a selection. And
very few closed phones actually specify
just how much they attenuate outside
noises, so you will probably have to do
quite a bit of listening before you find
what you need. But persevere; such
phones are available. 0

If you have a question about hi-fi, send
it to Q&A, STEREO REVIEW,
1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.
Sorry, only questions chosen
for publication can be answered.
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The Expensive Sound of
the Affordable Monitor Series

In 1972, Polk Audio created a new standard

for high performance and affordability with the

introduction of its original

Monitor 7 loudspeaker.

Audiogram Magazine said,

"we were so impressed we

could not believe the

prices...they're a steal."

Also referring to the

Monitors, Musician

Magazine said, "If you're

shopping for stereo, our

advice is not to buy speakers

until you've heard the
Polk's."

Today, Polk Audio fur-

thers this tradition of offer-

ing state-of-the-art sound

at affordable prices with its

new Monitor Series 2

Loudspeakers. All of these affordable speakers

have one thing in common- the unmistakable,
excitirW sound of Polk.

The original
Polk Monitor 7 that
started a sound revolution in 1972.

(ultra -low viscocity) magnetic fluid which enables

the SL 2500 to exceed normal listening levels

without loss of performance or reliability. The

resulting dynamic range is dramatic, indeed

unique for speakers in this price range.

The compact Monitor 4 features an all

new tweeter, the SL 1500 hemispheri-

cal, 1" soft dome driver. It delivers

superb definition and smooth extended

response, all resulting from Polk's

exhaustive testing and computer -aided

design analysis.

The performance of all the Monitor

Series 2 Loudspeakers at high frequen-

cies results in a sound that is easy to lis-

ten to, hour after hour, without fatigue.

And their extremely wide dispersion char-

acteristics greatly reduce the need for crit-

ical placement within your listening room.

Better Bass Than Ever Before
The Polk Monitors have always been recog-

nized for their exciting bass performance. The

Series 2 loudspeakers sound even better. Each

low frequency system was redesigned to provide

1-1,xpensive Sound, Affordable Price

Poly's High Performance
at High Frequencies

Featured in the Monitor 4.6, 5jr+, 5, 7, 10
and 12, the SL 2500 makes a major contribu-
tion to the improved performance of the Monitor

Series 2. Sharing much of the technology of the
incomparable SL 3000 tweeter used in the Polk

flagship SRS series, the SL 2500 is a highly

refined, technically advanced driver.

The voice coil, wound around an aluminum
voice coil former, is cooled by an exotic ULV

deeper, more realistic bass. The 4, 4.6
and 5jr+ have greater internal cabinet
volumes than the previous models, clearly

making them the biggest sounding book-

shelf speakers available.

Moving up to the Monitors 5, 7, 10 and
12, the bass gets deeper and fuller, each

being more capable of filling larger rooms

with bass energy that you can feel as well

as hear.



opment, Polk has introduced an entirely new

series...the Monitor Series 2. You are invited to

your nearest Polk Audio dealer for a demonstra-

tion of these remarkable new loudspeakers. You

will hear the expensive sound of Polk...at very

affordable prices.

You will hear the next generation of

loudspeakers.

The Speaker Specialists')

5601 Metro Drive

Baltimore, MD 21215 USA

(301) 358 - 3600

There's a Polk Monitor
That's Right for You

Polk offers seven Monitor Series 2 loudspeak-

ers ranging in size, performance, and price. All
feature Polk's proprietary trilaminate polymer

diaphragm midbass driver for excellent transient

response and reduced midrange coloration.

Starting with the Model 4, each subsequent

Monitor Series 2 speaker gets larger, more effi-

cient, handles more power, has greater dynamic

range and delivers better bass response. They

are an excellent choice for multiple speaker sys-

tems throughout your home.

Listen to the Next
Generation of Monitors

Polk Audio started a sound revolution

in the early 70s with its first Monitor 7 by

offering state-of-the-art sound at a rea-

sonable price. Today, after nearly two

decades of refinement, research and devel-

Where to buy Polk Speakers? For your nearest dealer, see page 102.
CIRCLE NO 14 011 READER SERVICE CARD

01991, Polk Audio, Inc. All rights to...col:I



Things to
Come

HE semiannual Consumer Elec-
tronics Show (CES), held in Janu-
ary and June in Las Vegas and
Chicago, respectively, is the in-
dustry's showplace for its latest
products, ranging from watches

and calculators to the most sophisti-
cated audio and video components for
the home. The editors of STEREO RE-
VIEW use the CES to plan our test -
report schedule for the following
months, since many products that ap-
pear at the show do not actually reach
dealers' shelves for some time (a few
never do).

For my part, I do not concentrate on
specific products but prefer to look
and listen in order to get an overall
sense of the direction of new home hi-
fi product development. Although I
occasionally find a component that
seems so far ahead of its predecessors
or competitors that I am impelled to
urge its selection for review, that is not
my primary goal. For the most part,
competitive products share more simi-
larities than differences. I am more
interested in the products of tomor-
row, or the next several years, which
should represent a distinct advance
over today's. At this June's CES I saw
several products-or rather, proto-
types, since they are not yet in produc-
tion and may not be available for a
couple of years-that may indicate
some future trends in video as well as
audio applications.

At a Sony press conference, I saw a

TECHNICAL TALK
Julian Hirsch

demonstration of a unified audio/video
control system, called SIRCS-II (Sony
Infrared Remote Control System II),
that will be built into a wide range of
Sony audio and video components
now under development. It features
interactive connections between com-
ponents that provide almost total com-
mand of a system with, in most cases,
one or two touches on a remote con-
trol or the front panel of the currently
active component.

It is hardly possible to describe the
operation of SIRCS-II in a few words,
but it appears to solve the problem of
human -to -system interface complex-
ity that has been increasing, seemingly
out of control, for a number of years.
While SIRCS-II will be limited to Sony
components, it is only reasonable to
expect comparable, even if noncom-
patible, systems from other manufac-
turers to appear on the market as well.
Indeed, some already have (JVC's
CompuLink system, for example),
though none yet appears to be quite as
sophisticated as SIRCS-II.

The next prototype that Sony pulled
from its bag of tricks was the Mini Disc
(MD), yet another entry in the looming
battle between digital recording for-
mats. We have seen impressive minia-
turization of CD players to create
"personal portable" versions, and
some of the DAT recorders now be-
coming available are similarly scaled
down in size without sacrifice of per-
formance. Last January, at the Winter
CES, Philips created a stir with the
DCC (Digital Compact Cassette), also
a nonproduct at this time, which was
introduced as a strong contender for
the market once expected to exist for
the DAT format.

TESTED THIS MONTH

Pioneer Elite
PD -75 CD Player

Bose Acoustimass 5 Series II
Loudspeaker System

Teac V-5000 Cassette Deck

BIIC Venturi V -820A
Loudspeaker System

Now Sony has thrown its hat in the
ring with the demonstration of palm -
size prototypes of its revolutionary
Mini Disc, a miniature optical digital
disc system that is claimed to provide
nearly the listening quality of a CD and
essentially the same playing time, but
with the advantage of being user -
recordable.

The MD is 21/2 inches in diameter
and is permanently mounted in a pro-
tective plastic case about 23/4 inches
square; the resulting package looks
like a 31/2 -inch computer floppy disc
that shrank a little. Shielded from
damage by a sliding metal cover like
that of a computer disc, an MD can
dispense with the CD jewel -box case.
An identifying label can be affixed to
its back surface.

Sony plans two versions of the MD
hardware, one for playback only and
the other with a recording capability.
The apparent miracle of fitting the
playing time of a 43/4 -inch CD onto the
21/2 -inch MD was performed by a data -
compression system called ATRAC
(Adaptive Transform Acoustic Cod-
ing). Making use of the characteristics
of human hearing and the masking
effects of complex program material,
Sony's ATRAC apparently functions
much like the Philips DCC compres-
sion system (PASC) to store about five
times as much digital data on the disc
as would otherwise be possible. In
playback, the compressed data is re-
stored to standard digital form, with a
44.1 -kHz sampling rate and 16 -bit lin-
ear PCM coding, and is processed by a
digital -to -analog converter in the con-
ventional manner.

The MD system actually uses two
different forms of technology, a purely
optical playback system compatible
with current CD technology and a new
magneto -optical system for recording.
To make a magneto -optical recording,
a polarizing magnetic field from a mag-
netic head on one side of the disc
records digital data while a laser on the
other side heats that portion of the disc
to approximately 400° F to enable era-
sure of old data and recording of new.

To play commercially prerecorded
MD's, a conventional laser pickup and
photodiode combination senses the
presence of pits on the disc surface,
exactly as with a CD. To play back a
magneto -optical recording, a low -

I
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It's not just the technology;
it's the application of the
technolo

Denon's "Design Integrity" philoso-
phy has always held that the way a tech-
nology is employed is as important as the
technology itself

To test this premise, Denon digital
audio and studio recording engineers com-
pare their own vast library of digital master
tapes with the Compact Discs releases of
the same material. This on -going listening
and measurement research reveals that at
present the finest CD quality can be
obtained by the meticulous application of
20 -bit digital -to -analog conversion.

Case in point: The DCD-2560
employs four separate DACs utilizing
Denon's Lambda System Super Linear
Converter technology to eliminate the
zero -cross distortion and non -linearity that
plagues conventional CD players, especial-
ly at low signal levels. Each Denon Super
Linear Converter is factory hand -tuned for
maximum resolution. In addition, Denon's
unique half -sample interpolation system
produces an effective 16x over -sampling

For Product laformatios

Ar=111
*INA um/
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rate to eliminate phase shift for a more
accurate sound stage with true three-
dimensional imaging.

20 -bit SLCs enable Denon to offer
Variable Pitch, which lets you compress
recordings, tune your CD player to musical
instruments, adjust tempo for dancing, cre-
ate perfect segues while mixing, etc. Peak
Search finds the point in a disc with the,
highest level to set recording levels most
accurately. Auto Space inserts four second
pauses between tracks to help locate selec-
tions. A Digital Fader fades recordings in
and out while dubbing. Time Edit allows
you to input the tape length you are using.
Pick enhances this function by letting you
rearrange the order of tracks for the best fit
on the tape. Link extends the process over
2 CDs for longer tape lengths.

The critically -acclaimed Denon
DCD-2560. A reaffirmation of one of life's
oldest adages: It's not only whether you
win the technology race, but also how you
play the game.

... 358.3
I'

DENON
The first name in digital audio.

nu.

Denon America, Inc., 222 New Road, Parsippany, NJ 07054, (201) 575-7810



This is what (0) looks like.
(  ) is the symbol for the Sound

Retrieval System that lets you
experience true 3-D audio realism
from two ordinary loudspeakers.
And now, this amazing technology is
available for hi-fi, as well as home
theater applications.

The new AK -100 will immediately
upgrade your investment in your
entertainment system. It's easy to
install and is compatible with mono,
stereo and even surround -type
coded material.

As Len Feldman said in Video
Review/March '91, "Perhaps the
most effective stereo enhancement
system, one that even simulates full
surround sound."

To experience the uncanny
realism of this new kind of sound
is...well, uncanny. You can get up and
walk around the room and the sound
image doesn't change. You don't
have to stay in the "sweet spot",
nor surround yourself with
numerous speakers.

As Len Feldman wrote in Radio
Electronics, "The demonstration
was so dramatic and effective that
people couldn't help but look for
additional hidden speakers." Ken
Pohlmann in Stereo Review, said
"...the effect blew me away." Daniel
Gravereaux, former president of
the Audio Engineering Society said,
"...knocked my socks off."

So forget expensive decoders and
multi -speaker matrices. To restore
3-D audio realism, you don't need to
discard your present hi-fi system or
sacrifice a lot of living space for a
room full of speakers. All you need
is().

Hear (  ) for yourself, today. Call
HUGHES AUDIO PRODUCTS at
1 -800 -2 -HEAR -3D.

HUGHES
Subsidiary of

GM Hughes Electronics

For more information, contact Hughes Microelectronic Systems Division, Audio Product Line, P.O. Box 7000, Rancho Santa Margarita, CA 92688.
r  ) and HUGHES AUDIO PRODUCTS are trademarks of Hughes Aircraft Company, a subsidiary of GM Hughes Electronics, 1991.
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Audition the Bose 301 Speaker System.
Hear the Difference Direct/Reflecting Speaker Technology Makes!

Unlike conventional
bookshelf speakers, the
Bose' 301' speaker system
reproduces a lifelike
soundstage through use of
Bose Direct/Reflecting'
speaker technology.

This patented speaker
technology allows you to
hear stereo from a wider
listening area than conven-
tional speakers provide (see
diagrams).

Hear the difference
yourself and get a special
edition compact disc.

For a limited time, bring

The Bose 301 Direct/Reflecting Speaker System

this ad to a participating
Bose dealer and compare
the 301 Direct/Reflecting'
speaker system to any
other bookshelf speakers,

regardless of size or price.
We'll give you a Bose
special edition compact
disc, whichever speakers
you buy.

_HOME"

During a live performance, most of the sound
you hear is reflected off the walls, floor, and
ceiling before reaching your ears Only a small
amount of sound energy travels to y .0 directly.

Conventional speakers send most of their
sound directly into the room, like a flashlight
ham, giving you full stereo only in a small area.

Bose Direct/Reflecting' speakers can recreate
a natural balance of reflected and direct sound
that conventional speakers cannot match. You
hear full stereo almost anywhere you sit in the
listening area.

Better sound through research.

For more information about Bose products, and names of participating Bose dealers near you, call toll -free;
1-800-444-130SE Ext. 38 USA 8:3OAM-9PM ET. FAX 508-879-9657. Canada, 1-800-465-BOSE 9AM-5PM.

01991 &vie Comoration

power laser beam is focused on the
MD's magnetic layer. The polariza-
tion of the reflected light is affected by
the presence of a magnetic signal, and
the direction of polarization is sensed
by a pair of diodes and converted to an
electrical signal.

Another novel feature of the MD
system is the way it deals with shock
and vibration, a chronic problem with
portable CD players. A 1 -megabit
memory chip stores up to 3 seconds of
digital information before it is pro-
cessed into analog form (this is made
practical by the 5:1 compression of the
basic signal). Any dropouts or mo-
mentary interruptions caused by phys-
ical shock or another factor are auto-
matically filled in from the 3 -second
reservoir of data, essentially eliminat-
ing audible dropouts.

Sony representatives demonstrated
a prototype MD player briefly at CES,
tossing it in the air and catching it
while it was playing to show its immu-
nity to physical interruptions. It ap-
peared to cope with this treatment
quite well, and its sound could have
passed for "real CD" sound under
the far -from -ideal conditions of the
demonstration.

Presumably the MD system will
reach the marketplace by late 1992.
Given the likely appearance of the
Philips DCC system earlier the same
year, it appears that interesting times
are in store for audiophiles.

Two other intriguing items at the
show were not in the audio field per se.
One, also from Sony, was the Data
Discman, a handheld functional equiv-
alent of a CD-ROM player, computer,
and LCD screen. It can retrieve data
almost instantly from a library of text,
graphics, or both, stored on an optical
disc that, like the MD, is slightly small-
er than a standard 31/2 -inch computer
floppy disc.

The disc, known as the Electronic
Book, uses a Sony standard that is
based on existing CD-ROM standards.
According to Sony, it would be easy to
transfer existing libraries of CD-ROM
data to Electronic Book discs. The
Data Discman is able to search in a
number of ways for any specified data,
and it can be connected to an external
video monitor or used with its own
small, backlit LCD screen. A slightly
less refined form of the Data Discman
has been on sale in Japan for more than
a year, but no date has been set for

introduction of the newer version in
the United States.

Finally, I was astounded when I
dropped into the Sharp exhibit expect-
ing to see the company's compact
portable LCD video projectors, which
have been available for several years.
The portable projectors were indeed
there, but they were completely over-
shadowed by a new high -definition TV
(HDTV) LCD projector that created
the most incredibly bright, sharp, and
naturally colored wide-screen picture
I have ever seen. The screen was
perhaps 10 feet wide. Startled by the
unexpected display, I felt that I had
never seen a projected color motion
picture, from either an optical or elec-
tronic source, with as much impact as
this one.

Although Sharp's new projector is a
real product, not a prototype, and is
presumably available in Japan, don't
rush out to buy one just yet. Aside
from its bulk (considerable) and cost
(if you have to ask how much, you
can't afford it), there is likely to be a
dearth of HDTV program material for
some time. Still, it was obvious that
video technology is moving ahead at
an impressive pace.
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The Big Klipsch Sound Is
Now Small In Size And Price

Y,u've always expected
KLIPSCH to give you a big,
dynamic sound. Yet KLIPSCH has
never been known for making
small speakers.

Well allow us to introduce
the new KLIPSCH kg'®. Here
is absolute proof that big perfor-
mance can come from a very small
speaker system. The kg' fills your
listening room with the presence
and dynamics of a live performance.
Yet it's so small that it sits comfort-
ably (and inconspicuously) on a
bookshelf. Technology is the
reason why.

The woofer cone, for
example, is carbon graphite filled

to set a new standard for bass
quality and authority in a system
of this size. The voice coil of this
woofer is vented for increased
power handling and effortless
reproduction of dynamic musical
passages.

The tweeter uses a special
ferrofluid cooling system to give
you increased output, power
handling, dynamic range, and
reliability.

And the elegantly -styled
cabinet of the kg' is hand finished
in your choice of genuine wood
veneers to make this speaker as
beautiful as the music it repro-
duces. In this price range, the

cabinet of virtually every competi-
tive system is wrapped with vinyl
which merely imitates wood. The
kg' gives you the real thing.

Yes, though quite small in
size and price, the kg' is very big in
performance and value. Your
investment in this system will be a
lasting one. Hear and see the new
KLIPSCH kg' at your nearest
KLIPSCH dealer.

To find him, look in the Yellow Pages.
Or call toll free 1-800- 395-4676.

klipschUNDA LEGEND IN SO
PO BOX 688  HOPE, ARKANSAS USA 71801
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TEST REPORTS

Pioneer Elite
PD -75 Compact Disc Player

Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

IONEER'S top CD player, the PD -
75, is a new addition to the com-
pany's Elite series of audio com-
ponents. Like other Pioneer Elite
products, the PD -75 is ruggedly
built and tastefully styled, and it

embodies a number of unusual electri-
cal and mechanical design features
that are claimed to provide a closer
approach to ideal performance than
has previously been available in a CD
player.

For maximum isolation between the
player's analog and digital sections,
their power supplies (including power
transformers) are completely sepa-
rate. A new Pulse Flow 1 -bit digital -to -
analog (D/A) converter circuit devel-
oped by Pioneer is said to be simpler
than the I -bit systems used by other
manufacturers and to exhibit lower
noise and distortion and less phase
shift.

The mechanical aspects of the PD -

75 have received equal attention. The
heavy steel chassis and cabinet, with a
multilayered honeycomb -plastic base,
is supported on large vibration -isolat-
ing feet. A unique Stable Platter drive
mechanism is said to effectively elimi-
nate disc wobble by firmly clamping
the disc to a rotating turntable, with
only a thin rubber pad separating the
two. Unlike almost all other CD play-
ers, the PD -75 requires the disc to be
inserted with the label side down; its
drive motor, disc clamp, and laser
pickup are located above the disc.

The rotating metal platter is sup-
ported on isolating springs from the
frame of the drive mechanism. The
Hall -effect motor has no brushes or
other mechanical contacts associated
with its rotor, and it provides approxi-
mately five times the starting torque of
conventional CD player motors. Its
highly rigid shaft, more than twice the
diameter of those used in conventional

motors, is claimed to provide a
smoother, more constant disc rota-
tion. The combined rotating mass,
about three times that of conventional
CD mechanisms, further enhances the
smoothness of the disc rotation. The
entire motor assembly is isolated from
the drive frame on separate springs.

After a disc is loaded, the motor
assembly descends to place its over-
size damper on the disc, exerting four
times the force used in previous Pio-
neer players. Because of the support
afforded by the Stable Platter disc
drive, this added pressure can be ap-
plied without warping or otherwise
affecting the disc. The principal bene-
fit of the design is said to be the virtual
elimination of disc wobble, which Pio-
neer says enables more accurate read-
ing of the digital program information.
Pioneer claims another advantage as
well: Any dust particles within the
machine will be drawn by gravity
away from the critical laser lens, rath-
er than toward it as in more conven-
tional designs.

Pioneer's laser measurements and
FFT analysis comparing the rotation
and vibration patterns of a CD in a
conventional disc drive and in the Sta-
ble Platter disc drive clearly show a
dramatic reduction of vibration fre-
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quencies and amplitudes with the Sta-
ble Platter design.

The PD -75 is a highly versatile play-
er, yet it is simple to operate. The disc
drawer, in the lower center portion of
the panel, extends at the touch of a
button and retracts at a second touch
after the disc has been loaded. Like
the drawer button, the play and pause
controls are large and well marked.
The only other operating controls on
the panel are the stop and track -skip-
ping buttons. To the left of the disc
drawer are three buttons that activate
the digital and analog outputs on the
rear apron (individually or together),
switch the display on and off, and turn
the power on and off.

Above the disc drawer is the dis-
play, which normally shows, in large
orange numerals, the current track
and index numbers and the elapsed
time on the track. Other information,

such as the status of programming and
repeat modes, appears in small letters.

Most of the Pioneer PD -75's func-
tions are accessible only from its infra-
red remote control. In addition to du-
plicating the few front -panel operating
controls (including the drawer open/
close button), the remote offers a two -
speed fast -search function (with
sound), index selection, random play,
and repeat of the current track, entire
disc, or selected sequence of tracks.

A numerical keypad on the remote
control provides direct access to any
track up to No. 99. Any or all tracks on
a disc, to a maximum of twenty-four,
can be programmed to play in any
sequence. Pauses can also be pro-
grammed into the sequence so that
playback will halt at desired points and
resume when the pause button is
pressed. Other buttons are used to
check the programmed sequence and

FEATURES

 Stable Platter drive mechanism

 Heavy-duty brushless spindle motor;
separate linear motor for laser
pickup

 Separate power supplies for analog
and digital circuits

 Twin 1 -bit Pulse Flow D/A converters

 Copper -shielded chassis with layered -
honeycomb construction

 Fluorescent display with twenty -track
music calendar; can be switched off

 Optical and coaxial digital outputs,
balanced and unbalanced analog
outputs

 Programmable to play up to twenty-
four tracks in any order; nonvolatile
program memory

 Random play
 Repeat of track, disc, or

programmed sequence
 Can be connected to compatible

Pioneer cassette deck or amplifier
for synchronized dubbing or
system remote control

LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS

Maximum output level: 2.57 volts

Frequency response: + 0, -0.09 dB
from 20 to 20,000 Hz

De -emphasis error: 0.16 dB at
16,000 Hz

Channel separation: 108 dB at 100
Hz, 107 dB at 1,000 Hz, 99 dB at
20,000 Hz

Dynamic range (EIAJ): 95.6 dB
Signal-to-noise ratio (A -weighted):
117.5 dB

Total harmonic distortion plus noise
at 1,000 Hz: 0.0038% at 0 dB, 0.0035%
at - 20 dB, 0.0038% at -40 dB

Low-level linearity error. -0.03
dB at - 70 dB, +0.3 dB at -80 dB,
+0.09 dB at -90 dB

Maximum interchannel phase shift:
1.1 degrees at 20,000 Hz

Defect tracking: tracked 1,000 -
micrometer error on Pierre Verany #2
test disc

Stewing time (Track 1 to Track 15 on
Philips TS4 test disc): less than 1
second

Cueing accuracy: A

Impact resistance: top, A + ; sides, A

to clear the program memory. Unlike
most other programmable CD players,
the PD -75 has a nonvolatile memory
that retains the program for as long as
several days after power is removed
and resumes playback from where it
left off when the player is next turned
on. The clear button on the remote,
however, will permanently remove
any or all programmed steps.

Finally, the TIME button steps the
display from elapsed time on the cur-
rent track to remaining time on the
current track, remaining time on the
disc, and total playback time on the
disc. The PD -75 can also display the
playing time of any track (up to No.
30) if you press the track -selector but-
ton in stop mode, and it can start play
from any desired point on a track or
disc reached by using the scanning
buttons in stop mode.

The PD -75's rear apron has conven-
tional analog audio outputs as well as
both optical and coaxial digital out-
puts. There are also separate balanced
analog outputs (using Cannon connec-
tors) for professional recording and
broadcast applications. A jack can
connect the PD -75 to a compatible
Pioneer cassette deck for synchro-
nized recording, and another jack can
connect the player to a Pioneer SR
series amplifier so its remote control
can operate the CD player as well.

The Pioneer PD -75 measures 18
inches wide (including the furnished
woodgrain side panels), 14 inches
deep (including the balanced -output
rear extension to the chassis), and 51/2
inches high. It is finished in glossy
black, with contrasting gold markings,
and weighs 26 pounds. Price: $1,200.
Pioneer Electronics (USA), Inc.,
Dept. SR, 2265 E. 220th St., Long
Beach, CA 90810.

Lab Tests
The maximum (0 -dB) output voltage

from the Pioneer PD -75 was 2.57 volts,
slightly higher than the normal 2 -volt
standard. With most amplifiers, this
poses no problem, although there are a
few receivers whose electronic vol-
ume -control circuits could be over-
loaded by that much signal.

The player's frequency response
was almost literally ruler -flat, within
+0, - 0.09 dB from below 20 Hz up to
20,000 Hz. Interchannel phase shift
varied linearly from zero at 5 Hz to 1.1
degrees at 20,000 Hz. Channel separa-
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"Quality is important
to me and my customers.
That's why I wear
Jockey brand underwear.
For style, fit and comfort.
Just Jockey."

David Hauenstein
Account Sales Representative
Rockford, Michigan

JOCKEY underwear is also
available in boys' styles and sizes.
'1991 Jacked International. Inc Kenosha. WI 53140 USA
JOCKEY. SO COMFORTABLE and Jockey figure are registered
trademarks or Jockey International Inc



TEST REPORTS
tion was excellent, varying from
slightly more than 100 dB at 100 Hz to
just slightly less than 100 dB at 20,000
Hz. Dynamic range (EIAJ) was 95.6
dB, and the internal emphasis -correc-
tion response error was less than 0.16
dB. Frequency error was a barely de-
tectable +0.0008 percent.

Total harmonic distortion plus noise
(THD + N) at 1,000 Hz was about
0.0035 percent at levels from 0 to - 70
dB. At a 0 -dB level, it was less than
0.004 percent from 20 to 20,000 Hz.
We also measured the harmonic dis-
tortion alone (without noise) using the
digital signal processing capability of
our Audio Precision test equipment.
At a 0 -dB level, most harmonics from
the third to the fifteenth were barely
measurable, mostly around -100 dB,
resulting in a THD reading of only
0.0023 percent ( -92.7 dB).

Since the most striking performance
advantage of a 1 -bit D/A converter,
compared with most conventional
multibit converters, is excellent lin-
earity at low signal levels, we mea-
sured the PD -75's departure from an
ideal output signal at recorded levels
from - 70 dB to - 90 dB. At - 70 dB,
the error was essentially zero, and it
reached a maximum of +0.3 dB at
-80 dB; at -90 dB, the error was a
mere 0.09 dB. These results, typical of
good 1 -bit converters, surpass those
from nearly all conventional multibit
converters.

The A -weighted noise level, re-
ferred to a 0 -dB output, was -117.5
dB. The reading did not change when
we shut off the display, which is often
said to contribute significant noise to
the audio output. A spectrum analysis
of the noise also showed no difference
over the 20- to 20,000 -Hz range when
the display was switched on and off.

The player's laser tracking was ex-
tremely fast: It slewed from Track 1 to
Track 15 of the Philips TS4 test disc in
less than 1 second (too fast to measure
with a stopwatch). Tracking ability
was good though not exceptional. The
PD -75 played the 1,000 -micrometer
signal interruption on the Pierre Ver-
any #2 test disc with no audible mis-
tracking and emitted only a single
barely audible "tick" on the transition
between the 1,250 -micrometer and
1,500 -micrometer interruptions. At
the 2,000 -micrometer interruption, the
player clearly mistracked (as do virtu-
ally all others we have tested).

In view of Pioneer's claims to hav-
ing achieved a stable disc platform, we
were curious to see how the PD -75
stood up under impact. On our test
bench (a sturdy, heavy platform), it
took a very hard slap on one side of
the player to induce a momentary sig-
nal interruption. No amount of fist -
pounding on the top of the player
caused any audible effect (I was limit-
ed only by concern for damage to the
top plate or, worse yet, my wrist!).

Comments
Clearly, the Pioneer PD -75 is an

exceptional CD player. Given the in-
herent performance capabilities of the
CD system, it is often difficult to mea-
sure, let alone hear, the benefits of the
design refinements incorporated in
some of the top models. In all honesty,
we could not positively identify any
audible benefits of the PD -75's special
construction and circuitry, but it cer-
tainly sounded at least as good as any
other player we have used.

There was no doubt about its bullet-
proof construction, however. It is the
first home CD player we have tested
that could not be made to mistrack
when we pounded on its top cover,
even with unreasonable force, while it
was sitting on a rigid, massive surface.
When it was placed on a relatively
flexible steel shelf, it could be made to
mistrack with moderate blows, but the
same applies to any other CD player

we have used, no matter how immune
to impact it was on the test bench.

The PD -75's operating simplicity is
one of its major attractions. There is
no need to search through a panel full
of buttons to enjoy the benefits of its
versatility. Not all of its special fea-
tures are obvious from the front panel
(or even the remote control), but the
manual is clear and complete.

By now, most audiophiles are well
aware of the degree to which CD play-
er measurements transcend those of
many other audio components. Our
measurements of the PD -75 further
emphasize those differences. Without
an impractical item -by -item compari-
son against test data from other play-
ers, we cannot say in which respects
the PD -75 is "the best," but few of its
measurements were less than out-
standing. And the more we used it, the
more its versatility became apparent.
The upside-down disc loading ar-
rangement seemed strange at first, but
it soon became perfectly natural.

We never had occasion to use either
the balanced outputs or the digital
outputs, but it would be hard to imag-
ine any situation in which using the
digital outputs and an outboard D/A
converter would provide an improve-
ment on the sound quality delivered by
the player's internal 1 -bit converters.
All in all, the Pioneer PD -75 is a hand-
some, versatile, and satisfying compo-
nent. Truly "Elite"! 0
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"You're right, sir. When I set your sound processor to `Cathedral,'
I keep getting `Bingo Parlor.' "
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In 1986, Yamaha developed what many
industry experts consider the most significant
audio advancement since stereo. We're referring
to Digital Soundfield Processing.

Digital sampling of actual soundstages
to recreate the same acoustic environments you
once had to go out to enjoy.

Now this remarkable technology is available
in an audio/video receiver. The one you see
before you. Yamaha's new RX-V1050.

The RX-V1050 has four DSP settings, in
fact. Concert Video, Mono Movie, Rock Concert
and Concert Hall.

But what may ultimately be more exciting
is something no other receiver can offer. Dolby*
Pro Logic Enhanced. A technical feat which
combines DSP and Digital Dolby Pro Logic.

An incredible enhancement which allows
you to enjoy all the sonic information embeC_ded
m the movie soundtrack, as well as the acoustics
of the theatre, all withcut leaving the house.

Under the hood, the RX-V1050 sports -:ive
power amplifiers -110 -watt amplifiers for tie
left, right and center front channels, and 30 -watt
amplifiers for each of tie rear effects channels.

A high-powered center channel combined
with Yamaha's DSP and Digital Dolby Pro Logic
enables Yamaha's RX-V1050 receiver to recreate
the experience other receivers have promised,
but have never quite delivered.

Stop by your nearest Yamaha dealer and
hear the new RX-V1050 receiver. The best
arganyoneument's

ever come u
for stayingp

with. YAMAHA

The only receiver that can make your
home draft sound as good as the original.
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Bose Acoustimass 5
Series II Loudspeaker System

Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck laboratories

tilUST over four years ago (April
1987), we reviewed the speaker
system that sparked the subse-
quent explosion of "three-piece"
speaker designs. The Bose
Acoustimass 5, or AM -5, was not

the first speaker system to use two
small satellites and a separate bass
module to provide maximum flexibili-
ty in placement with minimum visual
impact, but it carried "invisibility" to
new extremes while delivering sur-
prisingly good sound quality and sell-
ing for a very attractive price.

Bose has now announced an im-
proved version of this system, called
the Acoustimass 5 Series II. The satel-
lites have been restyled and actually
reduced in size. Each measures only
63/4 inches high and consists of two
roughly cubical enclosures about 31/4
inches square and 41/4 inches deep.
The cubes can be independently rotat-
ed through almost 360 degrees, per-
mitting the spatial properties of the
speaker's sound to be modified by
reflecting some of its output off nearby
walls. (Controlling the ratio of direct

to reflected sound in the listening area
has long been a Bose feature.)

Each sealed, molded -plastic cube
contains a 21/2 -inch driver that oper-
ates above approximately 200 Hz. The
enclosures are filled with sound -ab-
sorbing material. Unlike the satellites
in the original AM -5, the Series II
satellites cannot be taken apart; the
two cubes are permanently attached.
Several types of brackets and stands
are available for mounting the satel-
lites in a variety of positions. The
drivers are magnetically shielded so
they can be placed close to a TV
monitor without distorting the color.

Much of the special quality of the
Acoustimass system derives from its
unique bass module. In the original
system, the module contained two 61/2 -
inch drivers whose front and rear out-
puts were loaded by separate cavities
of different volumes. These cavities,
resonant at frequencies about an oc-
tave apart, were ported to the room
through a pair of 21/2 -inch holes. The
bass enclosure was equivalent to a
bandpass filter, about one and a half

octaves wide, whose steep high -fre-
quency cutoff slope effectively pre-
vented harmonics of the bass frequen-
cies from being propagated into the
room.

Bose engineers had determined that
when these harmonics were audible,
they enabled listeners to localize the
bass source in a three-piece system if it
was placed at some distance from the
satellites. The Acoustimass bass mod-
ule's complete freedom from this ef-
fect made it possible to place it any-
where in the room without degrading
the front stereo image.

In the original AM -5, however,
there was a slight gap between the low -
frequency limit of the satellites and the
high -frequency limit of the bass mod-
ule, producing a measurable "hole" in
the system's frequency response in
the vicinity of 200 Hz. With many
types of program material the hole was
not noticeable, but at times it could be
heard as a somewhat disembodied
low -bass presence.

This problem has been eliminated in
the Series II. The upper limit of the
bass module's frequency response
was extended while retaining (and
even increasing) its very steep cutoff
slope. The result is said to be a
smooth, undetectable transition from
the bass module to the satellite drivers
together with an actual extension of
the low -bass response.

The new bass module contains two
51/4 -inch drivers (slightly smaller in
diameter than the 61/2 -inch drivers of
the original AM -5) in a dual -cavity
acoustic structure similar to the origi-
nal design. But rather than each cavi-
ty's having its own port to the room,
both cavities are coupled to a third
one, which in turn connects to the
listening area through a molded plastic
duct whose diameter flares smoothly
from about 21/2 inches to about 4 inches
at its exit from the box. The bass
module's frequency range is roughly
50 to 250 Hz.

The new Acoustimass bass module
is approximately the same size as that
of the original AM -5: 191/4 inches long,
14 inches high, and 71/2 inches wide. It
can be placed almost anywhere, on
any of its surfaces, as long as the vent
is unobstructed (the opening should be
at least 2 inches from other surfaces).

One end of the bass module contains
a group of spring -loaded connectors
for the input signals from the amplifier
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The Black Crowcs
Shake Your
Moneymaker 52142

itkicr.Yet

The Doors/Original Soundtrack 54289

Wilson Phillips
00726

Madonna'
The Immaculate

Collection
54164

Chris Isaak Heart
Shaped World 73735

qd8COMPACT DISCS FOR
THE arcuaga486

PRICE OF oga tte's'
WITH NOTHING MORE TO BUY EVER!

Whitney Houston: I'm
Your Baby Tonight
(Arista) 10663

Traveling Wilburys, Vol.
3 (Warner Bros.) 24817
Trixter
Mechanic/MCA) 61594

Daryl Hall 8 John
Oates, Change Of
Season (Arista) 00543
David Lee Roth:
A Little Ain't Enough
Warner Bros I 10551

Black Box: Dreamland
(RCA) 84063

Prince: Graffiti Bridge
(Paisley Park) 34107

Def Leppard:
Pyromania
(Mercury) 70402
George Benson/Cou
Basle Orchestra:
Big Boss Band
(Warner Bros.) 135

Ouincy Jones:
Back On The BI
(Warner Bros )

Deee-Lite: Wor
(Elektra) 52050
Nell Young: Rag
Glory (Reprise)
Kentucky Headh
Pickin' On Nashvi
(Mercury) 24740
Anita Baker:
Compositions
(Elektra) 00921
Don Henley: The
End Of The Innocence
(Geften) 01064
Chick Corea Akoustic
Band: Alive
(GRP) 10721

Bob Marley: Legend
(Island) 53521

HI -Five
(Jive) 10542
The Bonnie Raitt
Collection
(Warner Brost 00569
Suzanne Clan':
Pianissimo
(Private Music) 11047 (1:

Technotronic: Pump Up
The Jam -The Album
(SBK) 34781
Hank Williams, Jr.:
America (The Way I See
It) (Warner Bros ( 20612

Van Helen
(Warner Bros 114620

The Cars: Greatest Hits
(Elektra) 53702
Metalline: ...And Justice
For All (Elektra) 00478
Jeff Lynne:
Armchair Theatre
(Reprise) 00803
Dirty Dancing/
Original Soundtrack
(RCA) 82522

Pat Benatar: Best Shots
(Chrysalis) 44319

U Top: Afterburner
(Warner Bros I 64042

Skid Row
(Atlantic) 01038

U Top: Recycler
(Warner Bros 173969

Rick Astley: Free
(RCA) 53656
Bell Blv DeVoe: Poison
(MCA) 00547

Jane's Addiction:
Ritual de lo Habitual
(Warner Bros i 10020

Aerosmith: Pump
(Geffen) 63678

Reba McEntire: Rumor
Has It (MCA) 44609

Ton ! Toni! Tone!: The
Rev  olydor) 00565

rt Palmer:

19

ees
) 14852

at: I'll G
o You

51603

ort: Sh
In The
54

ell: Gh
effen) 73923

apton:
eyman

rner Bros 153940
Carly Simon: Have You
Seen Me Lately?
(Arista) 20912

The Glenn Miller
Orchestra: In The
Digital Mood
(GRP) 43293

James Taylor: Greatest
Hits Reprise) 23790
Raffi Evergreen
Everblue (MCA) 10492
Lionel Richie:
The Composer
(Motown) 24700

Lenny Kravitz: Mama
Said (Virgin! 10041

Solti: Tchaikovsky.
1812 Overture
(London) 25179:):
Clint Black: Killin' Time
(RCA) 01112

En Vogue: Born To
Sing (Atlantic) 14187

Paula Abdul: Shut Up
And Dance (The Dance
Mixes) Nag, 80326
Sinead O'Connor:
I Do Not Want What
I Haven't Got
(Chrysalis: 33512

Talking Heads'
Stop Making Sense
(Seel 24560
The Police: Every
Breath You Take-The
Singles (AMA ) 73924

Lisa Stansfield:
Affection (Arista) 34198
The Robert Cray Band:
Midnight Stroll
(Mercury) 73659
America: History
(Greatest Hits)
(Warner Bros ) 23757

Peter Gabriel: Shaking
The Tree -16 Golden
Greats Geffen) 11089

Another Bad Creation:
Coolin' At The Play-
ground (Motown) 10456

Kathy Mattes: A
Collection Of Hits
(Mercury) 10791

Yanni: Reflections
01 Passion
(Private Music) 24223

Nelson: After The Rain
(DGC) 74079

Motley Crue:
Dr. Feelgood
(Elektra) 33928
Fleetwood Mac .
Behind The Mas
(Warner Bros )

Cru- He

oS I 7

U2: attie And Hum
(Island) 00596
Grateful Dead: Built To
Last (Arista) 72230
Patsy Cline: 12 Greatest
Hits (MCA) 53849
Gipsy Kings: Allegria
(Elektra) 11178
Vince Gill:
Pocket Full Of Gold
(MCA) 73599

r

Clint Black: Put
Yourself In My Shoes
(RCA) 24690

Guy!...The Future
(MCA) 14875

Steve Winwood.
Refugees Of The Heart
(Vacpre 54232

Styx, Edge Of The
Century (ABM) 7449
Deep Purple:
Masters IR
Linda Ro
Like A R
Howl Lik
lElektral
Stevie B: ove An
Emotion (RCA)
Atlantic Records
Singles (1958-77
(Atlantic) 10514

The Cole Port
Songbook, Ni
Day (Verve,

Keith Whitley
Hits (RCA) 10
The Jeff Healey Band:
Hell To Pay
(Arista) 00544

Robert Plant:
Manic Nirvana
(Es Paranza) 54122

Big Daddy Kane: A
Taste Of Chocolate
(Cold 01095

King's X: Faith. Hope
Love By King's X
(Atlantic) 74229

Spyro Gyra: Fast
Forward (GRP) 00829
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Pat Benatar:
True Loves
(Chrysalis) 44663

AC/DC:
The Razors Edge
Atlantic) 33379

Roger McGuinn:
Back From Rio
(Arista) 81997

Lion: Mane
on (Atlantic, 54209

ibson:
s Poss ble
4815(Atla

Extrem
(A8M) 4
Faith No
Thing

Catchl
De
(Sir

G L
1645

andy Travis:
Heroes And Friends
(Warner Bros 174597

7
nog atfitli

Contraband
(Impact/MCA) 32031

Bon Jo* New Jersey
(Mercury) 00516

Big Band Bash
(Compose) 10458

Twin Peaks/TV
Soundtrack
(Warner Bros ) 63540

Hank Williams, Jr.:
Pure Hank
(Warner/Curb) 60351

Jaffrey Osborne: Only
Human (Arista) 00545

Vanilla Ice: To The
Extreme ISBKI 24689
Chicago : Twenty 1
(Reprise) 10533

Billy Idol: Charmed Life
(Chrysalis) 62264
Peter Gabriel: So
(Geffen) 14764

Johnny Gill
(Motown) 00738

Tom Petty: Full
Fever (MCA)
Starship: Grea
IRC 07

52

0

ears Fears:
The Seeds Of Love
(Fontana) 33653

Paul Simon: Graceland
(Warner Bros ) 72315

The B -52's: Cosmic
Thing (Reprise) 14742
Guns N' Roses:
Appetite For Destruc-
tion (Geffen) 70348
Take 6: So Much 2 Say
(Reprise) 53580
Alannah Myles
(Atlantic) 30045

The Cure:
Kiss Me, Kiss Me,
Kiss Me
(Elektra) 42404

START SAVING NOW MAIL TODAY!

Bulletboys: Freakshow
(Warner Bros } 34757

Carreras, Domingo.
Pavarotti: 3 Tenors
(London) 35078

Depeche Mode: Violator
(Sire) 73408

Scorpions: Crazy World
(Mercury) 14795

U2: Rattle And Hum
(Island) 00596

Traveling Wilburys. Vol.
1 (Warner Bros 100711

Bobby Brown:
Dance! ...Ya Know It
(MCA) 73660

Charlie Parker:
IIOriginal
rdings
e) 01044

ght Yoakam: If
There Was A Way
(Reprise) 64310

Bruce Hornsby 8 The
Range: A Night On The
Town (RCA) 63689
Boogie Down
Productions: Live
Hardcore Worldwide
(Jive) 44584

Lila Ford: Stiletto
(RCA) 63893

Jasmine Guy
(Warner Bros 154384

Lite Ford: Lila
(RCA) 24793

Jimmy Buffett: Greatest
HIffs) (MCA) 47157
Tracy Chapman
(Elektra) 53582

Mail to: BMG Compact Disc Club /P.a Box 91412/Indianapolis, IN 46291

YES, please accept my membership in the BMG Compact Disc Club and send my first four CDs (check box
below for cassettes) as I have indicated here, under the terms of this offer. I need buy lust one more CD at
regular Club prices during the next year - after which I can choose 3 more CDs FREE! That's 8 CDs for the
pnce of one with nothing more to buy. ever! ;A shipping/handling charge is added to each shipment.)

RUSH ME THESE 4 CDs NOW

INSTANT
50% -OFF
BONUS DISCOUNTS!

It's the BMG
difference!

You earn NSTANT
50% -OFF BONUS

DISCC U NTS
every time you buy

a CD at regular
Club price. In a nut-
shell buy 1, take

another at half price.
With other clubs. you

must first buy 6 or
more at ful price
and beco-ne a

"Preferred Member"
before you earn sav-

ings like this!

!Indicate by number)

I an) most interested in the musical category checked here - but I am always free to choose from any (check gni only):

1 0 EASY LISTENING 2 0 COUNTRY 3 0 HARD ROCK
Bette Miller Clint Blact ZZ Top
Barry Mandow Reba McEntire Aerosmith

5 0 CLASSICAL 6 0 JAll
Luciano Pavarotti Kenny G
Vladimir Horowitz George Benson

4 0 POP/SOFT ROCK
Madonna
Elton John

7 0 HEAVY METAL
AC/DC
Slaughter

0 Mr
0 Mrs
0 Ms
Address

First Name Initial Last Name

City State

(PLEASE PRINT)

Apt

Zip

Telephone (

Area code

Signature

We reserve the right to request additional intormrion or reject any application
Limited to new members. continental USA only. One membership per family
Local taxes. if any. will be added

'''Cassene members will be serviced by the BMG Manic Service: current Music
Service membe's are not eligible.

* Selections marled (*) not available or Cassene

El I PREFER CASSETTESC'
(You may choose
cassettes with the same
10 -day, no -obligation
privilege. Full member-
ship details will follow.)

AJTGD
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Londonbeat:
In The Blood 44569

°Ipourro

TI7y R.E.M.: Out Of Time 24762

Vinnie James:
All-American Boy

63237

qeit 8COMPACT DISCS FOR THE1 aifrai

aego He,

PRICE OF caWITH NOTHING MORE TO BUY EVER! -

Start with 4 COMPACT DISCS NOW
Pay only shipping & handling with membe-

Buy just 1 smash hit in one years time

Then get 3 CDs of your choice, FREEIn

Enjoy 8 CDs for the price of one

Nothing more to buy...EVER!

Bette Midler: Some
People's Lives
(Atlantic) 53568

Jon Bon Joy': Blaze Of
Glory (Mercury) 44490
Kik Tracee: No Rules
(RCAI 10719

Horowitz At Home
(DG) 25211

Best)01 Dire Straits:
Money For Nothing
(Warner Bros 100713

Yellowjackets: Green-
house (GRP) 10475
The Lynch Mob:
Wicked Sensation
(Elektra) 11076
Carmen McRae: Sarah -
Dedicated To You
(Novusi 34511)i)

laad,=,HM.4
Van Helen: OU812
(Warner Bros ) 50913

Fleetwood Mac:
Greatest Hits
(Warner Bros I 00796

INXS: X (Atlantic) 64378

Steelheart (MCA) 44528

B.B. King:
Live At The Apollo
(GRP) 24735

Winger: In The
Heart Of The Young
(Atlantic) 00570

Diane Schuur: Pure
Schuur (GRP) 10824
The Go-Gos Greatest
Hits (I R S) 50315
Soul II Soul: Vol. II -
1990 -A New Decade
(Virgin 00567

Huey Lewis & The
News: Sports
(Chn,oirriis) 44448

Roy Hargrove: Public
Eye iNovusi 54579
Mr. Big: Lean Into It
(Atlantic) 24821

Rush: 2112
(Mercury) 33716

Led Zeppelin II
Atlantic) 03692

Cinderella:
Heartbreak Station
(Mercury) 73694

Ralph Tresvant
(MCA) 14889
Madonna: I'm
Breathless (Sire) 00572
James Galway:
Greatest Hits
(RCA) 73233
Alan Jackson:
Here In The Real World
(Arista) 53833

Enuff Z'Nuff: Strength
(Atlantic) 14864

Bing Crosby's Greatest
Hits (MCA) 04709
Raft: Detonator
(Atlantic) 63335

AC/DC: Back In Black
(Atlantic) 13772

Taylor Dayne:
Can't Fight Fate
(Arista) 01114
John Williams/
Boston Pops In Space
Philihsr 05392

Janet Jackson's
Rhythm Nation
(ABM) 72386

Slaughter: Stick It Live
(Chrysalis) 20666

Frank Sinatra: Sinatra
Reprise/The Very Good
Years (Reprise) 80304

The Escape Club :
Dollars And Sex
(Atlantic) 54291

Kronos Quartet: Black
Angels (Elektra) 62287
Joni Mitchell:
Night Ride Home
(DGC) 10731

Bobby Bland: Midnight
Run (Malaco) 44333
Grateful Dead : Built To
Last (Arista) 72230
ZZ Top: Eliminator
(Warner Bros.) 34129

The Judds: Love
Can Build A Bridge
(RCA) 24549

U2 The Joshua Tree
(Island) 53501

Teddy Pendergrass:
Truly Blessed
(Elektrar 14879

Marcus Roberts: Alone
With Three Giants
iNovusi 54347
Barry Manilow:
Live On Broadway
(Arista) 248C5
The Cure: Mixed Up
(Elektra) 74190
Judy Garland: Best Of
The Decca Years. Vol. 1
(MCA) 10497:1:

Kitaro: KOK,
(Gene-) 43758
Endless Love/Great
Motown Love Songs
(Mc Hwy. 10995

Earl Klugh:
Midnight in San Juan

or Buy. 73722

Roy Orbison : A
Black And W cite Night
(Virgin, 64495

The Best Of Dolly
Parton (RCA. 51583

Elvis Costello: Spike
(Warner Bros I 00841

Pixies: Bosse Nova
(4AD'Elektral 53773
The Cure: Disin-
tegration (Elektra101109

The Sundays: Reading,
Writing And Arithmetic
(DGC) 63175
The Alarm: Standards
(I.R.S. ) 24765

ON THE
;AFioerPir7sse7rr er"i211)tl:

Concrete Blonde:
Bloodletting
(I.R S ) 84212

R.E.M.: Eponymous
(I R.S ) 00701

Pump Up The Volume/
Sdtk. (MCA) 44606
10,000 Maniacs: Hope
Chest (Elektra) 44340

CUTTING
Replacements:
All Shook Down
(Warner Bros 1 83585

Dread Zeppelin: Un-
Led-Ed iIRS) 63594
Erasure: The Innocents
'Sire) 01009

Waterboys: Room To
Roam (Chrysalis) 74255

Lou Reed: New York
(Warner Bros )01058

EDGE
Morrissey: Bona Drag
(Sire) 00578

World Party:
Goodbye Jumbo
(Chrysalis) 33536

The Stone Roses
(Silvertone) 53921

The Christians: Colour
(Island) 81645

Pixies: Doolittle
(4AD/Elektra) 01108

R.E.M.: Green
(Warner Bros) 00715
Bob Mould: Black
Sheets Of Rain
(Virgin) 53750
Cowboy Junkies:
The Trinity Session
(RCA) 01043

Best Of The Velvet
Underground
(Verve) 62303

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST CLASS MAIL PERMIT NO. 5071 INDIANAPOLIS, IN.

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

BMG COMPACT DISC CLUB
P.O. Box 91412
INDIANAPOLIS IN 46209-9758

NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY

IF MAILED
IN THE

UNITED STATES

CLASSIC
Jefferson Starship:
Gold (RCA) 64132
Led Zeppelin IV (Runes)
(Atlantic) 12014

Chicago: Greatest Hits
1982-89 (Reprise) 63363

Fleetwood Mac:
Rumours
(Warner Br, i 24025
Styx: 14 Classics
1A3M) 14822

The Mamas & The Pa-
pas: 16 Of Their Great-
est Hits Yak 80183
Crosby. Stills. Nash &
Young: Greatest Hits
(A: antic 130230

Chuck Berry: The Great
28 (Chess) 64137
George Harrison: Best
Of Dark Horse. 1976-89
(Dark Horse) 80307

Best Of Eric Clapton:
Time Pieces
(Polyclori 23385

Best Of Bad Company:
10 From 6
(Atlantic) 60321

All The Best Of The
Lovin' Spoonful
(Buddah) 10012

Jesus Jones:
Doubt 44654

ROCKERS
Eagles: Greatest Hits.
Vol.1 (Asylum) 23481

The Best Of Steely Dan:
Decade (MCA) 54135

Elvis Presley: 18 No. 1
Hits (RCA) 72190
Eagles: Hotel California
Asylum) 30030

Best Of The
Doobie Brothers
).),(rinnr Bros 43738

Lynyrd Skynyrd's
Innyrds (MCA) 01150
Supertramp: Classics
(14 Greatest Hits)
(A&M) 04891

Buffalo Springfield:
Retrospective
(ATCO( 00844

The Who: Who's
Better. Who's Best
(MCA) 00790

1950's Rock & Roll
Revival (Buddah) 11179
Iron Butterfly:
ln-A-Gadda-Da-Vida
iATCO) 44356

Best Of The Grateful
Dead: Skeletons From
The Closet
(Warner Bros 1 83892

START WITH 4 COMPACT DISCS NOW!
Yes, start with any 4 compact discs shown
here! You need buy just 1 more hit at regular
Club prices (usually $14.98-$15.98), and
take up to one full year to do it. Then choose
3 more CDs FREE. That's 8 CDs for the
price of 1 ... with nothing more to buy ... ever!
(A shipping/handling charge is added to
each shipment.)

HOW THE CLUB OPERATES
You select from hundreds of exciting CDs
described in the Club's magazine which is
mailed to you approximately every three
weeks (19 times a year). Each issue high-
lights a Featured Selection in your preferred
music category. plus alternate selections. If
you'd like the Featured Selection. do nothing.
It will be sent to you automatically. If you'd
prefer an alternate selection, or none at all.
just return the card enclosed with each issue
of your magazine by the date specified on the
card. You will have at least 10 days to decide
or you may return your Featured Selection at
our expense. Cancel your membership at
any time after completing your enrollment
agreement simply by writing to us, or remain
and take advantage of bonus savings.

FREE 10 -DAY TRIAL
Listen to your 4 introductory selections for a
full 10 days. If not satisfied, return them with
no further obligation. You send no money
now, so complete the postage -paid card and
mail it today.

l'A shipping/handling charge is added to each shipment.

C0744 BMG Compact Disc Club. 6550 E 30th St.. Indianapo-
lis. IN 46219-1194 TRADEMARKS USED IN THE ADV'T ARE
THE PROPERTY OF VARIOUS TRADEMARK OWNERS.

CD 1991 BMG Direct Marketing, Inc.



TEST REPORTS
and the outputs to the satellites (the
crossover system is built into the mod-
ule). The system's automatic protec-
tion against overload damage reduces
the signal level until the overload has
been removed.

The Acoustimass 5 Series II is rated
for operation with amplifiers able to
drive loads of 4 to 8 ohms (the system
is nominally 6 ohms) and with power
ratings between 10 and 200 watts per
channel. The Acoustimass bass mod-
ule is available in a scratch -resistant
black or white satin finish, and the
satellites are finished in a black or
white polymer. Cables (about 18 feet
long) are supplied for connecting the
bass module to the satellites. The com-
plete system, in its shipping carton,
weighs 30 pounds. Price: $799. Bose
Corp., Dept. SR, The Mountain, Fram-
ingham, MA 01701-9168.

Lab Tests
We placed the Acoustimass 5 Series

II satellites on 26 -inch stands, about 30
inches from the wall behind them and 4
to 5 feet from the side walls, for both
measurements and listening tests. The
bass module was placed on the floor
about midway between the satellites
and also about 30 inches from a wall.

We made room -response measure-
ments first with both parts of each
satellite facing directly forward, then
repeated them with the drivers angled
45 degrees outward from the forward
axis. The bass module's output was
measured with the microphone at its
port opening.

With the satellites facing forward,
the composite frequency response
was very uniform in their range, vary-
ing ±2.5 dB from 280 to 20,000 Hz.
When the drivers were angled out-
ward, a rather extreme condition of
operation, the output level was slight-
ly lower above 1,500 Hz. The response
curve ran parallel to the forward -fac-
ing response curve but 2 to 5 dB below
it all the way to 20,000 Hz. Clearly,
one's choice of angles for adjustment
of reflected sound is not going to affect
the system's basic sound qualities.

There were two points of maximum
output in the range of the bass module,
at 120 and 55 Hz. Between 50 and 250
Hz the output varied only ±3 dB. It
fell off at about 24 dB per octave below
50 Hz and at a remarkable 50 dB per
octave from 250 to 330 Hz. There was
a narrow band of high output, between

450 and 600 Hz, where the level was
comparable to that of the satellites in
the same range.

The sensitivity of the Acoustimass 5
Series II was a good 90 dB sound -
pressure level (SPL) at 1 meter when it
was driven by 2.83 volts of pink noise.
Though this figure is slightly higher
than the 87 -dB SPL measurement ob-
tained by Bose (using pink noise limit-
ed to a 200- to 20,000 -Hz band), the
difference is probably explained by
our measurement signal, which ex-
tended down to 20 Hz, and our place-
ment of the Acoustimass bass module
near the satellite being measured.

The bass module's distortion at a
2.83 -volt drive level was about 0.5
percent over much of its range (130 to
230 Hz), increasing to 2 percent at 95
Hz and 4 percent at 65 Hz. Satellite
distortion at the same level was 0.6
percent from 500 Hz to 3,000 Hz and
increased to 4 percent at the 230 -Hz
crossover frequency. The satellite's
low -frequency response dropped at a
rate of 15 dB per octave below 300 Hz
(excluding the effect of the system's
crossover network).

The system's impedance reached its
minimum of 4.7 ohms at 300 Hz and
remained under 9 ohms throughout the
satellite's operating range. The maxi-
mum impedance of 30 ohms was at 53
Hz, with smaller peaks at 28 and 130
Hz. The impedance phase angle was
less than - 25 degrees above 130 Hz.
At lower frequencies it increased to
-180 degrees (lagging) at 20 Hz, with
variations corresponding to the re-
sponse variations in that range.

The Bose Acoustimass 5 Series
like its predecessor, was able to han-
dle enormous power inputs without
damage or serious distortion. At 100
Hz, there was no sign of speaker over-
load or "bottoming" at 790 watts into
its 8 -ohm impedance, the point where
our amplifier clipped. Similarly, the
amplifier clipped at 810 watts into 8.5
ohms at 10,000 Hz and at 1,100 watts
into 6 ohms at 1,000 Hz.

Measurements with our IQS FFT
analysis system showed that the fre-
quency -response curves of the satel-
lites measured on -axis and at 45 de-
grees off -axis diverged smoothly
above 2,000 Hz. with a difference of 6
dB or less up to 8,000 Hz. The gap
widened to about 12 dB above that
frequency and still more above 12,000
Hz. This is perfectly natural behavior

for a 21/2 -inch cone driver, and in the
Acoustimass 5 Series II system it pre-
sents no problem. If desired, the user
could aim one driver in each pair at the
listening location, to obtain a full -
range response, and the other at the
wall behind for ambience enhance-
ment by reflection.

Comments
When we tested the original Bose

AM -5 in 1987, we were impressed by
its ability to sound like a very large
system, much larger than its tiny satel-
lites and inconspicuous Acoustimass
bass module would suggest. It proved
able to absorb the output of some very
large amplifiers without damage or
audible distress and was clearly a step
forward from any previous three-piece
system we had heard.

The tendency to produce a disem-
bodied bass (in the frequency domain,
not spatially) was perhaps the AM -5's
greatest weakness. When we heard
the Series II version at a press confer-
ence, it appeared that the problem had
been solved. Now that we have had
the opportunity to test a production
system, we can verify that the Acous-
timass 5 Series II is free of that effect.

The Series II has the essential quali-
ties of a first-rate conventional speak-
er system. Its frequency response is
smoother than many highly regarded
systems we have tested, and it spans
the 45- to 20,000 -Hz range with excel-
lent dispersion. Its stereo imaging is
very good, with accurate positioning
laterally and vertically.

Listening to a wide variety of com-
pact discs, we were constantly im-
pressed by how much this system
sounded like a larger, much more ex-
pensive speaker. There is no way that
a person hearing (but not seeing) the
Acoustimass S Series II would suspect
that its powerful, room -filling sound
emerges from satellite speakers that
could easily be held on the palm of
one's hand and a compact bass module
that can be hidden under or behind
almost any piece of furniture.

Readers of STEREO REVIEW are
aware that three-piece speaker sys-
tems are now available from almost
every speaker manufacturer. Of the
many we have tested, all of them very
good, the Bose Acoustimass 5 Series
II is one of the most expensive-and
also one of the best. Hear it and be
convinced for yourself.
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Teac V-5000 Cassette Deck
Craig Stark, Hirsch -Houck laboratories

THE new Teac V-5000 provides an
unusually attractive combination
of features and performance in a
midprice cassette deck. Starting
with a solid dual -capstan, three -
head design, Dolby B and Dolby

C noise -reduction systems, and Dolby
HX Pro headroom -extension circuit-
ry, the V-5000 adds such graces as a
really accurate method of optimizing
bias and tape -sensitivity adjustments,
a fifteen -selection playback search fa-
cility, and a wireless remote control.

The V-5000 employs no fewer than
four DC motors to handle its mechani-
cal functions. The dual capstans, used
to minimize wow and flutter, are driv-
en by a servomotor; a second DC
motor turns the reel hubs. The third
motor operates the mechanism that
pulls the tape heads and rubber pinch -
rollers into place, and the fourth pro-
vides a power assist for opening and
closing the cassette -well door. The
separate record and erase head ele-
ments, mounted within a single unit,

permit direct comparison between the
signal source and the recorded result.

As in a number of recently designed
decks, in the V-5000 a spring -loaded
stabilizer platform is attached to the
rear of the cassette -well door. Its in-
tent is presumably to absorb any me-
chanical vibrations that might other-
wise be transmitted to the tape
through the cassette shell. The cas-
sette well also contains the usual sen-
sors that detect the type of cassette
inserted so that the equalization and
bias can be set accordingly. An illumi-
nated fluorescent -orange tab in the
rear of the well makes it easy to deter-
mine the relative amount of tape on
each reel hub of the cassette, though
label visibility is slightly restricted.
The door of the well is easily remov-
able for the usual head -cleaning and
demagnetizing chores.

Signal levels are registered on two
sixteen -segment -per -channel fluores-
cent peak -indicating displays. These
are calibrated from -40 to +10 dB,

and in designing the V-5000 Teac had
the good sense to set the 0 -dB marking
on its display scale at the IEC-recog-
nized 0 level, 250 nanowebers per me-
ter. This means that you can actually
use the 0 -dB reading (with occasional
peaks a little higher) as your guide in
setting the proper recording level.

A four -digit electronic readout dis-
plays elapsed tape time in minutes and
seconds, though to maintain reason-
able accuracy you must select the ap-
propriate tape length from a list of four
choices: C-60, C-90, C-46, and the
large -hub C -46L. A handy RTZ (return
to zero) button fast -winds the tape to
00:00. You can skip to recorded selec-
tions in either direction by pressing the
appropriate Computomatic Program
Search button. The usual record -mute
button inserts the necessary 4 -second
blank spaces between selections.

Although the center -decent posi-
tions of the bias and sensitivity con-
trols usually produce satisfactory re-
sults, slight brand -to -brand differ-
ences between tapes can dictate user
adjustment of these parameters. The
tape -calibration system in the Teac V-
5000 lets the user optimize both bias
and sensitivity settings with a mini-
mum of effort. You simply put the
deck into record, press the CAL. START
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Professional

noise

type, balanted

Sluean gmunde and newest CD player, the Elites PD -75, the signal, which distorts the sound.
nal against

its rock -solid stability has rocked the world of music lovers Another problem for CDs is gravity. Spinning above

and audio critics. As the reviews have rolled in and the the laser pickup and supported only in the center, the

In airline pilots, brain surgeons, and CD Next, the stable platter, by supporting the entire area

players, steadiness is a pretty of the CD disc, minimizes wobble and chatter.

fundamental requirement. A wobbling disc presents a difficult target for the

In the case of our laser, while a chattering disc creates resonance, distorting

HowA CONCEPT CALLEDTHE STABLE PLAT 1 ER
TURNEDTHE CD UPSIDE DOWN.

awards have been bestowed, it is apparent that the standard

for CD players has been advanced dramatically. Behind this

success lies a principle that Elite has brilliantly exploited:

The mechanical elements of a CD player are just as critical

to its quality as its electronic components.

The first significant innovation to come out of this

insight is at the heart of the PD -75. The stable platter.

Two basics of physics-mass and inertia-combine the disc's digital code from above, where it is immune to

to make the stable platter an obviously superior platform dust settling on the laser optics.

to support a disc spinning at high velocity. We invite you to bring your favorite CD to an Elite

dealer and demonstrate the advantages for yourself. Give

that disc an audience on the

PD -75 for what one critic called

77x Elite PD -75 Grupo asr Player
Its elegant untshi finish reflects technical elegance within

An advanced linear drive
morel mows the laser

pickup with smooth speed
and recision.

disc sags microscopically. Which to a

laser beam is significant degradation.

But on the Elite CD platter, the disc

is turned upside down - that is, label

down, information side up. The disc

lies firmly clamped to a solid surface.

Meanwhile, the laser pickup reads

"a dimension of sound that you have never heard before:"

And usher in a new era of stability.

For the name of the select dealers in your area carrying the full lute of Elite Stable Platter CD Players, please call 800-421-1606.am 423.0 1991Pioneer Electronics (USA) Inc., Long Beach, CA Ink



TEST REPORTS

FEATURES

 Separate record and playback heads

 Four -motor, dual -capstan transport

 User -adjustable bias and sensitivity

 Fifteen -selection program search

 Dolby HX Pro headroom extension

 Dolby B and Dolby C noise reduction

 Four -digit fluorescent tape timer

 Sixteen -segment -per -channel peak -
level indicators

 Powered cassette -well door with
stabilizer

 Switchable CD Direct input

 Switchable FM multiplex filter

 External timer operation

LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS

Fast -forward time (C-60): 87 seconds

Rewind time (C-60): 87 seconds

Speed error: + 0.36%

Dolby tracking error: Dolby B, ± 1
dB; Dolby C, ± 2 dB

Wow -and -flutter: 0.033% wrms,
0.056% DIN peak -weighted

Line input for indicated 0 dB: 100 mV

Line output at indicated 0 dB: 714 mV

Meter indication at IEC-standard 0
dB: 0 dB

 Tape: TDK AD (Type I, ferric)

IEC 0 -dB distortion: 0.47%

Meter indication at 3% THD +
noise: +5 dB

Signal-to-noise ratios (in decibels):
(Irma. A-wtd. CC!R/ARM

No NR 56.6 60.2 56.5
Dolby B 65.2 70.2 67.2
Dolby C 68.0 77.5 76.8

 Tape: TDK SA (Type II, chrome -
equivalent)

EEC 0 -dB distortion: 1.8%

Meter indication at 3% THD +
noise: + 2 dB

Signal-to-noise ratios (in decibels):
Unwtd. A-wtd. CC!R/ARM

No NR 56.6 60.7 57.4
Dolby B 63.8 69.9 67.8
Dolby C 66.3 77.1 77.1

 Tape: TDK MA (Type IV, metal)

IEC 0 -dB distortion: 1.6%

Meter indication at 3% THD +
noise: +3 dB

Signal-to-noise ratios (in decibels):

No NR
Dolby B
Dolby C

57.2
64.8
67.5

+5

0

TEAC V-5000 CASSETTE DECK

RECORD -PLAYBACK FREQUENCY RESPONSES

-TDK AD (TYPE I, FERRIC)
5

10

-TDK SA (TYPE II, CHROME -EQUIVALENT)

-TDK MA (TYPE IV, METAL)

15

-25

-TDK MA WITH DOLBY C

zo 50 100 500 1k

PLAYBACK -ONLY RESPONSES

IIEC-STANDARD BASF TEST TAPES)

A-wtd. CC!R/ARM
60.8 57.5
70.3 68.1
77.9 77.4

10k 20k

120 4 (TYPE I)

70 4 (TYPES II AND IV)

FREQUENCY IN HERTZ

button (first for level, using a 410 -Hz
test tone, then for bias, using an 8,750 -
Hz tone), and adjust the knobs for
each channel to produce a reading at
the marked calibration point on the
level display. The whole procedure
takes less than 20 seconds, during
which the output from the deck is muted.
Then just rewind to where you started
(so the test tones will be erased when
you begin recording), and you're set.

The single record -level control for
the V-5000 is calibrated as an attenua-
tor, complete with markings from 0 dB
(full clockwise) to oo. (Teac has long
been involved in making professional
recorders, and this is the way things
are done in the studio.) The level knob
is supplemented with the usual small
channel -balance control. The front -
panel headphone jack has its own level
control, but playback level at the nor-
mal outputs is not adjustable. There
are the usual line inputs and a switch -
selectable CD Direct input (for record-
ing straight from a CD player).

A three -position slide switch se-
lects no Dolby, Dolby B, or Dolby C
noise reduction. The Dolby HX Pro
system, which extends the treble stor-
age capability of all cassettes by mo-
mentarily lowering the bias in the
presence of high-level high -frequency
signals, is not switch-defeatable. The
FM multiplex filter can be switched
off -and should be, unless you're re-
cording a stereo FM broadcast, as it
cuts off response above 16,000 Hz. The
usual timer -activation switch is provid-
ed, as are buttons that facilitate dub-
bing from specific Teac CD players.

The Teac V-5000 measures 171/2 x
57/8 x 14 inches, and it weighs 171/2
pounds. Price: $650, including wire-
less remote control. Teac America,
Inc., Dept. SR, 7733 Telegraph Rd.,
Montebello, CA 90640.

Lab Tests
The V -5000's playback response,

measured with our calibrated IEC
(BASF) test tapes, was commendably
flat. As is shown in the graph, the
response with 70 -microsecond equal-
ization (chrome/metal tape) was with-
in + 0.6, -0.7 dB from 31.5 to 18,000
Hz, and with 120-µs EQ (ferric tape) it
showed only a very slight additional
rolloff, to -1.7 dB, at 20,000 Hz. Few
prerecorded cassettes come close to
that accuracy.

On an overall record -playback ba-
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TEST REPORTS
sis, using our standard samples of
TDK AD (ferric), TDK SA (chrome -
equivalent), and TDK MA (metal),
frequency response was also very
good. At the bass end, response went
down to 24 Hz ( -3 dB) with all of the
tapes. At the customary -20 -dB test
level, response extended to 20,000 Hz
( -1.5 dB) with the metal tape and was
down by only 3 dB at 18,500 and
18,700 Hz with the SA and AD tapes,
respectively. When we used TDK MA
with Dolby C noise reduction, re-
sponse went out to 20,000 Hz ( -1.7
dB) even at a 0 -dB input level. A -
weighted signal-to-noise ratios for the
three tapes were very good.

The wow -and -flutter of the V-5000
measured 0.033 percent wrms and
0.056 percent on the more stringent
IEC/DIN peak -weighted basis. These
figures approach those of the most
expensive decks. High-speed winding
time for a C-60 cassette was a rapid 87
seconds in either direction. The speed
error of +0.36 percent will be of con-
cern only to those possessed of abso-
lute pitch or who need to match play-
back from the deck against fixed -pitch
musical instruments. Sensitivity and
output levels were entirely normal, as
was the Dolby tracking accuracy.

Comments
An examination of the inside of the

V-5000 disclosed that Teac paid an
unusually high degree of attention to
proper parts layout and (expensive)
shielding. No fewer than four of the
front -panel controls and switches, for
example, are operated through long
extension shafts so that the compo-
nents they control can be mounted at
the rear of the unit, where they are
shielded and well away from hum
fields, without using long wire runs.

Moreover, while the measured per-
formance of the Teac V-5000 was im-
pressive-especially for a midprice
unit-it did not prepare us for the
transparency, clarity, and superb im-
aging we found when we began dub-
bing our favorite CD's. In this respect
the deck ranked with the finest we
have tested. Again and again I found
the copy audibly indistinguishable
from the original, and even in passages
where a difference could be detected,
it was so slight that I have no hesitancy
in recommending the Teac V-5000 cas-
sette deck for consideration by the
most serious audiophiles.

BIC V -820A
Loudspeaker System

Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

HE V -820A is one of B1C's Ven-
turi line of loudspeakers, whose
tapered woofer ducts and vent
design are said to provide rela-
tively deep bass response from a
given enclosure volume, together

with higher efficiency than is usually
found in speakers of their size. The V -
820A is a two-way system with an 8 -
inch woofer crossing over at 2,500 Hz
to a 1 -inch soft -dome tweeter. The
woofer, which has a carbon -impreg-
nated cone and dust cap and a butyl
surround, is located about halfway up
the front panel, with the tweeter above
it. A large rectangular port opening
and a pair of gold-plated multiway
binding -post connectors are recessed
into the rear panel near its bottom.

The cabinet measures 261/4 inches
high, 101/4 inches wide, and 111/2 inches
deep, and it has attractively beveled

front side edges that help reduce dif-
fraction. The cabinet is veneered on all
sides in a handsome black or oak lami-
nate, and the black cloth grille
is easily removable. Each speaker
weighs about 28 pounds.

The system's specifications include
a bandwidth of 40 to 22,000 Hz ( -6 dB
at 32 Hz) and a sensitivity of 91 dB
sound -pressure level (SPL) at I meter
with I watt into its nominal 8 -ohm
impedance. The V -820A is recom-
mended for use with amplifiers rated
between 20 and 150 watts output per
channel. Price: $439 a pair. BIC
America, Dept. SR, 895-E Hampshire
Rd., P.O. Box 1709, Stow, OH 44224.

Lab Tests
For best results, BIC recommends

that the V -820A speakers be placed on
stands betweeen 6 and 9 inches in
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TEST REPORTS
height. We used 71/2 -inch stands
placed about 3 feet from the wall be-
hind them and 4 feet from the side
walls. The speaker's average room
response was very broad, though with
the usual irregularities due to reflec-
tions from room boundaries. There
were prominent dips (10 to 12 dB from
peak to valley) in the curve at 500 and
2,500 Hz.

The close-miked woofer response,
after being combined with the port
output, reached its maximum level
between 70 and 300 Hz and from 700 to
1,200 Hz. A 10 -dB dip at about 500 Hz
coincided with the dip in our room
measurements, but the falling output
above 1,200 Hz in the close-miked
measurement was an artifact of the
size of the woofer cone relative to the
wavelength of sound at those frequen-
cies rather than a true indication of the
response.

The low -bass response, including
the contribution of the venturi port,
sloped off gently below the 70 -Hz ef-
fective crossover between the cone
and port outputs and was down only
about 10 dB at 20 Hz. Splicing
the close-miked and room -response
curves was simplified by the presence
of the 500 -Hz hole in both curves. The
resulting composite response curve
varied only ±4 dB from 32 to 20,000
Hz. Most of that variation was due to
the dips at 500 and 2,500 Hz, each of
them about one octave wide.

Because this sort of response irregu-
larity is often caused by room reflec-
tions, we hoped to determine its
source by our FFT measurements,
which are able to exclude most
(though not all) room -boundary ef-
fects. At a 1 -meter distance, the 2,500 -
Hz dip was clearly present, so it must
be presumed to be a crossover artifact,
probably resulting from phase shift in
the crossover region. This conclusion
was supported by our horizontal -di-
rectivity measurement, at 1 meter, of
the system's response on its forward
axis and at a 45 -degree angle off that
axis. There were appreciable differ-
ences in the output on -axis and off -
axis between 2,000 and 3,500 Hz (the
off -axis high -frequency response be-
gan to fall off at 7,000 Hz and dropped
rapidly above 10,000 Hz).

The 500 -Hz dip is less easily ex-
plained, since it appears in several of
our measurements, but not in all, and
was not readily identifiable in listening

tests. That it appeared in our room -
response curves, from both speakers,
indicates its reality but not its cause.

Impedance was 7 ohms at its first
minimum above the bass resonance
(about 200 Hz), confirming the validity
of the system's 8 -ohm rating, although
it fell to 4.4 ohms between 10,000 and
20,000 Hz. The two bass resonances
were at 73 and 22 Hz, with respective
readings of 25 and 30 ohms. The
speaker's sensitivity was as rated, 91
dB SPL at 1 meter with a 2.83 -volt
input of pink noise.

At 2.55 volts (corresponding to a 90 -
dB SPL), the woofer distortion was
between 0.4 and 1 percent over most
of the range from 75 to 1,000 Hz. It
rose to about 4 percent from 40 to 25
Hz. The distortion at the port was
about the same as from the cone
through its operating range (below 75
Hz). Group delay was constant within
±0.1 millisecond from 30,000 Hz
down to about 5,000 Hz, and it varied
less than 1 ms from 5,000 to 200 Hz.

The V -820A had no difficulty han-
dling high power levels in our single -
cycle pulse tests. At 1,000 and 10,000
Hz our amplifier clipped, at 850 and
1,375 watts, respectively, without evi-
dent overload of the speaker system.
At 100 Hz, the woofer cone reached its
mechanical limits at about 95 watts
into its 9.5 -ohm impedance.

Comments
The NC V -820A sounded very

good indeed, with a smooth, well-

balanced sound character and a low -
bass output that was unusual for a
speaker in its price range. When we
played some low -frequency test tracks
from a CD, it produced a powerful,
very clean 32 -Hz output, whereas
most speakers at or near the price of
the V -820A have little useful output
below 50 Hz.

The bass sounded much like the
response curve looked, with no lower -
midrange hump or other evidence of
trying to get more apparent bass than
the speaker could actually deliver.
The smoothness of the V-820Ms
sound, despite the two measured re-
sponse dips, was an excellent demon-
stration of the fact that reduced output
over a limited frequency range (less
than an octave) is less audible than
enhanced output (a peak) over the
same bandwidth.

The B.I.0 V -820A would seem to be
a logical choice for someone on a
limited budget who wants to enjoy
deep, true bass response without sig-
nificant sacrifice at other frequencies
and who would appreciate not having
to invest in a powerful amplifier to
achieve a healthy volume level. It is
also one of the few low -price home
speakers with a combination of clean,
deep bass and high sensitivity. And it
is one of the most attractive speakers
we have seen in some time. It actually
looks good without its grille-only the
four rubber grommets that retain the
snap -in grille disturb the lines of its
handsome oak -grain cabinet. 0
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"Let me me assure you, Senorita Montalvo, we
have tweeters to make you talk. . . ."
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WoRuyALL LARGESTE
RECORDSTORE

ALMOST FREE CD
New catalog subscribers may choose to receive a free Rykodisc CD sampler,

Steal This Disc 3. The 72 -minute CD contains 23
tracks. including a song from the new Nils Lofgren
release, plus Jimi Hendrix, Jerry Jeff Walker, Frank
Zappa, Badfinger, Ringo Starr & His All Starr Band.
Devo. Country Joe. McGear. David Bowie and more.
Reg. Price: $9.99 + S&H. New Subscribers pay only
the $3.95 S&H Charge. (55328)

Boxed Sets & Compilations On Sale
Bob Dylan - Bootleg Series Vols. 1-3 [Rare &
Unreleased] 1961-1991. Previously unreleased performances.

(52716) 3 CDs $39.99, 3 CAs $28.99

James Brown - Star Time. Career retrospective boxed set
defining the 35 -year career of the man they call the Godfather of Soul.
72 songs. (53402) 4 CDs $49.99, 4 CAs $39.99

Alligator Records 20th Anniversary Collection. over
30 historic cuts including songs from Albert Collins. Hound Dog Taylor,
Lonnie Brooks, and more. (55761) 2 CDs $14.99, 2 CAs $9.99

Complete Stax Singles 1959-68. Otis Redding, Albert King,
Isaac Hayes. Booker T & the MGs, and more. Includes every A side

and all outstanding B sides. 244 songs. (60352) 9 CDs $89.99

The Byrds - Boxed Set. The complete retrospective plus
previously unreleased material. newly -remixed classics, and four new

tracks recorded by the reunited Byrds. (46682) 4 CDs $56.99, 4
CAs $39.99

Any Recording in This Issue $12"
You can order any title reviewed or advertised .n this issue, that is regularly
priced less than $17 per CD. for our new subscriber low price of $12.99/CD
(only $7.99 for cassettes), plus $3.95 shipping and handling per order. Just
call 1-800-233-6357 or use the coupon to order. Please include artist, title,
format & inventory number, if known.

gose Express Music Catalog is

like having an enormous

record store all to yourself. You can

shcp for the music you want, when

you want it. We carry everything in

print in Rock. Jazz, Blues,

Pop...you will find it all here in our

240 page. 50.000 -title source book.

We carry the complete catalog

of all the major labels, plus inde-

pendents like Sheffield, Delos.

MFSL, Alligator. RYKO, Chandos,

Telarc, Chesky, Dorian ...in total,

over 1.000 independents. Ordering

from us couldn't be easier. Cal, our

800 number, or send the order form

to us by fax or post.

Our 240 -page CD. Tape and

Video Catalog includes over 50,000

titles. Your first issue includes a refund

certificate for $6.00, plus $50.00 in

additional merchandise credits. There

is no purchase obligation or

urrequested shipments.

Free Updates
New subscribers will receive 1 Free

year of Updates, coverirg new
re eases & monthly specials.

-1-90a233-6357

SUBSCRIPTION/MAIL ORDER FORM
Start the Updates & send the 240 -page Catalog (56.00/yr, refundable

on the first order from the Catalog)

[7 Yes. Please include my FREE Rykodisc Sampler, Steal This Disc 3.

I'm enclosing an extra 53.95 for Shipping and Handling. (55328)

ri Send me the attached list of recordings (include artist, title, format

[CD or CA] & number) I'm enclosing 512.99/disc + $3.95 S&H per

order [Music orders Only,
E Check or r Credit Card ( Visa MC AMEX

(Outside U.S. Credit Card Only, Please)

Name

Address

City State Zip

CALL 1-800-233-6357 OR MAIL WITH PAYMENT TO:

BOEE EXPRESS MUSIC

50 W. 17th St., NYC, NY 10011
Fax: 212-627-2613



Ad
LL loudspeakers are trans-

ucers. That is, they
change energy from one
form (electrical signals
from an amplifier) into

another (sound waves in air). Beyond
that, they diverge into enough variants
to stagger even the long-term audio
enthusiast. Of course, when you're
choosing loudspeakers, your first con-
sideration should be how they sound
to you. But knowing something about
what distinguishes one speaker from
another-the advantages and trade-
offs of different design approaches-
can help you get through sales -floor
jargon and make an informed choice.

Virtually every speaker made falls
into one of two major categories, de-
pending on how it changes-trans-

ll

duces-electricity into sound. The
vast majority use dynamic drivers,
those familiar cones and domes. These
air -exciting diaphragms are driven by
an electromagnetic assembly of voice
coil and magnet that receives the am-
plified signal and moves back and
forth in response. It's essentially the
same as the electric motor in your food
processor, except that it's a recipro-
cating design rather than a rotary one,
and it is driven by an audio signal
rather than alternating current from a
wall outlet. The cone or dome fixed to
the coil moves with it, setting up vibra-
tions in the air both in front and be-
hind. The result: sound waves.

The second, much rarer type of
transducers lacks a universally ac-
cepted appellation. Let's call them
planar designs: electrostatic, ribbon,
planar -magnetic, and other panel vari-
ants. These omit the separate voice -
coil -and -magnet assembly in favor of a
flat surface-square, rectangular, cir-
cular, or a long ribbon-like strip-
that's directly driven by the audio
signal in one of several ways. As a
rule, planar drivers are more expen-
sive to produce than dynamic drivers,

by

and they present some rigorous engi-
neering hurdles. But they have some
unique characteristics, and hence are
found in a number of specialized, usu-
ally expensive, "esoteric" speakers
(see box, "On a Different Plane").

Dynamic Drivers
Dynamic speakers have achieved

their overwhelming dominance by vir-
tue of their relatively low cost, high
reliability, and high overall perfor-
mance. They come in many different
configurations. Cone drivers are al-
most universally employed to repro-
duce low frequencies, since cones can
handily excite the large volumes of air
that bass sounds require. But at higher
frequencies cones have several prob-
lems. They deform in complex, fast-

moving ways that induce various sorts
of distortion. And since they must be
rather large, they can't properly dis-
perse high frequencies, behaving like
sonic flashlights and beaming treble
only to a fairly narrow area directly in
front of the speaker. This limits stereo
coverage in a normal listening room
and impedes the open, spacious stereo
image most listeners want.

Therefore, high -frequency driv-
ers-tweeters-are usually domes.
The smaller radiating surfaces of
domes are unsuitable for bass, but
they have some powerful treble ad-
vantages. A spherical section is by
nature immensely strong, so dome
drivers can resist breakup and defor-
mation over a wide frequency range
even though their diaphragms must be
extremely low in mass (to reverse di-
rections some 40,000 times per second
at 20,000 Hz). A small dome also has
inherently broad dispersion: Sound
tends to be radiated comparatively
evenly over its forward -facing hemi-
sphere, even at very high frequencies.
This yields good stereo imaging at
multiple listening positions and helps
spread out the sound.Daniel

A three-way speaker includes a
third driver along with the woofer and
the tweeter. Usually called a mid-
range, it can be a smaller cone or, less
frequently, a large dome. A cone mid-
range can work low enough to keep the
woofer's operating range away from
troublesome highs, but blending its
directivity (imaging characteristics)
with that of a dome tweeter at the
opposite end can be a challenge. Dome
midranges, on the other hand, have
broad, smooth dispersion but are usu-
ally not large enough to work very
low, so the woofer -midrange transi-
tion can be tricky.

The Boxes
Virtually every dynamic system

needs an enclosure. A speaker's box

The
Inside
Story
serves an important function beyond
simply being an attractive piece of
furniture that keeps the drivers off the
floor. All drivers radiate sound behind
as well as in front. As a driver vibrates
back and forth, its rearward wave
(back wave) is exactly opposite to its
forward one, which means that the
acoustic energy delivered forward into
the listening space is neatly canceled
by the opposite wave. The end result is
no sound, or little sound, over a fairly
broad range of important frequencies.
Back -wave cancellation is really prob-
lematic only in the bass region because
of the relation between the bass wave-
lengths and the size of bass drivers.

On the facing page are some of today's

loudspeaker options (clockwise from top left):

Monitor Audio's two-way bookshelf MA700

(S1,100 a pair), Magnepan's planar -magnetic

SMGa (S575 a pair), and two floor -standing

dynamic speakers, Acoustic Research's M4

(S600 a pair) and Paradigm's two-way, twin -

woofer Model Ilse Mk II ($870 a pair).

Kumin





A compact bass -reflex

speaker with a front -

panel vent, the Energy

22.1 (S1,000 a pair) also

uses a special tweeter.

JBL'S XPL 90 (S649 each) is a bass -

reflex bookshelf speaker with a power -

handling capacity of 400 watts.

The Bose 901 Concerto (S2,200 a

pair), which aims some drivers to the

rear to enhance ambience, comes with

its own dedicated equalizer.

Acoustic Suspension
The most popular solution to back -

wave cancellation is the acoustic -sus-
pension, or sealed -box, speaker de-
sign developed in the 1950's. In an
acoustic -suspension speaker, the
woofer is simply mounted in an air-
tight enclosure: Its forward surface
radiates freely out into the room, while
its back wave is lost in the internal
volume of the box. Since the back
wave cannot radiate out into the room,
it cannot act to cancel the front wave,
and deep, powerful bass becomes pos-
sible from relatively compact designs.
(Acoustic suspension has an added
benefit of providing an "air spring"
that damps the woofer.)

There is a drawback, though. Be-
cause the woofer must continuously
compress and recompress the volume
of air within the box, and since half of
its acoustic potential (the back wave)
is lost, an acoustic -suspension speak-
er theoretically requires more amplifi-
er power than an otherwise equivalent
unsealed box to achieve a given loud-
ness. But the use of dynamic drivers
that are optimized for sealed boxes
and careful calculation of enclosure
volume can achieve good efficiency.

The Infinite Baffle
In an infinite -baffle arrangement,

which predated sealed -box designs,
the woofer is mounted in a panel wide
enough that the back wave can't chase
its way around front in time to be
destructive. Since the lowest bass fre-
quencies have wavelengths of several
yards, that effectively means flush -
mounting the woofer in the listening -
room walls. It's an old trick from the
mono age of hi-fi, but it's making a big
comeback in the form of in -wall speak-
ers. While the design of in -wall speak-
ers has evolved considerably, it's
based on the same physics.

The Vented Box
Despite the sealed box's success, a

large proportion of today's loudspeak-
ers-perhaps a third of the most popu-
lar models, including plenty of the
finest-employ enclosures in which a
carefully designed opening "vents"
the woofer's back wave to the listening
room. These bass -reflex designs strive
to put the woofer's back wave to work,
manipulating it to reach the listening
area in phase with the front wave, thus
reinforcing rather than attenuating the
overall sound. The obvious benefit is
improved efficiency. All other things
being equal-a very broad caveat-
vented speakers deliver more volume

Polk Audio's SRS -3.1 ($2.000 a pair)

uses one of its five bass midrange drivers

for interaural-crosstalk cancellation.

per amplifier watt than acoustic -sus-
pension speakers.

There are numerous wrinkles in
vented design. Ducted -port systems
have an internal tube, usually cylindri-
cal, connected to the port. Along with
box size and driver design, this tube or
duct "tunes" the system to the partic-
ular frequency band at which the
woofer's back wave will be in phase
with the front and thus extends usable
bass below the range the speaker
would otherwise produce. Passive -ra-
diator systems substitute a relatively
high -mass diaphragm-essentially, a
thick, heavy woofer without a voice
coil or magnet-for the port -and -tube
arrangement, but the general goal is
the same. Transmission -line designs
force the back wave through a labyrin-
thine path so that its entry into the
room is sufficiently delayed to be in
phase at the desired frequencies.

The weaknesses of vented speak-
ers include an inherently steep rolloff
below the range in which the port
augments the woofer's output and a
tendency to "ring" or boom near the
enclosure's natural resonance. But
with computer -aided design to crank
the complex math of driver -enclo-
sure -port "alignment," good vented
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models can produce extended, accu-
rate bass from compact enclosures.

Another box wrinkle is the band-
pass -woofer design, most often en-
countered as the bass element of a
three-piece compact speaker system.
This approach pursues the best of both
worlds by mounting the low -frequen-
cy drivers entirely within an enclosure
that is divided internally into two or
more differently aligned chambers
that radiate sound into the room via
ducted ports. The output covers a
range of frequencies determined by
the exact design of the enclosure,
above and below which the response
rolls off sharply-hence "bandpass."
Bandpass-woofer boxes-of which
numerous variations exist-can com-
bine the virtues of very small size,
reasonable efficiency, and notable
bass extension, with an added bonus
of low distortion and simplified cross-
over needs.

Two -Way, Three -Way,
and More

The ideal loudspeaker would be a
single driver reproducing the entire
audio range. For myriad technical rea-
sons, that is impractical, so most mod-
els use two drivers (woofer and tweet-
er), three drivers (add a midrange), or
more (add a "mid -bass," "super -
tweeter," or what -have -you) to repro-
duce the ten octaves of musical sound.

Additional drivers can, in capable
hands, yield more extended and better
balanced full -range sound. They also
simplify achieving broad, even disper-
sion for open, spacious imaging. Also,
multiway systems can as a rule play

Horn -loaded drivers rather than cones or

domes handle the mid and high frequencies

in the Klipsch Forte II (S1,198 a pair).

On a Diffe
FLAT -PANEL loudspeakers have a special

place in the hearts of many committed

audio fans, who claim for them a long list

of virtues. These may include subjectively

improved transient response, more

realistic spaciousness, grear.er definition

of complex musical sounds, and

enhanced transparency (or "air".

The oldest planar principle-dating

back to the nineteenth century-is used

in the electrostatic loudspeaker, which is

in effect a giant capacitor. A thin

condictive membrane is suspended

between two perforated plates and

charged with high -voltage direct current.

When an audio signal is applied to the

plates. their opposite, constantly varying

charges interact with the fixed charge on

the d aphragm, causing it to vibrate and

generate sound.

Next came the ribbon speaker.

Essentially, a ribbon works like a

conventional dynamic driver except that

the voice coil is etched in a serpentine

pattern on a ribbon of aluminum or other

lightweight material susperded in a

magnetic field induced by magnets along

the edges. The ribbon itself sets up the

acoustic action directly. Planar -magnetic

speakers use a larger etched sheet

stretched over an array of magnets.

Many planar speakers have inherently

lower distortion than dynamic drivers,

part cularly at the middle and high

frequencies. And as a general rule.

planar speakers yield clear, well-defined

sound. They also feature very particular

dispersion characteristics. Most have a

fairly narrow horizontal spread, resulting

in a fairly small "sweet spit" for

listening. Planar speakers that are fairly

tall, upright structures del ver even, well-

con'rolled vertical dispersion-sound is

radiated equally from the entire surface.

What's more, most planars are dipole

rad ators: Unrestricted sound is delivered

from the rear and the front (a panel's

larce surface helps in part to mitigate the

cancellation effect that conventional

woofers are subject to, but there is very

little output to the sides, minimizing early

rent Plane
Martin Logan's CLS II (S3.500 a pair) is a

full--ange electrostatic speaker with a 2 x 4 -

foot diaphragm between curved panels.

reflections from nearby walls. These

characteristics can combine to deliver

very precise instrumental location with a

notable sense of depth.

Planar speakers are more difficult to

design for flat response, however, as

there's just the one driver to work with

(several models employ multiple planar

drivers of different sizes partly for this

reason). Further, most planar designs

have a hard time reproducing deep bass,

thanks to their limited excursion and

dipole radiation. They are also usually

very dependent on proper room size and

rum acoustics for good sound. Planars

can also be painfully inefficient, requiring

watts in the hundred -plus -per -channel

range, and are still frequently unable to

match the peak loudness of equally

expensive dynamic speakers.

Consequently, "hybrid" designs mating a

conventional dynamic woofer with

electrostatic, planar -magnetic, or ribbon

midrange and high -frequency sections

are fairly common. Hybrid speakers can

produce good low bass, play loud, and

permit more placement flexibility than

pore planars.
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The two-way Sonance

Model 45 (S650 a pair).

designed for mounting

in walls, represents the

infinite -battle principle.

louder: More transducers doing more
work equals more acoustic output. On
the down side, a multiway design
means more work for the amplifier.
Generally speaking, two-way designs
are somewhat more efficient than oth-
erwise equivalent three-, four-, or
more -way models. More drivers also
implies more complexity-more op-
portunities for design flaws or com-
promises-and greater expense.

Size and Sonics
Another way to categorize speakers

is according to their intended place-

KEF's floor -standing

Model 104 2 (S2,200 a

pair) uses coupled -cavity

woofer loading: two

internal drivers in sealed

subenclosures, both

radiating into a central

cavity that vents just

below one of the

midrange drivers.

ment. Bookshelf designs-compact
two-way or three-way speakers-are
the classics: rectangular -profile cabi-
nets 3 feet or less on the longest side.
Meant for installation on shelves or
stands, they are usually engineered to
provide the smoothest and most accu-
rate bass in that kind of placement-
that is, well off the floor and directly
against a wall. Since the interaction of
any speaker with the room in which it
plays will affect bass performance
(among many other sonic variables),
true bookshelf speakers should be
mounted as intended. The obvious

bookshelf -speaker benefit is space
saving-at the expense (as a broad
rule) of some peak loudness, efficien-
cy, and deep bass.

Larger, floor -standing speakers, on
the other hand, take more space. In
return, their bigger cabinets can usual-
ly yield greater efficiency and deeper
bass, so where these characteristics
are vital, a floor -standing speaker is a
virtual must. The most common ar-
rangement is the upright tower with
three or four drivers, which demands
relatively little floor space yet pro-
vides generous box volume for excel-
lent deep bass. It also naturally places
the important midrange driver (if there
is one) and tweeter at the ear height of
a seated listener.

An increasingly popular variant is
the subwoofer/satellite arrangement.
This combines a single, on -the -floor
bass module, usually relatively uncrit-
ical in terms of location, with two
small satellites-essentially very com-
pact two-way bookshelf speakers. The
advantage is obvious: A subwoofer/
satellite system combines the unobtru-
siveness and placement flexibility of
tiny bookshelf speakers with the full
bass and high output of a larger design.

Compared with full-size systems of
equivalent cost and complexity, the
liabilities can include slightly limited
dynamic range and power handling,
because of the tiny satellites' limited
output abilities, and possible slight
midbass or lower -midrange anoma-
lies. Since the woofer in the bass mod-
ule has to go high enough in frequency
to blend with the diminutive "woof-
ers" in the satellites, and since their
positions relative to each other are not
strictly defined, bass -to -midrange
transitions-in terms of both imaging
and musical balance-can be rather
difficult to perfect compared with
more conventional systems.

While most speakers have simple
driver arrays aimed straight at the
listener, some provide more complex
sonic routing. A few speakers aim
some drivers directly forward and
some to reflect off walls beside and
behind the cabinets. Others have extra
tweeters that "crossfire" toward op-
posite room corners, while still others
use acoustic "lenses"-vanes or oth-
er reflectors or diffractors-to redirect
acoustic energy. For the most part, the
common goal is a spacious, wide-
spread stereo image. The variety of
unconventional designs is large and
the subjective results equally diverse.
But the bottom line-how natural the
speakers sound-is, like so much else
i n hi-fi, largely a matter of taste.
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FROM the rumbling timpani of Hoist's
The Planets to the thumping electronic
percussion of Public Enemy's "Fear
of a Black Planet," low -frequency
sounds are essential to music's ele-
mental force. But loudspeakers capa-
ble of rendering that elemental force in
your living room have tended to domi-
nate that space in a way that renders
it, well, unlivable. Subwoofer/satellite
speaker systems came to prominence
as a way of making big sound all but
invisible. True subwoofers, which re-
produce the very lowest range of the
audio spectrum, below 40 Hz or so,
have been around for a long time. The

Altec Lansing's

System 3

(S300) features a

bass module

with response

extending down

to 28 Hz. The

tiny satellites

are only 81'2

inches high.

BY Gl

separate woofers used in the three -
and four -piece systems of today are
called subwoofers even though their
response is seldom flat below 50 Hz or
so. It would be more accurate to call
these speakers bass modules, but the
subwoofer tag has stuck.

Although far from the first
of the genre, Bose's original
Acoustimass system, intro-
duced in 1986, was the first to
achieve great popularity. It
produced convincing bass
sound along with lively mid-
range and high frequencies in
an array that could fit intc any

ENN

1 O N

room, since the speakers were meant
to be more or less hidden-the bass
module under a piece of furniture, the
tiny stereo satellites tucked unobtru-
sively on bookshelves or mounted on
walls or even the ceiling. Other manu-

facturers soon followed
suit with variations on
the idea, notably Atlan-
tic Technologies, which
added built-in amplifica-
tion to its Pattern speak-
er system.

Bose has continued to
refine the Acoustimass
system (see the test re-

ENNY
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The subwoofer in Polk

Audio's RM 3000

Reference Monitor

system (S750) has two

6'./7 -inch woofers in a

completely sealed

section coupled to a

10 -inch Sub -Bass

passive radiator in the

bottom of the module.

This design is said

to deliver precise

bass response,

low distortion, and

reduced boominess.

M&K's MX -100 powered

subwoofer (S1,295) can

be mated with a pair of

the company's S-100

bookshelf speakers (S850

a pair). The subwoofer's

amp is rated at 200

watts, and the satellites

can handle 400 watts.

NHT's SubZero system

combines two of the

company's small Zero

speakers (S199 a

pair) and its SW1v

passive subwoofer

(S499). The Zeros can be

mounted on a wall or

ceiling using NHT's

optional brackets: the

SW1v is magnetically

shielded. so placement

near a television

set isn't a problem.

port on the Acoustimass 5 Series II in
this issue), but other manufacturers
making subwoofer/satellite systems
are taking different tacks, making
speakers that are meant to be seen as
well as heard. The point is to squeeze
as much performance out of a system
as possible while making it a reason-
able addition to one's living space.
The basic subwoofer/satellite concept
can accommodate a variety of ap-
proaches and variations. For instance,
not all such systems have three pieces:
The Cambridge SoundWorks Ensem-
ble has two satellites and two sub-

woofers. And the same company's
Model 11 is a portable powered system
in which the subwoofer also serves as
a carrying case.

Although in many systems the sub -
woofer can be easily tucked into a
corner or under furniture, the satel-
lites, while small, don't cry out for
camouflage. Sleekly designed, they
ask for display, the better to wow
acquaintances who can't believe that
the big sound is coming from just those
small speakers-which it isn't, of
course.

For those who prefer that their
speakers not take up any floor or shelf
space at all, there are now systems like
Triad's Inwall 7, a dual -woofer in -wall
system. In -wall speaker pioneer So-
nance also offers subwoofers to com-
plement its full -range speakers, as do
Polk and Boston Acoustics.

While most manufacturers sell sub-
woofers and satellites together, some
don't. Miller and Kreisel offers its
powered subwoofers separately from
its satellite speakers, recommending
them as bass -boosting options for any
home system. Its satellites provide a
wide array of mix -and -match options.
NHT takes a similar approach and is
now offering multispeaker arrays for
home -theater installations. And other
companies, such as a/d/s/, offer both
sub/sat systems and separates.

If you decide to mix and match, pay
close attention to the specifications for
power -handling capability, nominal
impedance, and crossover frequen-
cies. A subwoofer needs to be well
matched acoustically and electrically
with its satellite speakers and with the
amplifier.

Prices do vary, as you might expect,
but in general subwoofer/satellite sys-
tems offer good value. This is particu-
larly true when you consider that a
well-chosen system can accomplish
several things at once: save space,
look good in your room, and provide
terrific stereo sound with all of the
bass that makes it move you.
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Despite its name,

Infinity's Infinitesimal

Four System is a three-

piecer. The subwoofer is

impressively small,

measuring a little over

13 inches in each

dimension. Price:

satellites. S420 a pair:

subwoofer, 5630.
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The Design Acoustics

PS -3 Micro -Monitor

system (S600) has a

slot -loaned bass module

that's finished on all

sides for maximum

placeme nt

The Boston Acoustics

SubSat Six system

(S500) features a dial -

chamber PowerVent

bass module. A sealed

chamber loads the

two woofers while z

vented chamber

enhances their

deep -bass output.

The bass module

in Jensen's new J1255

three-piece system (S350)

has a 12 -inch woofer.

The system can handle

up to 150 watts per

channel and ha: a usable

frequency "esponse

of 43 to 21.000 Hz.
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The Triad System 6

(S800) boasts two-way

satellites with separate

tweeter enclosures.

The rotating. damped

mounting system isolates

the tweeters from the

box vibrations of

the midrange drivers

and enables a user to

adjust the treble balance

by pointing the tweeters

in different directions.

JBL's Pro III Plus (S659)

has a ported bass

module with an 8 -inch

woofer that can deliver

lows down to 35 Hz. All

three pieces are

magnetically shielded.

eliminating any concern

about closely placed

speakers degrading a

television picture. The

system can handle up to

100 watts per channel.

Acoustic Research's

distinctively designed AR

SubSat System (S600)

has a dramatic dark -gray

sueded finish.

Recommended power for

the system is 10 to 75

watts into 4 -ohm loads.

The Cambridge

Sound Works Model 11

(S749) is a portable

system that includes its

own three -channel

amplifier with volume.

balance. and tone

controls. The BassCase

subwooter does double

duty as a carrying case.
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Memorex's TS -3

(S400) is one of the

company's two

subwoofer satellite

systems. The slightly

more expensive

TS -5 (S650, not shown)

is probably the only

sub sat system with a

tower subwoofer.

Phase Tech's PC -60

bookshelf speakers

(S480 a pair) are well

matched with its PC -50

subwoofer (S350). a

down -firing acoustic -

suspension model

with a 10 -inch

solid -piston woofer.

The a/d/s/ SubSat 5

system (S1.506) was

styled by Frogcesign,

a widely acclaimed

industrial -design firm.

The stands shown

are optional. at S300 a

pair. The company

also otters a number of

small sneakers and

subwoofers as separates.
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p1p HAVE four musical homes," said
Daniel Barenboim, "Chicago,
Berlin, Bayreuth, and the piano.
I don't know which to call my

permanent residence."
Starting this September, however, it

undoubtedly will be his newest domi-
cile, Chicago, that is going to draw the
most interest and attention. For at the
age of forty-eight, Barenboim, argu-
ably the most prodigious pianist -con-
ductor in the business, is taking over
formally from Georg Solti as music
director of the Chicago Symphony Or-
chestra which this year is marking its
hundredth anniversary.

The 1-eartland of America may seem
an unlikely roosting place for a musi-
cian o' Barenboim's cosmopolitan
background. Born in Argentina, raised
and educated in Israel, a frequent visi-
tor to New York, a former resident of
London, a regular conductor in Berlin
and Bayreuth, he has spent much of
the last fifteen years in Paris, where he
was the center of a controversy re-
garding his almost -but -not -quite direc-
torship of the new Bastille Opera.

But he says he's perfectly at home,
musically and otherwise, in Chicago.
Illinois. "I started coming to Chicago
as a guest conductor twenty years
ago," he explained during a preseason
stop in New York. "I've developed a
closer relationship with it than with
any other American orchestra I've
conducted, including the Philadelphia
and the Cleveland.

"You know, one of the differences
between playing the piano and con-
ducting is that the apprentice years are
more difficult for a conductor. You

can't practice alone; you have to train
yourself before an audience. It takes
ten or fifteen years to do that, and in all
those years I've had the Chicago Sym-
phony before my eyes as my idea of
what an orchestra should be. So when
the position was offered to me, I was
not only honored, I was overjoyed and
eager. I feel musically at one with this
orchestra.

"Besides, I really don't think there
is any such thing any more as a 'Euro-
pean' or an 'American' conductor.
The idea of musical nationalism has
broken down since World War 11,
when nationalism itself took on such
an ugly connotation. Think of conduc-
tors like Mehta, Ozawa . . . . Just be-
cause you were born in Salzburg
doesn't necessarily mean you're a
good Mozart conductor.

"The same is true of orchestras. I
think Chicago has shown how it is
possible for an orchestra to change
faces with the different styles it plays.
I'm not a great partisan of a certain
'sound.' I feel a great orchestra should
be able to play Debussy like a French
orchestra and Bruckner like a German
orchestra. It's certainly that way in
Chicago."

Barenboim's Chicago repertory-a
great deal of which will wind up in
recorded form-certainly represents a
diversified portfolio, to borrow a fi-
nancial term. His inaugural subscrip-
tion concerts on September 12, 13, and
14 consist of Beethoven's Missa So-
knolis. "We have such an outstanding
chorus," he said, "that I want to begin
right off with it. As a matter of fact,
I'm going to start each season that

way. Next year we're doing Brahms's
German Reqt.iem and in 1993 the Ver-
di Requiem."

Contemporary music will occupy
a larger portion of the orzhestra's
programs than was true in :he Solti
years. "1 dor't believe in lip service
to new music," Barenboim zaid. "It
shouldn't be put in a ghetto o' 'con-
temporary music concer:s.' You can
only tell the value of a contemporary
piece when you hear it in juxtaposition
with a repertory piece. And you can't
just give it a premiere and dro3 it. It
shou:d be played a second and a third
time: it needsthe familiarity of -epeti-
tion. I find that the performance quali-
ty of a conte-nporary wcrk im3roves
each time it's played."

Barenboim expresses a particular
admiration for Pierre Boulez and his
music. This season he has in-diied the
French composer -conductor tc come
to Chicago for a four -week residency
of concerts and recordings. Lnd he
plans to have him back in future years
as well. "k's not because he's
French," Barenboim said. 'I 's be-
cause of what he represents interna-
tionally speaking, musica ly speaking.
Boulez's worts since his days as mu-
sic director of the New York Philhar-
monic have included important addi-
tions to the repertory. Last April we
played his Notations 1-4 for the third
time in the last decade."

This season Barenboim will con-
duct the world premieres of Boulez's
Notations 5-8 and two oche- new
works, Luciano Berio's Cot:Pinto and
Ralph Shapey's ConcertoFaniastique.
He'll also paricipate as apianist, with

by Ilerberi livprerberg



Boulez conducting, in two U.S. pre-
mieres, the German composer York
Healer's Piano Concerto and Berio's
Concerto II.

Barenboim thinks an ideal sym-
phonic season should be so diversified
and eclectic that audiences would be
happy to attend every single program
rather than subscribing only to a por-
tion of them. "Variety and balance are
important not only to the audience,
but to the players, too," he added.

Although Barenboim made his first
impact on the musical scene as a pia-
nist, he says he developed ambitions
to conduct while he was still in his
childhood. Both of his parents were
accomplished pianists, so he naturally
began his musical studies with them,
and at age seven he gave his first
public concert in Buenos Aires. (He
was called on to play seven encores
and had to decline an eighth only be-
cause he didn't know any more
pieces.) His first studies abroad were
with Igor Markevitch at the Mozar-
teum in Salzburg; later he worked with
Nadia Boulanger in France.

"My father taught me to see the
piano as a miniature orchestra," he
recalled. "There are great possibilities
of creating the illusion of an orchestra
on the keyboard. Of course, there are
some composers, like Bruckner, that
you can't do it with. The entire reper-
tory interested me, so when I was
eleven I began taking conducting les-
sons with Markevitch."

The Barenboim family moved from
Argentina to Israel in 1951, and Daniel
remains a citizen of both countries. He
made his U.S. debut as a pianist in
1957, at the age of fifteen, under the
aegis of Sol Hurok, thus launching his
international career. In 1967 he mar-
ried the young English cellist Jacque-
line Du Pre, with whom he forged a
musical as well as a personal partner-
ship based in London. Since her tragic
death from multiple sclerosis in 1987
he has remarried and is the father of
two boys.

\RENBOIM started conducting
professionally in 1962 in Aus-
tralia during tours with the
Melbourne and Sydney sym-
phony orchestras. In 1964 he
began a relationship with the

English Chamber Orchestra, appear-
ing with it as both a conductor and
pianist for some ten years. Baren-
boim, Zubin Mehta, Vladimir Ashken-
azy, and Itzhak Perlman formed a kind
of London generational conclave,
sharing their musical zest and enthusi-
asm, and their friendship lasts to this

day. To both his pianism and his con-
ducting Barenboim brought a personal
imprint. He became known for his
magisterial performances of Beetho-
ven's complete cycle of thirty-two
piano sonatas, Bach's "Goldberg"
Variations, and other great piano
works. As a conductor he developed a
flexible, intense style that some critics
found akin to that of the great Wilhelm
Ffirt wangler.

Although he has guest -conducted
extensively in Britain, Germany, and
the United States, Barenboim's most
recent permanent base has been with
the Orchestre de Paris, where he
wound up a fifteen -year tenure in
1989. He originally intended to take
over as director of the Bastille Opera,
the new French operatic showcase,
but a last-minute blowup with the ad-
ministration aborted that plan. Even
now, he doesn't like to talk about it.

"I spent fifteen years in Paris and
the Bastille affair lasted eighteen
months," he said. "It's a page I turned
some time ago. I'd rather dwell on my
happy memories of my years with the
orc hest ra."

Far from turning his back on opera
in Chicago, Barenboim will celebrate
the Mozart Bicentennial next Febru-
ary by putting on with the orchestra
three performances each of The Mar-
riage of Figaro, Don Giovanni, and
Cosi Fan Tulle during a two-week peri-
od. The orchestra will be stationed on
the left side of the stage, and the
singers (costumed by none other than
Oscar de la Renta) on the right. "It's a
concept I devised in Israel with Jean-
Pierre Ponnelle," Barenboim ex-
plained. "It works very well. We're
using a kind of indeterminate period
setting."

Barenboim expects to go on doing
one opera a season in Symphony Hall.
"You don't get an orchestra of the
caliber of the Chicago playing opera
very often," he said. "I believe we
have to rethink the whole question of
how to produce opera. Television has
made it difficult to see opera as it
should be. On the small screen, sing-
ing actors do not have the larger -than -
life quality that they attain on the stage
and that you really need in opera."

Barenboim and the orchestra re-
cently signed an exclusive five-year
recording contract with Erato/Elektra
International Classics, committing
them to twenty compact disc releases.
(The orchestra will be able to continue
recording with other conductors, such
as Solti, on other labels.) The first two
Erato CD's are already out: an all -
Richard Strauss record containing Till

Eulenspiegels Lustige Streithe and Ein
Heldenleben and John Corigliano's
Symphony No. I, a searing, 43 -min-
ute -long work inspired by the AIDS
crisis, which Barenboim and the or-
chestra premiered last spring.

' N October Erato will release an-
other Strauss CD with Don Juan
and Don Quixote, and 1992 will see
Mahler's Das Lied von der Erde
and the Missa Solemnis, which is
being recorded live at the opening

concerts. Farther down the line are
Strauss's Alpine Symphony and
"Dance of the Seven Veils" from Sa-
lome and an all -Ravel record including
Bolero and Daphnis et Chloe. Baren-
boim's Mozart opera recordings are
also being released on Erato, though
these are with the Berlin Philharmonic
rather than the Chicago Symphony.

Strangely, Barenboim himself is not
a great record enthusiast. He says he
plays them only infrequently, "and
least of all my own."

"The faithfulness of CD reproduc-
tion is astounding," he said. "Never-
theless it remains a reproduction.
Probably as a result of recordings and
broadcasts we have a much larger
public for concerts today. But I think
audiences may actually be less in-
volved in music than formerly. People
used to learn their music from playing
it themselves at home, but now that's
out of fashion. Today there's more
'music appreciation' than musicmak-
ing. The public may have been smaller
in Beethoven's day or in Bruckner's,
but it had more tools for understand-
ing. Now we have passive rather than
active music appreciation."

Barenboim acknowledges that
there may be a few gaps in his own
musical sympathies. He says he's
content to leave the music of Shosta-
kovich to his guest conductors, and
that while he has a deep love for
Mahler's vocal music he shies away
from the thought of conducting a com-
plete cycle of his symphonies. "I
don't play anything out of a sense of
duty," he said. "At the moment of
doing any particular piece I must feel
it's my favorite music."

Fortunately, Daniel Barenboim has
that feeling about a great variety of
music, as he simultaneously opens a
new phase of his own brilliant career
and leads the Chicago Symphony into
its second century.

Herbert Kupferberg, a senior editor of
Parade magazine, is the author of The
Book of Classical Music Lists (Penguin)
and other hooks.
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PO
MAXELL RELEASES

A NEW HIGHER
PERFORMANCE TAPE.







"a serious rival for some of the

costly metal tapes."

But don't take their word

for it. Don't take our word for it.

Pick up a Maxell XLII-S

cassette and try recording your

most challenging CD. One you

thought was uncapturable by any

cassette tape. See if you don't

find your ears picking up things

you never noticed before.

Like plaster dust.
TAKE YOUR MUSIC

TO THE MAX.



Since its introduction only

a few weeks ago, Maxell's new

XLII-S has been blowing away

critical listeners. It's also had a

major impact on listening critics.

In a recent analysis of 27

tapes conducted by CD Review

magazine, they named Maxell's

new XLII-S first choice in the

Type II high bias category, which

places it, in the words of their

reviewer, "Head, shoulders and

torso above the rest."

"Bass response that doesn't

stop, staggering dynamics, real

music," is how CD Review
described the listening experi-

ence. And they called XLII-S,



HOW WE TAKE YOUR
MUSIC TO THE MAX:

Maxell XLII-S achieves
new highs in Maximum Output

Levels, offers a wider dynamic

range, together with significant

reductions in AC Bias Noise and

modulation noise.

Maxell dual -surface base -film reduces
modulation noise caused by tape jitter.

This superior performance

begins with our unique "dual-

surface base -film:' One side is

smooth, the other rough. The

rough side rides across the tape

transport without sticking and

causing tape jitter.

BLACK MAGNETITE
A powerful reason for trying Maxell XL11-S.

Gamma ferric oxide is the

standard magnetic coating on

nearly all audio cassettes today.

But standard wasn't what

we were shooting for. So we
harnessed a higher powered

magnetic particle we call Black

Magnetite. Black Magnetite has

13% more magnetic energy than

conventional parti-
cles and is the major

contributor to the
outstanding MOL of

this new tape.

We also use su-

perior manufactur-
ing technology called

"multi -orientation:'

It allows near perfect

alignment of smaller

particles packed in

greater density onto

structural integrity, building in

five support points instead of the

standard three.
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the tape. The result: The XLI1-S Performance Story

a smoother, more uniform coat-

ing with less AC Bias Noise.

Through the use of a new

composite material-a blend of

plastic and ceramic resins-we

have created a high resonance-

damping cassette shell. More rigid

and weightier than any standard

cassette, it reduces modulation

noise. Also, by making the tape

window smaller, we were able

to improve the cassette's overall

All in all, we
think you'll find that

Maxell XLII-S is the

finest high bias audio

cassette available
today. For program

material demanding

the highest stand-
ards of performance,

make it your first
choice.

Buying anything

less is like knowingly

setting out to take
your music to the min.

XL11-S high resonance -damping cassette shell has fire
support points for increased rigidity and durability.

© 1991 Maxell Corporation of America



New products

from the Consumer

Electronics Show

OWSTOPPERS

EACH June thousands of retailers, journalists, manufactur-

ers, and distributors gather in Chicago at McCormick Place

and in nearby hotels for what amounts to a peek into the

world's electronics workshop. This year, 55,629 attendees

at the Consumer Electronics Show marveled at the audio

and video equipment, games, and gadgets that are due to be

in stores in the next few months. They were also tipped off

about new technologies that will be incorporated into future

products to wow us in years to come.

The No. 1 conversation starter was Sony's new Mini

Disc (MD) digital recording format, slated for introduction

in the latter half of 1992, which compresses as much as 74

minutes of near -CD -quality music onto a 21/2 -inch magneto -

optical disc. Designed mainly for portable applications,

MD will compete with the Philips DCC (Digital Compact

Cassette) tape system due out in June 1992. Meanwhile, new

DAT portables and home decks from Sharp, Casio, Denon,

Onkyo, and Technics will be in stores soon.

A welcome theme at this show was simplifying the

operation of audio/video systems. A number of companies

were showing off "one -touch" control systems in which

their components interact intelligently (more or less) to

reduce the burden on human brains and fingers. And Bang &

Olufsen and Vidikron showed a jointly developed surround -

sound system that's easy to operate with B&Ces Beolink

remote control. At the high end, Niles Audio showed its new

custom -programmed MediaMinder, which can control au-

dio, video, drapes, and lighting via a simple on -screen

graphics menu and a glass -panel remote control. A new

company, Frox, Inc., made a splash with an off -site demo of

a whiz-bang audio/video/information-services system that's

operated by a wand with only a couple of buttons.

Home theater continues to be a hot topic. Lexicon, Audio

Design Associates, Snell Acoustics, Miller & Kreisel, Altec

Lansing, Triad Speakers, Harman/Fosgate, and Technics

all showed audio products built to THX specifications so

that people can hear movies at home the way their directors

intended them to be heard in theaters. Budget home -theater

solutions were provided by Dynaco, with its tiny $70 matrix

surround -sound decoder, and by Hughes Aircraft, with

outboard versions of its Sound Retrieval System, which

expands the apparent sound stage with only two speakers.

Boston Acoustics, Polk Audio, Kenwood, Energy, and

others showed new wide -enclosure center -channel speakers

designed to sit on or under a TV set.

Whether you're shopping next week or next year, the

future is bright. On the following pages are some of the most

promising new products that we saw and heard in Chicago.

A mockup of

Sony's new

21/2 -inch, shell -

encased

recordable Mini

Disc next to a

conventional

41/4 -Inch CD

BY REBECCA DAY
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CES STOPPERS

Sony's CCD-TR81 (price

to be announced) is the

cmnpany's first compact

camcorder. It boasts

s:ereo AFM audio and

high -resolution video.

Zenith's ZB3551T 35 -inch

direct -view TV (S3.095)

features a built-in Bose

sound system with

external rear speakers

for Studio Surround. An

Intim picture tube

is used for purer and

more brilliant colors.

The Lexicon CP-3

(S2,895) uses advanced

digital signal processing

(DSP) to deliver Home

THX reproduction of

Dolby Surround movie

soundtracks and to

simulate a wide variety

of acoustical settings for

music playback.

Thiel uses a sloping,

rounded baffle in its

CS2.2 Coherent Source

floor -standing speaker

(S2,050 a pair) to

improve phase and

amplitude response.
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A combination five -disc

carousel CD changer and

laserdisc player. the

Pioneer CLD-M90 (S700)

is also the first combi-

player to offer high-

speed picture scan with

audible soundtrack.

Measuring 121/2 x 10 x 7

inches. the Signet

SL250B U speaker (S300

a pair) uses a 512 -inch

paper -:one woofer

and a -,inch ferrofluid-

cooled tweeter.

Panasonic's CX-DP60

six -disc MASH 1 -bit car

CD chancer (S475)

measures a scant 11 x

22/3 x 6'/2 inches.

The three 50 -watt

amplifiers insice Atlantic

Technology's S503

Model 300 sub sat system

can be contiguied to

drive all three svakers

or just the subwopter.

Two woofers placed at

different heights on the

front and rear baffles

smooth the room

response of the Snell

Acoustics Type B

loudspeaker (34.200 a

pair). It meas gyres 48 x

25 x 19 inches.
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',TOPPERS

Part of a 5350 driver

crossover speaker

system for the car, the

SAS Revolver tweeter

spin -mounts onto a

threaded base housing

its connections.

Designed for sport.

marine, and utility

vehicles. Jensen's

JS9400 cassette receiver

(S320) is protected by a

marine -rated front panel

and weather -resistant

cassette -well cover.
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Definitive Technology's

38 x 811 x 11 -inch DR7

transmission -line

speaker (S375 each)

incorporates elements

from the company's

flagship BP20, including

a fully braced

monocoque cabinet

and a Linkwitz-Riley

crossover network.

Audile uses a digital

signal processing

module in its ACT I

system to linearize and

match the phase and

frequency responses of

the two speakers.

Price: 56.000 a pair.

including stands.

The world's first

CD -Interactive player.

Magnavox's CDI910

(S1,400) combines CD

audio with video.

text. graphics, and

animation.



WE ASKED OUR
ENGINEERS TO DESIGN THE SPEAKERS

THEY'D WANT TO OWN.

Introducing speakers that meet the specifications
of the most demanding audience Advent' has-our
engineers.

The New Vision SeriesTM 350 and 500 from
Advent. Two studies in high definition audio capable
of reproducing music with astounding precision.
Elegantly encased in sculpted teak -grain cabinetry.

On your left are the model 350's, with our exclu-
s_ve Co -active WooferTM technology. Dual woofers
fired through a Tiered Sound Channel" fill a room
with incredibly deep, rich bass. And produce a great
soundstage no matter where the speakers are placed
in the room.

To your right, the model 500's. Their avant-garde
design predicts their avant-garde technology. The

Helmholtz resonator band pass subwoofer Jesign
requires minimal cone excursion which results in
deeper, more accurate bass with less distortion. Top-
ping off the speaker is the Advent Isolated Satellite
Imaging Module (ISIM)" containing a dome tweeter
and graphite midrange for the ultimate imaging
definition. Together, Helmholtz and ISIM's musicality
is incomparable as is its genuine teak finish.

Nothing, however, replaces hearing these for your-
self. Check your dealer for the speakers that will not
only please the demanding ear of our engineers, but
yours. For your nearest
dealer and free literature,
call 1-800-477-3257. ///ADVE\1

01991. Advent is a registered trademark of Interiabonal Jensen Inc.



You've never
heard it so good.

Ford was the first car maker to offer compact disc capa-
bility in our high performance automotive sound systems. It's
not surprising that for 1991, no other car company has more
ways for you to enjoy the wide-open sound of compact discs.

You'll also find advanced technical features like dynamic
range compression for optimum listening pleasure no
matter what the road or driving conditions may be.

Dealer Installed Ten CD Changer*

And our popular ten CD changer allows you the conve-
nience and freedom of over ten hours of your favorite
"traveling music" without ever having to handle a compact
disc while driving.

Compact Disc Radio*

Compact Disc Player*

You can arrange for an audition at your local Ford or
Lincoln-Mercury dealer; bring your favorite CD for a
test -listen and we think you'll agree that "you've never
heard it so good:'

*Ford Compact Disc Systems are optional on select Ford, Mercury and Lincoln vehicles.

AUDIO SYSTEMS
The Sound of Quality
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Stereo Review's critics choose the

Richard X. Heyman:

F-

2

Pop Savant for the Nineties
(CHARD X. HEYMAN paints songs
in bright, vivid, Crayola hues.
"Hey Man!," his new Sire al-
bum, is as uplifting as a spring
morning, full of pure -pop songs
that shower colors and good feel-

ing in all directions. You'll be remind-
ed of the pop Sixties-students of the
semi -obscure will be blowing dust off
well-worn copies of "Nazz Nazz" and
the like-but whereas that was a time
of combos, Heyman is a virtual one-
man show who plays it all with pa-
nache. He's a fine drummer, so the
beat never lags, and quite a capable
guitarist and keyboardist as well. And
the harmonies he overlays are worthy
of Byrdland and Hollieville.

It's clear that Heyman has thor-
oughly and lovingly internalized mod-
ern pop from the Beatles onward. The
result is an album of songs that sparkle
with a vitality that belies the age of
their inspirational antecedents. The
sprightly twelve -string riff and full-
bodied vocals of Falling Along are
reminiscent of "Rumours" -era Fleet-
wood Mac (here and elsewhere, Hey-
man sounds like the pop natural Lind-
sey Buckingham would like to be).
The piano -rolling beat blues in Side-
tracked rekindles thoughts of "Little
Stevie" Winwood pounding the ivo-
ries with the Spencer Davis Group,
and the detailed phrasing of the pray-
erful, folk-rockish In the Scheme of
Things evokes aspects of the Byrds
and Dylan. Then there's the delicate
arrangement of To Whiskey Flats, with
its shimmering strings, arpeggiating
piano, and reverential vocal.

Chief among Heyman's most obvi-
ous influences is Todd Rundgren, who
crafted the first truly original Ameri-
can response to Beatlemania, first
with the Nazz and then on his own.
"Hey Man!" is a thrilling showcase
that will tickle the fancy of anyone
who recognized Rundgren's "Some-
thing/Anything?" for the pop water-
shed it was. Between the lines, Hey-
man defiantly declares his allegiance
to melodic pop, with not a single
synth, syndrum, or digital reverb in
earshot, a loyalty even Rundgren let

outAtanding current releases

lapse in his embrace of more convolut-
ed forms.

Knowing that he's swimming
against the tide of fashion, Heyman
does what he does because he's
hooked. As he sings in Private Army,
"Some people think it's coy and
charming/But it's all I can do/I refuse
to join the fools I see." Hey, anyone
who can write a song titled Civil War
Buff, one that mentions by name the
author of a favorite historical account,
and make it sound as vital as Paper-
back Writer is a pop savant of the very

111

nI

first rank. You'd be well advised to fall
in line and join Heyman's "private
army." Parke Puterbaugh

RICHARD X. HEYMAN: Hey Man!
Richard X. Heyman (vocals, guitars,
bass, keyboards, drums, harmonica);
other musicians. Falling Away; Back to
You; To Whiskey Flats; Private Army;
Loud; Sidetracked; In the Scheme of
Things; Thought I'd Seen Everything;
Home Again; Caught in a Lie; The Wak-
ing Hour; Civil War Buff; Monica; Bad
Business in Town. SIRE/WARNER BROS.
@ 26506-2(43 min), © 26506-4.

Glowing Mendelssohn
Violin Concertos

MENDELSSOHN'S beloved Violin
Concerto in E Minor is, quite
understandably, one of the
most frequently recorded
works in the repertory. There
are perhaps a dozen current

versions of real distinction and dozens
more that are solidly attractive. While

it may be impossible to name any
single recording as the outright
"best," it can surely be said that none
is likely to prove more enticing to the
broadest range of listening tastes than
the new Philips recording in which
Viktoria Mullova is the soloist with the
Academy of St. Martin in the Fields
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In 1987, critics said Bose changed the way
people thought about loudspeakers.

"Superb sound and virtual invisibility."

`...side by side with speakers costing
three to five times as much, the AM -5

consistently produced the more exciting
and listenable sound2

Julian Hirsch,
Stereo Review, 1987

Now, they're saying it about our
Lifestyle music system.

"No visible speakers, no stack of
components, nothing that looks

like sound equipment."

"Hit the start button and suddenly
the room fills with music of exemplary

clarity and fullness."

Hans Fantel,
The New York lime?, 1990

Call us today to arrange for a personal audition at a participating dealer near you.
Try the Lifestyle` music system in your own home for two weeks. Then part with it, if you can.

For more information and a free Lifestyle' music system video, call;

1-800-444-BOSE Ext.11
8:30AM-9:00M (ET). 111 C, n iJa call 1-S00-465-BOSE 9:00AM-5:00PM

ti'M G.1...00,qtrehe I.a l.d. Nt.Yuk



0
under Neville Marriner. In their
hands the work fairly glows with
sunlight. Mullova must absolutely
adore the concerto, neither as a "vehi-
cle" nor as an icon but as a source of
limitless stimulation and refreshment.
Every phrase sings, not only in the
solo part but in the orchestra as well.
Marriner, himself a former violinist,
seems to share the enchantment, pro-
viding as sympathetic and enlivening
an accompaniment (accompaniment
in the sense of "going with," of com-
panionship) as he did in Mullova's
earlier recording of concertos by Paga-
nini and Vieuxtemps.

The second work on the disc is not
the usual Bruch or Tchaikovsky con-
certo but the Vivaldiesque Concerto in
D Minor for violin and string orchestra
composed by Mendelssohn himself at
the age of thirteen and revived less

Del Shannon: Rock On
THE late Del Shannon (he commit-
ted suicide last year) is often char-
acterized as one of the premier
rockers to have emerged in the
period between Elvis and the
Beatles. That's true enough, es-

pecially considering how enduring his
early hits (Runaway, Hats Off to Larry)
have turned out to be, but he was more
than that. He was one of rock's genu-
ine naturals-a terrific songwriter, an
ace bandleader, a savvy producer,
and, above all, the possessor of a
tensile rock-and-roll tenor that's as
American a voice as you are ever
likely to hear.

All of which makes the excellence
of his posthumous "Rock On!," pro-
duced by Jeff Lynne and Mike Camp-
bell (with a little help from Tom Petty),
especially frustrating, because 10 sec-
onds into it you realize that Shannon's
powers were utterly undimmed before
the awful moment something induced
him to blow his brains out. Sure, the
album is retro (nary a sample or hip -
hop beat to be heard). Sure, the pro-
duction makes it sound like volume
two of Tom Petty's "Full Moon Fe-
ver" (with a more interesting lead
singer). But it is undeniably the work
of a musician at the very top of his
form, overflowing with concisely con-
structed, melodically memorable pop/
rock songs, performed and sung with

passionate conviction. And yet-get
this-despite its formalist accessibili-
ty and pro forma boy -loses -girl lyrics,
it has enough dark, disturbing under-
currents that it is also genuinely adult.

The crucial track is the closing Let's
Dance, a fabulously catchy Cajun dit-
ty in which Shannon extols the virtues
of kicking out the jams with an intensi-
ty that is almost frightening. No one-
repeat, no one-has ever made (or
even suspected the possibility of mak-
ing) this kind of Zydeco romp sound
desperate before. But there are so
many things to admire in "Rock On!"

oo than forty years ago by Yehudi
E M- Menuhin. We never hear it in our

concert halls, but what a charmer it
can be! Its finale has always been the
most striking portion, and so it is
here-infectious enough to call for in-
stant replay, in fact-but in this per-
formance the earlier movements may
surprise you with their largely unsus-
pected substance. Philips, for its part,
has provided a sonic frame of excep-
tional transparency and excellent bal-
ance. At a little under 50 minutes, the
disc is not generously filled, but in
musical terms it certainly constitutes
full value. Richard Freed

MENDELSSOHN: Violin Concerto in E
Minor, Op. 64; Violin Concerto in D Mi-
nor. Viktoria Mullova (violin); Academy
of St. Martin in the Fields, Neville Mar-
riner cond. PHILIPS ® 432 077-2 (50 min).

that it's almost pointless to enumerate
them. One minute you'll be thinking
that the falsetto hook in Are You Lovin'
Me Too is just too perfect for words;
the next you'll be swooning over the
giddy goofiness of the cover version of
What Kind of Fool Do You Think I Am?
(a hit for the Tams back in 1963). Later
you'll get sucked into the lush textures
Lynne and Campbell have provided
for Walk Away (ELO meets Phil Spec-
tor), thinking that it's the most gor-
geously melancholic thing you've ever
heard, but only until you hear what all
concerned have done with the remake



of Shannon's classic I Go to Pieces.
Ultimately, though, you'll keep

coming back to Shannon's singing,
which is perhaps the secret subtext of
the album. His voice is pleasing, to be
sure, and completely unchanged from
the Runaway days. But unlike most
voices on the radio, then and now, it
hasn't a whiff of show -biz glitz to it; it
isn't trying to ingratiate itself. What
Shannon sounds like, frankly, is a guy
wresting a kind of poetry out of his
demons, and it's pretty astonishing
that he was able to do it so consistently
in "Rock On!" within the limits of the
3- or 4 -minute pop ditty. By all ac-

0
counts he was something of a
lost soul, and we can only hope
that making the finest album of his
career provided him some small solace
before his sad end. Steve Simels

TH

DEL SHANNON: Rock On! Del Shannon
(vocals, guitar); Mike Campbell (guitar);
Jeff Lynne (bass, vocals); Tom Petty
(guitar, vocals); Phil Jones (drums); oth-
er musicians. Walk Away; Who Left Who;
Are You Lovin' Me Too; Collin' Out My
Name; I Go to Pieces; Lost in a Memory;
I Got You (The Birds' Song); What Kind of
Fool Do You Think I Am?; When I Had
You; Let's Dance. GONE GATOR/MCA C)
MCAD-10296 (46 min), © MCAC-10296.

Salonen Conducts Haydn
AVING recorded twentieth-centu-
ry music with the ease and au-
thority of a young Pierre Boulez,
Esa-Pekka Salonen shows that
he has considerable range in rep-
ertory, too, with his first record-

ing of Classical works, a slightly off-
beat selection of Haydn symphonies.
The performances are not at all a con-
temporary conductor's response to
the antique, but a startlingly personal
distillation of the lessons of the au-
thentic -instruments movement within
the context of a chamber orchestra of
modern instruments.

With respect to period style, Sa-
lonen uses minimal vibrato and ter-
raced dynamics, resulting in clean,
lithe textures. And it's not just be-
cause it's the right thing to do: While
these techniques ebb and flow in favor
among hard-core early -music per-
formers, Salonen uses them with ex-
traordinary conviction, even passion.
But what I like most about his perfor-
mances is the sense of rhythm. It's
always precise, but never so that the
music sounds inflexible; there's a
dancelike spring that gives almost ev-
ery phrase a revelatory effect.

Salonen's one blind spot is humor.
Haydn's music is full of it, and though
Salonen is not entirely oblivious to the
humor implicit in "The Philosopher"
and "The Bear," he obviously prefers
to emphasize their musical substance
over their programmatic content.

That's a relatively minor shortcom-
ing, particularly considering the over-
all interpretive quality of these perfor-
mances and the quality of the playing

by the Stockholm Chamber Orches-
tra. It achieves a transparency and
lightness of texture that one associates
with original -instruments ensembles,
while also giving a rhetorical weighti-
ness to the music that is possible only
with conventional modern instru-
ments. In effect, Salonen gives us the
best of both worlds, showing that
Haydn need not be lost to the authen-
tic -instrument camp so long as the
gains of the authenticity movement
can be incorporated into the main-
stream. David Patrick Stearns

HAYDN: Symphonies No. 22, in E -Flat
Major ("The Philosopher"), No. 78, in C
Minor, and No. 82, in C Major ("The
Bear"). Stockholm Chamber Orchestra,
Esa-Pekka Salonen cond. SONY CLASSI-
CAL O SK 45972 (58 min).

Now On CD
COMPACT DISCS Of

PREVIOUSLY RELEASED RECORDINGS

Popular
 THE BEACH BOYS: Lost and Found (1961-
62). DCC DZS-054. Long -rumored pre -
Capitol demos and rehearsal sessions, remixed
from recently discovered original masters.

 THE BEST OF THE BONZOS. RHINO
R2-71006. Twenty-four satiric gems by the
influential Sixties British comedy/rock troupe,
featuring future Monty Python composer Neil
Innes.

 QUICKSILVER MESSENGER SERVICE:
Shady Grove. CEMA/ONE-WAY CDL-
67339. The 1970 album by the classic San
Francisco rockers, featuring English session -
wiz Nicky Hopkins on keyboards.

 LITTLE STEVEN AND THE DISCIPLES OF
SOUL: Men Without Women. RAZOR EDGE
RE -I981-2. The debut solo album by the
former lead guitarist for Bruce Springsteen's
E -Street Band. "A blazing, undeniable
conviction shines through every note" (March
1983).

 JONI MITCHELL: Dog Eat Dog. GEFFEN
GEFD-24074. Her 1985 collaboration with
synth -pop master Thomas Dolby, including a
guest recitation by Rod Steiger (!).

 TOM PETTY AND THE HEART-
BREAKERS. MCAD-I0135. You're Gonna
Get It! MCAD-10134. Newly remastered
versions of Petty and company's long
unavailable first two albums, from 1976
and 1978.

Classic al
 BEETHOVEN: Overtures. Masur. PHILIPS 426
630-2. Solid performances from the East
German conductor and his Leipzig
Gewandhaus Orchestra.

 THE CONCERT OF THE CENTURY.
Bernstein, Fischer-Dieskau, Horowitz,
Menuhin, Rostropovich, Stern, others. SONY
CLASSICAL 46743-2. Gala celebration of the
eighty-fifth anniversary of Carnegie Hall.
"First-class music and music -making . . . a
treasurable souvenir" (February 1977).

 MAHLER: Symphony No. 4. Mathis; Karajan.
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 415 323-2. Midprice
reissue of one of the great performances of
this work, with "every element . . . under
total control" (May 1980).

 RACHMANINOFF: Piano Concertos Nos. 2
and 3. Wild; Horenstein. CHANDOS CHAN
6507. "One of the most effective
Rachmaninoff performances I have ever
heard" (February 1978).

 RAVEL: Daphnis et ChloE. ROUSSEL:
Bacchus et Ariane. Munch. RCA 60469-2-
RG. Midprice reissue of one of the definitive
recordings of French music.
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It's not justhow ifs made,
it's how well it's made.

Whether you're on a budget or just
seeking maximum value, don't be fooled
by bargains that sound cheap at the store-
they just might sound cheap when you get
home.

Even Denon's most economical
receivers, such as the DRA-335R and
DRA-435R, preserve sound quality first.
(This is Denon's Design Integrity princi-
ple.) Both of these receivers employ elec-
tronic switching and elegant circuit
topology for the most direct signal paths.
This not only lowers noise and distortion;
it greatly enhances reliability.

For superior audio quality, the finest
components are used throughout the sig-
nal path, including polypropylene and
polystyrene capacitors and metal film
resistors. Competitive receivers use
skimpy transformers and IC output stages,
which restrict your system's dynamic

.102110..
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.. .. ..

. 9.530. WPM,. Oen,
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M10.1% Wel
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range. Denon's discrete output tansistors
and substantial transformers give the
DRA-335R and DRA-435R the powzr to
drive even the mast "difficult" speakers.

At Denon lower cost need not pre-
clude important features. Both the DRA-
335R and DRA-435R feature Variable
Loudness and full Integrated System (IS)
remote control of a CD player, CD chang-
er and cassette deck. The 16 -station pro-
grammable tuners of the DRA-335R and
DRA-435R feature improved AM NRSC
deemphasis.

Even though the Denon DRA-335R
and DRA-435R receivers pack in so many
features for the price, never forget the teal
reason to buy a Denon: Sound.
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kWt\ Popular Music
Recent discs and

cassettes reviewed by

Chris Albertson, Phyl Garland,

Ron Givens, Roy Hemming, Alanna Nash,

Parke Puterbaugh, and Steve Simels

PAT BENATAR: True Love. Pat Benatar
(vocals); Neil Giraldo (guitar); Charlie
Giordano (keyboards); Chuck Doma-
nico (bass); Myron Grombacher
(drums); Roomful of Blues (horns,
drums); other musicians. Bloodshot
Eyes; Payin' the Cost to Be the Boss; So
Long; I've Got Papers on You; I Feel
Lucky; and six others. CHRYSALIS © F2
21805 (39 min), ©F4 21805.

Performance: Blues that jump
Recording: Full

After seven albums' worth of radio -
friendly, album -oriented rock and a
lengthy hiatus, Pat Benatar returns here
with a straight -up blues album cut in the
company of the purist Roomful of Blues.
"True Love" is an unpretentious romp
through a set of jump blues, and Benatar
has enough of an aptitude for the form to
know not to overdo it. She's always sung
sassily, but the way she wraps her voice
around a song like Bloodshot Eyes-
assisted by a solid shot of reverb-is a
minor revelation.

Benatar and guitarist/producer/hus-
band Neil Giraldo swing hard in the
company of the five Roomful of Blues
horns; her phrasing is spot-on through-
out, and Giraldo does justice to his men-
tors. They rip through numbers by two
Kings-B.B. (Payin' the Cost to Be the
Boss and I've Got Papers on You) and
Albert (I Get Evil). In the middle, they
sprint through three originals, including
a fast one led by a stride piano (I Feel
Lucky) and the slow -burning title track,
which comes within a few degrees of
Peggy Lee's Fever. "True Love" is a
pleasurable comeback album from Pat
Benatar, who may have hit us with her
best shot when we least expected it. P.P.

MICHAEL BOLTON: Time, Love and
Tenderness. Michael Bolton (vocals); vo-
cal and instrumental accompaniment.
Love Is a Wonderful Thing; Time, Love
and Tenderness; Missing You Now; For -

Explanation of Symbols
© = Tape cassette

= LP record
© = Compact disc (timings are

to the nearest minute)

ever Isn't Long Enough; Now That I
Found You; and five others. COLUMBIA
O CK 46771 (45 min), © CT 46771.

Performance: Soul manqué
Recording: Good

There's a difference between soul and a
blustery approximation of it, and Mi-
chael Bolton-his undeniable natural
talent notwithstanding-tends to err on
the side of overkill. His big, bearish
voice falls somewhere between a griz-
zly -size growl and a bruised, plaintive
mewl. Bolton is most effective when the
material is worthy and he doesn't have to
strain to show off his soul -man chops;
the title song here, for instance, is a real
keeper. Elsewhere, though, he reddens
his throat trying to pump life into slick,
formulaic material with a catalog of re-
ceived vocal mannerisms that echo the
likes of Marvin Gaye and Otis Redding.
And when Kenny G wanders by to blow
goopy soprano sax in a Californicatin'
love ballad entitled Missing You Now,
you've suddenly got New Age soul drip-
ping out of the speakers-a truly misbe-
gotten hybrid. A curious footnote to all
this is that Bolton's songwriting collabo-
rator for Steel Bars, the last song in the
album, is none other than Bob Dylan,
though his fingerprints are only faintly
evident on what amounts to another
ordinary track. P.P.

DAVID BYRNE: The Forest. David
Byrne (vocals); orchestra. Ur; Kish;
Dura Europus; Samara; Nineveh; Ava;
Machu Picchu; and three others. LUAKA
BOP/WARNER BROS. ® 26584-2 (62 min),

26584-4.

Performance: Ambitious, but . . .

Recording: Very good

This ain't no party, this ain't no disco,
this ain't no foolin' around. No, this is
David Byrne, composer, enlisting a thir-
ty -piece orchestra to perform a ten -part
symphonic suite about some big themes
that have been running through his mind
lately: man's relationship to God and
nature, mythologies that bulwarked the
Industrial Revolution, romantic notions
that have made a savior of machines and
technology in the Western world. Little
things like that.

It's a long way from CBGB's to the
concert hall, and while Byrne's intellec-
tual reach deserves commendation, the
project is so much of a detour it's hard to
know what to think of it-hard to decide
how good it is, or even exactly what it is.
"The Forest" begs to be admired, but
it's difficult to enjoy as a piece of music.
Even to my classically untrained ears
some of the themes seem to lumber along
in search of resolution or balance. (Lis-
ten to the way Ava lists uncomfortably in
all directions.) The ambition is noble,
but the project seems onanistic-pon-
derously hip orchestral mucky -muck for

SoHo art -gallery openings. (Look out,
Philip Glass, you've got competition.)
Ultimately, this isn't so much a step
forward as sideways, for the increasingly
academic -trending Byrne. Finally, it
seems fair to wonder, on behalf of con-
sumers, if he weren't a Talking Head,
would "The Forest" have seen the light
of day? P.P.

EMF: Schubert Dip. EMF (vocals and
instrumentals). Children; Long Summer
Days; When You're Mine; Traveling Not
Running; I Believe; Unbelievable; and
four others. EMI © CDP-96238-2 (41
min), © E21S-96238.

Performance: Very poppy
Recording: Good

EMF is a dance band. EMF is a rock
band. EMF is two, two, two bands in

Benatar: true blues

one. And what's more, the combination
sounds minty fresh to me. The rhythms
in "Schubert Dip" shift smoothly from
disco loping to sharp -as -a -tack rock stut-
ter -snaps, the sound is dominated alter-
nately by peppery keyboards and snarl-
ing guitars, and the mix is spiced even
further by sampled audio bits (such as
police sirens) that are then distorted and
manipulated into something musical. All
this would make EMF come off like a
twenty -first -century schizoid band if it
weren't for the relentlessly poppy nature
of their music. When You're Mine, for
example, has one riff going on the bass,
another on guitar, another on piano, and
another in the vocals-and that doesn't
include the "scratching" interlude, in
which the rap device of manipulating
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turntables to create rhythmic squeaks
takes on the quality of an instrumental
solo. This stuff is so relentlessly inven-
tive that I'm willing to believe that some-
where in "Schubert Dip" EMF has actu-
ally sampled a kitchen sink and found a
way to make it sound irresistible. R.G.

FIREHOSE: Flyin' the Flannel. flRE-
HOSE (vocals and instrumentals). Down
with the Bass; Up Finnegan's Ladder;
Can't Believe; Walking the Cow; Flyin'
the Flannel; Epoxy, for Example; O'er the
Town of Pedro; Too Long; The First Cuss;
and seven others. COLUMBIA CK
47839 (43 min), © CT 47839.

Performance: Awkward
Recording: Okay

These guys dare to be different; in fact,
they wallow in their idiosyncracies.
From the reverse -capitalization of their
name to the wildly inconsistent nature of
their music, this trio (slashing guitar,
throbbing bass, pounding drums) tries
too hard to escape categorization.

The title cut, for example, locks into a
barrelhouse rock groove but then slows
down to an agonizing crawl, then kicks
back into high gear, and then downshifts
to low again. The tempo changes only
serve to frustrate the listener while mak-
ing the band seem needlessly willful.
Some of the songs have a nice, rough-
and-tumble wit, but others are sopho-
moric and oblique. Some have powerful
rhythms but dorky, strum -by -the -num-
bers lead guitar. Maybe these guys don't
want to sound professional because they
consider that boring, but too often they
just sound erratic and confused. R.G.

FISHBONE: The Reality of My Surround-
ings. Fishbone (vocals and instrumen-
tals). Fight the Youth; So Many Millions;
Asswhippin' ; Housework; Deathmarch;
Behavior Control Technician; Pressure;
Junkies Prayer; Pray to the Junkiemaker;
Everyday Sunshine; Naz-tee Mayen;
Babyhead; and six others. COLUMBIA ®
CK 46142 (60 min), © CT 46142.

Performance: Full-frontal assault
Recording: Good

Be careful how you handle the new
Fishbone album. Even sitting inside its
plastic jewel box and encased in shrink
wrap, "The Reality of My Surround-
ings" is dangerously explosive. This Los
Angeles funk -rock septet has always
made hyperkinetic music, but this album
is another kind of volatile substance
altogether.

Fishbone builds its musical bomb out
of a whole bunch of pop -music styles-
black and white, soul and metal, and so
on and so forth. You can hear echoes of
James Brown, Sly Stone, Jimi Hendrix,
Rush, even Van Halen. The fusion of
funk and rock has become a major pop
trend thanks to white groups like Red
Hot Chili Peppers and Faith No More
and black groups like Living Colour. But
no one else has been as musically omniv-
orous as Fishbone, nor as artistically

Johnnie Johnson: unsung hero

daring. Fishbone's arrangements are
jam-packed with guitars, bass and
drums, horns, singing voices, speaking
voices, howling and crooning choirs. So
Many Millions, for example, pounds out
a rocking beat decorated by earthshak-
ingly funky bass, nasty whirling guitars,
punchy horns, and cacophonous back-
ground vocals. Housework sounds like
speeded -up reggae with a little Dixieland
jazz on the side. Those Days Are Gone
glides back and forth between smooth
soul and jangly psychedelia. If it feels
right, these guys play it.

And they say it just as strong. The
songs in this album tackle youthful prej-
udice, the futility of the underclass, the
dead-end nature of the broken family,
the destructive crush of drugs, the de-
pression caused by society's problems.
Even if Fishbone verges on stridency
and sometimes sacrifices musical inter-
est for political rectitude, this album
maintains its body -shaking energy while
keeping its rugged integrity. "The Reali-
ty of My Surroundings" will move you in
more ways than one. R.G.

RICHARD X. HEYMAN: Hey Man! (see
Best of the Month, page 65)

JOHNNIE JOHNSON: Johnnie B. Bad.
Johnnie Johnson (vocals, piano); Keith
Richards (guitar, vocals); Eric Clapton
(guitar); NRBQ (vocals and instrumen-
tals). Tanqueray; Fault Line Tremor;
Stepped in What?; Key to the Highway;
and eight others. ELEKTRA/NONESUCH
© EA 61149 (44 min), EA4 61149.

Performance: A joy
Recording: Excellent

This is the first -ever solo album by
Chuck Berry's long-time piano player, a
guy who's influenced countless musi-
cians over the years and yet remained a
mostly unsung hero of rock-and-roll. In-
terestingly enough, it's been released
under Elektra's new American Explorer
imprint, a well-intentioned venture pred-
icated on the odd notion that what we
usually refer to as American roots mu-

sic-that is, pop styles more or less out
of fashion (like rockabilly)-is endan-
gered exotica, like Bulgarian folk cho-
rales or something. In any case, John-
son's album is a genuine joy, a collection
of barrelhouse blues and rock rendered
with a late -night, smoky -dive ambience
that's so thick you can cut it. If you've
ever heard the Rolling Stones' Chess
bootlegs, you'll have a vague idea what
"Johnnie B. Bad" sounds like (not sur-
prising since Keith Richards is much in
evidence throughout the album).

Johnson himself may be the only rock
pianist alive who still knows how to
swing. He also turns out to have a
charming untutored voice and a thor-
oughly droll delivery (listen to Stepped in
What?) that makes you wish he'd sing
more than he does here. Meanwhile, all
the backings by NRBQ have that Fifties
Chicago groove down absolutely cold,
and you can tell that to a man the partici-
pants are having an infectiously good
time. In short, this is a small knockout of
an album-as are, come to think of it, the
companion releases in the American Ex-
plorer series, especially the rockabilly
set by Charlie Feathers and the neo-
honky-tonk effort by Jimmie Dale Gil-
more. S.S.

THE KLF: The White Room. Bill Drum-
mond, Jimi Cauty (vocals and instru-
mentals); other musicians. What Time is
Love; Make It Rain; 3 A.M. Eternal;
Church of the KLF; Last Train to Tran-
central; Build a Fire; and three others.
ARISTA O ARCD-8657 (40 min), ©
AC -8657.

Performance: Unique
Recording: Excellent

This is a dance -music album for people
who don't like dance music. The brain
trust of the KLF is Bill Drummond and
Jimi Cauty, two Britishers with musical
and managerial backgrounds who or-
chestrate some of the most creative re-
cording, video, and performance -art en-
deavors on either side of the Atlantic.
Imagine the cunning of Malcolm
McLaren, the eclectic reach of Neil
Young, and the dance -floor energy of
C&C Music Factory all tossed into a big
melting pot and liberally seasoned with
rap, reggae, and rhythms from the far
corners of the globe. And don't leave out
mystique, in this case deriving from
KLF's adaptation of ideas and symbols
from the Illuminatus trilogy of cult sci-
ence -fiction novels from the Seventies.
So instead of the usual calls to get your
butt out on the dance floor, the KLF
poses bottomless questions like "What
time is love?" and makes statements like
"Time is eternal," all the while hyping
themselves as "the Justified Ancients of
Mu -Mu" (a.k.a. the Jams, another re-
cording alias).

After years of testing the copyright
laws by sampling up to and beyond the
legal limit in a string of hilarious I2 -inch
singles, Drummond and Cauty have
found in the KLF a somewhat more
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earnest and commercial project. They
integrate samples and chants into
grooves both hard-core and dreamlike,
all the while flogging their "justified and
ancient" cosmology, tongues only partly
in cheek. In Last Train to Trancentral,
half a dozen different singer/rappers each
pitch a line-for example, "Come on
boy, d'ya wanna ride?" or "All aboard,
all aboard" or "Back to the heavyweight
jam"-into an inferno of sound that's
like a hip -hop version of Neil Young's
"Trans" album. Sometimes, as in 3 A.M.
Eternal, they move from the raucous to
the hypnotic in the same song. There's a
surprise around every curve on the
KLF's winding track. P.P.

PAUL McCARTNEY: Unplugged-The
Official Bootleg. Paul McCartney (vo-
cals, guitar); Hamish Stuart (bass); Rob-
bie Macintosh (guitar); other musicians.
Be-Bop-a-Lula; I Lost My Little Girl;
Here There and Everywhere; Blue Moon
of Kentucky; We Can Work It Out; San

Aaron Neville: alone at last

Francisco Bay Blues; and nine others.
CAPITOL ® CDP-96413-2 (59 min).

Performance: Low-key
Recording: Very good

This live concert set by the once -and -
future Cute Beatle, staged earlier this
year on MTV's acoustic -purist show Un-
plugged, lacks a certain (shall we say)
rock-and-roll excitement. On the other
hand, it also has its moments and thus,
given the generally disappointing nature
of McCartney's recent output, rates as a
pleasant, if minor, surprise.

The biggest revelation here is Bill
Withers's Seventies hit Ain't No Sun-
shine, rendered with a kind of existential
soulfulness one would have thought be-
yond McCartney's reach. (Unfortunate-
ly, it is; bassist Hamish Stuart sings it.)
There are also a couple of obscure num-

bers resurrected from McCartney's ear-
liest solo record-Every Night and the
inaptly titled Junk-that hold up far bet-
ter than I remember; they are, in fact,
quite lovely. On the down side, there are
some Elvis and Gene Vincent rockabilly
numbers rendered a bit like campfire
singalongs and some Beatles classics
that sound suspiciously like outtakes
from Beatlemania! Come to think of it, all
this stuff somehow seemed more inter-
esting on TV. On CD, estimable as it is, it
mostly makes me kind of sleepy. S.S.

BILL MONROE AND THE BLUE
GRASS BOYS: Cryin' Holy unto the Lord.
Bill Monroe (vocals, mandolin); Ralph
Stanley (vocals); Ricky Skaggs (acoustic
guitar, vocals); the Blue Grass Boys
(vocals and instrumentals); other musi-
cians. Cryin' Holy unto the Lord; Harbor
of Love; Shine Hallelujah Shine; Just over
in the Glory Land; Just a Little Talk with
Jesus; and five others. MCA (-) MCAD-
10017 (29 min), © MCAC- 10017.

Performance: Stirring
Recording: Good

When Bill Monroe was a child, growing
up in the small western Kentucky town
of Rosine, he paid rapt attention to four
distinct styles of music-the wail of
Southern blues, the Scotch bagpipe and
Celtic music at the heart of Kentucky's
heritage, the sentimentality of old-time
country songs, and the gospel singing of
regional Methodist, Baptist, and Holi-
ness congregations. Now nearly eighty,
Monroe still clings to his early musical
repertory and education in church sing-
ing, even though his best-known work
embraces largely secular themes. For his
latest collection of bluegrass gospel, he's
stacked the deck with a stellar lineup of
guest musicians, all of whom share his
passion for the gospel spirit.

Taking the lead vocal only in the true -
life Baptize Me in the Cumberland River,
which he wrote in the Eighties, Monroe
steps aside in most of the album to allow
his guests to shine. His great contempo-
rary Ralph Stanley handles the honors in
brother Carter Stanley's Harbor of Love,
deftly delivering a mournful vocal to the
hot instrumental picking of Ricky
Skaggs on guitar. Skaggs likewise turns
in a true bluegrassy vocal in You're Drill-
ing Away, a Monroe song originally re-
corded in 1951. Another Monroe classic,
This World Is Not My Home, first record-
ed in 1936, gets a fresh, dusted -off pre-
sentation from Mac Wiseman. The Os-
borne Brothers come aboard for Just
over in the Glory Land, a thirty -year -old
Monroe tune. And Jim and Jesse
McReynolds step up to the mike in Are
You Lost in Sin?, Monroe and Jesse
trading mandolin licks and the kind of
harmony picking that scores great audi-
ence response at live festivals.

What comes through in each of these
cuts-aside from great gospel songwrit-
ing and exemplary singing and picking-
is how vital the genre can still be in such
creative hands. A half -century after

Monroe first crafted his personal brand
of music, he remains the quintessential
rural musician -hero, a pioneer and patri-
arch extraordinaire. A.N.

BOB NEUWIRTH: 99 Monkeys. Bob
Neuwirth (vocals, guitar, harmonica);
Katy Moffatt, Billy Swan (guitar, vo-
cals); Steve Young (guitar); other musi-
cians. Great Spirit; Biggest Bordertown;
The First Time; Good Intentions; and five
others. GOLD CASTLE © D2 71347 (43
min), © D4 71347.

Performance: Homemade
Recording: Variable

Bob Neuwirth has been a shadowy fig-
ure on the pop and rock scene for dec-
ades (he was Bob Dylan's road manager
during the English tour filmed for the
documentary Don't Look Back), but he's
been better known for his famous friends
(Dylan, Janis Joplin, Kris Kristofferson)
than for his own work. "99 Monkeys"
goes some distance to give him his due-
after all, he wrote all the songs and sings
them in a kind of hoarse whisper that
suggests he thinks of himself as a poet
rather than a performer. But it also
proves why Neuwirth has been a mem-
ber of several celebrated packs and nev-
er a leader. Although the songs are filled
with shimmering lines and passages,
they rarely jell as wholes, usually being
undermined by a not -so -tuneful melody
or too opaque a concept.

Among all the ballads of war and
peace and ladies he has loved, Neuwirth
sneaks in a resonant blues (Biding Her
Time) and a kind of beat -poet fantasy of
survival in New York City (Biggest Bor-
dertown) that alludes to Hank Williams,
Dylan Thomas, Thomas Wolfe, and
Jackson Pollock. In these tracks, he
almost redeems himself from being only
a famous hanger-on. A.N.

AARON NEVILLE: Warm Your Heart.
Aaron Neville (vocals); other musicians.
Louisiana 1927; Everybody Plays the
Fool; It Feels Like Rain; Somewhere,
Somebody; Don't Go Please Stay; With
You in Mind; and seven others. A&M OO
75021 5354-2 (50 min), © 75021 5354-4.

Performance: Sumptuous
Recording: Very good

For somebody so well known, Aaron
Neville has done very little work on his
own. Despite a hit single in 1966 (Tell It
Like It Is), a hit duet with Linda Ronstadt
(Don't Know Much), and a string of
critically exalted albums with his family
band, the Neville Brothers, he hasn't put
out anything under his own name since a
mid -Eighties EP. So his new solo album,
"Warm Your Heart," is already a spe-
cial release, and the clean, restrained
production (by Linda Ronstadt and
George Massenburg) makes it even more
of a treat.

The range covered by the thirteen
songs here is broad-from Randy New -
man's somber Louisiana 1927 to the
Main Ingredient's silky -smooth Every -
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body Plays the Fool to a gumbo -funk
version of Neville's own prison song
Angola Bound to the gauzy -soft religious
tune Ave Maria. All of the arrangements,
instrumental and vocal, push Neville's
candied tenor into the spotlight, where
his swooping and whirling curlicues tru-
ly shine. Even if the album's precision
and understatement sometimes make it
seem sterile compared with the roiling
r -&-b of the Neville Brothers, it's a
gorgeous piece of mainstream music and
a testament to the sheer beauty of one of
pop's great voices. R.G.

NEW YORK CITY GAY MEN'S CHO-
RUS: Love Lives On. New York City Gay
Men's Chorus (vocals); instrumental ac-
companiment. Love Lives On; Wind Be-
neath My Wings; Not a Day Goes By; No
One Is Alone; Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy;
Isn't It Romantic; Old Friend; I'll Be
Seeing You; and ten others. VIRGIN ® 2-
91647 (73 min), © 4-91647.

Performance: Thrilling
Recording: Excellent

I must admit I hadn't heard a large -size,
all -male chorus in essentially pop reper-
tory since my college days-and so 1 had
pretty much forgotten how exciting and
warmly appealing such massed sounds
can be when done well. And they're
done exceptionally well, indeed, by the
150 -voice, solidly musical New York
City Gay Men's Chorus.

There isn't a weak track among this
new disc's generous eighteen selections,
and there's wonderful variety in tempo,
mood, style, and instrumental backing.
It's inevitable, of course, given the
makeup of the chorus, that some of the
songs take on vividly affecting new
meanings in the age of AIDS. But the
overall tone of the disc is one of sincerely
joyous musicmaking, not maudlin senti-
mentality. In quite a few numbers, you
probably won't be able to resist raising
your own voice for a bar or two, or at
least tapping out the accompanying
rhythms, especially in That Old Piano
Roll and the closing Duke Ellington med-
ley. Since Virgin is donating a portion of
the album's proceeds to a foundation for
AIDS research, there's an additional
reason beside sheer listening pleasure
for checking this one out. R. IL

DEL SHANNON: Rock On! (see Best of
the Month, page 67)

GEORGE STRAIT: Chill of an Early
Fall. George Strait (vocals); the Ace in
the Hole Band (instrumentals); other
musicians. The Chill of an Early Fall; I've
Convinced Everybody but Me; If I Know
Me; You Know Me Better Than That;
Anything You Can Spare; and five oth-
ers. MCA ® MCAD-10204 (31 min), ©
MCAC-I0204.

Performance: His best
Recording: Excellent

George Strait, twice the Country Music
Association's Entertainer of the Year,
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has had an impressively successful ten-
year recording streak. Until this one,
however, he's never made an album
totally devoid of hokey tunes written
solely with radio airplay in mind.

Essentially an interpretive singer,
Strait here recalls several country leg-
ends, including Bob Wills and Tommy
Duncan. I've Convinced Everybody but
Me, the confession of a wounded lover,
is a perfect Texas shuffle of the sort Ray
Price used to handle with ease. And it's
difficult to listen to Anything You Can
Spare, an old-style, elegant honky-tonk
ballad, without thinking of Lefty Friz-
zell. Instead of copying these artists,
however, Strait has learned how to carry
on in their traditions, enhancing their
styles with a kind of innocence, like a
young man smarting over his first genu-
ine romantic hurt.

That innocence is beautifully show-
cased here in You Know Me Better Than
That, which Strait delivers with the per-
fect dollops of humor and anguish.
Pleading with his former lover to take
him back, he relates the stress of trying
to play the sophisticate to a new, more
cultured girl friend.

All of this would go a long way toward
making up a strong and delightful album,
but Strait really hits his stride with two
surprising remakes, Hank Williams's
eternal Lovesick Blues and a very gutsy
version of Kokomo Arnold's Milk Cow
Blues. It is high praise, indeed, to say
that Strait invests the Williams classic
with more straightforward charm than
Hank himself, making it seem like an
exciting discovery. But the real wonder
is Milk Cow Blues, which he slows down
and treats with a palpable sensuality.
Elvis Presley would barely recognize his
"boogie" here as Strait turns it into a
playground for his touring band, with
fiddler Gene Elders and guitarist Benny
McArthur performing a kind of musical
foreplay unusual for country or swing
bands. It is an invigorating piece of musi-
cianship, and it boosts the singer's credi-
bility by a thousand percent.

Even if Strait never makes another
album like this one, which he co -pro-
duced with Jimmy Bowen, it will seal
him in the history books as one of the few
country superstars who have lived up to
their hype. It is, simply, the album of his
career. A. /V.

TANYA TUCKER: What Do I Do with
Me. Tanya Tucker (vocals); other musi-
cians. If Your Heart Ain't Busy Tonight;
Some Kind of Trouble; (Without You)
What Do I Do with Me; Down to My Last
Teardrop; Everything That You Want;
Trail of Tears; and four others. CAPITOL
(:) C21S-95562 (34 min), ® C41H-95562.

Performance: Masterly
Recording: Very good

Rightly or wrongly, Tanya Tucker's pro-
file in Nashville for the past few years
has been as something of the town pump.
In fact, before she publicly identified the
father of her daughter, Presley Tanita,

Find out how good we are: experts on call 8AM-midnight (ET) every day 1-800-AKA-HIFI
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Pere Ubu

INHEN you're really and truly ec-
centric, sometimes the weirdest
thing you can do is try to appear
normal. Think back to Captain
Beefheares self -conceived bid
for mass popularity, "Uncondi-

tionally Guaranteed," an album of rela-
tively simple melodies and words on
whose cover he was shown clutching a
fistful of money; in hindsight, it may be
his most bizarre recording.

Since regrouping in 1987, the veteran
Midwestern eccentrics in Pere Ubu have
been flirting with accessibility-using
the word in a very relative sense, of
course-while still filtering reality
through a most unconventional prism.
Their latest gesture toward normality
and the marketplace, "Worlds in Colli-
sion," has a decidedly poppish sheen to
it; the songs bounce along, playfully out
of kilter but rarely jarring or dissonant.
You might even find yourself tapping
your feet or snapping your fingers, only
to catch a snatch of lyrics that would
never have occurred to New Kids on the
Block, such as, "Long live the carnival
rain king/the king bee/the king of Mars/
they're all like me" (from Goodnight
Irene, not to be confused with the Lead -
belly classic). Dig deeper, and the songs
seem to be about lonely, disoriented
creatures stalking a barren landscape-
ghosts, aliens, and even estranged,
heartsick human beings.

The music is kinetic, well -organized,
and creatively unbound pop, touching
on recognizable referents while reaching
out for parts unknown. Except for some
wacky warbling in Life of Riley (imagine
David Byrne on laughing gas), Pere
Ubu's lead singer, David Thomas, vo-
calizes within the dotted lines and won't
clear the room of all but aficionados of

the avant-garde. Because Pere Ubu is
not usually the sort of combo to dwell on
such plebeian matters as lost love, when
it does address the subject the words
seem strikingly pertinent; there's some-
thing revealing and uncontrived about
lines like "I don't know much about a
broken heart/When a heart falls apart
will we still be who we are?" (from
Playback).

The Ubus imbue their colorful, evoca-
tive music with a light dose of surreal-
ism. It is the sort of alignment of recog-
nizable form with original vision that
enlightened listeners wait for with the
avidness of astronomers anticipating
eclipses. For example, Turpentine! ca-
reens around the room with loopy ener-
gy amid a clangor of broken rhymes,
chorded bass, "found" sounds used in a
percussive way, marimba, and choppy
rhythm guitar. On the other hand, songs
like Oh Catherine, Cry Cry Cry, and
Don't Look Back are free -flowing and
unfettered, sounding like nothing so
much as the Traveling Wilburys on a
joyride around the cosmos. And so it
goes in "Worlds in Collision," an album
where Pere Ubu is weird enough to play
it straight . . . or something like that.

Parke Puterbaugh

PERE UBU: Worlds in Collision. David
Thomas (vocals); Jim Jones (guitars,
backing vocals); Eric Drew Feldman
(keyboards); Tony Maimone (bass);
Scott Krauss (drums). Oh Catherine; I
Hear They Smoke the Barbecue; Turpen-
tine!; Goodnight Irene; Mirror Man; Cry
Cry Cry; Worlds in Collision; Life of Riley;
Over the Moon; Don't Look Back; Play-
back; Nobody Knows; Winter in the Fire -
lands. FONTANA ® 848 564-2 (43 min), ®
848 564-4.

FREE
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tongues wagged that the reason Tanya
had Presley's photo taken with so many
top male country stars was so she could
try to figure out who the daddy was.
Along this gossipy path, it somehow got
lost that Tucker is also one of Music
City's best vocal interpreters, a singer
who could teach a thing or two to the
legions of young artists who blow into
town on an image and a sexy pose.
That's particularly apparent in this new
album, an intelligent collection of rock-
abilly, ballads, and energetic rhythm
numbers that allows Tucker to tap into a
wide range of emotion.

A marvelous vocal actress, Tucker
easily persuades her listeners that she
knows a little something about the situa-
tions at hand. She's particularly seduc-
tive here in Right About Now, a horny
tune about a sexual encounter of the
imagined kind; in the blues ofEverything
You Want; in the gutsy, loping rock of
Down to My Last Teardrop, where she
makes a sexy drop to her lower register
and plies her trademark hiccup; and in
the infectious neo-rockabilly of If Your
Heart Ain't Busy Tonight, which includes
the friendly logic, "If your lips ain't got
something pressing to do/If your arms
aren't held up, well, they're invited,
too."

Of course, while almost all of this is
exemplary commercial fare, it will never
be confused with great literature. But
then, The Scarlet Letter isn't half so
much fun. Tanya, like our ol' pal Hester
Prynne, has definitely had her societal
problems. It seems to have made a better
singer of her, though. You can spot that
voice of experience every time. A.N.

VIOLENT FEMMES: Why Do Birds
Sing? Violent Femmes (vocals and in-
strumentals); other musicians. American
Music; Out the Window; Look Like That;
Hey Nonny Nonny; Used to Be; Girl
Trouble; and seven others. SLASH/RE-
PRISE © 26476-2 (43 min), © 26476-4.

Performance: Unabashedly odd
Recording: Good

I don't know what Gordon Gano is like at
parties, but if this singer -songwriter -gui-
tarist for the Violent Femmes resembles
his music, then I'd want to keep a safe
distance. In "Why Do Birds Sing?"
Gano does pretty much the same as he's
done in the four previous Violent
Femmes albums, which is to follow his
own quirky, often disturbed muse. I

don't know how faux his naïf act really
is, but when I listened to him sing "I
always felt that I was different," in More
Money Tonight, I couldn't help but nod
my head vigorously.

Out the Window, to provide a specific
example, is about committing suicide by
jumping out windows: "Life was short
and life was sweet/I was thinking as I hit
the street." That seems pretty funny to
me in context, and so does the earthy
way he describes his romantic problems
in Girl Trouble. But sometimes Gano's
extremely literal, simple way of looking

at things just seems simplistic, as in
dumb. Or maybe it's just that you can't
listen to more than four or five of these
songs without having his dweebish
quirks get repetitive. R.G.

WORLD PARTY: Thank You World.
World Party (vocals and instrumentals).
Thank You World (album version); Is It
Too Late? (remix): You're Invited to a
Party; Watching and Waiting; Happiness
Is a Warm Gun; and four others. CHRYS-
ALIS F2 21848 (40 min), © F4 21848.

Performance: Cute
Recording: Fine

No, this is not (alas) the new World Party
album. Instead, it's a sort of mini -album
meant to whet our interest while WP
honcho Karl Wallinger holes up in the
studio crafting the follow-up to last
year's rapturously received (by me)
"Goodbye Jumbo." As such, it's not
exactly what you'd call a major work-
one or two new songs, a couple of remix-
es-but as unpretentious time wasters
go, it's not bad either. Actually, the real
reason to get it is the version of John
Lennon's Happiness Is a Warm Gun,
remade here with knowingly ironic fidel-
ity. It doesn't add anything to our appre-
ciation of the song, but it's nice that
Wallinger has finally made his Beatles
fetishism explicit. Otherwise, this is
mostly for committed fans. S.S.

Jazz
EDDIE HARRIS: A Tale of Two Cities.
Eddie Harris (tenor saxophone, piano,
trumpet, vocals); other musicians. Chi-
cago Serenade; Cherokee; Lover Man;
Sonnymoon (for Two); I Can't Get Start-
ed; and two others. NIGHTNIRGIN OO 2-
91589 (62 min), © 4-91589.

Performance: Revelatory
Recording: Amateur

In many respects, Eddie Harris was a
pioneer in the movement toward elec-
tronic enhancement that has come to
dominate much of today's best-selling
jazz. Back in the Sixties, he hooked up
his tenor saxophone to gadgets that al-
tered his sound so much that he seemed
to sing and play simultaneously. The
commercial success he enjoyed tainted
his image for purists, but before those
experiments he was a solid post -bop
performer who not only interpreted the
modern jazz repertory with authority but
also composed pieces in that tradition.

While Harris is best remembered for
catchy hits like Listen Here, this set of
previously unreleased live performances
recorded in Chicago and San Francisco
conveys a much broader sense of his
artistic range. The swift thinking that
informs his fluid solos in Cherokee com-
mands respect, and he is no less impres-
sive in the standards, including Lover
Man, I Can't Get Started, and Sonny -
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moon (for Two). But he is best show-
cased here in his own compositions,
such as Don't Let Me Go, where he
electronically simulates the voice of Bil-
lie Holiday, and the hauntingly beautiful
Illusionary Dreams. Though Harris is
often overlooked, this album shows us
just how good he has always been. P.G.

ART HODES/JIM GALLOWAY: Live
from Toronto's Ca/ i des Copains. Jim
Galloway (soprano and baritone saxo-
phones ); Art Hodes (piano). I Would Do
Most Anything; Exactly Like You; Some
of These Days; The Preacher; Doing the
New Lowdown; and seven others. Music
& ARTS ® CD -610 (69 min).

Performance: Superb collaboration
Recording: Excellent remote

Pianist Art Hodes has contributed im-
measurably to jazz, not only through his
recordings-which he has been making
with some regularity since the late
Twenties-but also through his written
observations. Born in Russia and raised
in Chicago, Hodes was on the scene
when New Orleans -based jazz thrived in
the Windy City's speakeasies, and he
was there when bands grew bigger and
swing swept the country. At the end of
the swing era, Hodes sought to preserve
tradition in a dignified, practical manner.

He continued to play the music he knew
best, and he published Jazz Record, a
singularly informative magazine that has
become a treasured source of informa-
tion for historians. Hodes didn't discour-
age the new forms of jazz; he just did not
want us to forget the old.

This new album finds Hodes teamed
with saxophonist Jim Galloway, a Scot
who made his mark on the Glasgow trad
scene before moving to Canada in 1964.
A live 1988 set from Toronto's Café des
Copains, it's a marvelous romp that fea-
tures the dexterous octogenarian in su-
perb form. To hear the two players share
their love of this timeless music is a joy.
It's no cliché -ridden dip into Dixieland,
for Hodes and Galloway are an original
pair who capture the spirit of old but
very much go their own way. The duets
are outstanding, including an intricate,
fast -paced weave of Doing the New Low-
down and / Would Do Most Anything and
slow explorations of such songs as If I
Had You and The Tennessee Waltz.
Hodes also gets in a couple of solos-
Horace Silver's The Preacher and a stun-
ning 5 -minute slice of history called To-
morrow's Blues. It all adds up to 69
minutes of brilliant music. C.A.

JON LUCIEN: Listen Love. Jon Lucien
(vocals, bass, synthesizers); other musi-

cians. Take Me Away; Mysteries; You
Take My Breath Away; Love Me; Listen
Love; and five others. MERCURY © 848
532-2 (48 min), © 848 532-4.

Performance: Caribbean seduction
Recording: Very good

It is hard to believe that Jon Lucien, the
Caribbean -born master of romantic jazz
balladry, first appeared on records more
than twenty years ago (his remarkable
1970 debut, "I Am Now"). Those of us
who heard him back then knew he was a
singular talent, a melodically gifted com-
poser with a rich, warm baritone as
inviting as the seas surrounding his na-
tive St. Thomas.

Lucien held an audience during the
Seventies and early Eighties, but he dis-
appeared from the recording scene near-
ly a decade ago. Now he has come out of
self-imposed exile in the Puerto Rican
rain forest to take up where he left off.
Here again are his trademark sensual
ballads, along with occasional change -
ups that quicken the pulse, such as the
rhythmically accented You Take My
Breath Away and the hypnotically entic-
ing Love Me. Lucien still has a way of
making you feel he is singing to you and
you alone; those who succumbed to his
seductive serenades in the past will be
delighted to have him back. P.G.
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sures approx-
imately 6" in length
and 5" in height. A great collectible item for thc,
discriminating Stereo Review reader.

42GP001
Gift boxed

CD Player Bag

$49.95 ($3.00)

Made from the strongest 1000 Denier Cordura
fabric, our bag measures a full 18" x 13" X 5" and
features 1/4" foam padding for player protection,
three inside pockets, shoulder and hand grip
straps and fastex hardware.
Whether you use it
to transport
your player
and discs or
for business
trips, this bag
is the best.

# 42DISCB
$59.95 ($3.00)

international Sweatshirt

One of our most popular items has just been re
designed. The New International Sweatshirt
sports bold puff print
flags and features attrac-
tive white on white pip-
ing, and is proudly
made in the U.S.A.
Available in two sizes,
small/medium and
large/extra large.
# 425IF $39.95
($3.00)



Music for the
Next Generation

jHE Legacy label is offering readers
of this magazine a sampler of the
best in rock, jazz, and pop by twenty
great artists who have made musical
history. Called "Music for the Next

Generation," the sampler is the latest in
STEREO REVIEW'S series of practically
free compact discs. It consists of
selections drawn from the treasure vaults
of Columbia and Epic Records-twenty
tracks by such renowned musicians as the
Hollies, the Byrds, Dion, Billie Holiday,
Poco, the Electric Light Orchestra, and
Aerosmith. It's more than 70 minutes of
music, and it's yours for a mere $4.

Legacy's slogan is "Bringing the world's
greatest music to the next generation," and
the company claims not just to preserve history, but to
improve it. Working with the recorded heritage of
many of the most influential musicians in rock, pop,
gospel, blues, big bands, and jazz, Legacy starts with
an artist's original recordings, adds alternate takes and
unreleased masters, and enhances it all with the most
up-to-date digital audio technology. This CD is your
opportunity to sample Legacy's recordings both
musically and technically at minimal cost.

"Music for the Next Generation" contains
representative examples of just about every important
pop or rock genre of the 1960's and 1970's-heavy
metal, glitter, classic soul, punk, reggae, and folk rock.
And all of it's good. Among the selections included are
One Love by Bob Marley, Goody Two Shoes by Adam
Ant, Thank You (Falettinme Be Mice Elf Agin) by Sly
and the Family Stone, All the Young Dudes by Mott the
Hoople, and Sunshine Superman by Donovan. Other
artists in this wildly eclectic mix are Johnny Nash,
Return to Forever, Chicago, Johnny Winter, Van
Morrison, the Clash, Barry and the Remains, and Paul
Revere and the Raiders.

The compact discs that are included in STEREO
REVIEW'S series of special CD offers are all approved
by the editors of the magazine. Legacy is a new label,
and within its first year it has won a Gold Record
Award from the RIAA and a Grammy Award from the
National Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences for
its Robert Johnson boxed set. We are impressed by
the range and quality of the selections on Legacy's
"Music for the Next Generation," and we do
not hesitate to recommend this sampler to our readers.

To get your copy of this CD, fill out the coupon
below, clip it from the magazine, and send it to Legacy,
P.O. Box 179, West New York, NJ 07093 with your
check or money order for $4. New Jersey residents add
7 percent sales tax (280. Outside the United States
send a postal money order for US$7.

The coupon must be included with your request;
photocopies are not acceptable, and the offer is limited
to one CD per household. Orders must be received by
Legacy by December 1. The offer is void after then. 

SPECIAL CO PIED

For STEREO REVIEW readers only:
Legacy's "Music for the Next Generation"

Send coupon and check or money order
for $4 made payable to Legacy to:
LEGACY, P.O. Box 179, West New York, NJ 07093

New Jersey residents add e7i sales tax (28e)
Outside the U.S.: send postal money order for US$7
Offer void after December 1, 1991

NAME (please print)

ADDRESS
(STREET AND NUMBER)

(CITY) (STATE) IZIPJ

STEREO REVIEW SEPTEMBER 1991 85
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Receivers

Mix

Sherwood RA -1140 Stereo
Receiver with Surround Sound

 25 watts per channel  Matrix surround
sound  Video sound input  Digital readout
 Quartz locked AM FM tuner with 24 -presets
 LED power indicators  Headphone sock

our

$9995 (SHE RAI140)

Sherwood RA -1142
50 walls/channel surround sound . . '119"
Sherwood RA -1145R
50 wafts/channel. remote '149"
Technics SA-GX100
40 warts/channel.remote '159"
Teac AG -500
50 watts/channel matrix surround '169"
Teac AG -1000
' 00 watts/channel surround remote . $229°5
Technics SA-GX303
.85 watts/channel Dolby Surround . '289"

Technics SL-PG300
Remote Compact Disc Player

 MASH 1 -bit cligitol.to.onalog converter  Digital
ervo system  Peak level search  30 -key remote
 20.track programming  Edit guide  Headpnone
-utput with volume control

our
Lowo

e
$75995

Prre (TEC SLPG300)

Sherwood CD -1000C
'6 track programming $9995

Sharp DXR250
20 oversompling remote $119"
Technics SL-PG100
MASH D/A converter. 204rock prg . 5139"
JVC XL2.441
1 bit 8 x oversampling. remote . . . $199°5
Technics SLPS700
 MASH Ibis 32 x oversompling . . . . $27rs
Technics SL-PS900
 MASH IV 64 x onersampling . . . $3999$

Bookshelf Loudspeakers

 w /

Pinnacle PN-8 +
Two -Way Speaker System

 8 black polypropylene woofer  liquid
-Doled dome tweeter  Dual diaduct ports for

superior bass  10 125 watts power handling
 Oak accented cabinet

Our

'47

Technics SB.1.40
2 way 10 cooler 5.-599"
Technics SB-L60

Pair
(PIN PN8+ /OAK)

3 woy 10 'rooter

Pinnacle PN5+ /Oak
2 way abduct

Technics SB-L80
 3 way 12 woofer

Bose 201.11
Direcl/Refiecting System

Bose 301.11
Direcl/Rellecting 2 way . . Pair 1299"

Pau $129"

...949"

. .5.-999"

Hi  h Power Receivers

- 1"11Se
L -

Technics SA-GX710 Remote
Audio/Video Receiver

 125 w cn front 60 watts center Cr" & 30 w cn
rear  Dolby Pro Logic Surround  Portal signal
processing  Parametric EQ  Van -delay time
 4 -video 5 -audio inputs  Unified remote

Our

?.7., $55995 (TEC SAGX710)

Teac AGV.1200
I00 warts/channel. surround, remote . $299"
JVC RX.805
 100 warts/channel. Dolby Pro Logic . CALL
Technics SA-GX505
110 watts/channel. Dolby pro Logic . 5379"
JVC RX705
100 wafts/ch. Dolby Pro Logic Surround CALL

Technics SA-GX910
125 want/channel, Dolby Pro Logic . '699"
JVC RX.905
 120 worts/ch Dolby Pro Logic Surround CALL

Compact Disc Changers

ttaiev.sai

Technics SL-PC705
Remote Rotary CD Changer

 lop loading  5 -disc design  26 -key remote
 32 -track programming  4 -mode repeat
 Edit guide  Random play  MASH 1.bit DAC
 Direct disc access

O.,

`47. $19995 (TEC SLPC705)

Teoc PDC-400
5 disc rotary remote $174"
Technics SL.PC505
Sdisc rotary MASH '179"
Teoc POD600
Sdisc front load remote '189"
Technics SLPD607
Sdisc Pont load. MASH D/A $209"
Technics SL-PD807
Sdisc 32 x oversarnpling MASH . . . '249°'
JVC XLM505
.6 disc magazine .1. I single remote . '279"

Floor Standing Loudspeakers

JBL L -100t3 Three -Way
Floor -Standing Speaker System
 12 Aquaplas laminate woofer  5- high
Polymer laminate midrange  1" pure Mondial,
dome tweeter  8 Ohms impedance  Power
handling 400 watts  Walnut veneer

Our

j,?,cww $99995 Pair (JBL L1OOT3)

Advent Subwoofer
Mini size 525' woofer loch 599"
Yamaha NSA -570
3 way 12' woofer Fro., $17995

Ccc
519905

..,,s399"

5.-'449"

FPI 150
 3 troy 10 ',rooter

Advent Maestro
3 way 10

Cent/in Vega AT -12
3 way 12 woofer

JILL L8073
3 Way 10' woofer titanium tweet°, Po., 5749"

JVC UX-1
Micro Component System

 Active Hyper Bass c,ct.v.  CD player wirf"
20 -frock programming  Digital tuner with
30 -presets  Auto -reverse Cassette deck vnth Dolby
B  Clock rimer  Wireless remote  2 -way speakers

du,

V7k $49995 (NC 351)
Samsung SCM-6100
'Compact w/CD/duol coss/lurnloble . $1999$
Panasonic SCTC420
Compacl Sclisc CD. Dual Cassette . '399"
Yamaha YST-Cll
Aclive Servo CD. Dual Cassette . . $699"
Proton AI.3000
demote Hi tech. CD. Auto -Rev. Cassette CALL
Panasonic SC-CHIO
Mmi System dual cassette co . . . . CALL
xenon D-200
40 wafts/ch. edisc CD Cassette . . . CALL

Equalizers

1111111111 - ."

Audio Source EA -10
Graphic Equalizer/Analyzer

 Automatically sets the precise EQ settings for
your listening environment  Pink noise
generator  Calibrated mic  32 function
remote  Black finish

our

'47. $29995
Teac EQA-6
10 bonds/channel '69"
Teat EQA.22
EQ/Anolyzer 10 Ponds/channel

Audio Source EQ-8/1I
10 bands/channel spectrum display . 59955

Audio Source EQ-11
10 bands/channel.LED sliders . . . . '139"
Technics SH-GE70
7 bands/channel 12 memory presets . '149"
DOD 5.231
31 bands/channel, 19- rock mount . . '349"

(ASO $010)

$
9995

Mini Loudspeakers

Acoustic Research 850
"Studio Partners" Powered Speakers
 25 watts internally self powered  Bookshelf
acoustic suspension 2 -way design  8 poly
woofer & 1 1 4- tweeter  120 -volts 6014z
 60 -watts power handling

ipocuw. $79995 Pair

Design AcousBc DA -360
.2 way. outdoor zoos $6995

Memorex WM-200
Weotherrnales w/mounting brackets Pa, $99"

JBL Performer
2 way mini shielded Purr CALL

Audio Source LS -1
-Weather resistant 2 -way am, 919"
Recoton W.100
-Cordless Speakers, powered . . Pair $169"
Bose RM2
Roomote 2 with built-in amp . P5,, '299°'

(AR 850)

5

Mb *id
Compact Disc Specials

M USICMASTERS
THE DAVE BRUBECK QUARTET

NEW WINE

INCLUDES: Blue Rondo A La Turk;
Kato Soar; Out of the Way; New Wine:

Take the A Train...and more

YOUR CHOICE

1 1 Per CD 7 tThss

r1,11

MUM 5063
MUS1CMASTERS

FREDDIE

HUBBARD

ReCivia
TRACKS INCLUDE.

GOD BLESS
THE CHILD

HOMEGROWN

BOLIVIA

THIRD WORLD

Also Available
BENNY CARTER:

All That Jazz -Live
At Princeton

DUKE ELLINGTON
Never -Before -Released
Rec. (1965.72) (MUM 5041)

BENNY GOODMAN:
Yale Rec. Vol. 6 -Live At
The Rainbow Grill (MUM 5047)

JIM HALL & FRIENDS:
Live At Town Hall,
Vol.1 (MUM 5050)

LIONEL HAMPTON:
Mostly Ballads (MUM 5044)

DICK HYMAN.
Cole Porter -All Through
The Night (MUM 5060)

MILT JACKSON:
The Harem (MUM 5061)

PEGGY LEE:
The Peggy Lee Songbook -There'll
Be Another Spring (MUM 5034)

LOREN SCHOENBERG QUARTET:
S'posln' (MUM 5055)

BOBBY SCOTT
Slowly (MUM 5053)

ARTIE SHAW
1949 (MUM 5026)

JACK WILKINS.
Alien Army (MUM 5049)

1111U5ICINASTIMI

a

(MUM 5059)

ORDER
2 W4 HURS A DA Outsi U.S.A
7 DAYOS A WEEKY 1-715-4d17-3737

Call:

J&R Music World, Dept. $10991, 5940 QueensMkttown Expressway, Maspeth, Queens, NY 11378
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Com  act Disc Specials

MUSICMASTERS

YOUR CHOICE

9912 Per CD

IBM WWII

DAVE;
ONISIVOLIVIRI

sMNustlnt
era no* nu

West 01.211131111

/64MUM 7073
WORLD PREMIERE RECORDING

LOU HARRISON  DENNIS RUSSELL DAVIES

THIRD SVUPHONV GRANO DUO FOR AWN& RANO

IIIRISICINOIST RS
Also Available
CONTINUUM: I

Performs Nancarrow (MUM 7068)
LA PIANO QUARTET:

Dvorak & Schumann
Piano Quartets (MUM 7064)

MICHAEL NEWMAN & LAURA OLTMAN.
Tango Suite! Romance
For Two Guitars (MUM 7071)

KEITH JARRET, DENNIS RUSSELL DAVIES:
AMERICAN COMPOSERS
ORCHESTRA:

Works by Harrison
and Hovhaness (MUM 7021)

DENNIS RUSSELL DAVIES:
Aaron Copland: Three
Chamber Works (MUM 7026)

ORCHESTRA OF ST. LUKE'S:
J.S. Bach; Concerti (MUM 7047)

ANDRES DIAZ:
De Folio Cello
Works (MUM 7048)

DENNIS RUSSELL DAVIS:
Lou Harrison: Summer
Solstice (MUM 5034)

POLLY FERMAN:
Ernesto Nazareth:
Piano Music (MUM 7053)

ORCHESTRA OF ST. LUKE'S:
J.S. Bach: Magnificat;
Cantata No. 140  . . (MUM 7059)

Cassette Decks

Teac R-455CHX Auto -Reverse
Stereo Cassette Deck

 Bi dileCtional record play  Dolby B C noise
reduction  Dolby FAX -Pro headroom extension
system  Accurate rotating head auto -reverse
system  LED meters  Black finish

our

$/2495Price (TEA R455CHX)

Teac V-250
Dolby B. peak meters $69"
Teac V-285CHX
Dolby B/C /MX Pro fine bias

Technics RS -DRIBS
Auto Reverse Dolby B/C/HX-Pro . '189"
JVC TDR-441
Aulo reverse Dolby II/C/HX Pro . 5199"
Teac AD3
CD/Auto Reverse Cassette Combo . . $219°,
JVC TDV-541
ahead. Dolby B/C/IIX Pro 3 motor . . $299"

$8495

Turntables

Technics SL-BD2C Belt -Drive
Semi -Automatic Turntable

 FG Servo motor for occurcde platter rotation
 Double gimbal prvol straight line tone arm
 Antiresonant cabinet  Accepts P -mount
cartridges

OurLow $42995
Pric (TEC SLBD20)

Gemini XL -11D10
Seml Aulo, belt, pitch 089"
Technice Sl-0022
Direct Drive semi auto '119"
Technics SL-QD33K
Fully Auto. Quartz direct '149"

Gemini XL -005011
Disco Manual direct drive $229"
Gemini XL -1800Q
Pro Quartz manual, pitch $299"
Technics SL -120011
Pro Manual, Quartz. direct CALL

Audio Accessories

Target BT1 TIM & Swivel
Speaker Wall Bracket

 Tilts 113 -degrees up or down  Swivels left or
right  Holds 22Ibs without movement & up to
50Ibs solely

:°7. $2995 Pair (TGT BT1)

Sumiko Tweet(
'Contact Enhancer. for A/V/Computers . 94"
Audioquest Turquoise
interconnect cable 1 meter 525"
Audio Source Isomat
Vibration Mot lor Portables

Audioquest Feet
Sorbothane shock absorbers set of A

Wood Technology W-810
Ebony Speaker Stands 28' high pair . . $499,
Elite E1-71
Audio Cabinet honey oak us high . 099"

9995

53455

Double Cassette Decks

Min
Teac W -450R Auto -Reverse

Double Casse-te Deck
 High-speed dubbing  Ac,rate rotary head

auto -reverse  Continuous cassette payback
 Dolby B C noise reduction  Dolby HX Pro

headroom extension
oar

$14995Price (TEA rY450R)

Sherwood 00-1030
Doloy B relay ploy

Technics RS-TR212
Deck r1 Auto Reverse, Dolby B/C - . 5159"
Technics RS-TR313
*Dual rev. Dolby siCimx.sro . . . . 0199"
Technics RS-TR515
Dual reverse Dolby 6/C /XX Pro . . . 0249"
JVC TDW-805
Dual reverse/record. Dolby B/C/14X Pro i299"

Teac W-995RX
Dual reverse Dolby B/C Abs . . . 5499"

$9985

Phone Carfrid es

Shure V-15 Type V -MR Deluxe
Micro Ridge Phono Cartridge

 Micro ridge stylus tip  Excellent trcc kability
 Dynamic stabilizer  Side Quad stylus
protection  Duo -point alignment gauge  TOO
rated designOur

LPe $139" (SHU 15-VM12)

Grad* PZTE +1
-Universal Mount. elliptical 17

Stanton 500AL
019"'Pro Disco spherical stylus

Stanton SOOALMP
Disco. Standard Mount 2 pack . . . . 029"
Audio Technica AT-231LP
Universal mount linear contact - . . 039"
Shure M -11114E
Universal mount. hyperelliptical . . 049"
Stanton 680EL
Disco. heavy duty w/extto stylus - . . 554"

Music Storage

Leslie Dame CD-2601KD
CD/Cassette/Video Storage Unit
 Stores 260 CD's or 160 Qua* cos -setts in arty
combination and 20.edeo topes c-i top tier
 Includes 6 removable oak dividers  In your
choice of hand rubbed oak or block finish

Loarow $``..89 (L) CD260CD/Oak)
160 (LD CD260KDi/Black)

Leslie Dame LP -140
Recora Storage Rock holds 140 LPs . $199$

Kalmar 479
Cassette Cabinet was. holcs 30 - . . 137"
Product Plus CD -84
CD Storage oak, holds 84

53880

Kalmar 490
teak CD Storage holds 30 049"
Leslie Dame CD-576KD
CD Storage 576 discs . . . .

Product Plus MS -300
*CD Storage Rock. holds 300 . , . 516905

Antennas
,A111

Terk AF -9925 Pi
AM/FM Amplified Antenna

 Hook to your receiver or tuner & hear more
stations with less noise  Designed by Larry
Schatz  Variable gain to 42dB Omni us,
pickup  Black finish

oar $A9`Price95 (TRK AF9925)

Parsec Stealth
41.1 Electronic Antenna. CLOSEOUT - . - $19"
Terk 9300
Amplif red FM Antenna to 25616 gain . . 029"
Tests AF -3000
AM/FIA Antenna. amplified uni/cmni $34"
Parsec ARC
 APA/FM Electronic Antenna 549"
Recoton TV600

069"IY/F1.4 Power Wave An'enna

Parsec M2000
AM/FM Energized Antenna 40 06 gain . 57995

Disco Equipment

Gemini PMX-10 "Scralchmaster"
Disco Mixer

 10- rack mount  2 phono, 2 line & I mic
input  Master volume  Removable
rrosslader control  Talkover  Cueing  LED
meters

Our

Pace 7
$0995

ric (GMI PMX10)
Gemini HPM-100
Neadphone/Microphone mono earpiece 039"

Gemini MB -415
.3 Way Speakers. 15" woofer . . Each 979"
Gemini PMX-350
Disco Mixer. EQ 3-phono inputs . $249"
Gemini PVX-125
Power Amp 125 watts/channel . 5299"
Audio Technica SM509
Disco Mixer Echo/Repeat Ea . 5299"
Gemini PDM-5008
Mixer Digital Somplirg EQ 1phono . 5399"

Blank Audio Tape

Denon MG -X100
Metal Cassette Tape

 New high specifoc gravity cassette shell
insures better sonic purity with deeper boss
& midrange dynamics  Ma fine metal
particles  Heatres.stant

Our
1piZe $555910 -Pk (DNN MGX100)

TN SA -90
High Bias Audio Cassettes - - - to -Pock ,19°°

Masa XLII-90
High Bias Audio Cassettes . . 0199°

TDK SAX -100
High Bias Cassettes tO'Pack 0249°

Denon HD8-100
High Bias Tape l0 -pock $2777

Noxell MXS-90
Deluxe metal cassettes . . 10Peck

$

2790
Sony Metal Master 90
Metai bias Cassettes . . . pock 5559°

CIRCLE NO 7 ON READER SERVICE CARD

TO ORDER BY MAIL:
SEND MONEY ORDER. CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CHECK, MASTERCARD, VISA, AMERICAN EXPRESS or DISCOVER CARD (Include Interbank No,
expiration date and signature ) TO. JAR MUSIC WORLD, EMPF. SROPPI, 59.59 QUEENS -MIDTOWN EXPRESSWAY, MASPETN, QUEENS, NY
!LIM Personal and business checks must clear our Authorization Center bislorsi processing. Shipping, Handling & Insurance Charge

of Total Order with a $4.95 minimum. (Canadian Orders Add 151. Shipping, with a $9.95 minimum charge ) For shpments
please double these charges $25 MINIMUM ORDER. DO NOT SEND CASH. SORRY, NO C.O.D.% NEW YORK RESIDENTS PLEASE.ADD SALESTAX.

ORDERS SUBJECT TO VERIFICATION AND ACCEPTANCE.
ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH, AND 100% GUARANTIED. Copyright 1991 J&R Musk World

Mara;
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Video Recorders

Panasonic PV -4160 Hi-Fi Stereo
VHS Video Recorder

 Hi tech 4 head system  MIS stereo SAP  High
speed Omnisearch  On -screen programming
.1 month 4 -event timer  Digital audio tracking
 Quick play  41 -function remote

? $35995
Samsung VR-3700
VHS VCR onscreen. remote 9199"
Panasonic PV -2101
VHS VCR on screen digital tracking . 9229"
Panasonic PV -4110
VHS 4 head digital tracking

Samsung VR-8501
.VHS Hifi Stereo VCR 4 head . . . 5299"
Toshiba M-651
on 1, Stereo VHS VCR 4 head . . . 9399"
JVC HR -S5500
5 VHS Hi Fi VCR digital A/V tracking 9649"

(PAN PV4I60)

9279"

Camcorders

Sony CCD-TR6 8mm
"Handycam" Mini Camcorder

. B 1 power zoom w mom  4 -LUX  Venable NI, speed
mullet  Through the Mns outo-rocus Auto while
Potence  Auto iris  Flying erase head  Dote lone rec

CALL FOR LATEST PRICE
(SON CCDTR6)

Sony CCD-TR4
8mm mini 0 Slux CALL
Panasonic PV -19
VHSC 8I digital frocking. 4 lux . . CALL
RCA Pro 850
8mrti mini 61 auto locus w/macro . CALL
Panasonic PV -704
VHS a I 2 lux, digital tracking . . . CALL
JVC GR-S303
VHSC 8 I 2 speed zoom 2 lux . . . CALL
Sony CCD-F40I
Zirnm Handycom 2 Lux 81 power zoom CALL

Universal Remote Control

Memorex AV8 A/V
Preprogremmed Remote Control
 Replaces up lo eight audio video
component remotes  Learning function
 Advanced function keys  Battery saver
circuit

our

P

g995
rice we (MEM AVB)

JVC RM-A5
Unilied Remote for N/VCR 929"
Memorex CP-4
Universal Remote replaces 4 A/V items . 539"
Memorex AV4
PrePrograrnmed Remote for 4 units . . 939"
Gemstar VCR +
VCR instant programmer. Istep . . . . 959"
One For All 6
Preprogrammed Remote for 6 units . . 964"

Memorex CPS -Turbo
Universol Remote 156 commands . 589"

TV/Monitors

Toshiba CF -2771 27 -Inch
Stereo EST Color Television

 Front Surround Sound (10 -watts outPul)
 MTS stereo with dbx  35 -key universal
remote  On -screen display  Channel lock
 5 -video input  2 A V inputs

our

4% $49995 (TOS CF2771)

Toshiba CF -1313
13 Color Dl onscreen.remote 5229"
Sony KV-13TR24

Trinrtron Monitor/Receiver . . CALL
Samsung VM-3I05
VHS Recorder/13' Color TV Combo . . 5399"
JVC AV -2080S
20' Stereo Color Monitor on screeen . 5399"
Panasonic PVM-2028
VHS VCR/20 Color N remote . . 9499"
Sony 10/-27EXR90
27 Monitor stereo 585 system . . . . CALL

Video Enhancers & Processors

Panamax Coaxmax
4 Surge Protector

 N VCR Coble protection  In out F -connectors  4
AC receptacles  Switch &name fittation  WanCX"ih
includes repair or replacement of components
iamaged by transient surge

our

$12 9 95Price (PAX COAXMAX4)

Audioquest Video SX
 2 meter S Video Interconnect Coble 949"
Vidicraft Vidi-View
-Audio Video Remote Transmitter . 579"
sima Ed -It 2
 Mini Editor, video enhancer/sound mixer 999"

Arden WIAS-Pro
Wireless for Camcorders . s149"
JVC CG -V60
Characteratler Generator 979"
Videonics Direc10+
Personol Movie Maker

$43905

Blank Video Tape

Sony MP -120 Metal Particle
8MM Video Cassettes

 Advanced metal particles for a more lifelike
picture  New bockcoating for smooth runnang
performance  Perfect for camcorders and
home decks

Our
low $4889
Price

TDK T-I2OHS
VHS standard grade

Maxell T-120EX
-VHS Video Tape standard

Scotch 7-1201EG
VHS Tape standard grade

TDK T-120EHG
VHS tope 0010 nigh grade

Sony 1.-750ESHG
Beta Tape extra high grade

Scotch T-160EG+
High Grade VHS tape .

(SON P6120)

. io.ock,29"

9299°

. 52990

. m..., 93580

. loweek 53890

Ts, 93900

Portable TV

Sony FD -510 Mega Wa-chman
Black & White TV

 Compact stand-up rower design  Large Nan contrast
4 5-mch screen  Top -mounted 4 -inch speaker  Sound
alone Intervng for extended battery Ile Extern
antenna rnput  3.way power supply capability

Our

'1,?r7e $9995 (SON FD510)

America Action ACN-3300
35'Black & WHite TV. AC/DC

Sony FD -10A
Watchman Portable N. r. b/w . . . . $89"
Sony FD -555
.4 5 B/W Watchman w/MA/FM/Cassette $14999

Deno°. CTV-R51
S Portoble Color TV AC/DC . . . . $179"
Sony FDL-310
2 7" Color Watchman N CALL
Sony GV-300
13mm Video Walkman 4" color LCD . CALL

57985

Surround Sound

Panasonic SY-DSP
Digital Signal Sound Processor
 DSP. AMP and speaker in one ulit  Brings
theater & concert hall sound to your home
 Reverb time is adjustable  Etlect level
control  Easy connection

(i)o'.. $0 995
Price , (PAN SYDSI)

Technics S11-525
55995

Mini Speakers 2 way

Audio Source SS -One II
Surround Sound Amp. Dolby . 9129"
AudioSource SS -Two
Dorby Surround Processor w/omp . . 979"
AudioSource SS -Three
Dolby Pro logic Surround Processor . 9299"
JVC XPA-1000
Digital Acoustic Processor 'CALL
Atlantic Technology Pattern 200

'1O99°Instant Home Theater

Cameras

Canon Sure Shot Caption
Zoom Autotocus Camera

 3-spor semors V easy rocusing on on cen er °Olen
 Rots I of 5 preselected captions directly on film
 Detachable vnreless remote control  3 -zone metering
 38-60mm 3 8-5 6 power zoom lens  3 hash modes

Our

:?,70 $22995 (CAN CAPTIONZOOM)

Fuji DL25
Compact Auto Rosh/exposure . . . $44"
Minolta Freedom AF35

989"35mirn Auto locus Camera

Fuji Mini Dual CD
28mrn/45mrn Dual lens Auto Focus . . $179"
Olympus Stylus
Uitro Compact 35mm Camera . . . . '149"
Olympus Zoom 230 Kit
Auto locus Zoom Camera 5259"
Minolta 7X1
Auto locus SLR Eye start automation 9549"

Tititatatti',5
VHS VIDEO MOVIE SPECIALS

50th Anniversary
Citizen Kane

Limited Collectors Edition
(,,c 2 Topes, Book Stills. Poster Script & More)

TURNER HOME
NTERWtI4,1FNT

Also New On VHS
The 50th Anniversary "Citizen Kane"
Restored Print .. .$16.95

Citizen Kane 50th Anniversary
Gift Set (Inc. Tape & 50th Ann.
Hardcover Book) $39.95

Classic Silent Films
(All Digitally Mastered)

YOUR $ M95
CHOICE VHS

Nosfreratu (1922)
Cabinet Of Dr. Caligari (1919)
Blood & Sand (1922)
The Mark Of Zorro (1920)
Hunchback Of Notre Dome .(1923)
Intolerance (1916)
Sigfried (1924)
Kriemhilde's Revenge (1924)
Birth Of A Notion (1915)

Newest Music Releases On VHS

HOME VIDEO

The Cure "Picture Show" $16.95
cinderila. Heartbreak Station $12.95
Genesis. A History $16.95
Yes. Greatest Video Hits $16.95
Eurythmics Greatest Hits $16.95
Red Hof & Blue $16.95
Foreigner: Feels Like... $1695
Marvin Gaye: Greatest Hits Live $16.95

, r

`..4J trir

ORDER TOLL -FREE
24

DAYS AURSWEEK 1-

A DAY'
-800-221-81800718-iuts417-3737

de U.S.A Call:
7

J&R Music World, Dept. 5110991, 5940 Queens -Midtown Expressway, Maspetti, Queens, NY 11378



SIONS/VI EO PROCESSORS/CAMCORDERS/VIDEO CAMERAS/BLANK VIDEO TAPES
PUTERS/PRINTERS MONITORS COMPUTER SOFTWARE/FLOPPY DISKS/COMPUTER SO

CHINES/TELEPHONE BUSINESS SYSTEMS/HOME SECURITY/PE
LCULATORS PEVVRTTERS RECORDS COMPACT DISCS PRE -

Supeit *tidal
Laser Disc Specials

NEWEST RELEASES

ONItbMiiiVe rewires

51/4 ,,s, 1,-$5

:MISERY
At*att, Ca 50051% sawn

$32"USER DISC

5.000 Fingers Of Dr. T
Awakenings

(LTX)
A Clockwork Orange (LTX)
Flight 01 The Intruder
Ghost (LTX or PS)
The Gritters
Goodfellas (LTX)
Lion Heart
Look Who's Talking Too
Mean Streets (LTX)
The Pink Panther (LTX)
The Rookie
The Russia House
Reversal Of Fortune
Hamlet (1990)

$2695
$36.95
$42.95
$36.95
$32.95
$2695
$26.95
$26.95
$32.95
$32.95
$29.95
$29.95
$2695
$2695
$26.95
$26.95

MUSIC ON LASER

$26" PIC3NLLILLASER DISC

AnTISTS

Eric Clapton: Cream $23.99
Phil Collins: Seriously Live $26.95
Kenny G: Live $26.95
Madonna: Blonde Ambition $26.95
Prince: Grafitti Bridge $24.95
The Three Tenors $19.99
Roger Waters "The Wall" $23.99

Portable CD Players

Sony D-66 Discman Portable
Compact Disc Player

 8 X oversompling digital finer  Dual damper
anti shock system  Mego Boss  Dual D A
converter  22 track programming  Includes
rechargeable battery & headphones

Ourtow $79995
(SON D66)

Panasonic SL-NPIA
.24 step programming w/headphones $144"
JVC XL-PSOJ
tlyperboss rechargeable ve/hoodphones$1799$

Technics SL-XP300
XIS boss 18 bit remote $199"
Ninon DCP-50
Wimps orelarnpling remote . . . . '219"
Sony 0-160K
2 c oversompling includes car cord . . CALL
Sony D35
8 I oversampiing headphones remote CALL

Headphones

Sony MDR -V6
Digital Ready Headphones

 Digital -ready  Dynamic cicsedeor monitor
design  Compact folding headband  Oval
earpads with 40mm drivers  One-sided litz
cord with uni-match plug  Response 5-3010-0

ur
/OOw $7995
Pnc 0

Sony MDR -0061
Tightweight for portables

(SON MDRV6)

$995

Sony MDR-AI5L
Woter resistant in ear biding . . $249$
Memorex EDM-110
-Open air dual plugs

Koss PortoPro
Lightweight super-ourol, dual plugs

Sennhelser HD -450
open air digital ready. dual plugs . .

Koss JCK/200
Kordless Stereophones /transrnitter .

$3495

$3995

$6495

.$89°'

Car Stereo

111= 11.'t 3SSi
 IommOrit~ ww.

21-W73181811111111101111111118004

Clarion 9772RT
ETR AM/FM Cassette Receiver
 Dig tot tuner with Magi lune FM  20-prese!
 Seek and scan tuning  Auto store  Dolby B none
'eduction  Boss and treble  Loudness  20 -ways
per charnel  4 -way basonce  Rernovabie cross,

e $22995tric

Clarion SE -3152
car Speakers 3.5"ducil cone .

Panasonic EA -1H65
SPeakers 65- 2 tray

Pioneer TSA-1640
Speakers AS 2 way. door mount

Pioneer GM -600
Power Amp 18 watts/channel .

(CLA 9772RT)

. . hair 51995

per544.5

.$6495

Pioneer KR -170041R
Cor Stereo AM/FM Supertuner canons $1899$

Panasonic CG -H05
Cor Stereo 7 5 walls/ch. cassette . . q799'

Sony CFS1020 3 -Piece AM/FM
Stereo Cassette Recorder

 AM FM stereo tuner  4 -band graphic
equalizer  Detachoble 2 -way speaker,  Auto
shut-oll  Auto recording level control  AC
adaptor  Requires 6 X D batteries

'ur,40 $454 95 (SON CF!1020)
Panasonic RX-FS460
AM /MA Cassette Stereo Portable . $699$

Sony CFS-W305
AM /FM Dual Cassette Stereo 9 . . .

Sony CFS-DW34
AM/FM/Dual Cassette EQ MegaBass . 9999$

JVC PC -1/66J
AM/FM /Cassette 3 -pc auto -rev EQ . . 149"
Sony CFD-50
Am/Fm/CD/Cassette Portable Stereo .

Sony CFD-750
AM /FM/CD/Dual Cassette Stereo . . $2999$

$7995

Cassette/Microcassette

Olympus Pearcorder S-914
Microcassette Recorder Kit

 2 -speeds  Variable voice activation  Fast
play  High low mic sensitivr y  Pause control
 Cue review  Rechargeable ni-cad battery
 Includes X860 tape & case

Priceour

$4995(PEA
E914KIT)

Sony TCM-71
Portable Cassette auto level . . . . 529"
Panasonic RN -122
Microcassette voice activated . . $59's
Panasonic RN -89
Microcassene auto reverse . . . . $899$
Pearlcorder S-930
Microcassene Recorder 2speed . . $99°'
Sony TCM-77V
CalSefle Recorder auto raven e . . . 189"
Morantz PMD-201
2 speed Mono Cassette Recorder pitch $229"

Phones/Answering Machines

AT&T

AT&T 5500
Cordless Telephone

 Corded sound quality  Indoor outdoor use
 Extended Ale batteries  Speokerphone
 Dual keypad  91 memory  10 cnonnels
 Digital security system  lighted dhll

Our

Price $169" (ATT 5500)

Phonernate 3950
Answering Machine/Phone remote . $5995

Panasonic KX-T1450
Phone Answering Machine tole remote 15995

Southwestern Boll 650 Mark!,
Cordless phone 1000 tt range . . . 569"
Sony IT -D150
Phone/speakerohone 32. dialer . . $79"
AT&T 1337
Digttoi Answering System remote . . . $119"
Sony ITA-205
Answering Machine & phone remote 919"

Personal Portables

Sony WM-FX16
AM/FM Cassette Walkman

 Compact size  Mega Bass  Anti -rolling
--echonisrn  Metal tape capability  Automatic

 Oven the -ear Mega Boss headphones
 Belt -clip  Requires 2 X AA bOtlene5

ore $4495
Pr

Sony WM-2051
Cossette Walkman auto reverse

Panasonic ROV-152
AM/FM /Cassette auto -reverse . . $49C$

Sony WM-A53
Cossetle Sports Walkman. auto reverse

Panasonic IN1-V1110
AM/FM/Cossette, digitol tuner . . . . $69"
Sony WM-FX40
.41.1/Fm/Cassette Walkman digital tuner $7996

Sony WMF-2078
Sports AM/FM/Cossene Walkman . . '114"

(SON WMFX16)

$3495

.$59"

Shortwave Radio/Keyboards

Panasonic RF-B10
Compact 8 -Band Portable Radio
 :nortwave plus AM FM bands  Feather
r,,,, r1 bond & power controls  LED indicators
 2- speaker  Carry strop  Earphone lack
 Requires 2 X AA batteries

Our

LPT:o $7995 (PAN RF810)

Sony ICF-SW20
-World Bond Radio, AM/FM/SW compact $1/4"

Yamaha DD6
Electronic Drum Pads 100 PCM patterns $99°'
Sangean ATS-803
SW Radio IS bonds digital tuning . . 969°'
Panasonic RF-1165
FM/MW/LW/SW digital tuning . . . $229"
Casio CT -656
Keyboard. 61 keys MIDI compalibie . $249"
Sony ICF-Pro 80
AM/FM/SAW/LW/SW /Air/P511 Radio . . CALL

FREE
-

FREE CATALOGUE
For a FREE catalogue call toll -tree
800-221-8180. ot Write:
AR Music World
Department SR0991
59-50 Queens -Midtown Expressway
Maspeth, NY 11378

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

TO ORDER BY MAIL:
SEND MONEY ORDER, CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CHECK, MASTERCARD, VISA, AMERICAN EXPRESS or DISCOVER CARD (Include interbank No.
expiration date and signature ) TO. Jai? NUM WORLD, DEPT. SR0991, 5949 QUEENS-NIDIOWN EXPRESSWAY, MASPET14, QUEENS, NY
11378. Personal and business chocks must clear our Authorization Corner before processing. Shipping, Handling & insurancoCharge

of Total Order with a $4.95 minimum (Canadian Orders Add 15% Shipping, with o $9 95 minimum charge.) For shipments by air,
pleas* double those charges. $25 MINIMUM ORDER. DO NOT SEND CASH. SORRY, NO C.O.D.'S. NEW YORK RESIDENTS PLEASE ADD SALES TAX.

ORDERS SUBJECT TO VERIFICATION AND ACCEPTANCE.
ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH, AND 800% GUARANTEED. Copyright 1991 JAR Music World

7A, ler r



re= SAVE MONEY, TIME AND FREIGHT ON FAMOUS BRAND STEREO EQUIPMENT
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illinoit audio (800) 621-8042 (312) 664-0020
Hours: Monday thru Saturday 9-5

12 E. DELAWARE PLACE  CHICAGO, IL 60611

LOUDSPEAKERS CASSETTE DECKS RECEIVERS CD PLAYERS

TECHNICS SBL-40
Powerful

Loudspeaker System
 Linear Phase 2 -Way System  Large

()tam 10" Woofer  Anti -resonance cabinet
 Attractive Woodgroin Finish

CALL FOR PRICE
JENSEN 3120 List
12.3 way 13995 SALES74ri

WHARFECAI.E
DIAMOND II List
41/4" 2 way 150.00 SALES90%

JBL 3800
8" 3 way

TECHNICS SB660
10" 3 -way bass reflex

JBL 62T
6"2 way

List
279 00 SALE51419r0

CALL FOR PRICE

List
115 00 SALES699,1

PORTABLES

SONY WM-F2068
AM/FM Stereo Radio

Cassette player
 Dolby B NR  Auto -reverse with direction

and mode selectors  Variable Mega
Bass. Ultra -light MDR headphones

$8995 SALE '5495List

SONY D-11

CD Player 1491.95 SALES12995
Discman Port

SONY CFD-50

wimic mixing 1491.95 SALES159"
At4iFMICDICass.

SONY CFD-460
CD/Coss ASAIFMI2 Dubbing. 3 pc

11/

,2
JVC PCX-200
ASSIFM CD,Cass List tn,.00
3 -pc 399.95 SALE "L

TECHNICS SLXIP-2
Port CD Player CALL FOR PRICE

AUTO

vSCC

PANASONIC CO -DP 30
 AM FM CD I bit Mash  22.2 Amp

CALL FOR PRICE

111 JBL T-900 SALE 579"

SANYO ER -500

Usl

IAR 249.95 SALES12995

IMMO
amp 1496 SALES179"
240 watt tri-modp

11
1.1

1289.95 SA LE 989"

=21
TEAC W-995RX

Double Cassette Deck
 Auto reverse  Full function wireless

remote  Dolby' BC atm N R
 One touch dubbing

List
5799.00

TEAC V2IISCHX
Dolby BIC HX Pro

TEAC W450R
Dubbing A/R. List
DolbY 8 & C.... 28995 SALE6159"

Mlfs
Dolby' Et Deck*, List
auto -rev 199.95 SALES14995

JVC TDR-441
Dolby. BIC HX-Pro
Auto rev

TECHNICS
SV-DA10
DA. DAT-Deck.
Mash DlA Converter

JVC TD -161505
Twin HI-FI auto reverse, Dolby
HX-Pre BIC N R CALL FOR PRICE

TEAC V -970X
Dolby' HX-Pra 3HD List
remote. DBX 79995 SALES469"

$0 (o

TECHNICS SA-GX505
Quartz Synthesized

AM/FM Stereo Receiver
 110x2 wont  10x2 rear  13 center

 Dolby' Pro -Logic Surround

CALL FOR PRICE

rACZ PAS

1254 front. 20x2 rear,
20 center. Dolby'
Pro -Logic Surround

SANSUI RZ-9500
Dolby' Pro Logic,
REM., 5 than 11004. list

95 SALES499"30x2.40s1)

MOD
Front 100 wan ch., rear
20 watt ch., learning
remote CAA FOR PRICE

TECHNICS SA -OX 100
40 watkch ; AIV
remote control . CAA FOR PRICE

JVC RX-505V
80x2 front, 40x2 rear.
Dolby. Surround CALL FOR PRICE

JVC RX-905V
Dolby, Pro -Logic
Digital Sound Processing CALL FOR PRICE

AUDIO TAPE VIDEO
MAXELL XLII 100
High Bias

MAXELL R -600M
Digital tape

MAXELL MXS-90
Metal Bias

TDK SAX -90
High -Rios 101.619"
SONY SR -90
metal can 10 io/819"
TDK T-120
El4G 101.634"

HEADPHONES
SONY MDR-CD6 t ist $11995
Digital Stereo

SALE$6995Headphones

List
50.00

List
69.95

AKG K-55

AZDEN DSR18

SENNHEISER List
HD -490

KOSS JCK-200
Wireless headphone
system

SONY MDR 1F5K
Cordless
Headphones

11900

List
150 00

List
199 95

SALE '45995
List
14595 SALES89"

CALL FOR PRICE

CALL FOR PRICE

10 ,,,s225°

1699

10,0,627"

SALES3r

SALES399S

SALES 89"

sALEs89"

sAirs99"

List
54995 SALES34995

PIONEER CLD-1080
LaserdIsc 'ICD Player

 All Disc Talents  High Quality Picture
 High Quality Sound  8X Oversampling
 20 bit compact OEIC  Remote Contra

CALL FOR PRICE
JVC HRD-970 List
HiF i. 4HD Jog Shuttle ..699.00 SALE $499"

SONY SLV-585
Remote Control VHS HIFI,
Videocassette recorder CALL FOR PRICE

SONY MDP-333
Remote Multi -disc
player CALL FOR PRICE

AZDEN AVS-20
Video switcher
w mic mixing `119t13995 SALES9995

AUDIO -SOURCE
SS -

With Dolby. Pro -Logic CALL FOR PRICE

JVC-FIRS6700U
S -VHS, MK 4 HD CALL FOR PRICE

PANASONIC LX -200
Remote Loser Disci
CD Player. Auto -rev.
Laser format. Optical List
Output 00 SALE 599"

11
11

11
1.1

11
Si,

11
CD -1192 1.SHERWOOD

B. Oversampkng remote ..CALL FOR PRICE

11

1,1

TECHNICS
SL,PS700
I bit Mash

JVC XLZ-441
1 bit DAC
8x Oversarnpling

TECHNICS
SL -
Mash digital to
analog converter

CALL FOR PRICE

..CALL FOR PRICE

CALL FOR PRICE

TEAC AD -1
CD combo

B 10995 SALE516995

TENDS
SLPC-505
CD changer, 5 Disc
Mash

LidS
219.95 SALE 159

BHDPARS

1 bit. Mash, front loading
remote CALL FOR PRICE

JVC XLA1-S0S
I bit DAC remote

JVC-XLZ-611
Dual 18 bit. DAC
Digital outputs

CALL FOR PRICE

List
480 00 SALES279"

TURNTABLES

Mimi, audio

MEE
iTECHNICS SL-PG300

Programmable
Compact Disc Player

 A new generation of CD player using the
MASH Digital -to -Analog converter

 10 key direct access on front panel
& remote control

CALL FOR PRICE

TECHNICS SL -0333
Quartz Direct Drive

Turntable
 Automatic dual motor system
 Gimbal suspension tone arm

CALL FOR PRICE

TECHNICS SL 12001I
 Quartz -locked direct
drive manual turntable
with tone arm

SHURE
M.111HE

CALL FOR PRICE

List
..14995 SALES5790

AUDIO TECHNICA AT 155LC
Linear contact List
Spec buy 29995 SALES11995

1.1

1.1

Si'
1.1

11

MIDI SYSTEMS

PANASONIC SC-CH10
Lifestyle Component System

 Dolby' Pro logic  CD player  Quartz
synthesized AMIFM stereo tuner wI26

presets  5 band gr eq.  Dbl auto -rev toss
deck  3 way spkr. sys  35 key full remote

CALL FOR PRICE
SONY MHC-1500
Hi-fi mini stereo system
Amplifier, Tuner, Dbl auto
reverse cassette deck.
CD player

SANSUI MHC-3000
Midi system
w 5 Disc Carousel List
CD changer 99995 SALE $599"

4..21.1.111,11111 INIVIN11111.:=1.11IM 111.11M4M.WW!1:11:1M IM:1111,6111:1M11111.1MMIGIII:111. 
14111.1.1 .11:=1.401 al OW 41111111:11:6111:111:11 IND INII:=1-01111M.M:=1:11:11:INKO

12 E. Delaware Pl., Chicago 60611

NOTE: This is lust a partial listing of our exten-
sive inventory. Please call for quotes on addi-
tional Items or to request a free price list.

Prices in this ad are for
mail-order only. Freight
charges not included in
prices All merchandise
shipped brand new. fac-
tory fresh with full war-
ranty. Not responsible for
typographical errors.
Prices and availability
subject to change

=A
RETURN POLICY: Equipment received within the first
14 days from date of shipment may be returned to
us for repair or replacement at no additional
charge' After the 14 day period it is the manufac-
turers resonsibility to repair or replace on item
through their U.S warranty NOTE: Certain manufac-
turers require all returns to be processed directly
through them and not through us so please ask
when making your purchase. All cancellations
are subject to a service charge.

Does not Include shipping tees

CALL FOR PRICE

1.1



Recent discs and

cassettes reviewed by

Robert Ackart, Richard freed, David Hall,

Eric Salzman, and David Patrick Stearns

MI\
Classical Music

BARBER: Symphony No. 1, Op. 9; Piano
Concerto, Op. 38. John Browning (pi-
ano); Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra,
Leonard Slatkin cond. Souvenirs, Op. 28.
John Browning, Leonard Slatkin (pi-
ano). RCA VICTOR ® 60732 -2 -RC (70
min), © 60732 -4 -RC.

Performance: Very good
Recording: Superb

Samuel Barber's First Symphony, writ-
ten in 1935-1936, is still among the finest
American essays in the genre, and the
musical language represents Barber at
his most powerfully Romantic. While
Leonard Slatkin's well -knit new reading
is better than the two other recordings
currently available (both analog), it lacks
the tension and sinewy quality brought
to the score by Artur Rodzinski with the
NBC Symphony in 1938 or by Howard
Hanson in his 1954 Mercury recording.

The 1962 Piano Concerto is a prover-
bial knucklebuster with considerably
more harmonic astringency than the
symphony. The ferocious ostinato finale
has much in common with the idiom of
the "Dance of Vengeance" from the
Medea music. John Browning played the
premiere of the concerto, with Erich
Leinsdorf and the Boston Symphony,
and he subsequently recorded it with
George Szell and the Cleveland Orches-
tra on Columbia. As in that 1964 record-
ing, Browning plays the work here with
blazing virtuosity in the outer move-
ments and all the tenderness one could
want in the central canzona.

Slatkin and the orchestra provide
splendid collaboration in the concerto,
though in terms of tempo and phrasing
the performance is more expansive than
Szell's tautly woven canvas. The record-
ed sound is far more ingratiating than in
the Columbia recording, however, with
ample depth imaging and a rich bass line.
The piano is expertly balanced and su-
perbly reproduced. The one strong com-
petitor in the catalog is Tedd Joselson's
recording with the London Symphony

Explanation of Symbols
© = Tape cassette

= LP record
= Compact disc (timings are

to the nearest minute)

under Andrew Schenck on ASV (Barber
modified some of the fingerwork to ac-
commodate Joselson's small hands).

A surprise bonus is Souvenirs, best
known in its orchestral dress for Todd
Bolender's ballet of the same name.
Here we have the four -hand piano ver-
sion in which the music was first record-
ed (by Arthur Gold and Robert Fizdale
for Columbia in 1952). The six move-
ments add up to a charmingly affection-
ate study in nostalgia. Browning and
Slatkin make a wonderful keyboard
team, and their joy in musicmaking
shines through every measure. The
sound is top of the line. D. H.

BARTOK (arr. Serly): Cello Concerto
(see DVORAK)

BRAHMS (arr. Thomas): Wir Wandelten
(see BRITTEN)

BRITTEN: Simple Symphony; Variations
on a Theme of Frank Bridge. BRAHMS
(arr. Thomas): Wir Wandelten. ZORAN:
Cartoon. Kreisler St ring Orchestra. FAC-
TORY CLASSICAL © Facd226 (51 min).

Performance: Tight, man
Recording: Even tighter

Call it the Nigel Kennedy syndrome, if
you will, but don't be put off from this
artistically valid, rather desirable record
of string -orchestra music by its frag-
mented, MTV -style cover art and unin-
formative notes full of pop jargon. The
Kreisler String Orchestra is apparently a
British counterpart to New York's Or-
pheus Chamber Orchestra in that its
players are mostly young and there is no
conductor. Though it hasn't the refine-
ment of the Orpheus ensemble, it cer-
tainly exhibits virtuosity, intelligence,
taste, and passion in this collection of
highly colorful, too -rarely recorded
pieces by Britten and Brahms, plus Eric
Zoran's Cartoon, a mad little 8 -minute
waltz that speeds through so many color-
istic and textural changes, it's a minia-
ture odyssey.

The album's programming seems to be
thematic, somewhat in the fashion of a
Kronos Quartet recording, though not
with as clear a theme. In any case, the
two Britten performances are welcome,
especially for the orchestra's strong
sense of ensemble. Sometimes it sounds
like a single instrument, a remarkable
feat considering that the recording is
unforgivingly engineered with what
sounds like one microphone to an instru-
ment. The approach gives each string
line a vibrance and immediacy but leaves
no room for ambience. I wasn't bothered
by the sound quality, but some people
might be. D.P.S.

CORIGLIANO: Symphony No. 1. Ste-
phen Hough (piano); John Sharp (cello);

Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Daniel
Barenboim cond. ERATO @ 2292 45601-2
(41 min).

Performance: Scintillating
Recording: Live and excellent

John Corigliano's Symphony No. 1, of
which this is the premiere recording, is
easily among the best pieces to come out
of the current renaissance of American
orchestral music. Inspired by the rage
and grief the composer feels in the midst
of the AIDS epidemic, the symphony is
searing music full of some of the most
evocative effects this side of Berlioz. A
dreamy, off-stage piano in the first
movement portrays a concert pianist
who died of the disease, and the mad

Corigliano: searing First Symphony

tarantella of the second movement por-
trays a friend of Corigliano's who suf-
fered from AIDS dementia. The third
movement is a bit more abstract, its
melodies all inspired by eulogies, inter-
woven in a chaconne.

As fascinating as it is to examine how
the work's programmatic underpinnings
translate into music, its visceral appeal
intensifies on repeated listenings, after
you quit following the program so close-
ly. Purely as music, the symphony is
richer than some Richard Strauss tone
poems. Corigliano has consolidated
many twentieth-century innovations
with confidence and clarity of vision;
whie the intensity of the work's emo-
tionalism suggests Mahler and Shosta-
kovich, the sense of organization occa-
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sionally suggests serialism. Leonard
Bernstein's symphonies, with their liter-
ary programs and distinctive chord
structures, also seem to have been an
influence, but most of all the symphony
recalls the music of Alfred Schnittke, the
great Soviet composer whose nightmar-
ish sound collages are truly a language
for the final quarter of this century.
Corigliano has absorbed Schnittke's
techniques into his personal style, and
he shows a spectacular command of the
orchestra's coloristic resources and a
tighter sense of organization.

Daniel Barenboim hasn't conducted
such an important recording in years.
There's no Furtwanglerian lingering
over the music's tortured terrains; he

Dutoit: well-rounded Pelleas et Mit;lisunde

lets the piece take off like a train speed-
ing out of control. It constantly threatens
to derail but somehow always stays on
course. A triumph. D. P. S.

DEBUSSY: Pellet's et Milisande. Colette
Alliot-Lugaz (soprano), Melisande; Di-
dier Henry (baritone), Pelleas; Gilles
Cachemaille (bass), Golaud; Pierre Thau
(bass), Arkel; Claudine Carlson (mezzo-
soprano), Genevieve; Francoise Golfier
(soprano), Yniold. Montreal Symphony
Orchestra and Chorus, Charles Dutoit
cond. LONDON ® 430 502-2 two CD's
(151 min).

Performance: Splendid
Recording: Luscious

For many fanatical admirers ofPelleas et
Melisande, this recording will be an an-
swer to their prayers. It combines the
greatest French opera with this genera-
tion's greatest interpreters of French
symphonic music, Charles Dutoit and
the Montreal Symphony Orchestra.
Even with the considerable competition
in the catalog (no available Pelleas is less
than noteworthy), this recording stands
with the very best, alongside the classic
1941 EMI set led by Roger Desormiere.

Dutoit's recording is almost every-
thing that the gorgeous but dramatically
inert Karajan set on EMI/Angel prom-
ised to be. While Karajan's string -domi-
nated textures were so relentlessly beau-
tiful that the opera talked in a mellifluous
monotone, Dutoit's version has an often
startling coloristic range that effectively
reveals the enigmatic characters. There
are times when Dutoit's interpretation
needs a little seasoning, and some scenes
are not given their full dramatic weight
because he is more concerned with cre-
ating a clear dramatic arc, but his treat-
ment of Melisande's death in Act V is a
highly moving payoff:

The cast is not up to Karajan's, how-
ever. Colette Alliot-Lugaz's Melisande

is more outgoing and sunny than Kara-
jan's Frederica von Stade, who gives her
character an exceptional vulnerability
combined with an inner toughness. Di-
dier Henry's Pelleas occasionally disap-
points; his baritone hasn't enough lyrical
upper range to let the love music soar.
The other vocal performances, though
below star quality, are thoughtful and
serious. Overall, while Dutoit's set
doesn't reach all the high points of the
opera, it's a better -rounded realization
than most others.

DVORAK: Cello Concerto in B Minor,
Op. 104. BART6K (arr. Serly): Cello
Concerto. Janos Starker (cello); Saint
Louis Symphony Orchestra, Leonard
Slatkin cond. RCA Vicrod © 60717 -2 -
RC (61 min), © 60717 -4 -RC.

Performance: Excellent
Recording: Fine

Janos Starker's third recording of the
Dyadic Cello Concerto finds him in top
form all the way and in a considerably
more soulful vein-in the last pages of
the slow movement especially-than in
his 1%2 Mercury reading with Antal
Dorati and the London Symphony. In

approaching the orchestral part, Leon-
ard Slatkin lines up with those conduc-
tors who stress the music's meltingly
lyrical aspects wherever possible (as in
the lengthy opening tutu) rather than
with the likes of George Szell, Vdclav
Neumann, or Charles Mackerras, all of
whom take a sterner view of the work.
It's a matter of taste which approach you
prefer. RCA's sound is lively and rich.

The unusual coupler is a concerto by
Bela Bartok, commissioned for the vio-
list William Primrose, that was complet-
ed after thrift's death by his friend and
colleague Tibor Serly. Serly recast the
work for cello, apparently following a
hint by Bartok, before the premiere of
the viola version in 1949, but the alterna-
tive version was unplayed until Starker
revived it for the Banff Festival in Cana-
da in 1981. Except for some adjustments
to accommodate the cello's lower range,
the music is identical in both versions.
Although the first movement seems a bit
scrappy by BartOk's standards, the con-
certo is pleasant listening and some-
times-as in the central Adagio religion
and the transition to the dance finale-
even poignantly moving.

The superb 1951 recording by Prim-
rose, with Serly conducting, is still avail-
able on LP on the Bartok label. Starker
and Slatkin take a more lyrically expan-
sive view of the opening pages but other-
wise stick pretty close to the Primrose-
Serly pacing (I have not heard the other
available recordings). The performance
has ample vitality and richness, with
sonics to match. D.H.

DVORAK: Te Deum (see JANAtEK)

FAURE: Piano Quartets No. 1, in C
Op. 15, and No. 2, in G Minor, Op.

45. Ames Piano Quartet. DORIAN OO
DOR-90144 (66 min).

Performance: Appealing
Recording: Vivid

The Ames Quartet was formed fifteen
years ago at Iowa State University and is
now in residence there. Not long ago
these players made their debut recording
for Dorian in the two piano quartets of
Dvotak, who was among the most cele-
brated of foreign visitors to their state.
Faure never made it to Iowa, but he
seems to have gotten to the Ames Quar-
tet. These are very appealing perfor-
mances, with no concession to stereo-
typed views of the composer. The
approach is straightforward and full-
blooded, with a fine appreciation of the
wit in the two scherzos, the genuine
tenderness in the slow movements, and
the music's natural pulse throughout.

The Ames may not be quite as subtle
and idiomatic as the French musicians
who recorded these works for Erato
more than twenty years ago (available all
too briefly on CD), but this Dorian issue
goes to the top of the very short list of
currently available versions. The re-
cording itself might have been a little
softer in focus-it is close up and shows
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a flash of fierceness now and then-but
overall it is vivid, well defined, and well
suited to the character of the perfor-
mances. R.F.

HAYDN: Quartets in G Major and F Ma-
jor, Op. 77, Nos. 1 and 2; Quartet in D
Minor, Op. 103 (unfinished). Takacs
Quartet. LONDON ® 430 199-2 (61 min).

Performance: Smooth
Recording: Excellent

Since Haydn's last two, and greatest,
fully proportioned string quartets add up
to only 50 minutes' playing time, the idea
of packaging with them the andante and
menuet that were to have been the mid-
dle movements of a subsequent one
makes excellent sense. We have in fact
had at least three such packages in the
last year or two, all with "period instru-
ment" ensembles. The Takacs Quartet
gives a great deal of pleasure, as one
would expect from this excellent group's
recordings of Haydn's Op. 76 quartets,
though it is a somewhat different kind of
pleasure than the other groups offer. The
difference has less to do with the sound
of the respective instruments than with
the style of the performances. The Ta-
kacs players are very stylish indeed, but
theirs seems a rather streamlined style
when juxtaposed with any of the period -
instrument versions. They are more
open to the use of vibrato, less charac-
terful in their inflection of individual
phrases.

One might say, however, that the per-
formance of such works ought not to be
circumscribed by any of the limitations
faced by Haydn himself. The Takacs
approach gives us more of "the big pic-
ture," with a greater emphasis on overall
structure, and does so in a way that is
both elegant and enlivening. In the minu-
ets of the two Op. 77 quartets in particu-
lar, and in both movements of the unfin-
ished Op. 103, they seem to be making
the point that Haydn himself was not
bound by any real or imagined restric-
tions but was taking giant strides into a
future for which all his own work had
clearly paved the way. On its own terms,
such playing is hard to resist, and the
recording itself is exemplary. R.F.

HAYDN: Symphonies Nos. 22, 78, and 82
(see Best of the Month, page 68)

JANACEK: Glagolitic Mass. DVORAK:
Te Deem, Op. 103. Christine Brewer
(soprano); Marietta Simpson (mezzo-so-
prano); Karl Dent (tenor); Roger Roloff
(bass); Atlanta Symphony Chorus and
Orchestra, Robert Shaw cond. TELARC
@ CD -80287 (59 min).

Performance: Impressive
Recording: Likewise

The elemental power of Leot Janaeek's
totally individual treatment of the Mass
in Old Slavonic never fails to move, even
disturb, the listener. The celebratory
opening and closing instrumental move-
ments, the stunning organ toccata at the

conclusion of the Mass proper, the in-
cantatory Gloria, and the almost operat-
ic Credo are among the sections that
especially haunt the memory. Both the
choral and instrumental parts are highly
demanding, and some of the solo de-
mands, notably for the tenor, verge on
cruel and unusual punishment.

The conductor Robert Shaw, a finely
matched team of soloists, the superbly
trained Atlanta Symphony Chorus and
Orchestra, and the organist Norman
Mackenzie all acquit themselves most
impressively in this new CD. A major
advantage is the wonderfully rich and
warm recorded sound.

The Dyadic Te Deum was written
down just before the Czech master's
journey to America and was intended as
part of the celebration in 1892 of the four -
hundredth anniversary of Christopher
Columbus's landing in America. The fes-
tive opening is akin in spirit to the Carni-
val Overture, the "Tu Rex gloriae" is
appropriately solemn with a lovely bass
solo, "Aeterna fac" is in a Slavonic
dance vein, and the final movement
opens with a supplicatory solo for sopra-
no and concludes with resplendent alle-
luias. Again we have a first-rate, im-
mensely vital performance, beautifully
recorded. D.H.

MAHLER: Symphony No. 6, in A Minor;
Songs of a Wayfarer. Jessye Norman
(soprano, in songs); Berlin Philharmonic
Orchestra, Bernard Haitink cond. PHIL-
IPS ® 426 257-2 two CD's (103 min).

Performance: Tough-fibered
Recording: Outstanding

One normally thinks of Bernard Haitink
as a conductor whose readings of Mahler
and Bruckner are carefully thought out
and beautiful to hear but not necessarily
overwhelming. This Berlin recording of
the Mahler Sixth is definitely an excep-
tion to that rule. What is most extraordi-
nary throughout the performance is the
remarkably detailed recorded sound.
There is weight and momentum aplenty,
but also exquisitely limned details, such
as the sounds of cowbells, celesta, harp,
and the like in the pastoral episodes.

The opening march music is replete
with hobnailed boots a la Bernstein, but
the effect is relentless rather than frenet-
ic. In the grotesque scherzo, the record-
ing is particularly effective in letting us
savor the skeletal flavor of the xylo-
phone (the only place it figures in Mah-
ler's symphonic scoring). The poignant
Kindertotenlieder redolence of the slow
movement is fully realized in the delicate
intensity that finally pours forth in an
anguished outburst toward the end.

The crown of the performance is the
colossal finale, the impact of which
stems not from the famous climactic
hammer blows (there are two, as per
Mahler's final thoughts on the matter,
not three) but from the contrast between
the relentless momentum and the inter-
ludes that recall the 'Alma" motive
from the opening pages of the move -
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 3 Piece Satellite System
 3/4" Dome Tweeter

$566

Oct/ KFRt
PINNACLE PN5+
 2 Way Bookshelf Speakers
 Diaduct Port Design
 Polypropylene Woofer

$146

- -
BOSE AM3 BEST BUY! 399 DESIGN ACOUSTICS PS -3 296
BOSE SE -5 OR AM -5 599 INFINITY INFINTESIMAL 4' 396
BOSE AMSSII 749 INFINITY INFINTES MICRO' 376
B. ACOUSTICS SUB SAT6**376 JBL PRO III PLUS 496

ROI

ADS C400IS*
 2 -Way  Handles 100W
 6" Woofer  1" Dome Tw

$396
ADS C -3001S 276
BOSTON ACOUSTICS 325" 136
BOSTON ACOUSTICS 350" 216
BOSTON ACOUSTICS 360" 266
BOSTON ACOUSTICS 380" 376
INFINITY ERS- 500' .. 196

BOSE 101

INFINITY ERS-600' 246
INFINITY ERS-800' 396
JBL S3 6th Ave Priced!!
POLKAUDIO 6th Ave Priced!!
SONANCE 6th Ave Priced!!
NILES FULL LINE IN STOCK

 Music Monitor Mini Speakers
 Handles 60 Watts Per Channel

$146
BOSE 121 199 JBL PRO III 216
AUDIOSOURCE LS1 .... 116 I MEMOREX Vh(200 96

SONY CDP-X222ES*
 8x Oversampling  Random
 24 programmable Tracks
 Full Function Remote Control
ADCOM GCD-575' 466
CARVER SDA-450' 396
CARVER SDA-490r 496
DENON DCD-670* 226
DENON DCD-970' 306
DENON DCD-1560' 466
DENON DCD-2560' 546
DENON DCD-3560' 1096
LUXMAN 0/-i! 266
MAGNAVOX CD0-624 286
ARCAM ALPHA CD AUTHORIZED
NAD 5000' 386

SONY D-303
 Mega -Bass $276 1 Bit Technology _
SONY D180K .216 DENON DCP 50' 186
SONY 0-202 186 DENON DCP-150' 316
SONY D-35 266 JVC XLP-50 166
SONY D555 346 JVC XLP-70 CALL

NAD 5340' 316
NAKAMICHI CD PLAYER 4' 276
NAKAMICHI CD RAVER 3' 466
ONKYO DX -702' 176

ONKYO DX -704' 256
PROTON AC422 266
PHILIPS CD -60 396
SONY COP -591' 176
SONY CDP-991' 286
SONY CDP-X555ES' 716
YAMAHA C DX -550' 216
YAMAHA CDX 750' 296

RETAIL ONLY

331 Rt.4 WEST
PAR111111111S_ NJ

HOURS: 6 DAYS A WEEK MON THRU SAT 10-9

V V 110 LI/

0-DAY-YBACK
Returns accepted within 10 days (must be called in for prior authorization)
Products must be in original condition. Returns subject to restocking lee,

shipping and handling not refundable

NEXT DAY SERVICE
OVERNIGHT ANYWHERE IN THE

U.S., PUERTO RICO & USVI
CALL FOR PRICES SE HABLA ESPANOL

GUARANTEED DELIVERY
ON ALL ADVERTISED ITEMS

We do our best to have sufficient inventory
on all advertised products.

30 -DAY SPEAKER TRIAL
We want you to be acoustically satisfied. If the

speakers you buy don't sound as good as we said they
would, then lust send them back for an exchange.

PICTURES ARE FOR ILLUSTRATION ONLY. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS. AD REPRESENTS A SMALL



ASK ABOUT
6TH AVENUE'S

:XTENDED WARRANTY

YAMAHA CDC -805*
 5 Disc Carousel CD

 40 Track Program 

-
6 6 1 Bit D/A Converter

CARVER SDA-350' 316
DENON DCM-350" 266
DENON DCM-450' 346
DENON DCM777' .. IN STOCK
JVC XLM-505 236
NAD 5170' 566
NAKAkAICHI CD PLAYER 2' 626
ONKYO DXC-201' 226

ONKYO DXC-510' 346
SONY CDP-C315' 196
SCNY CDP-0515' 246
SONY CDP-C715' 326
SONY CDP-C67ES 326
TECHNICS SLPD-807 186
YAMAHA CCC-615' 246
YAMAHA CDC -705' 316

SONY CCD-F401
 2 Lux/Low Light  8:1 Zoon,_
 Remote  Digital Title eit

V96
SONY CCD-TR6 686 CANON Al DIGITAL .. 1356
SONY CCD-TR7 766 CANON LI Top Of The Line!
SONY CCDF501 876 JVC GR-303U 746
SONY CCDV701 1046 PANASONIC PV2I 696
CANON E65 746 PANASONIC PV -750 926
FULL MANUFACTURERS USA WARRANTY

CAR STEREO

ALPINE 7294S*
 AM/FM Cassette Receiver

Dolby,
Pull Oul DB&Cesign $436

ALPINE 7618' 456
ALPINE 7192 266
ALPINE 7292S' 296
ALPINE 7380' 276
ALPINE 7516' 356
BLAUPUNKT VANCOUVER 346
CLARION 9771 236
CLARION 3770 286
KENWOOD KRC-430' 226
KENWOOD KRC-730- 306
KENWOOD KRC-830' _346
NAKAMICHI 1D540 526
NAKAMICHI TD560' 686
NAKAMICHI Tuner Deck 1" 646
NAKAMICHI Tuner Deck 2' 466
NAKAMICHI Tuner Deck 3' 326
SONY XR5500' 216
SONY XR7600' 376
SONY XR7070' 266
SONY XR7180' 316
SONY XR7280' 366
SONY DTX-10' 'DAT 896
S.STREAM TC303* 296
VEC. RESEARCH VM-220P 246

RiPlumql
CONCORD CEO -7+
 8 Band E0 Wilh Crossover
 Subsonic Filler
 CD Input  LED -

s,,
ADS 642CSI 186
ALPINE 3319' 106
ALPINE 3331' 206
ALPINE 3339' 336
AUDIO CONTROL 2XS 96
AUDIO CONTROL 4XS 166
AUDIO CONTROL EGO 286
CLARION DSP-959E CALL
HI FONICS EPSILON _.146
KENWOOD KGC-9042' ....326
NAKAMICHI EC200' 186
SONY XEC-500' 116
SONY XEC-1000' 186
SONY XE-700' CALL
SONY XE-90 MKII" 166
SONY XE-8MKII 246
TECHNICS CYDA-3000 ...CALL

ADS PH -15
 300 Walls Power Amplifier
 6 Channels

-14.96 Bridgeable Amp
ADS P0-8'
ADS P0-10'
ADS P0-20'
ALPINE 3544'
ALPINE 3566'
CARVER M20201
CARVER M20501'
CARVER M40501'

----diHIFONICS ...Authorized Dealer
NAKAMICH I PA202* .. 246
NAKAMICHI PA302* .. 366
NAKAMICHI PA304 .. 386
ORION Authorized Dealer
PIONEER GM3000 CALL
PPI Authorized Dealer
R. FOSGATE PUNCH 45HD 226
R. FOSGATE PUNCH 75H0'316
R. FOSGATE PUNCH150HD 396
R. FOSGATE POWER300" CALL
SONY XM 5540F ..........376
S. STREAM 010011' .......266
S STREAM 020011* 376
S. STREAM MC 140X 376
S. STREAM MC 300' 636

366
546
446
496
126
276
436

YEF

DENON DCC-8770*
 8X Oversampling  AM/FM

CD Receiver sA 96
 Pull-Oul Design
ALPINE 5903' 366
ALPINE 7801' 426
ALPINE 7915' 426
ALPINE 7803' 486
ALPINE 7909' 766
CLARION 5670CD .....
DENON DCC-9770' _ 566
JVC KS-RX835 CALL
JVC XL -G4500 CALL
KENWOOD KDC-85R" 446
KENWOOD KDC-95R ....CALL
NAKAMICHI CD -760' . 896
NAKAMICHI CD -TUNER V586
PANASONIC CO-DP35 296
PIONEER DEH-760 IN
PIONEER DEH-770 STOCK
PIONEER COX -4 CALL
SONY CDX5040* 316
SONY CDX5080* 346
SONY CD 756 346
SOUNDSTREAM CD -308 -546

SONY CDX-A15*
 10 CD Changer  4X OS
 Trunk Mountable sgs06
 One Beam Laser -.J
ALPINE 59521/' 386
ALPINE 5957' 426
ALPINE 5959' 646
JVC XL-MKI200 CALL
KENWOOD KRC-C300' CALL
KENWOOD KRC-C400' ....516
NAKAMICHI CDCIOV 686
SONY CDX-A15RF 396
SONY CDX-A40RF" 466
SONY CDX-A100' 486
PIONEER CDX-FM45 IN
PIONEER CDX-M40 STOCK

MB QUART CIM218CS*
 2 -Way Component Syslem

 Handles
Crossover Inc. s266

80 Watts-
ADS 20015* ..... .... 216
ADS 30016" 276
ADS 32015* 396
ALPINE 6056AD' 176
B. ACOUSTICS 797' 156
B. ACOUSTICS 841' 146
B. ACOUSTICS 851- 166
B. ACOUSTICS 861- 176
B. ACOUSTICS PRO 4.2'  256
B. ACOUSTICS PRO 5.2'  276
B. ACOUSTICS PRO 6.2- 296
B. ACOUSTICS PROIO.OLF '196
BAZOOKA Authorized Dealer
INFINITY RS -693K 176
INFINITY RS -0S10' 276
INFINITY CS -1/0 346
INFINITY CS -5' 196
JBL 1500GTI 01

T06 IC6
KENWOOD KFC-6992' 156
MB QUART 0M215CS' 236
MB QUART 0M328::S" 436
NAKAMICHI SP1013' 146
NAKAMICHI SP65C' 256
ORION XTR WOOFERS.. CALL
POLK AUDIO MM6930' 186
PYLE FULL LINE IN STOCK
R. FOSGATE SPP124 276
S.STREAM SS10' . 176

TEL EVISIONf
PHILIPS 31 K391 SB
 31' High Definition 'IDTV'
 Color Picture -in -Picture
 Universal Remote Control

JVC C-1321 266
JVC AV -2081S 436
JVC AV -2771S 696
MITSUBISHI CS2611R 486
MITSUBISHI C53506R .. 1846
MITSUBISHI CS3521R ... CALL
RCA F20705DG TOP RATED

P 460

SONY KV-19TS20 336
SONY KV-20TS30 366
SONY KV-20EXR20 446
SONY KV-27EXR20 656
SONY KV-27XBR51 796
SONY KV-27XBR55 986
SONY KV-32XBR55 1636

RCA 635350WI: 35 TUBE SONY KV-32XBR51 .........1586
SONY KV-13TP24 246 TOSHIBA CZ3299K PIP...CALL
FULL MANUFACTURERS USA WARRANTY

PANASONIC PVM-1328 . 496 QUASAR W-8213 526
PANASONIC PVM-2028 .... 576 SONY GV-200 786
PANASONIC PVITA-2049 ....696 SONY GV-300 CALL

SHARP
VISION XV-120
 20-100" LCD Video Projection
 View From Any Angle
 Largest Authorized Dealer!
SHARP VISION KV-103 ... CALL I SHARP VISION XV-101 ...CALL
FULL MANUFACTURERS USA WARRANTY

C IA

0
1.0 0 - s a 0 CE:1011,00000 0 0 .) 0 0 90 0 0

MITSUBISHI HSU-54
 4 Head Hi-Fi Stereo MTS $A
 Full Function Remote Control 16,36 On Screen Programming

GO -VIDEO GV-2000 696
JVC IIRD-910U 396
JVC HRD-940U 426
JVC HRD-970U 456
JVC 1111S -5800U 646

HS -U32 296
MITSUBISHI HS -U55 496
MITSUBISHI HS -U82 1196

PANASONIC PV -4110 246
PANASONIC PV -4160 316
RCA V13 -66511F 6th Ave Priced!
SONY SLV -585H1 436
SONY SLV- 686Ue 476
SONY EVS-550 BMM 586
SONY EVS-900 INN 1596

TOSHIBA SV-F990 "PIP'CALL
FULL MANUFACTURERS USA WARRANTY

DENON LA -2000' 546 PHILIPS CDV-600 IN STOCK
DENON LA -3000' 696 RCA LDR-300 1 KIT 596
LASER KARAM IN STOCK SONY MDP-333' 396
PANASONIC LX -200 646 YAMAHA COV1700' 546

AllEforwsezeGa...1,-

imam.

AIWA NSX' -810
 CD Player  Receiver  Cassette
 Surround Sound Speakers
 55 Watts Per Channel  Remote
BOSE Ulra*I Mak System 1698
DENON D-200* 1146
DENON G05* 626
JVC MX -711 IN STOCK
NAKAMICHI MINI SYSTEM' . CALL
ONKYO PCS-06' 796

PANASONIC SCCH1O 746
PHILIPS A78900 296
PROTON A1300011 696
SANSU1 MC 3000 __ 746
SONY MHC 3600CD' CALL
YAMAHA YSTC11" 596

* PRODUCTS COME WITH 1 -YEAR 6TH AVENUE
ELECTRONICS WARRANTY ONLY ** 6TH AVE

ELECTRONICS IS NOT AN AUTHORIZED DEALER OF
BOSTON ACOUSTICS MERCHANDISE AND THE

MANUFACTURER'S WARRANTY DOES NOT APPLY

fir: ev,t

WE ARE PLEASED TO ACCEPT THESE MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

24 HOUR FAX ORDER LINE
201 489-1396

PLEASE INCLUDE NAME, PHONE NUMBER 8 ADDRESS

CUSTOMER SERVICE
201 489-1792

HOURS: MONDAY - FRIDAY 10 AM - 6 PM
PLEASE DO NOT CALL THIS NUMBER FOR PRICES

RETAIL ONLY

1024 & 1030
6th AVENUE. N

HOURS: 7 JAYS A WEEK MON-SAT 10-6:30 SUN 11-5

PERCENTAGE OF INVENTORY. CONSUMER AFFAIRS LICENSE NEW YORK # 805697 A # 816928. PRICES VALID THRU 10/1/91



A Brecht/Weill Hit

0

N LY six years separate the first and
last collaborations of Kurt Weill
and Benoit Brecht. The original
Mahagonny texts were written in
the mid -1920's and set in 1927 as a
kind of ironic chamber cantata, the

Mahagonny Songspiel, for a modern -mu-
sic festival. The operatic version (The
Rise and Fall of the City of Mahagonny)
came a little later and, in fact, provoked
the breakup of this famous team. Only in

Ute Lemper: sweet and tough

1933, already in exile in Paris, did Weill
and Brecht come together one last time,
for The Seven Deadly Sins, a ballet chante
for George Balanchine.

The Mahagonny Songspiel and The
Seven Deadly Sins have much in com-
mon-both are bitter critiques of bour-
geois capitalism set in an imaginary
America and take the form of a religious
cantata (one or two sopranos, male quar-
tet) that turns conventional morality up-
side down-and it is astonishing to hear
how different they are. The difference is
in Kurt Weill.

When he wrote the Mahagonny Song -
spiel, Weill was the brilliant young icon-
oclast who, under the spell of Brecht's
powerful personality, had produced  an
amazing mélange of modern music, pop,
religiosity, and cutting satire. Six years
later, by then a successful and experi-
enced theater composer and fresh from a
collaboration with Georg Kaiser (a much
more spiritual and humanistic writer
than Brecht), Weill's style had matured.
Although never as successful or influen-
tial as some of his other European
works, The Seven Deadly Sins is a most
moving and masterly synthesis of every-
thing he had done to that date. Weill
himself regarded it as "the finest score
I've written up to now." It combines his

through -composed, operatic style with
closed, pop -influenced musical numbers
and puts the German religious/chorale
tradition together with modern vocal and
dramatic writing. A masterpiece.

I have not been an unqualified fan of
the work of either Ute Lemper or John
Mauceri, but their new recording of The
Seven Deadly Sins does nothing less than
put it at the top of the Weill hit list. This
is not the "original" but rather a version
for low voice made by one Wilhelm
BrOckner-Rtiggeberg for Lotte Lenya af-
ter Weill's death (it puts the original
soprano part in pure chest -voice pop
range). But it suits Lemper as the two
Annas from Louisiana (one a singer, one
mainly a dancer). The upside-down mo-
rality tells us what it takes to make it in a
dog-eat-dog world-and from a wom-
an's point of view. The male quartet-
which plays the two Annas' family-is
exquisitely and simultaneously fatuous
and menacing as they egg Anna I and
Anna II on and on again with pious and
hypocritical moralizing. The tone, sweet
and nasty, is perfect.

Mauceri and the RIAS Berlin Sinfon-
ietta project the symphonic dimensions
of this work with remarkable energy and
forward drive. Perhaps the outstanding
quality of the performance is the intense,
exquisite phrasing, which runs from the
powerful, insinuating solos of Lemper
(low -voice edition or no, she really sings
the part) to the barber -shop ironies of the
quartet to the truly rousing orchestral
passages. This is a sophisticated piece
about the journey and corruption of inno-
cents (and innocence), and this perfor-
mance and recording carries us for-
ward-sweetly and toughly-at every
moment. It is, we can hear, one of the
great musical journeys of the century.

I have neglected the Songspiel partly
because it is more of a known quantity,
partly because the otherwise excellent
performance here lacks a bit of the extra
energy and distance that the piece needs.
The levels of involvement and dynamic
espressivo that makes The Seven Deadly
Sins work perfectly blunts the razor-
sharp edges of the early Mahagonny.
Still, even slightly softened, this is a
deeply thought and finely realized com-
panion performance, and it is fascinating
to see and hear, side by side, the similar-
ities and differences between the two.

Eric Salzman

WEILL: The Seven Deadly Sins; Maha-
gonny Songspiel. Ute Lemper (vocals);
Helmut Wildhaber, Peter Haage (tenor);
Thomas Mohr (baritone); Manfred Jung-
wirth (bass); Susanne Tremper (sopra-
no); Jeffrey Cohen (piano); RIAS Berlin
Sinfonietta, John Mauceri cond. LON-
DON ® 430 168-2 (66 min).

ment. Unlike Riccardo Chailly in his
Concertgebouw reading for London,
Haitink does not let the "Alma" motive
emerge from a wash of sound but places
it very distinctly within a firmly stated
harmonic context. The Berlin Philhar-
monic's performance is a dare -all affair
for strings and brasses alike. Even by
Karajan's standards Haitink has these
musicians playing well above their
heads. The epilogue is the most blackly
despairing I have yet encountered, and
the final A -minor chord is soul -shatter-
ing. Clearly, this recorded performance
ranks with the ones by Karajan, Tenn-
stedt, Bernstein, and Horenstein.

In the Songs of a Wayfarer, which fill
out the second disc, Jessye Norman's
vocal delivery seems a bit ripe for the
first two songs, but she is in her element
with the near -operatic passions of the
third. She takes the final song, one of
heartbreak and resignation, at a daringly
slow tempo, and even if you don't agree
with the somewhat mannered interpreta-
tion, you'll be bowled over by the pure
vocal magic. D. H.

MENDELSSOHN: Violin Concertos in E
Minor and D Minor (see Best of the
Month, page 65)

MUSSORGSKY (arr. Ravel): Pictures at
an Exhibition. MUSSORGSKY (arr.
Rimsky-Korsakov): Night on Bald Moun-
tain. RAVEL: Valses Nobles et Sentimen-
tales. New York Philharmonic, Giu-
seppe Sinopoli cond. DEUTSCHE GRAM-
MOPHON ® 429 785-2 (67 min).

Performance: Resplendent
Recording: Handsome

Giuseppe Sinopoli has the New York
Philharmonic playing at the very top of
its form here-and not in Avery Fisher
Hall but in the wide-open spaces of
Manhattan Center (the production team
seems to have tamed its hitherto obtru-
sive reverberation).

In its emphasis on sharp delineation,
Sinopoli's Pictures is an orchestral coun-
terpart to Mikhail Pletnev's fascinating
Virgin Classics recording of the original
solo -piano score (also reviewed in this
issue). The opening "Promenade" is on
the deliberate and thoughtful side but
graced by splendid golden sonority from
the Philharmonic brass. The central epi-
sode of "Gnomus" is more than usually
spooky, and the saxophone solo in "II
Vecchio Castello" is elegantly melliflu-
ous and dreamlike. The "Bydlo" oxcart
episode, with some wonderful tuba
work, is massive almost to the point of
menace. The "Unhatched Chicks." in
contrast, are utterly endearing. "Li-
moges" is an exercise in blazing virtuos-
ity. In the "Catacombs" the low brass
are at their very best in the passage
leading up to the plangent trumpet solo
and in the mysterious episode of the
glowing skulls. The highlight of the "Hut
on Fowls' Legs" is the bridge -bowing
effect toward the close-the best I've
heard it done since Rafael Kubelik's
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While Others Promise...Sound Cit Delivers

N -IT
The
Video
Speaker

ALL MODELS NOW IN STOCK
Model 1 3 Model 2 Zero
Model I SW 1 M100
 Model 2.3  $W2 'Model Vii
CALL FOR CURRENT PRICES

TOP
RATED

ADC SS525 Equalizer/Analyzer
Auto room/spookor °quantal.° dbs
loclvology romolo control  12
bonds/ch .4 mon-sores for storing
crvos Procosan °Archon. 2 dB/
slop E Qcontrols OvorsitedIburos-
cent real lino deploy Contiotod
elolrel condenser rnic supplied
.Sloop infrasonic tiler tot clean bass Best Pric

MPI

2:9
LUXMAN DESIGN SERIES __

LI OMAN
t UL

P007 FULLY AUTOMATIC
TURNTABLE SYSTEM

no turntable stows auto or rranual site
non w/33 or 45 rpm speeds May be

,relIZTri:rM'Cd 'rst
>r I1 $199

ORIGINALLY 1350 NOW 

PRO LOGIC
RECEIVER

 Front: 130 w/Ch
 Rear: 20 watts/ch Brand Nome Now On
 Learning remote control
 7 -band spectrum analyzer $ 4 6 9
 Dolby Pro Logic surround souna

TECHNICS SUPER SALE
SA-GX700 -
 3 -band paramet-
ric ECI w/15 bond
spectrum analyzer
Dolby 100 w/ch RC

51-1200 -
THE DJ

100 w/ch. Remote
TURNTABLE

CALL FOR CURRENT PRICES

SA -GX500 -
Paramehic EQ w/
15 band spectrum
onolyzer Dolby

dbx.  LAST CALL 
1BX-DS ry;..a.comitrei SX-10

Enh
$44Dynamic Range Expander Video Sound

Dynamic ancer
Expond /Compress the dynamic I SX-20
range by up to 50%
impact recovery *.' Vdeo Sound $ 44

Impact Restorer
p

PROTON
SD1000 SURROUND SOUND PROCESSOR

Remote control surround
sound processor 50dB
sepeorotion. Cinemo/Musc, Bypass sett.ngs Acheives
separation enhancement between Orig.
adjacent ch. 7 Ch w/sub output. r mod

SURROUND SOUND

CAR STEREOS
We Carry A Full Line Of
AM/FM Cassette Receivers
CD Changers
Cor Amplifiers Cor Speakers
Radar Detectors

 - .

Car CD Player
As Low As

$269

LASER
DISC

PLAYERS
ALL BRANDS  IN STOCK

 S -VHS OUTPUT W/REMOTE
AS LOW AS

BBE 1002  SONIC MAXIMIZER

Sound Inc.
The most hearable advance A199
In audio technology since ONL
Hi-Fi itself Also Available BBE 3012 for your car

'EPICURE
LOOP 501 A 5155

TSUPER
SPEAKER
--SALE

z

MODEL 4 MODEL 5
Onel' hveetqr Onel" tweeter
and 1- 8' and 1-6'

1/2 PRICk.---woofer woofer
04;11m:0490 NO Sriginal '350 NOW

$245pr$175p,
14414jelii

FACTORY
AUTHORIZED

 Variable sensrlivity adjustable tube length
 Suitable for omps w/lOw to 200w output
 Roll off above 100Hz so Oust it Cant be lo
Celled by eor Giving
that all around sound $229
Also DM 550 Bookshelf s poser $259

JVC HRD850U  Sonic Brilliance
Oval cut DA 4-hd
Hi-Fi VCR system

 Digital quad picture -
In -picture

 Digital audio/vidprogrammingeo tracking
ee

ALSO AVAILABLE FIRD970U. HR558000,e CALL Dual-scrn w/femot

LUXMAN DESIGN SERIES

I 1 \ I V \1I \

0007 DIGITAL SURROUND
MASTER

Surround Sound adapts w/duol
graphic E0 contalrli amps for cc spine 4
preeettable equalization
curves w/sep adj for MR
ORIGINALLY 4150 NO

4ilio

CORDLESS
STEREO

HEADPHONES
Umzes crystal

onhozd.t

- $78

',-,,,Figa''''hpYshtotA,CF-cCD4ALL

SENNHEISER HD -490
Digital stereo $ 87
headphones

ALL MODELS
Ap..ro AVAILABLE

SOUNDCRAFTSMAN SAVINGS
Pro EQ44
Rated Jan 91 Stereo Review
Pro -Power 4-17
205 w/ch amplifier
ppro -Control 3-17
oomph
ro -Control

CALL
Ong ,799 $499
0.0500 $368

a/d/s/
Scoot
Sate},

M12 $1049Tower Speaker
SAT7 CALLSatellite System
L9E, L8E, L7E
Best Sounding Spkr CALL
c# ''''ck 5469

5-13e1 Cass Deck $ 399 L. al_ Ti
C23 CALR4Colby B&C Cass 70w/ch Receiver

LOW
L200e FO SATS
2 -Way Speaker Bookshelf Speaker LOW
C0IS SW5
In-

30Wall

Speakers PRICE Powered Sub PRICE

DISCMAN/WALKMAN
Choose From Philips,

Denon, Sony, Ken wood
DCP61, DCP81, D66, D11, D180K

D303, D35, D25, AZ6804...
And Many More

SUPER SALE
Phlips F s 199 Proton D940 '288130W nt °me ON'," ReCOVOI SWOP° Ong ws
Holler DRIB° 11 39 Proton AA1150 1239
Preampoio 0519'250 100W Amp Ong 'SOO

Haller DH110 1297 BPrip,9,080 CALLPreamplifier Cleo .450 Yor Ong .6
Haller DH330 s l 89 Cassette Deck $1 29Dodd trner OrIg 'The Dolby B/C Ong150

O LY authorized dealers offer you the protection of a
emrNosnyuolOucrnluareyrshowvaerrannotywwwitrahnytyoucor pauirichAauisToartizoetdhedredaelearls-

stock only components designed For the U.S, and have the
training to help you select the right one for you.

WE ACCEPT VISA  MASTERCARD  DINERS CLUB  AMERICAN EXPRESS 
C.O.D  CHECK  MONEY ORDER  CERTIFIED CHECK  CASHEIRS CHECK

201

THE COMPANY
WITH THE RIGHT PRICE!,

MEADTOWN SHOPPING CENTER
ROUTE 23 SOUTH

KINNELON, NJ 07405
HOURS: MON-FRI 10-9 SAT 9-6

Not Responsible For Typogrophlool Errors
' Hcmdling Fee For All Items In Ad. ALL SALES ARE FINAL
' Returned hems Subject To Restocking Fee. We Reserve the right

to limit quantities. Prices subject to change without notice

83$344

MB QUART 850S
 3 -Way column tower speaker
 1' Titanium dome tweeter
 4' Cone midrange

NOW ONLY 2 X 8' woofer Oak, walnut, $1499
black, white

T

Brand Name
MULTI CD PLAYE
 6+1 Disc magazine typ
. 1 -bit D/A converter
 High speed C.C.R.S
 Optimum servo control
. 20 track programmability 299
Receiver/CD Changer Combo

 25 watts RMS/ch
 4X oversampling
 10 disc magazine
 6 -disc changer
.24 station presets, -4;ADC 1320

Brand Name
CD PLAYERIIII
 4X oversampling
 16 -bit D/A conve'7,'
 Digitcil time lense circuitry
 16 track programmability $ 1 69
3 -way repeat w/skip & scan

 SPECIAL

Brand Name
Stereo Receiver
 35W power per/ch
 6 aud'o sources
 Auto seek/muting stereo
 Memory scan/store Orig. $ 279 Signal strength ind. $430

CALL US LAST WE GUARANTE
THE LOWEST PRICE

We Carry K40, Beltronics,
Snooper, Whistler, Cobra

Brand Name I 11/2 PRICt
POWER AMP
 140 Watts/ch

at 8 o-ims
 High headroom design
 20 Hz to 20 kHz
 No more than 0.11% THD $299_
SYSTEM 6  SYSTEM 7 1RIAD.
Satellite Subwoofer System

Now On Sale
Triad Bows The BOSE Away' ,m

CALL FOR PRICES IM
ff SPEAKER

DM 550
Bookshelf Speakef259

Also Available
DM560 and Acoustitune Sub

NAD MR13
#1 Rated TV In

CITY Last Ten Years
 13' Color TV/  S -VHS Input 399
 MTS/Stereo

PINNACLE PN8+
SPEAKER SAVINGS

 Dual diaduct ports
liqud cooloed polymer

dome tweeter
 30-21kHz freq. resp.
 375 Watt peak power
 7 years parts & labor

Also Available PN2+, PN5+,
PNE+, PN7+, and PN SUB

A
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001 '1;0.
or C.O.D.
HOURS:

Monday -Friday
8-8

Saturday
8-5:30

Sunday
Closed

Best pricing AND Best Service
Fast Delivery
30 -Day No Lemon

 Service Protection Plans
Available

 1000's of Products
 10 -Day Return'

'10 -Day Return Polley: Return items accepted within 10 days of purchase
(Must get poor authorization.) Original Condition 10% restocking fee
Shipping and handling not refundable

Some Items
closeouts.

Some
Limited
Quantities.

Call TOLL
FREE for Product
Price Information

VIDEO
8mm Fuzzy Logic

Special pricing on these
Fisher 8mm camcorders
featuring 8:1 zoom lens,
auto focus and title super-impose$799

Camcorder

in a lightweight
2 -pound package!

Toshiba CF3060 . . $795
30" screen, MTS stereo
with full feature remote

iii
IIIWISCONSIN DISCOUNT STEREO
2417 W. Badger Rd., Madison, WI 53713

1-800-356-9514

STEREO

I I I Harmon
Kardon PM665 Vxi

CAR AUDIO

I I I Sherwood XR1504 $149

- 9 3 ;l L' _'a

IPHRHR8REI
Digital, 20 watts, removeable, auto reverse
with seek, scan and switchable dual
illumination.

Alphasonik PMA 2050E $146
50 watts per channel car amplifier,
bridgeable to mono, 0.05 total harmonic
distortion.

JVC XLG2000 Special
CD tuner with random play, 24 AM/FM

I I I Q
presets, seek and scan functions, 4X

uasar Hi-Fi
VCR

oversampling, 22 watts power.

On screen display programm-
ing, 155 channel capable,
digital quartz tuning.

Closeout buy on this hi -end integrated amp! 150 watts per
channel, phase correct loudness, high and subsonic
filters, 2 -way tape copy, pre -out and main in. $419

JVC MX70 . Special
Mini component system
with tuner, CD player,
tape deck and 2 -way
speakers! 50 watts per
channel, surround sound,
7 -band EQ, 5 inputs.

Teac V970X $455
3 -head, 3 motor, Dolby
B/C/Hx Pro, closed loop dual
capstan drive, full function
wireless remote control.

PERSONAL ELECTRONICS

I I I BEL Legend 3 Detector ... $199
Popular 3 -band radar

detector with RSV
false alert circuit

and digital
display

Sony MDRV6 Headphones $67
Closed ear headphone, folds for convenient
storage, 40mm driver.

Sony Discmen Special
Call for best prices on D35, D66, DT66,
D180K and more!

We are now featuring

WDS - Your complete home shopping center for:
Sony  Hitachi  JVC  Magnavox  Canon  Panasonic  Quasar  Zenith  Sharp  Sylvania  Toshiba  Fisher  Sherwood

 Soundcraftsman  Teac  Aiwa  That's Suono  Ortofon  Shure  Stanton  AAL  Bose  Advent  Design Acoustics Infinity  Jamo 
 Blaupunkt  Clarion  Alphasonik  MTX  Pyle  BEL  Bearcat  Cobra  AT&T  Code -A -Phone  Bell South  Phone Mate 

 Southwest Bell Freedom Phone  Koss  Brother  Smith Corona  ...and many more that cannot be nationally advertised!

 Call today for current product and pricing information. 



landmark 1951 Mercury recording. Sol-
emn awe is the hallmark of "The Great
Gate of Kiev" under Sinopoli's baton-
quite different from the usual extrovert-
ed, festive treatment but in its own way
mighty impressive.

The Rimsky-Korsakov version of
Night on Bald Mountain comes off with
ample force throughout its main section,
but what makes this performance special
is the superb realization of the long at-
mospheric epilogue, wherein the solo
clarinet and flute truly do themselves
proud. Ravel's feline sequence of waltz-
es makes for delectable listening, and
again the Philharmonic players outdo
themselves in coyness and delicacy, but
compared with readings by the likes of
Charles Dutoit or Ernest Ansermet,
some may find Sinopoli's on the man-
nered side. D.H.

MUSSORGSKY: Pictures at an Exhibi-
tion. TCHAIKOVSKY (arr. Pletnev):
Sleeping Beauty, Op. 66 (excerpts). Mik-
hail Pletnev (piano). VIRGIN ® 91169-2
(64 min).

Performance: Colorful
Recording: Good

Mikhail Pletnev's treatment of Mus-
sorgsky's famous piano suite, like Horo-
witz's two memorable (but out -of -print)
versions on RCA, is not for the literal -
minded. His characterization of each
piece is sharp and colorful, thanks to a
remarkable command of both touch and
pedal. "Gnomus" is marvelously articu-
lated at the start and moves to a superbly
sinister middle section. "Il vecchio cas-
tello" gets quite the most poetic realiza-
tion I have heard, remarkable in the
subtle nuance achieved. The "Bydlo"
oxcart movement is rather on the fear-
some side, and Pletnev lets the pedal
resonance carry over into the brooding
"Promenade" episode that follows. The
"Unhatched Chicks" and "Polish
Jews" segments are done with great
humor.

Pletnev evidently views the "Cata-
combs" episode, with its mysterious and
lamenting epilogue, as the very heart of
the work. In "The Hut on Fowl's Legs"
and "The Heroes' Gate at Kiev," all-out
virtuosity is the approach. The whole
piece comes off as a spectacular listening
experience.

The eleven excerpts Pletnev has ar-
ranged from Tchaikovsky's Sleeping
Beauty ballet don't exactly replace the
resplendent orchestral sounds of the
original, but in terms of the piano, every-
thing works quite effectively-even
brilliantly in the case of the elaborate
"Introduction." I also like the charac-
terization of the wolf in the "Red Riding
Hood" movement. The microphoning of
the piano is on the close side, probably
all to the best given that a church was
used for the recording. The resulting
sound is rich and full-bodied. D.H.

RAVEL: Valses Nobles et sentimentales
(see MUSSORGSKY)

TCHAIKOVSKY: Sleeping Beauty, ex-
cerpts (see MUSSORGSKY)

VERDI: Aida. Aprile Millo (soprano),
Aida; Placido Domingo (tenor), Ra-
dames; Dolora Zajick (mezzo-soprano),
Amneris; James Morris (baritone),
Amonasro; Samuel Ramey (bass), Ram-
fis; Terry Cook (bass), King of Egypt;
Hei-Kyung Hong (soprano), High
Priestess; Charles Anthony (tenor),
Messenger. Metropolitan Opera Orches-
tra and Chorus, James Levine cond.
SONY CLASSICAL C) S3K 45973 three
CD's (145 min).

Performance: Respectable
Recording: Good

This recording, the first of several by the
Metropolitan Opera under James Levine
projected for the Sony Classical label,
has nothing "wrong" with it; it merely
fails to add any interpretive freshness to
Verdi's familiar work. The clarity of the
sound is to be commended, and there is a
careful balance of soloists, chorus, and
orchestra.

Much of Aprile Milo's singing here is
of a high order, and "0 patria mia" and
the Tomb Scene illustrate the soprano at
her best. She is, however, also capable
of explosive attacks on high notes and,
on occasion, of poor articulation. Her
real insufficiency, however, is in her
sense of character; most of what she
sings is correct and tasteful, but the sum
does not yield a memorable Aida.

The same must be said of Placido
Domingo's Radames, a role he has re-
corded many times. He sings with his
customary taste and musicality, but fre-
quently his voice sounds less than fresh,
and in some passages his characteriza-
tion lacks the necessary intensity; the
Act III duet with Aida, however, shows
him at his best. James Morris fares better
as Amonasro. Indeed, his is the best
vocal performance in the recording-
unforced, well phrased, dramatically in-
volved. He dominates each scene in
which he appears.

Dolora Zajick is to be complimented
for her strength of characterization in the
dramatic, jealousy -ridden episodes, but
she projects little of the sensuality that
Amneris is all about. And I miss through-
out the vocal velvet that is so important
in, for example, the thrice -repeated
strain, "Ah! vieni, amor mio" (Act II),
which is the quality essential to Amner-
is's delineation in all but the final en-
counter with RadamCs. As Ramfis, Sam-
uel Ramey pours out stentorian, furry
tone and occasionally disappears from
hearing in his lower tessitura. Terry
Cook provides an effective King of
Egypt, and the other soloists acquit
themselves very well.

The Metropolitan Chorus sings admi-
rably, and the orchestral playing is
splendid, but more trenchant perfor-
mances of the opera will be found in a
number of earlier recordings. R.A.

ZORAN: Cartoon (see BRITTEN)
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AKG fr PINNACLE
ALLISON PIONEER
ALPHASONIK JBL PIVOTEl r
ALTEC LANSING MAPLENOLL PREMIER
AUDIO LAB MAGNAVOX RCA
BAZOOKA MINOLTA RICOH
BEYER DYNAMIC MITSUBISHI SANSUWINTAGE
BLAUPUNKT MU SIGNET
BOSE MKO SONOGRAPHE
BOULDER MOD SQUAD SUNRISE
CANON MOTIF SONY
CAMBER MUSE SSI
CELESTION MUSIC 8 SOUND STEWART
CODE ALARM NIKON SUMIKO
CONCORD NILES SYNTHESIS
DAHLOUIST NSM TDL
ECLIPSE OHM THORENS
ESOTERIC PARASOUND TIFFANY
FINYL PARSEC TOSHIBA
HAFLER PENTAX TRIAD
HARMAN KARDON PHOENIX GOLD VAN DEN HUL

213 South Street / Route 24
Morristown, New Jersey 07960

It You're ''' Our Area Sti5t, l''f y R. See 0,,, !

201-984-8080

THENINGGAVE
Vvvt, 74, .wq1
TIRED OF FLIRTING AROUND WITH LESS THAN
QUALITY EQUIPMENT? TIRED OF WAITING
FOREVER FOR DCC? BEEN THINKING ABOUT
BUYINGA DAT-BUT NOTQUITESURE WHICH
ONE IS RIGHT FOR YOU? Call The DAT Store-
:5mi  ip, in hull, I he DAT Store has .1 large selection it
I bgital Audio I Apt. Reorders-Time (auk, professional, portable.
And home DAIS. Models from Aiwa, Altai. Casio, Dcnon. Fount.
Hitachi, JVC, Nakamichi. NEC. Panasonn. Noun. Slurp rii.
FlWarn. Technics. and others. The DAT Sr,

Also carries a huge assortment of Dkr-relac,
accessories - everything from blank tape 1.

,ornputcr programs.
Our salespeople will make sure that you..,
matched with roue perfect DAT.

AFTER ALL, BUYING A DAT IS
NOT JUST ANOTHER GAME.
624 WILSHIRE BLVD. SANTA MONKA, CALIFORNIA
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Quality Audio Equipment
Personal Service Since 1959

We Specialize in
Custom Home and Car Audio Installations

/In oop we leoen 0 00C

STEREO

MART
Where to buy Polk Speakers
AUTHORIZED HOME DEALERS
CANADA

MEXICO ail Amplautho Mexico (UN la neaies:
?5 395 4839

AK Anchorage: MagnumElectronc  Fairbanks:

AL Birmingham: Longs Nero,  Hunts-
ville: SCM() OsInbutors  Mobile
Montgomery: The ReCOril  Tuscaloosa

nra.s..',..Ay ;

AR Ft Smith 5  Little Rock
f  Searcy
AZ Phoenix Mesa  Tucson '

En;  Yuma P.

CA Bakersfield .' Campbell
'  Canoga Park . Chico

- .  Corona Del Mar
S  El Toro Escondido

Huntington Beach  Lancaster
 longbeach

 Los Angeles  Mountain
View  Napa  Penn -
grove  Redondo .

 Riverside  Sacramento
 San Diego .  San

Francisco & Suburbs  San Ga-
briel  San Jose .

San Luis Obispo  Santa Bar-
bara . -  Santa Cruz

l...  Santa Maria . -

Santa Monica .  Thousand
Oaks  Tustin  Ven-
tura  Visalia 55
Westminster
CO Boulder Colorado Springs

-  Denver & Suburbs
 Glenwood Springs  Grand
Junction - .  Minturn
5  Pueblo
CT Danbury - -...  Fairfield:
A Greenwich  Hart-
ford ' .  New Haven
Newington
New London  Waterbury
V  Waterford s

DE Wilmington .

FL Daytona Beach 5  Ft Lauder-
dale: :. Ft Pierce
Galesville: Eiecli  Jacksonville:
Auden Tech Specr

 Lakeland .1cxy
Mary Esther  Merrill Is.
land  Miami
Naples  Panama City X.

 Pensacola  Sunrise
. St Petersburg

Tallahassee Tampa
,  W Palm Beach

GA Athens  Atlanta & Suburbs:
11, F Bur  Augusta  Columbus
Merit TV  Gainsville
Macon , St. Marys: "ten , pry
S  Valdosta - u er Sight & Sauna.

Wayne  Indianapolis .  Jas-
per  Lalayette .  Michigan
City '  Muncie
South Bend
Terre Haute  Vincennes

KS Junction City  Kansas
City: Brands Ma-'  Overland Park
hams Brands Me Wichita 5.

Topeka: tt.,tttn
KY Bowling Green  Lexington

 Louisville'
Madisonville -

Owensboro. Paducah  Pikeville

LA Alexandria  Lafayette:
-  Metairie A New Orleans:A-

lp-- .  Shreveport. A .lid Gallery
MA Boston & Suburbs ,uawn, Tweeter Etc
Fitchburg  Lawronce: Royal,  Pittsfield X'-  See-
konk -K  Worcester
ME Bangor
MO Baltimore : ,i,  Gai-
thersburg  Hagerstown:

MI Ann Arbor  Dearborn ,
F  Farmington Hills ' Flint

s  Grand Rapids Iron
Mountain '.  Kalamazoo

 Lansing Midland .  Petoskey:
 Rochester Royal Oak Saginaw "  Traverse

City:ALttirta, nt,dt  Ypsilanti
Duluth

'  East Grand Forks ''  Grand
Rapids . -  Mankato.
X,. .  Minneapolis & Suburbs
K .  Rochester ,  St Paul
K.  Winona .

MO Cape Girardeau 5  Columbia.

Kansas City '.'  Kirksville X. ,-
5"  Springfield . .  St Louis:
B.

MS Columbus  Gulfport .
Jackson  Pascagoula : -,,
vii

MT Billings Bozeman:
1'  Great Falls .

Kallispell  Missoula A .Mn

NC Boone  Carrboro
Chapel Hill  Charlotte

Conover 
Greensboro  Hendersonville

 Kinston -

Moorehead City 5  New Bern.
P  Raleigh '. .

 Rocky Mount '.' '  Wit'
mington  Wilson '.' : Stereo
 Winston-Salem
ND Bismarck  Fargo

NE Kearney  Lincoln
HI Honolulu 0.  Norfolk .'  Omaha 5,,
IA Centerville  Davenport: Ire York '.'

'.'  Des Moines  Du. NH Concord -  Laconia:
bugue  Ft Dodge

 Iowa City  Mason City
0  Sioux City

ID Boise  Idaho Falls .

 Ketchum
Moscow  Twin Falls ,

IL Alton  Aurora: Stereo Systems
 Carbondale lere0  Champaign

 Chicago & Suburbs: Un
Decatur  DeKalb: r
 Fox Valley Aurora  Grant City

. Highland Park  Jo
het  Lansing
 Naperville .  Niles

 Normal ..  Northbrook Oak-
brook  Peoria
Ouincy .  Rockford
 Schaumburg  Springfield ."

K  Spring Valley -  Sterling.
sr  Vernon Hills. unite.] Aud*
IN Bloomington .  Bluffton:

Evansville Risleys Ft.

NJ Bernardsville  East Brunswick
x  Maple Shade
Paramus .  Raritan
 Ridgewood  Shrewsbury

 Toms River
Trenton  Upper Mont-
clair  Wall Twp
Westtreld
NM Alamogordo ..  Albuquer.

 Carlsbad -

Clovis W s  Santa Fe .5 ,

NV Elko -

Rena
NY Albany '.'  Amherst rarer

.  Batavia  Bedford Hills:
It,,  Buffalo . - '  Cor-
ning  Elmira -  Forest
Hills  Fredonia
5'  Glens Falls: A., Goshen. ni Harriman '
cep,  Ithaca: ,ttemunig  James-

 Las Vegas Or 

polk audio
hi -

town  Massena
Nanuet  Newburgh

 New Hartford
New York City .5 ,

 Plattsburgh  Queens -
bury  Rochester
Syracuse '.'  Vestal
Westbury . ' White Plains

OH Akron Canton
Cleveland & Suburbs '  Cincinnati

 Columbus  Dayton
 Findlay n'  Lima

 Niles .--:Ira.,,.
Toledo  Wooster 1, East A..
OK OK Lawton  Oklahoma City: Aar]

 Shawnee as  Stillwater:
 Tulsa

OR Eugene  Grants Pass H
ki  Medford  Portland '

Salem
PA Allentown  Blakely- Han

E Bryn Mawr ''  Camp
Hill. r, 'Ala  Chambersburg
Electronics  Erie  Harrisburg
Mawr Stereo  Jeannette
Johnstown: Gar,  Kingston .

'  Lancaster  Long
horne Ma, Montgomeryville -
.,.  Natrona Heights .

Philadelphia & Suburbs ,

Pittsburgh au Junction
 Quakertown .  Reading: G n T
ss  Selinsgrove tine  State Col-
lege  Stroudsburg' V.,

, .  Williamsport ".'
PUERTO RICO Rio Piedras
RI Middleton  N Providence

 Warwick ..

SC Charleston .5  Columbia
, .  Greenville

Greenwood  Spartansburg: Stereo
.  Sumter '

SD Aberdeen "  Rapid City- learn
Sioux Falls "

TN Chattanooga s  Cookeville 'Ise),
 Kings

port  Knoxville
Memphis ."' Nashville
TX Amarillo .  Arlington

Beau-
mont  College Station
A .  Corpus Christi .  Dallas:
Ar  Denton ' El Paso

. Ft Worth  Garland
V V  Houston  Hurst

Laredo ''  Long-
view '  Lubbock
Er,  McAllen s'  San Angelo
B. San Antonio '.'  San Marcos.

 Sherman x 'Or de Stereo
 Temple  Texarkana .'id Twee 
Victoria .  Waco Tech

UT Logan  Salt Lake
City St George . eyard

VA Charlottesville  Colinsville:Hol
.  Falls Church Manassas '

Harrisonberg '.'  Rad-
ford  Richmond
Roanoke  Virginia Beach

VT Essex Junction .

WA Bellingham .  Chelan.':
 Oak Harbor .  Seattle Bell.
vie Lynnwood '.'  Spokane: t .

It,  Tacoma '.' ,

WI Appleton .5 ia  Eau Claire: F S Ap-
p  Fond Du Lac: ALA.^ Plus  Green
Bay -Lacrosse
Madison . ,t  Milwaukee

.  Oshkosh  Ripon
 Sheboygan

Wausau .5

WV Barboursville Beckley. Charleston
P  Clarksburg .  Hunt-
ington  Parkersburg .

h.,  Piedmont .  Wheeling

WY Cheyenne  Gillette
Sheridan. ,lef 0 1,

di RN Rd,
Authorized Sales & Service
Auditions by Appointments

2021 Smith Haven Plaza (Route 347)

Lake Grove, NY 11755 _I 516 - 360-1990

Adcom Optonica
Aragon Paradigm
Arcam Philips

B&K Proton
CAL Rogers

Celestion Shure Ultra
Conrad -Johnson Sonance

CWD Sonographe
Grado SOTA
Hafler Soundstream

Klipsch Soundwave
Magnepan Stax

Mirage Theta Digital
MIT Cable Velodyne

Monster Cable VTL
NAD Well -Tempered

Nakamichi Yamaha
908-255-1935

1841 Hooper Ave , Toms River NJ 08/5.1



Central Pennsylvania
HiFi House has been servicing former Penn
State students for 21 yrs. throughout PA. If you
are looking for SOUND advice and would
rather be 'talked to' than 'talked down to' stop
in and visit us.

NAKAIRICHI CR3A
,ile,a1,.q,asopeTrt Dck(
Cii:COSECI UT'1ft

Retail 795 - _ $41 9 9
WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL

send $3.00 today jor our latest flyer.
For information call or write: HiFi House,

366 E. College Ave., State College, PA 16801
(The home of Penn State University)

PHONE: 814/237-2897
We at HiFi House strongly recommend you

support your local dealer ii available

Hifi House
The Audio/Video Profess.

$ourtfl Senor
For the Musical Difference

Authorized Dealer For:

Acoustat NAD
Audio Control Belles
Nifty Gritty CWD
M&K dbx
Nakamichi Fried
Oracle Harman Kardon

PROAC Onkyo
Proton Grado
STAX Lexicon
Thorens Celestion
Dahlquist DCM
Haller Niles
Monster Cable Kinergetics
Citation Duntech
Velodyne Carver
Pattern 2808 Cahill Road

P.O. Box 224
Marinette, WI 54143

(715) 735-9002

SERIOUS AUDIOPHILES

DESERVE SERIOUS

SERVICE.

And that's exactly what you'll
get from Reference Audio/
Video. We offer the finest in
high -end audio and tne best in
friendly service by our know-
ledgeable staff. From the latest
CD players to state-of-the-art
surround -sound systems, you'll

I I t

111Ik

like our surprisingly afforaable
prices, dedicated service anc
fast .;hipping.

LIMI1ED OFFER:
FREE evaluation of your sterec
system by one of our expert
consultants! Call for details.

(213) 517-1700 Fax (213) 517-1732
18214 Da ton Avenue  Dept S  Gardena, CA 90248

Hours: (PacificTime) M -F 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.  Sat. 9 a.rr. - 1 p.m
Gift Certificates Available for the Hard -to -Please Audiophile.

ACOUSTAT  ADVENT  AKG  AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS BEYER  BLAUPUNKT  CAL AUDIO
LABS  CANON  CELESTION  COUNTERPOINT  CWD  DAHLQUIST  DCM  FOSGATE
 HAFLER  HARMAN KARDCN  JAMO  JBL  JSE  LEXICON  MAGNUM/DYNALAB 
MELOS  MFA  MOD SQUAD  NILES  OHM  ONKYO  PARASOUND  PHILIPS 
PIONEER  PRECISE  PROTON  PS AUDIO  REVOX  SNELL  SONANCE  SONY  STAX

THORENS  TICE  VELODYNE  VPI  AND MANY MORE!

ATTENTION CLASSIFIED ADVERTISERS

The CLASSIFIED MAGNET attracts prime prospects for your mail
order products and services. Reach the readers (proven buyers) of
this and other Hachette Magazines, Inc. titles through ,ow -cost
Marketplace Classified advertising. Tc place your ads, or for further
information (including rates, ad styles, sizes, multititle discounts)
call Toll Free

1-(800) 445-6066
9am. to 5pm. est

SOUND CITYS BEST BUYS
MB QUARTZ

See Our Othe
Ad For More
Great B s

MB QUART 350
The 350 S excels in stereo Imaging,
that illusion of a real sound stage with
natural Instrument placement and
depth.
An amazing thing happens while you're
listening: The speakers seem to dissap-
pear.' Available white or oak.
FR 38 Hz - 32 kHz, Nom Imp 4 ohms

CALL FOR PRICE

HUGHES Sound Retrieval System

HUGHES AK -100
'Ina dramatic SRS demonstra-
tion at a Hughes Laboratory,
the effect blew me away

Ken Pohlman
Stereo Review, September 1990

"Perhaps the most effecttve
stereo enhancement system,
one that even simulates full
surround sound...'

Len Feldman
Video Review, March 1991

THE COMPANY WITH THE RIGHT PRICE

X011 o&c,,332002
MEADTOWN SHOPPING CENTER  RTE 23  KINNELON NJ 07405



While Others Promise...Sound City Delivers

N -1T
The
Video
Speaker

ALL MODELS NOW IN STOCK
 Model 1.3 *Model 2 Zero
' Model 1 SW 1 M100
 Model 2.3  SW2 *Model VT I
CALL FOR CURRENT PRICES

TOP
RATED

ADC SS525 Equalizer/Analyzer
Auto room/speaker equalvdtan difix
lechrology .remote control  12
bands/ch 4 memories la storing
dives Piecesan electronic 2 dB/
step f OcontiohOversvedfloures
cent real-time deploy Cmicolibmted
elefiet condonsor supplied
Sfeep inffosavc Me( fa, doom bass. Best Pric

BBE 1002  SONIC MAXIMIZER

Sound Inc.
The most hearoble advance 1 99In audio tetniairgaz=

Hi-Fi itself'

PRO LOGIC
RECEIVER

 Front: 130 w/ch
 Rear 20 watts/ch Brand Name Now Only
 Leorning remote control
 7 -band spectrum analyzer
 Dolby Pro Logic surround sound 4 2
SYSTEM 6  SYSTEM 7 1RIAD.
Satellite Subwoofer System

Now On Sale
Triad Blows The

121AD. BOSE Away!
CALL FOR PRICES

dbx.  LAST CALL 
1BX-DS SX-10

. Expand /Compress the dynamic 8x-20
range by up to 50% yd.. sound $44-1 7, Impact Restorer

Dynamic Range Expander Y,,k,:,°,:mic.SQund1
$44

Enhancer

PROTON
SD1000 SURROUND SOUND PROCESSOR

Remote control surround
sound processor. 50dB
sepearation. Cinema/Music/Bypass settings. Acheives
separation enhancement between Ong. taii9
adjacent ch. 7 ch w/sub output. 1/000 "'sip

SURROUND SOUND

CAR STEREOS
We Carry A Full Line Of
AM/FM Cassette Receivers
CD Changers
Car Amplifiers Car Speakers
Radar Detectors

Car CD Player
As Low As

$269

LASER
DISC

PLAYERS
 -

ALL BRANDS  IN STOCK
 S -VHS OUTPUT W/REMOTE

AS LOW AS

0 

NAD MRI3
#1 Rated TV In
Last Ten Years

 13* Color TV 53 S -VHS Input
. mTS/Stereo

'EPICURE
-SUPER
SPEAKER
SALE

MODEL 4 MODEL 5
Onel' tweet net' tweeter
and 1-8' and 1-6'
woofer woofer
OrIgIna11490 NO  rigInal 1350 NOW

$245pr$1751P,

DM 550
Bookshelf Speaker 259

Also Available
n A i

"JVC HRD85OU  Sonic Brilliance
 Oval cut DA 4-hd

Ri-Fl VCR system
 Digital quad picture -

In -picture
 Digital audio/video tracking
 Dud -screen programming w/remote $4 9
ALSO AVAILABLE HRD970U, HRS.5800U,

WE

ARE

#1

IN

A

I

D

0

LUXMAN DESIGN SERIES

UIXMAN
5 1 1 It 

6007 DIGITAL SURROUND
MASTER

&trots -el Sand adaptor w/dud 7 -band
graphic to contains amps for 0 spies. 4

curves w/sep odi for Laiff
ORIGINALLY %SO NO

presettable eau:Am/Bon

X39mr,
PINNACLE PN8+

SPEAKER SAVINGS
 true iciuc po s
 1' liquid cooloed polymer CALL

dome tweeter
 30-21kHz freq. resp. Also Aycilabl
 375 Watt peak power PN2.. PN5.,
 7 ears  arts & labor PN7* and PN SUB

rand Name

MULTI CD PLAYER
 6+1 Disc mag. type

1 -bit D/A converter
 High speed C.C.R.S

2 9 9 Optimum servo control
 20 track programmability

a/d/s/
Suoteri
Saie

MI2/90
Tower Speaker

SAT7
Satellite System
L9E, L8E, L7E a.ALL
Best Sounding Spkr
C4
3-Hd Cass Deck $469

NEW
CALL

5-13d Cass Deck $ 3 9 9 raj' imi_T]
C23
Dolb/ CALy B&C Cass 70R4w/ch Receiver
L200e SATS
2 -Way Speaker F el..... Bookshelf speaker LOW

in -wort
CI W5S

PoS300speakers PRICE wered Sub PRICE

LOW

PORTABLES/ CD/CASSETTE
Choose From Philips,

Denon, Sony, Ken wood
DCP61, DCP81, D66, D11, D180K

D303, D35, D25, A26804.
And Many More

SUPER SALE
IMtOIps F 199
Ism .1, amp OrIg1399
Haller DH100 $139
F,0,,,,ar Ong '250
Hatter DH110 $.197

Orig '450
ADC SS2C0 $109 E.:, /or Ong .2C0

Proton D940 #299
Receiver w/DPD Ong .600-
Proton AA1150 $239
103W Ar-c Orig 'SOO
Philips CD80 aCALLBar D Ong
B8W Matrix 2 $ ,m,9
SpeaksOng '1600 1017

FACTORY

O LY authorized dealers offer you the protection of a
emarNrnyuotacurntuareyrshonvaerrannotywvaritrahnytoyuartpauiric hAausteh:ocarizotheed dreclaelal-

ers
stock only components designed for the U.S., and have the
training to help you select the right one for you.

WE ACCEPT VISA  MASTERCARD  DINERS CLUB  AMERICAN EXPRESS 
C.O.D  CHECK  MONEY ORDER  CERTIFIED CHECK  CASHEIRS CHECK

THE COMPANY
WITH THE RIGHT PRICEII

MEADTOWN SHOPPING CENTER
ROUTE 23 SOUTH

KINNELON, NJ 07405
HOURS: MON-FRI 10-9 SAT 9-6

Nor Responsible for Typogrophkol Errors
Shipping & Handling Charges are NOT Included Above PiKes
Retnitied.i,liennr,Satec. i:rit:esRe,Lni;dkint fee. We the

wishes
.ri.ght

201 838 3444

STEREO REVIEW

CLASSIFIED

RECORDS

RECORD COLLECTORS SUPPLIES. RE PLACEMENT JACKETS inner
sleeves, 78 RPM sieeyes.CLD boxes etc. COMPLETE CATALOG.
Cabco, Box 8212 Room 640, Columbus. Ohio 43201.

SERIOUS MUSIC DOESN'T HAVE TO COST SERIOUS MONEY The
latest ROSE RECORDS catalog features a wide selection of
classical operatic. jazz, and popular music overstocks and
cut-outs- LPs casstettes and CDs at bargain prices. ROSE
RECORDS, Dept. SR 214 S. Wabash, Chicago, IL 60604.
800 -955 -R -O -S -E.

PROFESSIONAL SOUND. LIGHTING, EFFECTS. NEW & USED DJS
BANDS. RINKS & NIGHTCLUBS. CALL FOR 50 -PAGE BOOKLET.
(502)782-1172.

200.000 OUT -OF -PRINT RECORDS. LPs/45s. Fifties thru Seventies.
All categories. Catalogs available...State your interests. Want
lists welcome. Craig Mower, Box 19231 -SR, Portland. OR 97219.

NEW RELEASES CD's. Cassettes, Singles, Videos Records. Laser -
disks, Picture Disks, Overstocks, Catalogues $1.00: NE RT. PO. Box
268 -SR. Lawrence, MA 01842-0468.

AUTHORIZED

HIGH -END LOUDSPEAKER systems speaker kits and the widest
selection of raw drivers from the world's finest manufacturers.
For beginners and audiophiles. Free catalog. A&S SPEAKERS.
3170 23rd St, San Francisco, CA 94110. (415) 641-4573.

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speakers, sub -
woofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG! RTRD,
3021 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL 62702.
1(800) 283-4644.
SPEAKER COMPONENTS - KITS Audax-Vita, Crossovers Books.
more. Catalog $2. MENISCUS 2442 28th St. SW, Dept. 0.
Wyoming MI 49509. (616)534-9121.

PHILIPS. AUDAX PEERLESS. FOCAL AND DYNAUDIO LOUD-
SPEAKERS in stock with good prices and competent service.
Crossover components also; MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPO-
NENTS 8608 University Green, Box 4283. Madison, WI 53711.
(608) 831-';43X.

DIAMOND NEEDLES, PHONO CARTRIDGES &
ACCESSORIES. AUDIO-TECHNICA, AUDIO -
QUEST, BANG & OLUFSEN, DYNAVECTOR,
LAST, ORTOFON, PICKERING, SHURE, SIGNET,
STANTON & SUMIKO. TOLL FREE INCLUDING
CANADA (800) 221-0906. N.Y. (516)
599-1112. CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTABLE. FOR
CATALOG SEND SELF ADDRESSED STAMPED
ENVELOPE. LYLE CARTRIDGES, DEPT SR, P.O.

BOX 158, VALLEY STREAM, N.Y. 11582.

SINGERS!
REMOVE VOCALS

FROM RECORDS AND CDs!

1.6
14. r1N .4v4

SING WITH THE WORLD'S BEST BANDS!
An Unlimited supply of Backgrounds from standard

stereo records! Record with your voice or perform live
with the backgrounds. Used in Professional Performance
yet connects easily to a home component stereo. This
unique product is manufactured and sold Exclusively by
LT Sound - Not sold through dealers. Call or write for a
Free Brochure and Demo Record.
LT Sound, Dept. SR -9, 7980 LT Parkway
Lithonia, GA 30058 (404) 482-4724
Manufactured and Sold Exclusively by LT Sound
24 HOUR PHONE DEMO LINE: /4041482-2485



AUTHORIZED

CALL TOLL FREE! 1(800) 826-0520; NAD *
ONKYO * CARVER * M&K * VELODYNE *
HARMAN KARDON * HAFLER * LEXICON *
CWD * PRO -AC * FRIED * CELESTION *
ACOUSTAT * STAX * AUDIOCONTROL * NILES*
ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY * PROTON JBL *
MONSTER CABLE * BELLES * DAHLQUIST *
COMPONENT GUARD * KINERGETICS * NITTY
GRITTY * GRADO * THORENS * SOUND SELLER,
2808 CAHILL RD., P.O. BOX 224, MARINETTE,
WI 54143-0224. FAX # 715-735-5838, PHO-
NE 715-735-9002.
WE SELL MORE HIGH PERFORMANCE SPEAKER KITS than
anyone in the U.S. FREE CATALOG 1-800-346-9183 AUDIO
CONCEPTS 901 S. 4th St., LaCrosse, W 54601

High -end and hard -to -find audio components
bought and sold. Best prices! AUDIO AMERICA
(Virginia). 1-900-776-5777. S25/call.
"STEREO WORLD" IS YOUR DISCOUNT SOUND SOURCE WITH
SUPER DEALS ON HOME AND CAR STEREO LINES INCLUDING.
TECHNICS PANASONIC, NC. SONY, ORION. PYLE. MTX EARTH-
QUAKE. PIONEER, SHERWOOD, JBL, HIFONICS, BLAUPUNKT,
AUTOTEK ADVENT, ALPHASONIK SCOSCHE EFX E XCALIBUR AND
MANY OTHERS. CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG. FREE UPS IN
48 STATES. IOAM-6PM MON-FRI, VISA/MC; COD ACCEPTED. PO.
BOX 596, MONROE, NY 10950 (914) 782-6044.

CAR/HOMENIDEO for: DENON, SONY, INFIN-
ITY, AUDIO CONTROL, VELODYNE, CWD, COU-
STIC, BAZOOKA, ADCOM, KICKER, ADVENT &
PRECISION POWER. Full line authorized dealer.
Call (800) 321-0685 for prices and orders.
(301) 729-3711 for info and consultations.
C&C AudioNideo 11am-9pm Mon -Sat EST.

CALL US
LAST

WE WILL

BEAT ANY PRICE
PRINTED IN THIS MAGAZINE ON

HOME & CAR STEREO

BEST PRICES EVER ON

a/d/s/
HOMECARIN WALLS

LIMITED

TIME

PE Mt

The SOUND Approach
6067 Jericho Tpke , Commack, NY 11725

WARRANTY (800) 368-2344
EXPERIENCED, FRIENDLY ADVICE! FREE SHIPPING! MIRAGE, PS.
CWD. STAX, KINERGETICS, THORENS, PHILIPS, AUDIOQUEST,
FRIED, MONSTER, QUAD, SPICA, STIMGHTWIRE MORE!! READ
BROTHERS: (803)723-7276.

FOR SALE

THE BEST RECORD RACK IN AMERICA Stackable, portable. L., 1r
units hold LP's, CD's and tapes. Free Mailorder Brochure,
(please mention Stereo Review) Per Madsen Design- (415)
928-4509. PO. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133.

CABLE TV CONVERTERS/DESCRAMBLERS.
Guaranteed lowest prices in U.S., Jerrold, Ham-
lin, Zenith many others! Lowest dealer prices!
Orders shipped within 24 hours! MasterCard-
Visa-C.O.D. accepted. Free catalog -Call
(800) 345-8927 only! Pacific Cable Co., Inc.,
7325 1/2 Reseda Blvd., 1378, Reseda, CA
91335.All other information, call (818)
709-9937.

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS FREE CATALOG! 14300-648-7938.
Jerrold. Oak Hamlin, etc. Guaranteed Lowest Dealer and
Retail Prices. Warranties. Immediate Delivery MCNISNCOD.
Republic Cable Products. Inc.. 4080 Paradise Road. #15. Dept.
722. Las Vegas, NV 89109.

WE SELL SECOND HAND high quality Audio and Video with a
money back guarantee. We Modify quality components Too!
For a FREE monthly inventory send your name and address to
ROSS EXCHANGE, 3061 Clairemont Dr, San Diego. CA 92117 or
call (619) 276-8235.

CASH FOR ALL TYPES of used Stereo equipment. We buy by
phone. THE STEREO TRADING OUTLET, 320 Old Po:

Jenkintown, PA 19046 "(800) 388.9443"

ik 1

(800) 451.5851 NYC (718) 438. 027 1110 -iISIXILAL21

167853rd St. Brooklyn, N.Y.11204 Mon.- Fri.8-7,Son.94
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THE MINI AD WITH MAXI SAVINGS

LOW PRICES!!! NAD, DENON, NAKAMICHI, CARV-

ER, BOSTON ACOUSTICS, LUXMAN, HAFLER,
ADS, B&K, ONKYO, PROTON, BOSE & OTHERS!!
SOUND ADVICE: (414)727-0071. OPEN SUN-
DAYS!!!

LOW PRICES HIGH END EQUIPMENT! Carver, Nakamichi,
Haller, Luxman. ADS, B&K Bose. Onkvo. Proton, Philips and
much morel (414) 725-4431.

FREE Catalog. Best Prices on DJ Sound & Lighting Equipment
Car Stereo. Call SUPERIOR SOUND & LIGHTING (502)

782-0671.

SPEAKER
CATALOG

Parts Express is a tua-line60.11111.1
distribu:or of electronic parts
and aCCeSSOries. geared toward
the consumer electronics
industry. and the technical
hobbyi. Stccking an extensive
line of speaker drivers and
accessories for home and car
Send for your FREE 148 page
catalog today.

Parts Express
340 East First Street
Dayton, Ohio 45402

ree

Ewf7ssxe--

1-800-338-0531

Wholesale Connection
718 997-6644To order -Call:

CD °LAYER
Technic SLPG300 1139

SLPS700 249
SLPO907 219

JVC 112.1 159
1L61505 229
x46705 299

Pioneer PDM7700 269
P1314455 219
PDM550 239
PC650 269

Kenwtrod DP2030 139
DP5030 199
OPM6630 219
OPM7730 249

Sony CDP491 129
C DP591 169
CDPC515 239
COPC715 Call
C DPC910 Call

Herman/ H137400 229
Kardon 1407450 299

1407500 369

RECEIVERS
Trochaic. 50100505 329

5010X710 499
500)(910 Call

JVC 01005 249
It X 705 309.
11X1305 ,.'','
R X905 ..''.
AMOS° Call

Pioneer YSX3900S 309
05049005 399
TiSX5900S Call
05X9900S Can

Kentwood KRY6030 249
6007030 329
NRY9030 399
10R09030 Call

Sony ST RAY770 249
5110014970 329
STRAY1070 Can
STRAY2070 Call

Marmon / 603400 299
1 arel-on 003500 399

14 03600 Call

TAPE DECK
Tech alts 0151101312 149

RSTR313 169
219

JVC 100441 159
111)11541 239
TOWSOS 159
TOW805 249

Pioneer CT56439R Call
CTW45OR Call
CTW65OR Cali

Knroced 0X5530 179
01(7030 249
KX.6030 199
6I11/8030 Call

Sony TCRX470 199
TC1(670 249
TCWR670 199

TCWR6213 229
TCW11720 Call

Marmon/ 11004400 299
Krdon T04600 Call

HOME SPEAKER
Per Pair

Advent Montage 459
Laureate 369
Legacy 319
Pnodtgy Tomer 239
Baby 1 149yi,,.. 10 2 Senn 11 Call
901 can
62 399
4 2 269
AMS Sen.. C11
AM3 Sen.!! Cali

J111 L1(44 399
L122 C11
JBL2600 239
JBL3.30 299inyini, REF 6 Cell
REF 5 C11
REF 4 359
REF. 279

MINI SYSTEM
JVC All Model Can
Knwood All Model Cali
Sony All Model Call
Panasonic All Model Call
AIWA All Model Call

CAR STEREO
JVC 0511600 159

050104 229
ASFIG8 259
0103500 Call
15XL140600 Call

Sony 007070 269
045500 239
C0)(7560 Call
C005040 Call
CD1A15 Call

Kenso..1 KRC30414 199
KRC430 219
KRC530 249
1(19C630 Call

Pioneer NE1700 159
I( DC75R Can

49KE3700 1.
KEMM6200 tall
DE64760 Call
COXM40 C51/

RADAR DETECTOR
Bell All Model Call
Whistler All Model Call
Cobra All Model Call

CAR AMP & SPEAKER
All Models  Brands Call

CAMCORDER & VCR
JVC All Model Call
Sony All Model Call
Penes... All Model Call
Canon All Model Call

CALL FOR PRICES on Models and Brands Not Listed
HRS Mon -Sat 9 AM -6 PM EST Prices subject to change Prices
exclude shipping Er handling. Not responsible for typographical
errors MasterCard. visa. Arne-ican Express and C 0 D

Whoiesale Connection 63-48 108th St Forest Hills, NY 11375

WHILE OTHERS PROMISE...SOUND CITY DELIVERS

FACTORY
AUTHORIZED
ONLY authorized dealers
offer you the protection of
a manufacturers warranty
with your purchase: at
other dealers, you may
have no warranty at all.
Authorized dealers stock
only components designed
for the U.S, and have the
training to help you select
the ri ht one for ou.

 ACOUSTAT
 ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
 ADC
 ADS
 AIWA
 AKG
 ALPINE
 ALTEC LANSING
 AMBICO
 ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
 AUDIO QUEST
 B&O
 B&W
 BAZOOKA
 BRE
 BELTRONICS
 BELLOGETTI
 CAMBER
 CANON
 CANTON

LARVER  LEXICON
CELESTION  LUXMAN
CERWIN VEGA  MB QUART
COUSTIC  MINOLTA
CWD  MITSUBISHI
OBS  MONSTER CABLE

NAD
 NADY
 NHT LABS
 NILES
 OLYMPUS
 ONKYO
 OPTONICA
 ORION
 PANASONIC
 PHASE LINEAR
 PHILIPS
 PINNACLE
 PRECISION POWER
 PROTON

ECLIPSE.
EPICURE
FISHER
FOX
GE
GRUNDIG
HAFLER
HI FONICS
HITACHI
INFINITY
JVC
K40
KENWOOD

 PARSEC
 RCA
 SHARP
 SANYO
 SONANCE.
 SONY
 SOUNDCRAFFSMAN
 SOUNDSTREAM
 STAX
 STILLWATF.R

KICKERS
 SUNPACK
 SURROUND SOUND
 TAMRAC
 TEAC
 TECHNICHS
 THORENS
 TOSHIBA
 TRIAD
 YAMAHA

THE COMPANY WITH THE RIGHT PRICE
Meadtown Shopping Center

Route 23  Kinnelon, NJ 07405

20183803444
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FOR SALE COMPACT DISCS CAR STEREO

CUSTOM AUDIO FURNITURE ANY DESIGN. CONTEMPORARY OR
PERIOD REPRODUCTIONS. HIGH LEVEL WORKMANSHIP PACIFIC
RIM WOODWORKS (604) 442 5651

DENON,
AUTHORIZED DEALER

The mark of a true Denon.
This sticker tells you who is an authorized

Denon dealer and who isn't.
Some people who offer Denon products are

not authorized dealers. That can lead to problems.
First. only authorized dealers offer you the

protection of a Denon warranty with your
purchase: at other dealers, you may have no
warranty at all.

Authorized Denon dealers stock only
components designed for the U.S.. and have the
training to help you select the one right for you.

Authorized dealers know Denon technology
inside and out and stock factory parts for your
Denon to preserve true Denon sound.

So before you buy your Denon, look for this
Denon Authorized Dealer Sticker.

It assures you of the authentic Denon tech-
nology and support you expect. And nothing less.

To find your nearest AUTHORIZED Denon Dealer call:
1-201-575-7810
(9:00 am -5:00 pm EST) DENON

Get Your Best Price,
Then Call Us,

foLic We'll Beat It !

°IC 1-800-522-8937
MANY MODELS NOT LISTED, PLEASE CALLMN=

Yamaha
RD( 750 New
RX V650 Call
FIX V1050. Call
Carver
HR 752 525
HR 772 Call
Plakaiedad
Receiver 1 Call
Receiver2 Call
P Weser
VSX 5600 339
VSX 9700. Call
VSX NCO Call
JVC
RX 705 New
FIX 805 Call
FIX V1010. Call
Kianwood
KRV 9030. Call
KRV 6030. 255
NAD
7100X. Call
7430 Call

SPEAKERS
Pinnacle
PN 5+ 145
PN 8 + Call
Jamo
C120 Call
SW 300 Call
Infinity
SM 152 Call
Bose
101MM Call
AM 511 Nae
901Classic Call
Polk. Call
J131.
XPL 140 Call
Mirage Call

CAMCOR DE RS
All Brands

Manna
Yamaha
CCO1305... 225
CDC 705... Call
CDC805... Call
Pioneer
POM-850.. Call
an 3080 789
Carver
SD/A 490T Call
TLM 3600 Call
NakernIchl
CD3 Call
CD2 Call
JVC
XLZ 441.
XLM 505
XLZ 1050
Philips

600 NewIto

CAR STEREO

KSR G9 . Call
KSR G4.... 225
XL 02500. Call
XL 03500. N&I4
Aulolek
7150 BTS . Top
7054 BTS.. Baled
Alpine
7294S Call
59525 Cell
Orion
XTR 12 Call
225 HCCA. New
Damon
DCF17870. Call
DCA3180 Call
Pioneer
KEX M900 Nay
KEX M800 Call
COX M40 Call
Soundatream
D1C011 25E1

TC303 Call
Kianwood
KFIC930 365
KDC 95F1 New
Sony
CDX 5040. 295
CDX A15 Cell
R.Foiagete
Punch 75. 286
Punch 150 Call

1600 Call Clarion
2100X. Call 005670 349
2400 THX Call gni RT. 2:36
Yamaha Sherwood
AVS-700 239 XC-6320 Call
CISPE-303 Call XA-1100 125
MIX -1003 Call Couelie
Adoom AMP -460 High
GFA 555.. 549 AMP 660 Power
Carver Bazooka
CT -17... 626 T-16 Call

Call For Price TFM-25 Call T-82 Call

New
Top
Rated

TAPE DECKS
Nakamichi
Cassette 1 Call
Cassette 2 Call
RX 202 Call
Pioneer
CTW 630 229
CTW 1350 New
Yamaha
10(W 232 219
KXW 900 Call'MEC=
MAD

Atlantic Buyers Club. 162 Hwy 34 suite 189 Matawan NJ
07747 All Products Covered by Manufacturer's War-
ranty or ABC's Exclusive Limited Warranty and are
Backed by Our 10 Day Money Back Guarantee M -S 10-6

THE BINAURAL SOURCE World's exclusive catalog of true
binaural COs/cassettes for startling headphone experiences,
also speaker -compatible. Classical/jazz/drama/nature
sounds. Visa/MC accepted; new catalog $1; ($3 foreign, re-
funded first order): Box 1727SR. Ross, CA 94957. (415) 457-9052

DISCOUNT COMPACT DISCS!! Telarc $11.99/cd; Chesky $10991
cd. DMP, Reference & Sheffield $11.99/cd! Hundreds of other
labels at low prices. Send SASE for catalog or your order with
Visa / MC / Disc / Check i $4 shipping to: THE ACME COMPACT
DISC COMPANY P.O. BOX 7004. EVANSTON, IL 60204

LIKE -NEW CD'S $4.99, UP We pay you up to $7.00! FREE
STOCKLIST CCM-SR, 1105 Webster. Sandy Utah 84094-3151
(801) 571 9767

OVER 15000 USED CD's $399 TO $9.99. Buy/Sell, 6th Year. Visa,
MC. Send $2 for 24 page catalog. AUDIO HOUSE. 43048
Brayan. Swartz Creek, Michigan 48473 (313) 655-8639

WE BUY AND SELL USED/NEW COMPACT DISCS. WRITE CDCS.
551 VALLEY ROAD. SUITE 124, UPPER MONTCLAIR, NJ 07043
PHONE/FAX (201) 403-7745

MUSIC COLLECTION SOFTWARE. Name That Tune. Audio Canl
Select By Title. Artist, Year & Much More. Handles CDs, Tapes &
Records. Print Inventory & Shopping Lists $39.95 I $3.50 S/H
California Add 7%. S.F.C. INC. P.O. Box 1176, Agoura, CA 91376
(818)889-6705.

WHY PAY RETAIL PRICES? OVER 40,000 CD TITLES AT UNBEATA3LE
PRICES! V1SA/MC. CATALOG AVAILABLE. DIGITAL ENCOUNTERS.
EAST: (708) 759-9565. WEST. (619) 721-3235,

ORGANIZE AND PROTECT your CDs in fine home furnishings
Choose the Audio File CD Storage Chest. Multiple sizes avail-
able Old Crossing Classics. Box 552, Crookston. MN 56716.
1-800-745-6247

Receive twenty FREE Cassettes, Compact Discs! Exciting de-
tails FREE, Blue Ridge. Rt. 6, Box 833-K Bassett, VA 24055

GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES! C US/TAPES, FREE DENIS. BOONE

ENTERPRISES, BOX 16087SR, CHESAPEAKE. VA 23328.6087 OR
1-900-988-9808. EXT 866 $2/min.

INVENTIONS WANTED

INVENTIONS / NEW PRODUCTS / IDEAS WANTED. Call TIC! for
free information 1 800-468-7200.24 hours/day-USA/CANADA

INVENTORS, have a new idea for market') Call ALI for a free
inventors kit 1 -800 -8 -INVENT.

MOVIES FILMS VIDEOS

Cable TV Descramblers. Converters, Accessories. Name
Brands. Lowest prices. Best service. Call CABLE READY
COMPANY (800) 234.1006 for FREE 16 -page color catalog.

FAMILY NATURISM. Lifestyle photography. Unique videos.
magazines, books. Catalog $3.00. LIFESTYLES(SR). BOX 661268.
LA CA 90066.
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1800' AMPEX REELS USED ONCE -SAMPLE: $3.00. NEW MAXELL
REELS/CASSETTES. TDK AR100: $1.49, SA90: $1.79. AUDIO TAPES.
BOX 9584-S. ALEXANDRIA, VA 22304. (703)370-5555 VISA MC.
FREE UST.

WANTED TO BUY

LPs & CD's. BOUGHT & SOLD: Classical, Rock Jazz. Audiophile.
Etc. PRINCETON RECORD EXCHANGE. 20 Tulane St.. Princeton.
N.J. 08542. (609) 921-0881.

SERVICES

SPEAKER REPAIRS, Grills, Woofers. Mids. Tweeters & X-Overs. 15 Sr
Old Tampa Based Company Specializing in NI Brands Home
Speaker Reconing & Repairing THE SPEAKER EXCHANGE. 1242
E Hillsborough Avenue, Tampa, Florida 33604. 813-237.4800
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World Wide Electronics
47 Gadsen Place, S.I., NY 10314
Hours Monday -Friday 10 AM-7PM

Sunday 12 PM -5 PM
"THE CALL THAT SAVES YOU MONEY"

718-370-1303
HIGH -END AT LOWEST PRICES

 WE MAINTAIN THE MOST REASONABLE PRICES
ON 75 DIFFERENT BRANDS

-CALL 8 LET US WORKOUT THE BEST DEAL FOR
YOU

 ALL PRODUCTS ARE AMERICAN MODELS
 7 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

CAR & HOME STEREO

ABC
ADCOM
ADS
ADVENT
ALPINE
ALTEC LANSING
AR
AUDIO CONTROL
AUTOTECH
BAZOOKA
138K

B80
B&W KICKER
BLAUPUNKT KLIPSCH
BOSTON ACOUSTIC LEXICON
BOSE
CARVER
CELESTION
CERWIN VEGA
CITATION
CLARION
CONCORD

COUNTERPOINT OHM
COUSTIC ONKYO
DBX ORION
DENON PARADIGM
HAFLER PHASE LINEAR
HARMON KARDON PHILIPS
HIFONICS PINNACLE
INFINITY PIONEER
JBL POLK
JVC PRECISION POWER
KENWOOD PROTON
KEF PS AUDIO

PYLE
ROCKFORD FOSGATE
SHERWOOD

LUXMON SONY
MARANTZ SONYES
MB QUART SOUNDSTREAM
MIRAGE SUMO
MTX TECHNICS
NAD THORENS
NAKAMICHI YAMAHA

Call for our FREE shipping deal
All products covered by manufacturer or W E D exclusive warranty
Extended warranty available

FREE CATALOG, LANZAR. ORION. AUTOTEK HIFONICS, EARTH
QUAKE. JBL. STREETWIRES. AND MORE! CALL 24 HOURS: (315)
424-7836



LASER VIDEO S VHS STEREO REVIEW
USED LASER DISC CLEARANCE. WE BUY. SELL & TRADE. FREE
CATALOG. VDI/J. 5339 PROSPECT #221, SAN JOSE. CA 95129

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

MAILORDER OPPORTUNITY! Start profitable home business
without experience or capital. Information free. Mail Order
Associates, Inc., Dept. 792, Montvale, NJ 07645.

LOUDSPEAKERS

MOST FAVORED SPEAKER SEPARATES FROM DYNAUDIO - FOCAL
- VIFA - PEERLESS - LPG - AUDAX - MOREL AND MORE! DYNAUDIO
D2106AF $3790, D2806AF $3890, 17W7506 $6390. D76AF
$6990, D5406AF $8990, 21W5406 $10990. 30W5406 $135.00,
30W100 $199.00; FOCAL T9OK $3290, T120K $4190. 5N412DBL
$4990. 5K013L $5990, 7K011DBL $69.90, 8K011DB $72.90. 8K4155
$7790, 10001 $78.90. 10K515 $9990, V1FA D19AD0506 $15.90,
D25AG0506 $17.90. D261G6506 S13.90. D26TG3506 $1490.
H25TG3506 $1590, D75MX31 $23.90, P13WH0008 $26.90,
P17WJ0008 $2990, P21W01008 $3190. M25W04008 $3490,
A13WG0104 $2990. A17WG0104 $3090: PEERLESS K010DT
$1990, SR10 $11.90, MR10 $990, KU45 $15.90, 10125R $21.90,
K050 $2190, TP165R $2790, TX205F $26.90; LPG PMK26135R
$3390, AUDAX TW51A $3.99. TW60A $3.99, TW74A $3.99,
HD100D25AHR $14.90, HD129025AHR $14. 90, H1F13JVX $2090,
H1F17JVX $21.90; MOREL MDT -27 $3290, MDT -28 $3290,
MDT101S $8690. CDM-95 $139.90, CW6 $13990. LOTS OF
CROSSOVER PARTS AND ACCESSORIES IN STOCK WE'LL BEAT
ANY PRICE! SAME DAY SHIPPING. NO MINIMUM. VISA/
MASTERCARD. SOME RESTRICTIONS APPLY M.O. SPEAKERS (415)
459 3767.

AUDIO VIDEO STORAGE

STORAGE CABINETS for CD's, Cassettes & Vid-
eos. SOLID Wood, Glass Doors. FREE Literature.
Soria& Box 747-R, Nutley, NJ 07110
1-800-432-8005.

CABLE TV

CABLE 1V DESCRAMBLERS/CONVERTERS. ABSOLUTELY THE LOW-
EST PRICES! MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. ADVANCED ELECTRON-
ICS, 2140 SHATTUCK #2082. BERKELEY CA 94704 ORDER NOW
1 800-659-3018.

ARE YOU TIRED OF PAYING A HIGH MONTHLY
CABLE FEE? WE STOCK ALL MAKES & MODELS
OF CABLE EQUIPMENT. FOR FREE CATALOG
SEND SASE TO: CABLE-TRONICS, INC., 1304
EAST ALGONQUIN RD., SUITE 501, ALGON-
QUIN, IL 60102 OR CALL (800) 232-5017.
VISA/MC/COD. NO ILLINOIS ORDERS.

MISCELLANEOUS

TERMPAPER assistance 19,278 papers available! 306 -page
catalog --rush $200. Research, 11322 Idaho, #206SK Los An-
geles 90025 TOLL FREE HOTLINE: (800) 351-0222 (California:
213-477-8226).

CLASSICAL MUSIC LOVERS EXCHANGE. Nationwide link
between unattached music lovers. Write CMLE, Box 31. Pel-
ham, NY 10803. (800) 233-CMLS.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISERS:
You can reach millions of prime
prospects for your mail order products or
services through low-cost Marketplace
Classified advertising in this or other
Hachette Magazines, Inc. titles.
To place an ad, or further information
including rates, ad styles, sizes and multi -
title discounts, call Toll -Free

(800) 445-6066 9am-5pm EST

This publication
is available in
microform
from UMI.

1.1

800-521-0600 toll -free
313-761-4700 collect from Alaska and Michigan
800-343-5299 toll -free from Canada

MAIL ORDER MART
 Prices subject to ciange
 Prices exclude

shipping charges
 Not responsible for

typographical errors
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67P500 489
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CDC705 339
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C00930 449

Receiver 2 New 559
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NAD
20,0 479
7225 279

7240 429
7100X

829

K08730 419
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KXW900 549
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K0230 2'9
K0W602 i19
X9930 New 499

Rev, 199

289
GFA555 629
GFP565 679
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PMA1060 479
PMA560 269

GFA545 429
GCD575 489
VASES 699ea

P0A5000 Call

P90860 319

P042400 549

8E3838 139

DEHE30 299
DEH660 319

DEH 760 359
DEH770 379

KEXM800 469
CDXM40 349

C001030 569

DENON
DCM350 279

7400 849

PIONEER

99M699 .259

,6,DRM700A ,
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P04800 249
AVC1000 559

ingirowv.simer

TU660 259
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DCM450 359 SX1900 169 0891850 29 MellainaliIMMI KEH7200 279
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DCD1560 499 SX2900 239 088680 29 SONY DTC700 °" KEH5200 239

DCD560 New 199 VSX3800
269 098780 New :19 OENON O1L2000 799

DCD670 New 239 VSX3900S 299 DRW830 New 299 =MEM KENWOOD

DCD2560 549 v5049005 389 NAKAIWCHI NAKAMICHI KRC310 199 KRC430 229

DCD970 New 329

SONY
VSX5900S 499

VSX9900 729

Cassette Deck 1 729,a
Casette Deck 2 "-''

TAPE DECK 1 659

TAPE DECK 2 499

KRC530 249
KRC730 309

KRC630 269
KRC830 349

CDPC315 209 CDPC515 249 VSX4800 339 80202 729 8%505 1779 TAPE DECK 3 349 KRC930 379 KDC65R 379

CDPC615 289 CDPC715 349
CR7A 14991Draeon 1999 POWER PORT 1 129 KDC75R 419 KDC85R 449

LOUDSPEAKERS
CDPC910 349 CDP591 179 NAD POWER PORT 2 119 KDC93 399 KDC95R 489

CDP491 139 CDP291 119 BOSTON-KEF -POLK 6325 .19 POWER PORT 3 40 KAC622 129 KA0721 149

PIONEER CALL FOR PRICES 6340 :i29 CD TUNER 599 KAC742 229 KAC821 249

PD4700 129 P065100 149 ADVENT
6100 419 PA304 389 PA301 389 KAC941 309 KAC921 319

P06700 169 PD7700 269 AINA SP10 149 SP40 109 KDT99 659
POTM1 339 PDM450 179 HERITAGE 499 ADF800 199 SP50 119 SP55 199

POM455 199 P0:4550 219 LAUREATE New 439 A01300 109 SP80 199 SP1010 149ea SOUNDSTREAM
PDM640 249 P09650 289 LEGACY 349 ADWX888 309 SP60 139 SP65 259 MC140 349 D6011 179

NAD PRODIGY 249 ADWX333 119 ALPINE D10011 279 020011 399
5325 249
5340 329
5000 399

BABY 159
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AVX700New549
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6267 69
7914 New 399

7915 New 429
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80350 209

KARAT940 New 1049

KARAT960 New 1279

ERG070 New 1279

90830 615

40930 Cal

0X730 Call

140M70 Call

0X630 369

X630 359

7292SNew299
219

59573331 New 429

5952VNew399
3527 New 249
3566 New 499

5010 369
300IS 289
32C1S 399New

80450 New 259
RX550 New 339
8X750 New 449
RXV850 New 679

E84080 New 1699

PLUS 5 279

PLUS C 479

CX830 555

11930 339

E070 146

DSPE300 66!.

TR540 269

DSR70PRO 199
AV5700 249

DSPA1000 1229

6257CDNew59

SONY
000015 329 CDXA15RF 399

BOSTON

4 2 Pro 259

RXV1050 New 999 CELESTION MAD CD0A100 499 CDXA43FIF 469 5.2 Pro 279

DENCN SLES I 799 1600 319 C0X7560 359 094257 189

379

757 89

AVR 810 589
AVR1010 New 749
DRA335

219

080435 279

OL6 II 329
0L4 II 249
Model 3 229
Model 5 New 329

2200PE 529

3225PE 209

3240PE 329
3400 679

987600 379

C005040 319

XE8 249

087180 319

XR7070 269

XR7600

COX50130 349

0E90 149

087280 369

0R5500 239851

797 159
767 99

841 New 149

New 179

080835 Ne,,,, 379 Model 7 449 II=IGE2M 0M3040 249 092040 129 861 New 189

080835 New 559 Model 9 489 AIWA 01010 749 097130 289 C700 159

DRA1035 New 749

SONY
5TRAV270 159

Model 11 559
Model 100 959

INFINITY

0099 7831ASX800

SONY
1500 499

479

5C0 439
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KE2828
KE17000R

129

169

C793 259
6 2PRO 299

SAS -BAZOOKA
STRAV570 179 REF 1 179 REF 2 279 3500 649 700 509 6E27000R 189

5TRAV770 269 REF 3 349 REF 4 499 5500 829 62600 619 KE4848 189 152 139 IT16 159

STRAV970 359 REF 5 599 REF 6 659 YAMAHA Call KEH6868 189 T18 229 T62 159

STRD1070 449 KAPPA 5 649 KAPPA 7 1119 DENON GO5 639 KEH7878 209 T82 229 1102 159

STRD2070 749 KAPPA 6 799 KAPPA 8 1598 NAKAMICHI 629 KE37000R 209 T62A 229 T82A 249

We sell authorized U.S branded merchandise and parallel imports. All products covered by manufacturers warranty or New
York Wholesaler's exclusive limited warranty Manufacturer's rebates may not apply Ask for full details at the time of purchase.

ATTENTION
STEREO REVIEW

ADVERTISERS
The STEREO REVIEW Mall Order Mart is in ideal forum to reach interested
audioNideo enthusiasts who are active buyers themselves, and who advise others
on stereo and video purchases. The Mall Order Mart is and exclusive section
designed to showcase your advertising in STEREO REVIEW.To place your ads, or
for further information call Toll Free at:

1-(800) 445-6066 9am. to 5pm. est



by Maryann
Saltsee &
Robert Hipps

HEN Word got OUt that
legendary rh yt hm-and-

bluesman Taj Mahal was back
in the recording studio, it
seemed like everybody want-
ed a piece of the action. "Like
Never Before," his Private
Music debut, features a di-
verse group of guest artists,
including Hall and Oates, the
Pointer Sisters, rapper D.J.
Jazzy Jeff, and the pianist Dr.
John. With the support of
these peers, Mahal was en-
couraged to go in some new
musical directions, resulting
in what he feels is "some of
the jamminest, slamminest
music I've ever made."

Taj Mahal got his start back

Taj Mahal: the jamminest

in the Sixties, teaming up with
Ry Cooder to form the cult
blues band the Rising Sons.
Later, he wrote the memora-
ble soundtrack for the film
Sounder, and he was instru-
mental in bringing the Lang-
ston Hughes/Zora Neale Hur-
ston play Mule Bone to
Broadway. Along with Miles
Davis and John Lee Hooker, he
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was nominated for a Grammy
this year for his work on the
soundtrack of Dennis Hop-
per's film The Hot Spot, and
currently he's on the big
screen in Bill & Ted's Bogus
Journey, the sequel to Bill &
Ted's Excellent Adventure.

 ECO R DI NGS on the Soviet
Melodiya label, one of

the world's largest, are now
being released on CD, thanks
to completion of the first CD
pressing plant in the U.S.S.R.,
and they will be distributed in
the U.S. exclusively by Koch
International. Melodiya al-
ready has a classical catalog of
145 titles on CD, with a vast
library of older recordings to
draw from, and a wide selec-
tion of jazz and ethnic -music
CD's will be released soon.
Koch International is planning
to release twenty-five Melo-
diya CD's a month until the
entire catalog is available. The
first release, earlier this sum-
mer, featured Mozart violin
sonatas with Oleg Kagan and
Sviatoslav Richter, Chopin pi-
ano works with Evgeni Kissin,
Mozart and Brahms from the
Borodin Quartet, and Russian
works by the pianist Mikhail
Pletnev, the conductor Evgeni
Svetlanov, and others.

HE Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
turns twenty-five this

year. To mark the occasion,
Capitol Records in Nashville
has released "Live to Five,"
the band's twenty-fourth re-
cording and its first live album
in fifteen years. Recorded last
March in the historic Red
Deer Theatre in Alberta, Can-
ada, the sixteen -song set fea-
tures highlights from three
days of sold -out perfor-
mances, including such long-
time favorites as Mr. Bojan-
gles, Make a Little Magic,
Dance Little Jean, and Baby's
Got a Hold on Me. The al-
bum's producer, T -Bone Bur-
nett, also got into the act, join-
ing the band onstage for its
trademark encore, Will the
Circle Be Unbroken, which it
first recorded for the 1972 al-
bum of the same name. Last
year's follow-up to that land -

0

The Dirt Band: still unbroken

mark recording, "Will the Cir-
cle Be Unbroken, Vol. II,"
earned three Grammy awards.

ELIDING days at last be-
hind them, members of

the rock group Yes reunited
this year for a new album,
"Union," and a world tour.
"This 'union'," said lead sing-
er Jon Anderson, "is some-
thing that I've felt very strong-
ly about for some time."

The timing is impeccable,
too, as Atlantic has just re-
leased "Yesyears," a four -
CD boxed set spanning the
band's entire career. In addi-
tion to such classic tunes as
Roundabout and Owner of a
Lonely Heart, the set contains
previously unreleased demos,
outtakes, rare stereo mixes,
and even one never -before -
heard song, Money. Because
of the use of original master
recordings (as in Atlantic's
Led Zeppelin retrospective),
the overall sound quality of
"Yesyears" promises to be
noticeably superior to that of
prior Yes CD's. And the artist
Roger Dean, whose surrealis-
tic images have long been as -

Yes: now they are eigh
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sociated with Yes album jack-
ets, is doing the cover.

HE Danish -born recorder
virtuoso Michala Petri

and the American -born pianist
and composer Keith Jarrett
transcend categories and
boundaries, both geographi-
cally and musically. Petri's
repertory ranges from the ear-
ly Baroque to the avant-garde,
and Jarrett, who got his jazz
education from Art Blakey,
among others, has broken new
ground in contemporary mu-
sic with his extended improvi-
sations and his formal compo-
sitions. Their first recorded
collaboration finds them clos-
er to Petri's home turf with a
disc of Handel's Sonatas for
Recorder and Harpsichord on
RCA Victor Red Seal, for
which Petri now records ex-
clusively.

HE
piano duo of sisters

Katia and Marielle La -
Wine left their native France
this summer for appearances
at music festivals across the
U.S., from Mostly Mozart at
Lincoln Center in New York



M A
to the Hollywood Bowl, with
stops in Cincinnati and Ann
Arbor along the way. Best
known to American record
buyers for their spirited inter-
pretations of Gershwin and
Bernstein, the Labeques are
now delving further into
American jazz. In their latest
recording, "Love of Colours"
on Sony, they perform works
by Thelonious Monk, Chick
Corea, and Miles Davis, all
arranged by the record's pro-
ducer, the guitarist John
McLaughlin.

ELOS Records' "Great
American Composer"

series got off to an impressive
start two years ago with a re-
cording of two Howard Han-
son symphonies. That disc,

Petri, Jarrett: partners

which received three Grammy
g nominations and a STEREO RE -

view "Record of the Year"
Award, stayed on the Bill -

if, board Classical chart for for-
t ty-one weeks. A second vol-

ume of Hanson followed in
1990, and this summer is
bringing the release of a third
volume, featuring the Sym-
phony No. 4. As with the earli-
er releases, the driving force
behind the project is the con-
ductor Gerard Schwarz. Con-
sidering the indefatigable
Schwarz's music directorship
of both the New York Cham-
ber Symphony and the Seattle
Symphony (his summer jobs
include directing the Mostly
Mozart and Waterloo Festi-
vals), it is especially appropri-
ate that both ensembles have
been employed in this ground -

o breaking cycle. Schwarz and
a Delos have also recorded

K

Labeques jazz it up

works by the American com-
posers David Diamond, Wal-
ter Piston, Charles Griffes, and
Deems Taylor as well as a Bar-
ber/Gershwin/Bernstein disc.

oxette, the Swedish rock
duo whose recent single,

Joyride, is a No. 1 hit world-
wide, has been given the ulti-
mate seal of approval: a post-
age stamp bearing their
features. On October 5, the
Royal Swedish Mail will re-
lease the new stamp, which
has a value of 25 pence, the
cost to mail a standard letter in
Scandinavia. Subjects of the
other current Swedish stamps
are Alfred Nobel (inventor of
dynamite and founder of the
Nobel Prizes) and the King of
Sweden. When Roxette was
asked for a reaction to the
philatelic recognition, the
duo's guitarist, Per Gessle,
said simply, "It feels good to
have all of Sweden licking our
behinds." Gessle and Marie
Fredriksson, the duo's vocal -

Schwarz: alI-Ameri(a-i
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ist, started a world tour in the
U.S. this summer.

4110 RATO RECORDS iS intro-
ducing two new mid -

price series in September. The
Hommage series will spotlight
renowned artists. First up will
be the cellist Paul Tortelier
with three discs, one each of
works by Vivaldi, Bach, and
Debussy and Ravel. The Li-
bretto line is devoted to reis-
sues of operas and kicks off
with seven titles ranging from
Purcell's Dido and Aeneas to
Dukas's Ariane et Barbe-Bleue.
As a sneak preview in early
August Libretto offered no
less than Prokofiev's epic War
and Peace conducted by the
composer's close friend and
compatriot Mstislav Rostropo-
vich. The conductor's wife,
Galina Vishnevskaya, sings
Natasha, a role she originated
at the world premiere of the
final, complete version of the
opera at the Bolshoi in 1959,
before she and her husband
left Russia.

RACENOTES. Rykodisc,
the largest of the few re-

maining successful American
independent labels, has ac-
quired Hannibal Records,
whose catalog includes nearly
every album by Richard
Thompson as well as a sub-
stantial amount of English folk
music and world music. . . .

RCA Victor continues to reis-
sue treasures from its vault of
historic Toscanini recordings,
and next March "The Com-
plete Toscanini Collection,"
on eighty-two CD's, will be
issued in a limited edition in
honor of the 125th anniversary

Roxette: Take a letter!

of the maestro's birth. In the
meantime, a budget -price
Toscanini "sampler" CD, fea-
turing such works as Ride of
the Valkyries, the "Leonore"
Overture No. 3, and excerpts
from La Boheme , will be avail-
able for a limited time. . . .

The Naird Award for the best
independent heavy-metal al-
bum of 1990 was given to
"Blackface in Bondage" by
the Slappin' Mammys on the
Performance/Bizarro World
label. It's a collection of tunes
associated with Al Jolson per-
formed in the style of Judas
Priest and Metallica. . . . Two
thousand autograph seekers
turned up at a Sao Paulo, Bra-
zil, record store recently for a
signing party starring the Ra-
mones, who happen to be ma-
jor Latin American stars.
"We're up there with Madon-
na and people like that," not-
ed lead singer Joey Ramone. 0
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Nip 'n' Tuck
.1. ALK to people over age thirty, and

chances are they will express out-
rage over the current pop -music
scene. The dance -pop idiom, to
hear them tell it, is pure musical
fraud. At best, smash recording

artists like Paula Abdul, Milli Vanilli,
and Vanilla Ice are clearly much better
dancers than musicians. To watch
them vault to the top of the music
charts is a tragedy indeed. Even
worse, some of these singers are not
even doing their own singing. The
Milli Vanilli duo, after winning the
Grammy for best new group one year,
was exposed for lip -syncing the next.
What's going on here?

What's going on is business as usual.
Pop music has long been a largely
manufactured product, mixing equal
parts ability and production. There are
certainly some colossally talented pop
musicians, and some not so talented.
To help close the gap, a number of
tricks have become part of the trade.
For example, for many albums, a com-
petent, anonymous singer is hired to
record "guide tracks." This usually
takes about an hour. Then the star
appears and spends days mimicking
the guide track, copying the musical
expression of the anonymous singer.

The vocals are usually recorded on a
number of tracks, and the final vocal
line is assembled by picking and
choosing good phrases as needed to
complete the composite. Meanwhile,
a number of standard signal -process-
ing techniques are employed to cover
vocal deficiencies. In addition to

SIGNALS
hcn C. Pohlmann

equalization and reverberation, vocals
are often doubled-that is, run
through a digital delay line to intro-
duce a slight time shift, or recorded
twice and mixed together. The result is
a fuller -sounding voice. In short, pop
studio recordings are about as natural
as Cheez Whiz. The ingredients of live -
performance recordings, like those of
wieners, are something you don't even
want to think about.

Well, you say, I guess pop music has
pretty much been corrupted by tech-
nology, but what's the difference? The
music is just commercial fodder any-
way. Thank goodness that real music,
like classical music, is free of such
duplicity.

Well, think again. That symphony
you're listening to has as many pieces
as an Eiffel Tower made of Legos. A
typical classical music recording has
well over a hundred edits. I've seen
master tape recordings of albums with
so much splicing tape I could hardly
see the magnetic tape underneath.

In fact, classical music, too, has
long relied on tricks. The stories are
legendary. There was a certain famous
soprano recording Tristan and lsolde
who couldn't hit the high C's in Act
Two. Another soprano was stationed
right behind her in the studio, and
when the problem passage came
along, the second singer stepped for-
ward and hit the high notes. In another
example, try as he might, an aging
virtuoso pianist couldn't quite play a
difficult passage in a Schumann piece.
The producer found the passage in an
unfinished recording of the same
piece, recorded years before, in a dif-
ferent hall, with a different piano. By
adding equalization and reverbera-
tion, he was able to splice the old
passage into the new recording, and
everyone was happy.

Well, okay, you say. So classical
musicians take advantage of techno-
logical opportunities. Nothing wrong
with that. And maybe you're right.
But you should also know that record-
ing techniques are changing the way
an artist records. For example, in pre-
paring for a recent recording session, a
famous brass group divided each mu-
sical selection into four- and five -bar
chunks, then went into the studio and
played all the pieces one chunk at a
time. In this way they stayed fresh,

and when the chunks were spliced
together, the result was a superhu-
man -sounding brass performance. In
another example, a famous flutist
similarly recorded in small chunks,
then edited out the breaths to create
what he called "superbreaths"-long
phrases of incredible virtuosity. Any-
thing's fair game, especially since al-
bums don't specify the number of edits
they contain.

Thanks to digital audio editing sys-
tems, music can be spliced and diced
just like the words coming out of my
word processor. The system can cut,
paste, copy, replace, reverse, trim,
invert, fade in, fade out, smooth, loop,
mix, merge, change gain and pitch,
crossfade, equalize, and compress and
expand time. A bit flat on that note?
Just click on it and nudge it up a little.
Wrong note? Find the same note
somewhere else and copy it over. Late
entrance on the cadenza? Just trim the
pause a little. Held a note too long?
Cut out a few milliseconds.

If things like that sound dishonest to
you, then virtually every contempo-

Digital audio editing
systems can cut, paste,
copy, replace, reverse,
trim, invert, fade in,
fade out, smooth, loop,
mix, merge, change
gain and pitch,
crossfade, equalize . . .

rary recording you own is guilty. Even
a so-called live recording is probably a
composite of several live perfor-
mances edited together. Much has
been said about the growing virtuosity
of today's classical recording artists,
but some of the praise must go to their
producers and engineers and to their
clever techniques. Thanks to the tal-
ent of artists and technology, you rare-
ly hear a wrong note any more.

I guess that's good. But next time
you laugh at Milli Vanilli's lip -syncing
problems, remember that your own
classical music collection is filled with
edits. Just like this column.
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Koss Pro'4XL Stereo -

phones are perfect for

the late -night jazz lover.

They're sleek and com-

fortable, so you can lis-

ten 'til the wee small

hours without disturb-

ing anyone. And they

reproduce the music

so faithfully, that they're

often used in profes-

sional recording stu-

dios. Plus there's our

exclusive Lifetime War-

ranty. Audition a pair

soon. And discover why

KOSS
stereophones

are the only ones

that truly measure up

to jazz standards.

'Round Midnight.
For more information call 1-800-USA-KOSS, or write KOSS Stereophones, 4129 N. Port Washington Rd., Mlwtukee, WI 53212
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Command
Performance.

Introducing the new Adcom GI1P-500 II Tuner/Preamplifier.
Only a few years ago, Adcom announced the dawn
of a new era by introducing its GTP-500 tuner/

preamplifier. Together with any of Adcom's
acclaimed power amplifiers, this unique audio product
has given thousands of cost -minded, serious music
lovers a quality alternative far superior to the common
receiver. The new, evolutionary GTP-500 II offers
a meaningful expansion of convenient features and
sonic performance.

Full Command Of Your Music System
Control your system's power on/off, select

pre-programmed FM and AM stations, scan the FM
dial, adjust volume level and select different sources.. .

all with Adcom's wireless remote controller. With
optional Adcom remote sensors and additional
loudspeakers, you can also enjoy your Adcom music
system in other rooms throughout your home.

For total music system integration, the GTP-500 II
remote sensors will also receive and retransmit
commands to a majority of remotely controlled
components, regardless of brand. This remarkable
design gives you full command of your entire music
system throughout your home and offers the ultimate
flexibility of integrating the remote features of
components manufactured by others.

Value Measured By Performance
The overall performance of the new GTP-500 II is

demonstrably superior through its evolutionary design

and the use of state-of-the-art component parts.
Adcom's unique, low -impedance RIAA compensation

and distortion in the phono input
stage. To further reduce noise and distortion in all
stages, all switching devices are buffered.

Long term adherence to circuit design objectives is
accomplished by utilizing 1% Roederstein resistors in
all critical applications as well as a new low -loss, printed
circuit board.

Through a careful balance of sensitivity and selectivity,
the GTP-500 H optimizes FM performance whether
you're in an urban or rural area. Design parameters,
including an improved IF stage, have been optimized
to translate into lower distortion. In fact, the quality of
FM stereo reproduction through the GTP-500 II is as
good as the broadcast itself.

More Sound, Less Money
Adcom stereo components have established a

reputation for sounding superior to components costing
two and three times as much. The new GTP-500 II
promises to keep faith with this tradition of more
sound for less money.

Its ability to command your entire music system by
remote control, and its exceptional sonic performance
are why so many experts consider the GTP-500 II
to be Adcom's ,

command
performance.

O

details you can hear
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